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ABSTRACT 
ON WARGAMING:

A CRITIQUE OF STRATEGIC 
OPERATIONAL GAMING 
John Thomas Hanley, Jr.

Yale University 
1991

This paper is a critique of strategic operational gaming. Operational gaming refers 

to the use of gaming to explore plans and investigate courses of action. Strategic refers 

to the subject explored. Therefore, this inquiry deals with two topics. One is the limits 

and validity of knowledge derived from operational gaming. The other is the use of free

form gaming involving humans in formulating national security strategy.

This work consists of five parts in ten chapters. Part one addresses free-form 

gaming. Rather than accepting the notion that gaming contributes to better decisions, it 

addresses the alternatives to gaming and the issue: Why Game? This chapter uses a 

taxonomy of indeterminacy to suggest classes of problems most amenable to gaming. 

Part two suggests why we should employ operational gaming seriously as a technique in 

the formulation and implementation of national security strategy. It addresses the 

evolving nature of national security strategy, the history of gaming, and the influence of 

gaming on policy and strategy. Part three explicitly lays out the elements and structure 

of operational gaming. Part four critiques two current efforts employing operational 

gaming techniques to assist in national security policy analysis and strategy formulation. 

Similar concerns over defects in strategic analysis at the end of the 1970s led to the 

Global War Games at the Naval War College and the RAND Strategy Assessment 

System. The Global games employ free-form gaming whereas RAND has developed a 

computer-based system. Finally, part five addresses future directions in the use of 

operational gaming for policy analysis and strategy formulation. It suggests steps needed 

to institute a discipline of gaming and suggests areas of research.
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PREFACE

This paper is a critique of strategic operational gaming. Operational gaming refers 

to the use of gaming to explore plans and investigate courses of action. Strategic refers 

to die suk’ject explored. Therefore, this inquiry deals with two topics. One is the limits 

and validity of knowledge that we can derive from operational gaming. The other is how 

we go about formulating national security strategy.

National security is a primary concern of the U.S. government. Over the past two 

centuries the U.S. has developed an elaborate process and complex organization for 

conducting affairs related to national security. The complexity of the process and 

organization is a result of the increasing complexity of global competition.

National security increasingly involves competition in a world where growing 

communications have produced interdependent economic, scientific and political ties 

among states with significantly different cultures and moral values in addition to strong 

interests in national sovereignty. We live in an era of nuclear weapons, rapidly changing 

technology, a post-colonial explosion in the number of states, and increasingly multipolar 

centers of not necessarily coincident military and economic power. Little personal 

experience is pertinent to the details of modem world problems. Existing methods for 

analyzing national security strategy typically are superficial and minimally adequate. We 

need techniques capable of coping with complexity and generating strategy that achieves 

the intended aim.

iii
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Following the age of Napoleon, when faced with the growing complexity of war,

changing technology, and limited experience, the Prussians developed war gaming. War

gaming exerted a strong influence over the development of military strategy through

WWD. Gaming is again growing in popularity as a means for understanding complex

environments and deciding policy and strategy.

Where the use of operational gaming fits among techniques employed to analyze

courses of action and methods used to study strategy is an open question. Indeed, this

is part of two wider, related debates. One is over the role and content of operations

research. The other is over the role of systems analysis in strategy formulation. The

outcome of the former debate has implications for the use of operations research theory

in the practice of making decisions. The outcome of the later has some implications for

the organization of the Defense Department and the Planning, Programming and

Budgeting System that dominates activities in the Pentagon.

Gaming sits squarely in the middle of the debate over the role and content of

operations research. Philip Morse, a leader among the fathers of operations research in

America, introduced the subject in 1951 with the description:

Operations research is a scientific method of providing executive departments with 
a quantitative basis for decisions regarding the operations under their control. 
(Morse 1951, p. 1)

In retrospect, his use of the term quantitative was unfortunate. The emphasis on 

quantification has motivated the division of the operations research community into two 

camps. The first camp emphasizes purpose: namely, the improvement in operating 

organizations by using scientific processes of inquiry. The second camp emphasizes 

methods of optimization. This camp projects the image that operations research is a self
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contained discipline of mathematical programming and stochastic analysis techniques. 

The rub between purpose and method does not occur in well posed problems where the 

process and data are known with some exactitude. However, competition between 

complex organizations involves poorly understood organizational relationships, dynamics, 

and behavioral uncertainties. These factors dominate the consequences of choice in many 

important problems. To address these problems one must be very clever, or choose 

between mathematical calculation that provides inappropriate precision and less exact 

styles of inquiry that provide insight contributing to improved operations.

Gaming is both a grandparent and orphan of operations research. Before WWII 

gaming led to the first Lanchester equations modeling force-on-foice combat and provided 

data on trade-offs between speed and armament of battleships. Following WWII, the 

focus on quantification led to a split between the operations research and the gaming 

communities. Now, few in the operations research community have an appreciation for 

operational gaming. Few gamers have any knowledge of operations research techniques. 

This state of affairs is unfortunate for two reasons.

First is that both gaming and quantitative operations research techniques have 

something to offer. Gaming admits the use of appropriate mathematical rigor without 

being overly reliant upon i t  Gaming also involves decision makers directly in the 

analysis. Involving decision makers promotes implementation of the results and improves 

the chances that the analysis will be used properly. On the other hand, the rigorous 

model formulation that comes with quantitative techniques has value. Not the least is 

contributing to the design and conduct of operational games.
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Second is that the split between the communities reflects the haphazard way in 

which analysts select techniques. In both communities the analysts use the techniques 

that they know, with little conscious attention to how well the technique suits the nature 

of the problem addressed. In most cases a plurality of techniques is useful. Some will 

provide more valid knowledge than others. Inattention to the strengths and requirements 

of particular techniques leads to different communities discounting the value of any 

approach but their own.

Most practitioners of gaming approach the subject solely as a practical art, not a 

science that benefits from analytical study. My intent is to provide a foundation for the 

development of gaming as a respected discipline. My hope is that this paper closes the 

distance between the operations research and gaming communities.

THE PLAN OF THE WORK

This work consists of five parts in ten chapters. Part one addresses free-form 

gaming. Rather than accepting the notion that gaming contributes to better decisions, it 

addresses the issue: Why Game? Part two suggests why we should employ operational 

gaming seriously as a technique in the formulation and implementation of national 

security strategy. Part three explicitly lays out the elements and structure of operational 

gaming. Part four critiques two current efforts employing operational gaming techniques 

to assist in national security policy analysis and strategy formulation. Finally, part five 

addresses future directions in the use of operational gaining for strategy formulation.

Part one (Chapter 1) begins by considering alternatives to gaming and the nature 

of the unknown in deciding upon a course of action. The perspective is one where a
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vii

consequential decision is at hand. Presume that we understand the state of the world, and 

know the exact trajectory of future states of the world for each decision that we might 

make. In this case, selecting a course of action would be relatively easy. Introducing 

indeterminacy complicates anticipating the consequences of choice.

A host of techniques are available to address this problem. Therefore, we begin 

by examining courses of inquiry and the nature of indeterminacy inherent in our decision 

process. A taxonomy of indeterminacy provides a basis for considering alternative 

analysis techniques. The examination illustrates the extent to which problems can be 

resolved in the face of different types of indeterminacy. The instruments of operations 

research (mathematical models, computers and people) provide another facet for viewing 

the suitability of various analytical techniques in relation to the indeterminacy inherent 

in the decision situation.

The structure of the subject matter of many important decisions is poorly 

understood. This calls to question the scientific nature of analysis performed to support 

decision, particularly free-form gaming. Therefore, Chapter 1 goes on to address 

scientific standards in the conduct of inquiry. This leads to the discussion of how free

form gaming promotes sound decisions. The discussion provides criteria for sound 

decision, and a basis for evaluating how alternative analytical techniques contribute to 

sound decisions.

To examine the proposition that we should employ gaming seriously in the 

formulation and implementation of national security strategy, we need to understand (1) 

what is involved in national security strategy and the implications for analytical 

techniques, (2) methods used to inform national security planning and decision making,
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viii

and (3) evidence of the impact of operational gaming, specifically war gaming, on 

strategy. Chapters 2, 3 and 4 respectively address these issues.

Chapter 2 describes relevant aspects of national security strategy from three 

perspectives. It begins by tracing the evolution of demands placed upon the process of 

strategy formulation as a result of changes in the socio-economic environment, ideology, 

technology and the attendant styles of warfare. Next, a review of the writings of the most 

influential strategists illustrates what have been considered to be the determinants of 

strategy and the role of theory in the formulation of strategy. Finally, different concepts 

of the term strategy are examined to distinguish features of their theoretical outlook and 

to highlight practical problems in the formulation of strategy.

Chapter 3 broadly discusses methods used in the formulation of strategy over the 

last two centuries, concentrating on the development of operational gaming. A brief 

introduction addresses the purposes for the study of strategy and methods used. In the 

absence of war, war gaming provided the laboratory for understanding new developments 

through most of this period. Therefore, this discussion covers the history of war gaming 

through WWD. Following WWII, a watershed in military problem solving occurred. For 

a variety of reasons, systems analysis largely replaced operational gaming as the dominant 

military problem solving technique. I investigate the motives and critique the conse

quences of this development in Chapter 3.

The evidence to this point supports the proposition that we should employ gaming 

seriously. However, some critiques of gaming claim that its use can be pernicious. 

Chapter 4 investigates the evidence. Gaming conducted to decide upon military
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operations and upon national policy decisions provides evidence on both the value and 

limitations, and the abuse, of gaming.

Part three (Chapter 5) provides a practical basis for operational gaming. The 

discussion follows the five canonical phases of free-form gaming: preparation, transition 

into the game world, the conduct of the game, debriefing the participants, and use of the 

game. The discussion exploits the decision process explained in Chapter 1. This process 

serves as the basis for the structure and elements of free-form operational gaming. The 

discussion highlights features of game design, administration and use that most directly 

affect the value of free-form operational gaming.

Part four (Chapters 6 through 9) describes and critiques two current efforts at 

strategic operational gaming. The first is a twelve year series of Global War Games 

conducted at the Naval War College. The second is the RAND Strategy Assessment 

System (RSAS). Perceived deficiencies in strategic analysis techniques motivated both 

these efforts. They are both ambitious efforts aimed towards informing the formulation 

of strategy. They fall near opposite ends of the spectrum of free-form versus computer- 

based gaming.

Chapter 6 covers the set of five Global War Games conducted during the summers 

of 1979-1983. Chapter 7 covers the five year series of games dedicated to investigating 

the problems of a long war conducted during the summers of 1984-1989, and the pair of 

games addressing the new strategic environment held in 1989 and 1990. The principal 

function of these two chapters is to document the games. Few open accounts of these 

games exist Chapter 8 reviews costs and critiques the Global War Games using the 

criteria established in Chapter 5. Our main interests are the actual function of the games,
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criteria established in Chapter 5. Our main interests are the actual function of the games, 

and how well they measure up against criteria for vigilant decision making and standards 

of science (i.e., their contribution to valid learning).

Chapter 9 picks up from Chapter 3 in discussing the origins of RSAS and 

describing the design philosophy and system structure. RAND designed RSAS for 

analysis, not free-form gaming. However, the relationship between RSAS and free-form 

gaming is complementary. In its code, RSAS embodies explicit theories of conflict and 

theories of military effects. Chapter 9 describes, in brief, the relevant features of RSAS 

and contrasts the virtues and shortfalls of the computer-based approach.

Part five (Chapter 10) concludes this exposition with a discussion of future 

directions in strategic gaming and recommendations for gaming research. The nature of 

uncertainty in the future security environment is placing a premium on gaming as an 

analysis technique. To realize the potential of gaming we need to devote greater effort 

to the development of gaming as a discipline. This Chapter explores the implications of 

these propositions, identifies issues involved in gaming research, recommends substantive 

issues for strategic gaming, and reviews the disciplines needed on a research team to 

pursue these efforts.
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CHAPTER 1 

WHY GAME?

This work is about the use of gaming in the formulation of national security 

strategy. National security strategy involves a broad range of diplomatic, psychological, 

economic and military instruments, supported by technological innovation. For the 

military instrument in particular, strategies for the preparation of the instrument are 

distinct from strategies for its employment. The Department of Defense (DoD) works on 

budget strategies, strategies for the long term military competition,1 and strategies for 

military operations should armed conflict occur. The roots of gaming grew in the last. 

We will focus upon operational gaming, i.e. gaming aimed at exploring plans and 

investigating alternative courses of action. This remains the dominant use of gaming to 

influence the military component of national security strategy.2

Gaming is just one possible technique to employ in the formulation of strategy. 

Before examining the nature of national security strategy more closely, we need to

1 The current term is "competitive strategies."

2 To suggest that strategies exist in an explicit form for other than the military component, or that the 
military strategies are complete would be incorrect The State Department typically prepares diplomatic 
strategy on the spur of the moment, though recently they have evinced an interest in using gaming to think 
through situations and check some preparations beforehand. The changes in the National Security Act of 
1947 made in 1953 reflect the demise of the psychological component of national strategy in the U.S. 
following World War n. There has never been a national economic plan coherent enough to be called a 
strategy, though a few principals of free-trade have prevailed.

1
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address where gaming fils among alternative techniques used in the study and formulation 

of strategy. Traditionally the study of strategy has included the study of history, the study 

of theorists who have written on the nature of strategy- practical exercises, and theoretical 

analyses. Wargaming has served as a basis for the later two approaches.5

Though the term strategy evokes many concepts, central to them all is choice 

among possible courses of action. Strategy is inseparable from decision. Theories of 

decision developed since World War II (WWII) offer another approach to the develop

ment of strategy.

Decision theories are both normative and descriptive. Normative decision analysis 

and game theory specify what a rational person should do given the formulation of the 

problem. Descriptive decision theory studies how people do choose a course of action 

and suggests decision processes that have a greater chance of producing the intended 

outcome.

Gaming holds an interesting position with respect to theories of decision. Gaming 

predates theories of decision and has been an influential analytical technique in the 

formulation of strategy. Yet, no discipline or theory of gaming has emerged. Theories 

of decision provide the basis for a theory of gaming. Decision analysis and game theory 

offer terminology, structure and machinery for determining the essential elements of 

gaming. By extension these theories provide the basis for constructing strategy and 

critiquing the process of strategy formulation.

1 Practical exercises such as wargaming and field maneuvers provide a dual function of training while 
examining concepts that involve particular contingencies or employ new features of technology and 
organization.
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Decision analysis identifies the basic elements of decision. It specifies the method 

for selecting an optimal choice under conditions of uncertainty where only one person’s 

interests affects the outcome. Building upon this foundation, game theory provides the 

basis for selecting viable choices when more than on person’s interests determines an 

outcome. Descriptive decision theory provides criteria for sound decision and a model 

for the gaming process.

The perspective of this chapter is that we face a serious policy decision or the 

need for contingency plans. The implications are such that we think it worth studying 

courses of action and likely consequences. How do we decide upon a course of action 

that is likely to produce the outcome that we intend? What are our alternatives for 

analyzing the problem? Which alternatives are more appropriate? The answers to these 

questions lay in the interaction of the valid learning possible from each study approach, 

the nature of the subject matter, and the nature of human decision.

At the root of our problem in choosing a course of action is anticipating the 

consequences. Several types of indeterminacy limit our ability to ascribe a particular 

outcome to an action that we might select. Normative decision theory aims to provide 

a means for selecting a rational course of action when faced with indeterminacy, but 

knowing the structure of the problem. Normative theories provide few hints on how to 

resolve indeterminacy in the structure of the subject matter. Beyond the general method 

of science, there are few explicit techniques for determining structure. How do we make 

sound decisions where the science of the subject matter is inexact, or the subject matter 

so dynamic and complex that it defies prediction?
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Here gaming offers a means for anticipating the consequences of choice. For 

decision, we need not predict the future. We do need to be intellectually comfortable with 

our understanding of what influences outcomes, possible consequences, and whether we 

will have warning and time to effect a course of action to avert undesirable developments 

or take advantage of opportunities. From both the perspective of science and organiza

tional decision making, gaming offers an exceptional method for studying dynamic 

phenomena involving competing incentives that are too complex to represent precisely.

This chapter has six parts. First is a brief examination of alternative approaches 

to studying our decision situation. Next is a taxonomy of types of indeterminacy to 

illustrate what is inexact about the subject matter. The third section associates bodies of 

theory to the resolution of the various types of indeterminacy, and suggests the extent to 

which indeterminacy can be eliminated. Structural indeterminacy stands out as a topic 

warranting particular attention. We then move from theories to techniques. We consider 

how models, computer simulations, and gaming accommodate or resolve structural 

indeterminacy. Gaming emerges as a technique for resolving forms of structural 

indeterminacy not related to statistical data.

This discussion, in turn, raises the question of the limits and validity of knowledge 

that can be derived from free-form gaming. The fifth section explains criteria for gaming 

to satisfy the standards of science. The final section reviews how people and organiza

tions make decisions. It illustrates how gaming satisfies criteria for high-quality decision 

making and the value of direct participation of top-level decision makers in the analysis.
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ALTERNATIVES TO GAMING

Humans have complex motivations for everything that they do, including gaming. 

Gaming stimulates the intellect. It provides occasions for fantasying flights into different 

worlds. It also stimulates competitive instincts, while providing occasions for social 

interaction. All of these enhance to the entertainment value of games. However, gaming 

also serves serious purposes. We use it to teach, and for study to learn. The object of 

study may be the situation represented by the game, the people in the game, or the game 

itself. The purpose of almost any game involves a mix of these motivations weighing in 

to different degrees.

Our main interest here is in the practical use of gaming to generate and to study 

candidate courses of action, thereby to influence decisions. Presume that we face with 

a crucial decision. Either we perceive a potential threat to our status, or an opportunity 

to improve our situation. We think the consequences to be potentially important enough, 

and the courses of action and outcomes sufficiently difficult to anticipate, that the decision 

merits study. What are our alternatives?

One is experience. Our difficulty in formulating a plan and anticipating 

consequences may be resolved by seeking the counsel of wise men who have experienced 

similar situations. Where they have learned from their good or bad fortune, and can 

relate their learning to the decision at hand, they may provide the insight needed to make 

a sound decision.

Another alternative is to experiment. This involves replicating the decision 

situation to gain first-hand experience. Logically, all the particulars of the situation 

cannot be replicated without actual decision and action. Therefore, the experiment must
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use a model employing only some features of the actual situation. Models deliberately 

omit those features of the situation considered irrelevant to creating valid knowledge. 

Many decisions of interest involve large numbers of people, expensive material, or long 

periods of time. Therefore, models may necessarily omit even otherwise relevant features. 

The experiment may advance knowledge of only parts of the decision situation. The 

validity of the experience is conditioned upon the learning being insensitive to those 

aspects of the situation that were not incorporated, or were infeasible to incorporate, in 

the simulation.

If suitable experience is not available (at a reasonable price) another alternative 

is to turn to recorded experience: i.e., history. Case studies and historical example often 

substitute for experience. History is extremely useful, and frequently unappreciated in the 

American analytical culture. However, history does have its limitations. The world never 

returns to the same state of being. The author of any recorded work decides what is 

fitting to include and how to present the facts and conclusions. The analyst must judge 

how well the author’s presentation fits the decision at hand. Also, historical example is 

incomplete. The analyst must accept the burden of deducing what would have happened 

if something had changed.

We could turn to theory. The purpose of theory is to extend experience to predict, 

or at least to anticipate, future events. Experience substantiates theory. A problem with 

theory, particularly in the inexact sciences, is there are so many of them.1 Also, they 

vary in degrees of completeness and substantiation. The past two centuries saw a

1 Inexact sciences are those that deal with phenomena where the reasoning process is not formalized 
in the sense that the terms used are inexactly defined or reasoning takes place by other than formal logico- 
mathematical derivation of the hypothesis from the evidence (Helmer and Rescher 1959, p. 25).
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proliferation of scientific disciplines, each with their own set of theories. In addition to 

the exact sciences, philosophy and the social sciences -- e.g., anthropology, economics, 

international relations, political science, psychology, sociology, and area studies focusing 

on either geographical regions or issues such as the environment — provide insight and 

potentially useful theories for anticipating the consequences of action. Few people are 

well educated in more than one of these disciplines. Selecting a particular discipline 

establishes the attributes of the subject matter thought most relevant and norms for 

evidence. Therefore, selection of the discipline shapes the analysis and the answers.

Finally, we could turn to operations research techniques, including gaming. 

Operations research grew from the scientific analysis of operations, emphasizing 

quantification to support decision. Interdisciplinary in nature, its practical character 

originally distinguished operations research from other analytical approaches. The 

emphasis on quantification for optimization led to the development of another body of 

theory and techniques. Thereby operations research developed as a separate discipline in 

its own right. Like any other discipline, selection of operations research as an analytical 

approach shapes the analysis and the answers.

Given these alternatives, which are more appropriate? Which aid in accurately 

anticipating the consequences of choice? Which lead to the selection of a course of 

action highly likely to achieve the intended outcome? The answer to these questions 

resides in the interaction of the epistemology of any particular analytical approach, the 

nature of the subject matter, and human limitations in making sound decisions.

At the root of our difficulty in anticipating consequences are various types of 

indeterminacy. Each type relates to a body of theory for resolving that indeterminacy.
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TYPES OF INDETERMINACY

The ostensible purpose for a person to choose a course of action is to affect some 

system: the set of interacting objects considered. The perceived state of that system at 

the time an action is chosen will affect the decision, as the decision will affect the future 

state of the system.1

Formalizing terminology will help to clarify the following discussion.

Term Definition

the world

a state of the world 

the true state

the object [system] about which a person is concerned

a description of the world, leaving no relevant 
aspect undefined

the state that does in fact obtain, i.e. the true de
scription of the world.

(Savage 1972, p. 9)

Figure 1-1 illustrates the basic decision situation. A decision is a choice between 

two or more courses of action fk (k=l,2,3,..).2 At time t’ we take a particular course of

1 A wide range of disciplines use the concept of a state. In classical physics the state of a system is 
adequately described if, once the state is given, all later events are determined. In dynamic programming 
transitions occur from state to state, and a state is a summary of the prior history of the process that is 
sufficiently detailed to enable evaluation of current alternatives (Denardo 1982, p. 36). The state variable 
in dynamic programming, in turn, has properties analogous to a sufficient statistic. The idea of sufficiency 
is to reduce data with statisdcs such there is no loss of information. Thus, once the role of states in 
decision is understood, the knowledge embodied in physics, dynamic programming, statistics and stochastic 
processes can be brought to bear in evaluating courses of action. The concept of a nation state takes us off 
in another direction. Therefore, I avoid use of the term in this manner.

2 Formally, an act is a function attaching a consequence to each state of the world. If two different 
acts produce the same consequences in every state of the world there is no reason to consider them as 
different. (Savage 1972, p. 14)
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WORLD (t")WORLD ( f)

ACTION

DECISION

Figure 1-1. The Basic Decision Situation.

action.1 The course of action chosen, f£'(Si,t), is a function of the perceived state of the 

world Si and the perceived time available i to respond upon recognition of the decision 

situation. The available response time is the time from the initiation of environmental 

change to the realization of that change, as shown in figure 1-2.

The true state of the world is a function of kinematics, the previous state of the 

world, acts of nature, and willful human acts. We denote the true state at t’ as 

s;[t\s .,< ,fn , where n denotes the acts of nature. Here t* precedes t’ and s. describes the 

world at t*.2 The course of action chosen is the decision maker’s means to affect the

1 Decisions to wait, or to take no action, are legitimate courses of action. Also, a course of action is 
a  single decision no matter how many sequential actions are involved. Carried to its logical extreme, this 
suggests that a person could make one decision that would dictate all actions taken from cradle to grave. 
Though this approach promotes looking ahead to the possible consequences of series of decisions, humans 
are very limited in their capacity to behave in such a manner.

2 We interpret If as all actions taken up to t \
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Processing Decision Action

Critical Tune for Organizational Response

Figure 1-2. Reaction Time Line

process that results in the true state of the world being sj[t",si,n̂ ',fi'] at t".

If we know enough to represent the state of the world as an exact point in some 

state space, and can map the trajectory of the changing state of the world from t’ to t" 

exactly for each of our decision alternatives, the decision situation is deterministic.1 

Anticipating the outcome at any given time, and the consequences for us, presents few 

problems in a deterministic decision situation.2

1 A state space is defined by the relevant aspects of the world needed describe a state. Each aspect 
forms one dimension of the space (not all necessarily independent). To represent the state as a point in its 
state space implies that the units of measure for each aspect of the world are understood. Using the 
situation presented, the state space would need to include aspects such as actual and perceived available 
response time.

2 A consequence is anything that may be relevant to the person. Consequences may conveniently be 
thought of as states of the person as opposed to outcomes that describe states of the world (Savage 1972, 
p. 15). If we know the outcome, anticipating consequences is a problem only if our tastes (preferences for 
different outcomes) changes over time in some undetermined manner.
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Now consider statistical indeterminacy. In this situation the initial state is a 

random variable. We do not know the true state of the world at t’ exactly, but know its 

statistics. We know either a full description of the probability distribution, or, 

equivalently, its sufficient statistics.1 For any action taken, if the process is stable a small 

change in the state at t’ will result in a small change in the state at t". If the process is 

chaotic, a small change in the state at t’ could result in a large change in the state at t". 

Either way, if the remainder of the system is deterministic, given the state at t’ we can 

map the exact trajectory of the point in state space through to t". Thus, sufficient 

statistics determine the system conditioned upon the starting state.

Alternatively, we could know the state of the world at t’ exactly, but encounter 

stochastic indeterminacy in the system. In this case many similar systems starting in 

the same state have the same proportion transition to a given later state. Let S be the set 

of all possible states of the system, denoted by s„ sz, etc.. Let two states s* Sj (distinct 

or not) be given. The proportion of states $ at time t’ that transition to states Sj at time 

t" determines the probability pi/t’.t") of the transition. The system with its set S of states 

and their transition probabilities constitutes a stochastic process.2

Figure 1-3 illustrates a stochastic process with four possible states, only one of 

which can be realized at each stage. The figure illustrates the transition probabilities from 

the first state to itself for the two intervals shown. Each line in the diagram has such a 

probability attached. For each interval, e.g. (t’.t"), the probabilities form a matrix, as

1 Sufficient statistics, such as a class of probability distribution (e.g. normal) with its sufficient 
parameters, provide a shorthand for describing a distribution with no loss of information.

2 Even relatively simple systems can involve very large numbers of states. See Appendix A for 
examples.
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n

11 12 13 14

21 22 23 24

31 32 33 34

41 44

Figure 1-3. A Stochastic Process and Transition Probability Matrix

shown in the figure. As with statistical indeterminacy, if the remainder of the system is 

deterministic, and if we know the states and transition probabilities, the system is 

stochastically determined.

Altering the basic decision situation as shown in figure 1-4 introduces strategic 

indeterminacy. Here more than one decision maker takes action (f,g,h,...) that affects 

the outcome of the process. The distinct perceptions of decision maker g are denoted by 

(Sf,I). Absent other forms of indeterminacy, the outcome is determined by the calculations 

and subsequent actions of the set of decision makers.
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ACTION

DECISION

Figure 1-4. The Multi-person Decision Situation.

Finally, there is structural indeterminacy. This indeterminacy covers all that we 

do not know about the structure of the data describing the system. This covers 

indeterminacy in current state, the kinematics of the process, the acts of nature, the 

available response time, and the perceptions, beliefs and values of the decision makers. 

It also includes resolution of an appropriate time horizon for decision, t’ to t". 

Accounting for structural indeterminacy puts art into quantitative analysis. Where this 

indeterminacy exists, the accuracy of any calculation of outcomes and consequences is 

conditioned on the completeness and accuracy of the presumed structure. Structural 

indeterminacy accounts for the inexactness of the inexact sciences.
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THE RESOLUTION OF INDETERMINACY

As in Newtonian mechanics, the absence of indeterminacy represents a theoretical 

absolute. However, some subject matter readily admits the use of deterministic models 

for prediction. In those subjects the scientific theory is well developed. The state space 

is clearly identified. The data specifying the system is persistent. We presume that we 

know all data necessary to specify the structure of the system. We understand the state 

variables and their units of measure. We also can represent the relations between the 

variables in the form of a function. The function provides a one-to-one, or many-to-one 

mapping from the state space to the subsequent event.1 Since we know the true initial 

state, the exact relation representing the process, and the process does not involve 

conflicting interests, the solution of the problem reduces to mathematical analysis and 

programming.2

Mathematical axioms and logic usually are sufficient to produce a unique solution, 

in the form of a numerical value. Numerical methods may introduce some "technical 

uncertainty" into the calculation, but otherwise the solution involves no indeterminacy.3

Statistical indeterminacy in the decision situation results in a single distribution 

of outcomes for each action considered. For each action we can map the known 

distribution of initial states its outcome distribution. We presume that we know the 

structure of the system, that the process involves exact relations between the state

1 An event is a set of states. The set may contain all, exactly one, or no states. "The event obtains" 
expresses the idea that a given event contains the true state among its elements.

1 Mathematical programming is that part of operations research that is concerned with optimization.

’ Hodges (1986) uses the term "technical uncertainty" to cover the error introduced by numerical 
calculation. ■
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variables, and that the process does not involve conflicting interests. For statistical 

indeterminacy in one variable, analytical methods are frequently available in the form of 

a mathematical expression to map the outcome distribution. Joint distributions of several 

variables typically require numerical techniques, and consideration of technical 

uncertainty. Statistics provide the theoretical basis for resolving statistical indeterminacy.

Similarly, the theory of stochastic processes provides the means for resolving 

stochastic indeterminacy. Here we presume that we know the true initial state and the 

statistics of the random variables in the process. Again, the process does not involve 

conflicting interests. Both the times and states may be either discrete or continuous. As 

with statistical indeterminacy, the process is determined within the parameters of a single 

outcome distribution for each action considered. We usually need numerical techniques 

to calculate outcome distribution when the process involves more than one random 

variable.

Bringing indeterminacy into the decision situation raises the question of how a 

person relates their preference over consequences to choice of actions, since each 

decision alternative could produce a range of possible outcomes.1 Having admitted 

indeterminacy, how does one evaluate it?

1 The theory of decision is predicated upon homo oeconomicus: economic man. A decision is 
economical, if among available decisions, it is the most desirable one. The most desirable is based upon 
some reasonable, but idealized, behavior of a rational person or organization behaving as a unitary actor. 
For the word economic to have any meaning the person must use a consistent choice operator. Economic 
analysis and game theory frequently relies upon some axioms of consistency that are a bit stronger than 
simply a consistent choice operator. First, upon the presentation of choices the person must be able to order 
the alternatives according to which they prefer and to which they are indifferent. This imposes a 
requirement for all alternatives to be comparable. For our purposes we will also require that the person be 
capable of indicating the intensity of their preference. Secondly, transitivity must hold. If a person does 
not prefer apples to oranges, and does not prefer oranges to pears, then apples must not be preferred to 
pears. Finally, choice must be independent from irrelevant alternatives. If a consistent person prefers 
oranges to apples they will never choose apples when oranges are available, regardless of whether a third 
alternative is available.
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A person who has a consistent set of tastes and beliefs can make a rational choice 

under these circumstances.1 We require a consistent person’s choice among actions with 

indeterminate outcomes be consistent with his preference among consequences where the 

act determines the outcome. Also, he must obey the rules of logic. We also stipulate that 

we can construct actions that fall between any two actions under consideration with 

respect to preference, and that we can construct events that fall between any two events 

under consideration with respect to probability. With these requirements and the two 

stipulations we can construct an argument that a rational choice given indeterminacy is 

one that maximizes expected utility (Marschak and Radner, 1976, pp. 14-44).2

Where the process involves conflicting interests among parties who can affect 

which event obtains, game theory resolves strategic indeterminacy. However, game 

theory requires a lot of structural data, all of which must be specified exactly. The 

elements of a formal game consist of:

- identification of the players,

- rules of who can act when,

- information conditions of what players know about others’ acts when they
choose theirs,

- the possible choices that they can make at each opportunity,

- details of the random acts of nature, and

1 A person has consistent beliefs if he can rank future events according to their comparative 
probabilities. A person has consistent tastes if he can rank the alternative choices confronting him 
according to his preferences. Also, in a consistent person wishful thinking should not influence his ranking 
of the probabilities of events obtaining.

1 Appendix B provides additional discussion of expected utility. Expected utility accommodates some 
structural indeterminacy allowing subjective probabilities. However, it requires full specification of tastes, 
possible actions, and outcomes.
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- the beliefs about outcomes and payoffs (consequences) for each player.1 

The players in a game are considered to be intelligent, rational decision makers.2

In most mathematical problems, once the situation is formulated the solution is 

essentially determined. In game theory several solution concepts may apply to the same 

game. Where the system involves the acts of several persons, the problem is to find 

arrangements, if any exist, that support each person’s self-interest as they see it, because 

no change that they might be able to enforce would better them.3 In general, any 

particular solution concept may not be reasonable in all contexts. Also a viable solution 

may not prescribe a unique course of action for each of the players, nor a unique 

distribution of gains (or losses) among a coalition of actors. Therefore, game theory will 

reduce the set of actions normatively considered rational, but not necessarily resolve the 

choice to a single course of action.4

1 A player is any person or organization who can affect and has a stake in different outcomes.

2 Players are rational in the sense that each person’s decision-making behavior is consistent with 
maximization of his expected utility given the circumstances (which does not rule out consideration for the 
welfare of others). They are intelligent in that they are presumed to understand everything about the 
structure of the situation (available strategies, outcomes, and payoff functions) and can make all required 
calculations. This is the assumption of complete information. If other players’ tastes and beliefs are not 
known it is desirable to have incentive compatible mechanisms where it is in their interest to reveal their 
true values.

3 Where the distribution of welfare (or ill-fare, in the case of armed conflict) is involved, a couple of 
additional properties are considered desirable in a solution concept First, the amount of goods or welfare 
to be distributed cannot be less than the sum received by the players (i.e. the solution must be feasible). 
Second, no member of a coalition should be able to do better without making another worse off. This 
Pareto optimality condition ensures an efficient distribution by leaving nothing to waste.

4 In this regard game theory is a theory of organizations concerned with "negotiability and 
enforceability -- with the power of individuals or groups to influence the distribution of goods and welfare, 
whether by threats and collusion or by unilateral action. A ’solution’ to an economic game will accordingly 
carry sociological and political as well as economic implications (Shubik 1982, p. 7)."
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INDETERMINACY FEATURES TECHNIOUES FOR 
RESOLUTION

None (1) State space clearly identi
fied,
(2) Persistent data, (3) Units of 
measure understood,
(4) Relations determined,
(5) Initial state known.

Math analysis and program
ming.
(Typically unique solution)

Statistical (1) through (4) above,
(S) Probability distribution of 
initial state known.

Statistics (Unique distribution of 
solutions)

Stochastic (1),(2),(3), and (5) above, 
(4) Transition probabilities 
known.

Stochastic processes. (Unique 
distribution of solutions)

Strategic (1) Conflicting interests,
(2) Players well specified,
(3) Information conditions well 
specified,
(4) Probability distributions for 
moves of "nature" specified,
(5) Beliefs about outcomes and 
consequences for each strategy 
set known,
(6) Players consistent and 
logical.

Game theory. 
(Sets of solutions)

Table 1-1. Techniques for Resolution of Indeterminacy.

Table 1-1 summarizes the classes of indeterminacy, features of the subject matter 

associated with each class, and techniques for the resolution of indeterminacy. The 

implication is that if the decision at hand is characterized by a particular type of 

indeterminacy, use of inappropriate techniques will require further explanation of 

assumptions and interpretation to provide valid knowledge.

Even when we can specify the structure of a system exactly, rigorous quantitative 

analysis techniques do not guarantee exact solutions. Anticipating the consequences of 

action is more difficult when predictions exist only in the form of probability distributions
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or sets of reasonable behaviors. However, imputing more certainty, or exactness, violates 

the limits and reduces the validity of knowledge that the theory provides. Many 

important decisions entail subject matter with unknown attributes and relationships, or 

jolts to the system and discontinuities that defy prediction. Where we do not know the 

data specifying the structure of the system the question remains: how do we resolve 

structural indeterminacy to anticipate the consequences of decision?

Data analytic and diagnostic techniques expose structure in data, thereby reducing 

structural indeterminacy in statistical data (Hodges 1986, pp. 8-13). However, unlike the 

other types of indeterminacy, there is no general theory for the resolution of structural 

indeterminacy beyond the theory underlying the method of science. Therefore, we must 

shift our attention to techniques and scientific method. Gaming is one such technique. 

Done properly, gaming exposes structure underlying complex processes and motivating 

strategic behavior.

MODELS, COMPUTER SIMULATIONS, AND GAMING

The resolution of structural indeterminacy involves the interaction of experience 

and analysis, induction and deduction. We derive experience through observation of 

natural events and experimentation. Through induction we generalize upon observed facts 

to form laws as postulates. We then manipulate these postulates to deduce theories. 

Further experience then confirms or refutes the theory.

Consider how classical analytical techniques accommodate or resolve structural 

indeterminacy. Those techniques used to anticipate consequences include models,
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simulations, and gaming.1 These techniques correspond to administrative categories of 

resources, namely: analytic models, computers, and people. In this construct we reserve 

the term gaming for experiments involving humans in roles other than the experimenters.

Analytic models consist of a set of logical relationships. They are the most formal 

of theories (Kaplan 1964, Chapter VII). They institute a pattern on the basis of well 

defined correspondences. They permit manipulation by analysts according to a set of 

formal logico-mathematical rules. Both mathematical analysis, generally, and game- 

theoretic analysis, specifically, are in this category. The power of analytic models is in 

their ease of manipulation and the clarity of the insight provided in the absence of firm 

data. In WWII models developed independently by Americans and British both showed 

the worth of large convoys, contrary to the extant policy (Hughes, ed. 1984, pp. 82-83). 

Also, game theory has provided a rich source of insight into the structure of human 

behavior.2 Analytic models require structure, rather than reveal it.3 However, by 

focusing attention on structure, and identifying salient features of the system, modeling 

promotes the resolution of structural indeterminacy.

In general, models try to capture only essential variables, treading the line between 

plausibility and tractability. To be tractable, analytic models limit considerations to only 

a few variables. The resulting representations are necessarily abstract. We design models 

to answer particular questions from particular perspectives about what is essential. 

Analytic models embody only the perspective of the analyst, or team of analysts. With

1 These terms are adapted from Brewer and Shubik (1979, pp. 1-10).

1 Appendix C provides approaches to strategy based upon game-theoretic considerations.

1 The pitfalls of modeling are covered in any number introductions to operations research and systems 
analysis, and in occasional papers. See any number of Quade’s publications or Kahn and Mann (1957c).
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equal validity one can take the position that all models are wrong, or that models are 

rarely wrong given a competent analyst. The issue really is the domain of questions and 

contexts that the model is designed to handle. When applied beyond this domain, models 

are of limited use. We frequendy lose insight into the structure of problems when using 

models for computation. When used for computation, we should critically question 

whether the model adequately represents the indeterminacy inherent in the subject matter.

We use machine simulations when the analytic form becomes too complex for 

manipulation, or we need to perform many computations. Though both analog and 

numerical techniques of machine simulation remain in use, computer simulation 

dominates.

The strength of computers is in rapid computation. For this reason computers are 

essential to mathematical programming and permit the investigation of complex statistical 

data and stochastic processes that are otherwise intractable. They are the instrument of 

choice when the structure of the system is known, but analysis of the problem is beyond 

the reach of the other techniques due to its computational complexity. Exploitation of this 

strength requires known structure and firm data.

Computation is extremely intolerant of structural indeterminacy. For computation, 

we must assign values to all variables, whether we know them or not. Too frequendy 

computers are used to account for more "realistic" parameters, for which the structural 

indeterminacy is unresolved. The requirement to translate analytical forms into the 

language of the computer results in a lack of transparency to users other than the 

programmer. Not knowing the data, nor whether the relations expressed in the algorithms 

are useful in the context of the application, makes the quest for realism specious. When
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using computers, it is difficult for anyone not intimately familiar with the program to 

judge the limits and validity of the knowledge derived from the analysis. Also, for 

computer simulation the cost and time to develop and encode models, and to populate 

data bases, is a major consideration. Computation contributes to the resolution of 

strategic indeterminacy only by producing incredible results that demonstrate the structure 

employed is not useful for anticipating events.

Theoretically, sensitivity analysis highlights those variables having the greatest 

impact on the results. Rapid computation can make testing more variables easier, thereby 

focusing attention on features of the system where resolution of structural indeterminacy 

is most important. Selection of features to examine is subject to the judgment of the 

analyst.1 In practice, sensitivity analysis is not as evident as it should be in quantitative 

studies.

The next technique to consider is gaming. It is useful to distinguish between 

man-machine and free-form gaming.2 They have different purposes and characteristics.

Man-machine gaming covers those cases where the system incorporates both 

humans and machines. Here, the machine determines the structure of the process block 

shown in figure 1-1. Humans perform as elements of the system or objects of the study. 

Where humans perform as elements of the system, they may function as cheap software

1 The obvious limitations of sensitivity analysis are that it does not cover the elements that were 
stripped from the situation to create the model, and in practice, when performed, only a few variables can 
be tested usefully. Also, as Shubik points out (1982, p. 14), what is meant by a "slight" variation in the 
discrete structure of a game is not clear. Kahn and Mann (1957a, p. 87) distinguish possibly large 
variations as being in the realm of contingency analysis rather tlian sensitivity analysis. Judgement of the 
analyst dominates the process, making it essentially little different from methods of distinguishing the 
critical elements of the process that employ less rigor.

2 Brewer uses this taxonomy in Clark and Munn, eds. (1986, pp. 455-475), and variations appear in 
Brewer and Shubik (1979).
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in gaming conducted to test the system. Alternatively, the purpose of gaming may be to 

provide training in the use of the machine. Where humans are the object of study, the 

purpose may be to study human factors in operation of the machine or to expose the role 

of judgement in the problems analyzed. Man-machine gaming illustrates the structure of 

human behavior in particular, highly structured environments.

Of the analytical techniques presented, free-form gaming contributes the most to 

understanding the structure of multi-person decision processes such as that shown in 

figure 1-4. It is particularly useful where the system involves conflicting interests. Free

form gaming incorporates investigation of the structure of the subject matter with the 

investigation of the structure of human decision in that process.

Free-form gaming consists of teams and a control group operating within the 

framework of a scenario.1 Each team represents a game-theoretic player. The 

computational equipment used is an adjunct to ongoing activities. The scenario sets major 

portions of the world state, providing a common context for the decision making of all 

players. During the game play the control team weaves the actions of the players together 

to update the world state. They then feed back updates to the players in the form of 

general (common knowledge) and specific (to each player team) situation updates. These 

updates provide the basis for the next move by the players. Moves (selection of a 

particular course of action) result from the consideration by team members of options, 

goals, and constraints, as mediated by control.

1 This concise description is adapted from Brewer in Clark and Munn, eds., (1986).
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Free-form operational gaming is a simulation experiment performed on a loosely 

structured model of the world.1 The principal purposes for operational gaming are: 

sharpening estimates of the probable consequences of policies, examining the comparative 

worth of strategies and tactics, and ultimately for forecasting. Therefore, in addition to 

being a simulation experiment, gaming frequently functions as a heuristic both for 

solving the problem under consideration and for generating leads for further study. 

Where used to test planned operations, gaming serves as a trial run. Also gaming is 

frequently used for theoretical experiments to test theories. If subjected to close 

observation gaming can, and should, serve as boundary experiments that suggest the 

bounds over which a particular course of action is wise.

Gaming and game theory largely complement one another. The shortfalls of game 

theory are largely the strengths of gaming. By involving humans and simulating 

organizational behavior in a dynamic environment the unwritten rules, personal detail, 

social conditioning, poorly defined payoffs, limited intelligence, learning and mispercep

tions are all included in the analytical structure.2 Gaming contributes to the resolution 

of structural indeterminacy by revealing kinematics, player’s tastes and beliefs, perceived 

courses of action, facts, and rules imposed by procedure. The game participants should 

be free to challenge these; along with the context, the representation of players, the 

information conditions, the timing of moves, and the adjudication of changes in the world 

state. Free-form gaming also provides a conceptual scheme for checking the relevance 

of historical data in the game context. In providing a forum for challenging the structure

1 Kaplan (1964, pp. 147-154) describes the following kinds of scientific experiment.

2 The list of features that distinguishes human behavior from "strategic man" are discussed in Shubik 
(1983).
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of the game model, free-form gaming contributes directly to the resolution of structural 

indeterminacy.

The scientific value of the free-form gaming is frequently criticized. Inherently 

the technique entails many variables operating simultaneously. This precludes 

reproducing results due to the number of branches that the phenomena could follow. The 

rigor of gaming is also frequently suspect. Answering how free-form gaming satisfies 

scientific standards is key to understanding the limits and validity of knowledge derived 

from gaming.

SCIENTIFIC STANDARDS

The fundamental standards of modem science are objectivity, rigor and usefulness. 

Modem scientific method has relaxed requirements for exactitude and repetition to 

accommodate the inexact sciences. All science is inexact at the boundaries of its theory. 

Complex phenomena involving human behavior in a world where the context for 

decisions is rapidly changing typify the subject matter of the inexact sciences. The 

inexact sciences play a large role in providing the intellectual comfort about the relevance 

of experience to future outcomes needed to support decision. The relaxation of these 

requirements frequently leads to confusion about the scientific nature of certain study 

techniques.

Objectivity is the first standard. Kaplan (1964) describes an object as " ... that 

which objects. That is objective which insists on its own rights regardless of our wishes 

(p. 35)." This equates to Helmer and Rescher’s (1959) description of objectivity as "the 

intersubjectivity of findings independent of any one person’s intuitive judgment (p. 27)."
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Intersubjectivity relaxes demands for reproducibility as a requirement for scientific 

acceptance. To demand strict reproducibility of events would eliminate dynamic 

processes involving behavior, particularly human behavior, from the realm of science. 

Demanding intersubjectivity requires only that "a scientific observation could have been 

made by any observer so situated," for the intersubjectivity "testifies that the observation 

is uncontaminated by any factors save those common to all observers (Kaplan, pp. 

127-128)."

Relaxing the requirement for strictly reproducible events opens up the meaning of 

scientific laws. Rather than laws strictly determining the relationship between actions and 

their effects there is room for quasi-laws (Helmer and Rescher) or tendency laws (in 

Kaplan’s terms), and statistical laws. For a quasi-law "it is not necessary that no apparent 

exceptions occur, it is only necessary that, if an apparent exception should occur, an 

adequate explanation be forthcoming (Helmer and Rescher, p. 29)." Statistical laws 

permit probabilistic explanations (Helmer and Rescher p. 31, Kaplan p. 112). The 

importance of these laws is that they have counterfactual force necessary to be laws, carry 

explanatory force, and support prediction. They serve as standpoints from which we can 

survey for exception. They provide the basis for broader theories that advance the 

understanding of complex phenomena. These laws require expertise, providing the basis 

for the definition of an expert as one who knows what context must hold for a law to 

apply (Helmer and Rescher, pp. 38-52; Kaplan, p. 95).

The concern in relying upon intersubjectivity as a basis for extending the concept 

of laws centers on the role of bias and preference in forming belief. Beer discusses four 

methods of fixing belief (1966, Chapter 2), taken from Charles Pierce. First is the
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method of tenacity. This is repeatedly hearing something from someone who ought to

know, such as a child hears from its mother. The second is the method of authority: the

will of the institution. This may provide a bit more intellectual discomfort than the

previous method, but none the less dominate beliefs. The third is the method of apriority:

the adoption of self-evident assumptions that are clear to the user, but to no one else.

This method violates the requirements of intersubjectivity, whereas the first two foster the

appearance of objectivity, but for unscientific reasons. Fourth is the method of science.

In this taxonomy rigor distinguishes the method of science.

Even with rigorous methods, one may claim a distortion common to all men

invalidates common perception as a standard of objectivity. However

Whether a distortion common to all can nevertheless be said to yield something 
objective is a philosophical question that has no bearing on the conduct of the 
human enterprise of science. The methodological question is always limited to 
whether what is reported as an observation can be used in subsequent inquiry even 
if the particular observer is no longer a part of the context. (Kaplan, p. 128)

These methods of fixing belief are not mutually exclusive, nor exhaustive. They

serve mainly to suggest that one must be aware of sources of intersubjectivity that lay

beyond the realm of science in considering appropriate techniques for developing

knowledge. Rigor demands that a critique of any technique address the use of the

unscientific methods of fixing belief.

Rigor is a precise formulation of method. It is required to lessen the pernicious

effects of the first two methods of fixing belief. Rigor is frequently equated with

precision in logic. Aristotle has often been cited in this connection for his remark:

In studying this subject [politics] we must be content if we achieve as high 
a degree of certainty as the matter permits.
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In this regard rigor is sometimes viewed inappropriately as requiring exact observation 

and measurement, and is overemphasized in formality of deduction. Where the subject 

matter is inexact, an emphasis on rigor can conflict with the most basic standard of 

science: that the knowledge be useful. The utility of an analytical effort provides both 

a scientific and a pragmatic standard to measure the suitability of the analytical technique. 

Science values the heuristic fertility (Kaplan 1964, p. 284) of studies rich in implications 

for further observations, experiment, or conceptualization. The tests of rigor are whether

(1) the analytical techniques used are appropriate to the subject matter, (2) we can clearly 

articulate the details of the method used and how we arrived at conclusions, and 

ultimately (3) we can say what valid lessons the study produced.

Rigor in gaming hinges upon the relation between the adequacy of the model used 

in the simulation and the claims of what valid learning came from the experience. In 

gaming we take some liberties with the concept of a model as a formal statement of 

relationships. The game embodies a host of elements representing the world of interest, 

including formal models, people, and rules for behavior. Free-form gaming employs both 

semantical models, presenting a conceptual analog to the subject matter, and physical 

models — non-linguistic systems analogous to the system studied.1 The scenario, rules 

for the conduct of the game, and methods used in adjudicating changes in the world state 

are all forms of semantical models. The people participating in the game represent a 

combination of physical and semantical models. They have the physical constraints of 

any humans. They are semantical models in representing the decision making of actual 

decision makers. In some cases the gaming employs physical separation and machines

1 See Kaplan (pp. 267-268) for more extensive discussion of these kinds of models.
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such as teletypes to simulate communication procedures and otherwise to model features 

of the process.

Rigor in model formulation comes in the homomorphic (many-to-one) process of 

mapping analogous scientific and conceptual models of the decision situation into the 

model used in the game (Beer 1966, p. 113). The mapping reflects only similarities 

between the original scientific and decision situations. If the mapping ignores as 

irrelevant dissimilarities that are in fact relevant, the utility of the model will be reduced.

In free-form gaming humans represent other decision makers, adjudicate outcomes, 

and control the flow of events. Where they represent other decision makers we presume 

that their tastes and beliefs, and their perception of choices and outcomes, equates to 

those they represent. Where people use formal models to adjudicate changes in the state 

of the world we presume that know what context must hold for the laws embodied in the 

model to apply. Where professional judgment is the sole basis for adjudication, we 

presume their predictions are accurate and reliable. Where they control the flow of events 

we presume that they understand those aspects of the structure of the process. Humans 

routinely consider many more elements as relevant than formal models, but rarely can 

explain their logic rigorously. Therefore, rigor demands that we assess the qualifications 

of the people to perform their tasks in the game. Feasible, rigorous methods for assessing 

expertise in many complex subject matters of interest unfortunately do not exist. Again 

we must rely upon a consensus of opinion to determine expertise.1 In free-form gaming 

we try to make up in intersubjectivity what we lose in rigor.

1 Helmer and Rescher assert, "Even if the expert’s explicit record of past performance is unknown, 
reliance upon his predictions may be objectively justified on the basis of general background knowledge 
as to his reputation as an expert (1959, p. 42)."
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Game models are produced by reducing a substantive problem to a conceptual 

model based upon one’s perception of what is relevant to the problem. Then the 

conceptual model is further reduced to the physical and semantical models employed in 

the game (figure 1-5).1 If the game serves its purpose, this system of models (game) 

produces an outcome that can be generalized by induction to advance a substantive 

conclusion.

SUBSTANTIVE
CONCLUSION

SUBSTANTIVE
PROBLEM

INDUCTIONPERCEPTION

GAMECONCEPTUAL

RESULTMODEL

SIMULATIONHOMOMORPHISM
GAME

MODEL

Figure 1-5. Role of the Game Model.

From the perspective of creating valid knowledge, the model should be isomorphic 

to both the substantive problem and the conclusion through all phases represented in 

figure 1-5. That is, the mapping of the decision situation (substantive problem) to the 

conclusion would be one-to-one. We accept isomorphism as necessary for a valid 

simulation (as stipulated by Schlenker and Bonoma 1978, pp. 26-32). Isomorphism can 

only be preserved in the face of indeterminacy by stating substantive conclusions in such 

a way that the indeterminacy in the outcome is incorporated appropriately into the 

conclusion. We can stipulate that reduction of indeterminacy in the game model, where

1 See Beer (Chapter 6) for an excellent discussion of this process, and Brewer 1978 for relating the 
outcome of the model to a substantive conclusion.
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such reductions are real rather than artificial, permits a more exact statement of the 

conclusions. More exact conclusions are typically more useful. Just as predicting a 

certain point outcome is invalid for a system involving statistical or stochastic 

indeterminacy, predicting a certain point in the state space as the outcome of a free-form 

game makes no sense. We should view gaming products such as quantitative box scores 

of model outputs with great circumspection. Instead, valid conclusions are those that 

suggest tendencies, illustrate timing, highlight paths of reasonable behavior, and anticipate 

outcomes. Relying on the judgement of experts, gaming can vividly illustrate decisions 

that make sense for all parties in the given situation.

The validity of the knowledge created by free-form gaming comes from the 

intersubjective agreement of knowledgeable participants. Heuristic value also exists in 

those areas where experts disagree. As opposed to analytic models and computer 

simulations, free-form gaming typically incorporates the perspectives of many experts, 

advancing a synoptic view of highly ramified phenomena. The game participants 

intersubjective judgement creates the synoptic vision of the workings of the world. Their 

ability to explain their logic provides a portion of the necessary rigor. The apparent lack 

of rigor in free-form gaming needs to be weighed against the value of using more exact 

techniques in dynamic contexts characterized by value laden objectives, conflicting 

interests and major elements of structural uncertainty. The validity of conclusions derived 

from gaming resides in the way statements about the game are cast and the way these 

statements are subsequently used.

With due attention to appropriate rigor, free-form gaming is clearly a scientific 

enterprise. Where systems involve large amounts of structural indeterminacy, gaming can
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produce knowledge more valid than other analytic techniques, though less subject to 

rigorous proof. Moreover, gaming facilitates sound decision better than analysis 

techniques understood only by the analyst.

GAMING AND DECISION

To understand how free-form gaming facilitates sound decision, we need to 

address: (1) what triggers decision making, (2) what is required to arrive at a decision, 

(3) the conditions under which people use high-quality procedures, and (4) the 

characteristics of high-quality and defective decision procedures. We presume:

(1) the quality of the procedures used to arrive at a fundamental policy decision 
is one of the determinants of a successful outcome,

(2) that most top-level leaders are capable of carrying out the procedures that are 
essential for high-quality policy making,

(3) that policy makers generally make no effort to use high-quality procedures to 
arrive at a decision if they regard the issue as relatively unimportant in terms of 
what is at stake for the organization or for themselves personally, and

(4) even when the stakes are perceived to be high, cognitive, affiliative, or 
egocentric constraints can dominate the policy makers’ thinking to an extent that 
they rely upon simple decision rules to deal with the situation. (Janis 1989, p. 20)

Decision is triggered by a disruption in an expected relationship between an

organism and the environment. The environment is everything external to the organism,

which may include another sentient actor. This disruption may be the perception of either

a threat to the state of the organism, or an opportunity. For the decision to result in

action, the organism must have a continuing compulsion to resolve the discrepancy

between the expected and the desired state of affairs.
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Conscious or unconscious decision precedes all action. The amount of conscious 

effort put into the decision will depend upon a variety of considerations. The person may 

perceive that instinct or habit will suffice to produce the desired outcome. The action 

may occur with no reflection or conscious consideration of alternatives. The situation 

requires a perception of novelty to trigger a search for alterative courses of action. The 

degree of motivation, the recognition of suitable courses of action, and the time available 

for effective action will affect the conscious effort devoted to arrive at a decision.

Janis and Mann (1977, Chapter 3) offer a conflict model of decision making. Ir. 

their model the mediating process consists of four questions. The answers to these 

questions tend to determine the effort put into and the quality of the decision.

The first question is whether there are serious risks for not changing current 

policies. If the answer is no, a path of unconflicted adherence is followed where little 

effort is put into the decision making process. If the answer is yes, the question is asked 

whether the risks are serious if a change is made. If the answer is again no, we have 

another low stress situation not demanding serious effort. The result here is unconflicted 

change, usually of the incremental variety, with little thought given to alternative courses 

of action. If the risks are thought to be high the question is: "Is it realistic to hope to find 

a better solution?" If no satisfactory solution can be envisioned a high stress situation is 

created. This results in a response of defensive avoidance, characterized by procrastina

tion, buck passing and rationalization. If the answer to this question is maybe, or yes, the 

question becomes: "Is there sufficient time to search and deliberate?" If not, another high 

stress situation is induced resulting in hypervigilance. This behavior is characterized by 

impulsive action in an attempt to escape from the dilemma as rapidly as possible. This
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reaction is typically cited as a cause of death in fires where people herd to one exit rather 

than take an alternate escape route. Only if the answers to all questions are maybe or yes 

is a moderate stress situation induced. This allows vigilant decision making, character

ized by careful search and appraisal of alternatives and the preparation of contingency 

plans.

Janis (1989, Chapter 7) adds to this a constraints model. After answering yes to 

the above questions, vigilant decision making yet may not result due to cognitive, 

affiliative or egocentric constraints. Examples of cognitive constraints are limited time, 

or lack of expertise and other policy making resources for dealing with complex issues. 

These constraints can lead to a reliance on standard operating procedures or simple 

cognitive decision rules such as analogize or satisfice (find the first satisfactory 

alternative). In this regard, strategic epithets such as "disarm your enemy and impose 

your will," or deter, frequently serve as simple decision rules for those who have not 

studied their implications. Affiliative constraints deal with the need for acceptability, 

consensus, and social support within the group. This can lead to a reliance on such 

simple decision rules as "conform to avoid punishment," or "preserve group harmony." 

Finally, egocentric constraints enter where a desire for prestige and other self-serving 

motives (need to cope with stress, to maintain self-esteem, and to satisfy other emotional 

needs) dominate the decision making process. These constraints lead to such decision 

rules as retaliate. Only if these considerations are not given high priority will vigilant 

decision making result

Policy makers freely admit to the use of simplistic decision rules except on some 

occasions when they perceive the stakes to be high (Janis 1989, p. 23). This raises the
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question: what are the characteristics of high-quality and defective decision procedures? 

Were humans capable of satisfying all of the criteria for rational action called for by 

normative decision theory, the normative theory would be a more useful standard for 

high-quality decision making. However, actual human behavior falls short of the 

normatively rational in at least three ways:

(1) Rationality requires a complete knowledge and anticipation of the conse
quences that will follow on each choice. In fact, knowledge of consequences is 
always fragmentary.

(2) Since these consequences lie in the future, imagination must supply the lack 
of experienced feeling in attaching value to them. But values can be only 
imperfectly anticipated.

(3) Rationality requires a choice among all possible alternative behaviors. In 
actual behavior, only a few of these possible alternatives ever come to mind. 
(Simon 1976, p.81)

Recognizing these bounds on human rationality we relax the requirements to vigilant 

versus normatively rational for high-quality decision making: requiring humans to work 

to the best of their limited abilities.

From the literature on effective decision making Janis and Mann (1977) extracted 

seven major criteria for use in determining whether decision making procedures are of 

high quality.

The decision maker, to the best of his ability and within his information 
processing capabilities

1. thoroughly canvasses a wide range of alternative courses of action,

2. surveys the full range of objectives to be fulfilled and the values implicated 
by the choice,

3. carefully weighs whatever he knows about the costs and risks of negative 
consequences, as well as the positive consequences, that could flow from each 
alterative,
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4. intensively searches for new information relevant to further evaluation of the 
alternatives,

5. correctly assimilates and takes account of any new information or expert 
judgement to which he is exposed, even when the information or judgement does 
not support the course of action he initially prefers,

6. reexamines the positive and negative consequences of all known alternatives, 
including those initially regarded as unacceptable, before making a final choice,

7. makes detailed provisions for implementing or executing the chosen course of 
action, with special attention to contingency plans that might be required if various 
known risks were to materialize, (p. 11)

Each of these criteria has a spectrum of possible application in any given situation. Using

the flip side of these criteria to spot gross defects in policy making, Janis (1989, Chapter

6) presents the results of an investigation of U.S policy making 19 international crises

since WWII. The evidence supports the assumption that the quality of the procedures

used is a determinant of a successful outcome.

These criteria are not necessarily aimed at situations involving conflicting interests.

However, the absence of any reference by Janis to thinking about how an opponent might

come to a decision is notable. Thinking through the opponent’s decision process logically

should enter the consideration of the consequences that could flow from a decision.

When an opponent is involved the timing of action is crucial.

Since decision is always about a future state of the world, key to decision is the

ability to project the consequences of action. This leads to deferring decisions to allow

the circumstances surrounding the action to become apparent. Looking back at figure 1-2,

this is perfectly reasonable as long as the response time for the organization is less than

the time required for the environment to realize an adverse state. Within the available

response time the organization must sense the initiation of change in the environment,
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process and communicate this information to the decision maker, produce a decision and 

take the required action. If the organization expects the critical response time to be 

greater than that available for effective action, it needs to take steps to speed the 

organizational decision process.

This leads to planned responses (standard operating procedures). Low levels of 

the organization are delegated authority to act within preordained rules (rules of 

engagement, in a military context) at signs of the ini tiation of change in the environment. 

The individual counterpart to this organizational response is the use of simple cognitive 

decision rules, or heuristics.

Heuristics provide the basis for doctrine. They "probably produce vastly more 

correct or partially correct inferences than erroneous ones, and they do so with great 

speed and little effort. ... the utilization of the heuristics is generally automatic and 

nonreflective and notably free of any conscious consideration of appropriateness (quoted 

in Janis 1989, p. 43)." The basis for the credibility of heuristics is usually repetition: 

using what worked before. Where heuristics fail, the user either does not evaluate 

whether all relevant aspects of the situation have been considered, or evaluates, but does 

not understand the context in which the heuristic applies.

A major theme of Janis is that important decisions should not rely on simplistic 

cognitive decision rules. However, the reaction time line and the complexity of 

contemporary organizations suggests that even for the most important decisions cognitive 

rules must sometimes be used. Systems for response to intercontinental nuclear attack 

are an extreme manifestation of this requirement Where there is plenty of time to 

respond, vigilant decision making may occur while observing the circumstances develop.
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Where time pressures are intense, vigilant decision making must come in the projection 

of threats and opportunities. Planning must occur well ahead of the initiation of change 

to develop appropriate rules for action and a coherent organizational response.
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Figure 1-6. Hierarchic Dynamic Decision Process

Figure 1-6 depicts a vigilant decision process for hierarchical organizations in a 

dynamic environment.1 In addition to the core organization, the figure shows coopera ting 

and subordinate organizations and other players relevant to the world. Each organization

1 Ideas in this figure are extracted from Reitzel 1957, 1958, 1975; Druzhinin and Kontorov, 1972; 
Dixon, 1976; Janis, 1989; and some original thought
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performs the functions required for vigilant decision making illustrated within the core 

organization. Cooperating and subordinate organizations are members of the same team. 

Supposedly a common subset of objectives motivates a team. However, affiliative and 

egocentric constraints may enter the calculus. In this model, organizations on the same 

team interact directly with each other. Other players and nature interact only through the 

world state.

The outputs of organizations are essentially of two types. First are administrative 

actions. These consist of (1) those actions intended to ensure that the processes of 

organizational decision making lead to controlled action, and (2) those communica

tions/policies intended to influence the decision making of other players. Administrative 

actions become part of the world state used in the determination of expected outcomes 

and in the evaluation of consequences. The other outputs are directives to subordinates, 

and communications with supporting organizations. These directives come in two forms 

related to the preparation and the conduct of operations. Operational directives to 

subordinates are aimed at actions to achieve the goals of the organization. Budgetary 

directives are those aimed at preparing the instruments the organization expects to need 

to achieve its aims. Though the figure shows military categories, they can be generalized 

to non-military organizations.1 This figure provides a basis for discussing organizational 

decision making and strategy formulation.

Descriptive decision theory provides a set of reasonable criteria to apply to high- 

quality decision making and a useful framework for addressing organization and

1 Force structure equates to major capital expenditures, modernization to the upgrading of those capital 
assets, sustainability to the replacement of consumables, and readiness to the training and preparation of the 
organizational elements to perform their tasks.
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dynamics. On one hand, humans are expected to work to the best of their abilities. On 

the other hand, quantitative methods arc not presumed to be essential. Many obstacles 

inhibit the use of formal analysis and studies in even high-quality decision processes.

Analytic Technique and Decision Malting

In writing on the implementation of operations research Huysmans (1970) focuses 

on the cognitive-style constraint. The mathematical style of operations research 

techniques is frequently beyond the understanding and the common experience of the 

person who must make the final judgement. Therefore the analysis must be translated to 

communicate an appreciation of the results. The translation must reduce the results to 

what the decision maker needs and can appreciate. This process calls upon the judgement 

of the analyst, thereby diluting the rigor that went into the analysis. Without interactive 

communication between the decision maker and the analyst, the rigor of the analysis may 

be lost in trying to interpret the context in which the results apply.

Lindblom (1980) critiques the limits of analysis as an alternative to politics as a 

means for making policy. He stipulates four shortcomings of analytical methods. 

Analytical policy making must allow room for politics to the degree that:

1. It is fallible, and people believe it to be so.

2. It cannot wholly resolve conflicts of values and interests.

3. It is too slow and costly.

4. It cannot tell us conclusively which problems to attack, (p. 19)

The limited cognitive capacities of humans and the indeterminacy inherent in 

policy problems leaves plenty of room for different perspectives on the problem and its
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solution. Beyond game-theoretic solutions, analysts have no acceptable criteria for 

resolving conflicts of values and interests. Where analysis cannot remove indeterminacy, 

politics (the wielding of power) will determine the solution. Also, most policy decisions 

use only perfunctory analysis. By the time the decision situation obtains, there is no time 

for further study. Finally, analysts have problems handed to them. The ideal of systems 

analysis is first to ask whether the problem formulation is correct For a host of reasons 

(time, cognitive limitations, advocacy) this rarely is done.

Except the consideration of time, free-form gaming has advantages over other 

analytical techniques used for policy analysis and strategy formulation. In free-form 

gaming the analysis of the problem is shared through the common experience of the 

participants. Including experts with a full range of perspectives and disciplines in the 

game relaxes the cognitive constraints that restrict the domain of analysis. There may be 

different perspectives on what was learned from the game, but there is no cognitive-style 

constraint on communicating the results. Furthermore, the inability to produce a precise, 

unique solution is appropriate to the subject matter.

Also, a well constructed strategic game will replicate the institutional interactions 

of the interested parties, embodying the political considerations of the organizations in the 

analysis. The game will expose those values and interests that conflict so all can better 

understand them, if not agree, rather than adopt a single set as a supposition for the 

analysis. In doing so free-form gaming frequently suggests areas where research 

profitably can reduce indeterminacy. Gaming also suggests other aspects and formula

tions of the problem. A program of methodical gaming, accumulating knowledge from
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one game to the next, can provide the experience base needed when the time for decision 

arrives.

In techniques other than free-form gaming the bounded rationality of the analyst 

bounds the study. Looking back to Simon’s description of bounded rationality (p. 35), 

all analysis is fragmentary. The more formal, the more fragmentary it is. The way the 

analyst structures the study determines which fragments appear most salient The values 

of the analyst will infect his interpretation of outcomes. Unless he has the same values 

as the decision maker, the choices embedded in the analysis will differ from those the 

decision maker would have made. The alternatives conceived by the analyst are restricted 

to what comes to mind.

Free-form gaming offers the potential to involve the decision maker, or the staff 

that will shape the evaluation of alternatives, directly in the analytical process. Direct 

involvement improves both knowledge about the subject matter and anticipation of 

consequences. The game also provides an environment and framework superior to other 

techniques for projecting the imagination and providing an experience so values 

associated with particular outcomes can be estimated better. Gaming involving players 

with competing interests are renowned for generating new alternatives.

Another criteria for judging appropriate analytic techniques is their contribution 

to vigilant decision making. Looking back to Janis’ criteria (p. 35), free-form gaming 

typically generates a wider range of courses of action than other techniques. To generate 

a move each team must survey their objectives and evaluate choices. Gaming vividly 

illustrates the potential consequences of choice and information germane to the evaluation 

of alternatives.
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In operational gaming the simulated environments particularly effective in 
reminding the expert, in his role as a player, to take all the factors into account 
in making his predictions that are potentially relevant; for if he does not, and 
chooses a tactic or strategy which overlooks an essential factor, an astute 
"opponent" will soon enough teach him not to make such an omission again. 
(Helmer and Rescher 1959, p. 49)

This contributes directly to the assimilation of new information and reexamination of

choices that may have originally been regarded as unacceptable due to wishful thinking

or an overestimation of capabilities. Finally, the play of the game requires the preparation

of detailed instructions for implementing the courses of action chosen. This fosters

considering plans to cover particular contingencies. In short, a free-form game itself is

an exercise in vigilant decision making. By comparison, other analytical techniques fall

short in addressing some of the criteria for vigilant decision making.

We can conclude that free-form gaming is particularly well suited to the analysis

of poorly understood, dynamic phenomena involving conflicting interests and human

behavior. Complex organizations add to the structural indeterminacy involved in the

analysis of these phenomena, limiting the utility of more exact analysis techniques.1

Particularly when the analysis aims to affect the choice of objectives (policy) and the

choice of actions (strategy) gaming offers unique advantages of access to the analysis by

decision makers. The use of plain language both removes the need for the decision maker

to be familiar with arcane mathematical formulations and permits consideration of

phenomena whose complexity prevents exact representation. Free-form gaming emerges

as the technique most appropriate for a large class of important contemporary problems.

1 A complex organization is defined here as one where the information conditions (who knows what 
when) are different throughout the organization, or where the actions different individuals within the 
organization would take given the same information would change as a result of different tastes or beliefs. 
A team, no matter how large, who all have the same tastes and beliefs is simple if they know the same 
things.
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CHAPTER 2

THE WORLD OF NATIONAL SECURITY STRATEGY

In the next several chapters we will explore the proposition that we should employ 

operational gaming seriously in the formulation of national security strategy. The last 

chapter discussed theories of decision making and critiqued analytical techniques used to 

facilitate decision. Knowing decision theories and analytical techniques in themselves is 

not enough to equip one to make decisions about how to employ troops, to invest, to 

build a bridge, or to treat a disease; though they are pertinent to all. Therefore, in this 

chapter we will explore the world of national security strategy.1

The formulation of national security strategy is the connection between the 

theoretical consideration of the advancement of national interests and the employment of 

instruments of national power. Here the strategist will be interested in both the theory 

of how to make better decisions about national security and the process of national 

security strategy formulation. Decision theories have only recently affected our thinking 

about approaches to strategy formulation. No distinct body of theory on how to formulate 

national security strategy exists. As with gaming, practice occurs without coherent theory.

1 i.e., that system of interacting subjects about which we are concerned from the perspective of national 
security strategy.
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In large part, the absence of theory is due to the relative newness of both decision 

theories and the term "national security." Following WWH, the U.S. Government coined 

the term in recognition of the social, economic, technological, psychological, and 

diplomatic dimensions of modem warfare over the military considerations.1 Any theory 

of national security strategy must account for all relevant aspects of this evolving world.

Examining the evolution of this world, particularly over the past two centuries, 

helps us to understand the contemporary dimensions of national security. This chapter 

examines the evolution of strategy from three perspectives. The first perspective is 

historical. It concentrates upon the evolution of demands placed on the formulation of 

strategy. The discussion relates the decision process model (figure 1-6) to the 

organization of western society and nature of war since the Middle Ages. The second 

perspective is that of the most influential writers on strategy. As concepts of security 

evolved, each author focused upon distinct features of the world as essential to strategy. 

All presented views on the role of theory. The third perspective addresses the evolution 

of the meaning of the term strategy. As the security environment evolved, the term 

acquired new meanings without shedding the old ones. Unless the user explains the 

context, the term strategy often adds more confusion than clarity to discourse. The 

different meanings of strategy highlight some practical problems of strategy formulation. 

Each of these perspectives carries implications for strategic gaming.

1 In this regard this dissertation is mistitled. However, substituting national security for war in the title 
both lacks punch and obscures the obvious allusion to Clausewitz; a temptation that I could not resist
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THE EVOLUTION OF DEMANDS ON THE FORMULATION OF NATIONAL
SECURITY STRATEGY

Time is the only independent variable in war.1

The difficulty in formulating and implementing national security strategy is 

principally a result of complex organization and process. Since the Middle Ages, the 

need to coordinate more activities in less time characterizes the trend in the security 

environment. The scale of activities increased with the size of armies and other 

organizations involved in the security apparatus. The scope of activities increased as 

technology extended the range of both weapons and socio-economic interaction. In mm, 

the socio-economic environment has shaped and merged with the security environment.

Increases in the speed of weapons further compressed the time available for 

information collection and processing, decision, and action (shown back in figure 1-2). 

The increased amount of information thought relevant to decision has offset the increasing 

speed of information collection, processing and transfer. Moreover, the time required for 

humans to make sound decisions has increased with the number of factors thought 

relevant to decision. Increases in scale and scope mean more actors (such as those 

cooperating and subordinate organizations depicted in figure 1-6) possibly affecting the 

outcome of choice. Involving more actors requires more time to coordinate the actions 

of a team.2 Pressures to act in time cause one to choose with less information about

1 Attributed by John Battilega in a private conversation to an anonymous Soviet military theoretician.

2 The number of possible states of the system increases exponentially as the number of actors increases 
(Appendix A).
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which courses of action other actors have committed to take. This, in turn, reduces the 

number of strategies available.1 Reducing the pressures of time is a key motivation for 

organization.2 Military organization and strategic decision processes have evolved with 

the changing nature of civilized societies and attendant styles of conflict. This evolution 

illustrates the implications for strategy formulation.

The Strategic Decision Process and Organization in the Pre-modem Era

Beginning with medieval times, military organization and the strategic decision 

process have become more complex.3 When regents and chiefs led their troops into the 

field they performed in one brain most of the functions of the decision process (shown 

back in figure 1-6). The numbers of men owing allegiance to a particular leader was 

typically small, within the span of control of the regent and a few lieutenants. Therefore 

the organization consisted of a commander, a few lieutenants, and their troops, formed 

into one mass.

Administratively, commanders had little impetus to think too far ahead or plan 

contingencies before the approach of war. Usually, they had adequate time to plan both 

preparations and operations following the decision to fight. Budgetary considerations 

(figure 1-6) had a different salience than today. The manpower that could be spared from

1 Appendix B and the third section of this chapter explain how the number of strategies available is 
a function of the information conditions.

2 Time is given less attention than economic factors in theories of organization. Key elements in 
debates over the value of economic theories of organization involve concepts of maximizing vice satisficing, 
and the basis for measuring utility. While formal implementation of the decision model in figure 1-6 
requires a stance on these issues, they can be finessed for our puiposes. For discussion of economic 
theories of organization see Marshak and Radner, 1972; Moe, 1984; and Perrow, 1986, Chapter 7.

3 If one goes back to ancient civilizations the monotonicity of the increase in complexity does not 
appear to hold.
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the production necessary for the society to sustain itself, and the ability to sustain men 

in the field, limited the size of armies. The modernization of arms moved at the slow 

pace of technological development Logistics, consisting of what could be carried or 

scavenged from the immediate area, limited the duration of operations. Campaigns 

occurred when and where food was immediately available. The regent and overlords 

provided arms from limited stocks, or had yeomen bring arms used for purposes other 

than war. While knights honed individual skills, the readiness of supporting forces for 

immediate operations was of little importance. They had time to train on the way to 

battle and needed few specialized skills.

Operationally, the commander often could see the situation in person. He then had 

time to formulate a plan with his senior advisors, and control the timing of engagement 

and disengagement. There were few conceptual difficulties in the control of troops to 

resolve. Operational plans consisted of little more than selecting the battlefield and the 

formation of the troops for battle. The commander typically had good information on the 

size and disposition of the enemy. He also had time to reorient his forces as desired 

before an engagement. Though superior mobility of similarly armed troops provided dis

tinct advantages, it was usually possible for one side to refuse battle on viewing the 

situation. Command consisted of making decisions and taking actions sequentially. The 

commander had the luxury of seeing events, rather than having to foresee them.

Once in an engagement the uncertainty of the outcome depended largely upon the 

numbers of forces engaged (again a function of mobility), individual skill in the use of 

arms, and sometimes upon asymmetries in the types of arms engaged. Engagements 

spanned only minutes, or at most hours. The time between engagements permitted a
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complete reassessment of the situation. Success in battle lay principally in the 

deployment of forces. The quality of preparation of the arms and men determined the 

other factors. The structure of battle was well defined.

The evolution of global communications and money economies accompanying the 

development of nation states multiplied the complexity of the strategic decision process. 

Increased communications expanded interests and created opportunities for interaction, 

increasing the number of "other players" involved. The need to monitor and interact with 

these players fostered the development of foreign ministries and raised the value of 

diplomacy as an instrument of strategy. This increased the number of organizations 

involved in the decision process of a single nation. Economic aspects of the world state 

became more relevant to policy and strategy.

Money economies made easier the maintenance of armories and professional 

soldiers, producing a military commander separate from the regent. This separation of 

the sovereign from the commanding general or admiral as an agent of the state opened 

opportunities for incongruity between state policy and military action.1 The pace of war 

permitted the careful preparation and review of plans. However, the speed of communi

cations limited the ability of the sovereign to intervene in the conduct of operations. The 

requirement for mechanisms to ensure common beliefs, tastes, and perceived courses of 

action altered the relationship between the soldier and the state.2

1 This problem did not originate with post-feudal societies. Sun Tzu noted the problems of separation 
between the general and the emperor. The Chinese armies of 500 B.C. were the same order of magnitude 
as Napoleonic armies. (Griffith, p. 7 and p. 81)

J This was foremost among the problems addressed by Machiavelli in The Prince.
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The disciplines involved in the formulation of strategy also expanded with the 

evolution of technology. By the XT1 century the renaissance in science and engineering 

resulted in civil administrators supervising the development of military technology. This 

fostered early attempts to initiate technical training among officers (Guerlac in Paret 1986, 

p. 69). During that century, the use of artillery against fortifications resulted in the design 

and placement of fortifications being a major determinant of military operations.

The size of armies grew through this period, but the style of warfare remained 

essentially the same. Armies became big enough that Frederick devised methods to have 

his proceed along different paths to the battle area to ease the logistics burden and speed 

their formation on the batde field. This fostered the organization of troops in divisions, 

and placed a greater premium on planning. Entering batde in a piecemeal fashion was 

a risk. However, the pace of warfare remained such that it was usually possible to refuse 

batde. With the development of science in the Age of Reason, the mathematics of 

logistics and lines of approach became popular as determinants of strategy. Compared 

to the Napoleonic era, battle had more the quality of bargaining than annihilation.

Napoleon and the Transition to Modem Warfare1

The formation of republican governments in nation states led to citizens replacing 

professional soldiers in the ranks of armies. Besides providing a larger pool from which 

to draw, the concurrent nationalism provided a more reliable body of men. It became 

possible to send out scouts and expect their return. In the larger sense, controlling

1 An articulate and concise discussion of the evolution of the strategic decision process in the modem 
era is presented by Reitzel (1975). Van Creveld also investigates the evolution of command organization 
as a function of technology and the style of warfare.
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soldiers in vastly larger numbers became possible because of more congruent interests 

with the commander’s aims. The involvement of the citizen created the conditions 

necessary for the mobilization of the society for war.

The consequent increase in resources supported armies large enough to pursue 

Napoleon’s ambitions. Napoleon’s armies grew to the point that control required 

coordinating actions for mutual support along separate lines of advance. The corps 

command echelon emerged between the army and division to maintain span of control 

over large forces and to accommodate a coalition of independent generals who demanded 

autonomy over the troops that they provided. With communications rudimentary and 

slow, a common concept of operations among the separate agents of the commanding 

general became essential. The size of staffs grew.

On a lower operational level, the increased economic resources devoted to war 

permitted the expansion of the more expensive armaments. Napoleon’s renown as a 

battlefield general comes from his innovative use of combined arms to take advantage in 

the asymmetrical capabilities of infantry, cavalry, and artillery.

A simple analogy to combined arms is the game rock-scissors-paper illustrated in 

figure 2-1. Substitute artillery, cavalry, and infantry — or submarines, aircraft, and surface 

ships — and similar effects obtain. Where like forces engage the symmetry results in a 

draw (discounting technological advantages one side may have in a particular type of 

force). However, for each force type there is another that has a distinct advantage. If one 

side’s forces maneuver so they engage in the proper sequence an advantage accrues to 

that side. Of course, the details of battle are much more complex. The rate of 

engagement and the probabilities of kill per engagement are a function of range, type of
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figure 2-1. Combined Arms.

force, type of target, and environment. As the geometry of battle changes, so does the 

relative advantage of one type of force over another. An infantryman along the side of 

an enemy tank can reverse the normal advantage. Exploiting the capabilities of combined 

arms can offset asymmetries in numbers or technical capabilities of like forces.
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The price of employing combined arms was to introduce more complexity to the 

battlefield. The number of ways that different forces could engage each other increased 

dramatically once one abandoned a simple rule of like forces attacking each other.1 The 

number of combinations possible increased the conceptual difficulties and the demand for 

cognitive rules -  principles of warfare — to sort rapidly through the possibilities. Terrain, 

weather, and disposition on the batdefield determined which combinations and sequences 

of engagements were appropriate to the situation. Armies spread over vast areas meant 

that commanders could give few directives to subordinates in battle. The increase in 

weapons range meant that the information on the enemy at the top levels of command 

was worse. Subordinate commanders needed a common concept of the battle and a 

common theory of the uses of combined forces. Information, timing, and a higher level 

of training influenced the outcome of battle to a much greater degree than in simpler 

eras.2

In the time of Napoleon the decision process took on a hitherto unknown 

complexity. On all levels — from the battlefield, to the movement of corps, to the 

direction of armies in widely spread theaters of war -- the situations ceased to exist in 

which it was possible to exercise control with full information. No longer was there time 

to watch the opponent, set objectives, evaluate alternatives, formulate an appropriate 

response, and generate directives in the course of a battle. Commanders had to anticipate

' Using the calculations of Appendix A, there are 2* (512) ways that the three types of forces on one 
side could be assigned to the three types of forces on the other.

3 In other words, the stochastic indeterminacy in qjplying a particular type of force against another no 
longer dominated the outcome of battle. Here the strategic indeterminacy of how one decided to employ 
his forces and the structural indeterminacy involved in timing played a much greater role.
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combat situations before they developed. Deliberate planning had to replace deliberate 

action.

Through his insistence on one man rule and one man command Napoleon had an 

advantage over opponents. They had not only to match military actions with government 

policy, but also had to coordinate both actions and policy within alliances. However,

Napoleon could not bring his genius to bear when his armies were fighting in separate

theaters. The delay in information and orders prevented his intervention and defeated his 

strategic control.

Napoleonic war required a hierarchy of decision processes, one at each level of 

command. Organization and planning began to dominate personal brilliance. Armies that 

had a unified concept of operations to guide action without specific direction had an 

advantage. Nations needed ways to envision the complex relations between the new 

elements associated with war. They needed to comprehend the nature of war, to be able 

to teach concepts of war, and to refine judgement and intuition in the formulation of 

strategy. In short there was a need for theory.

National Security Organization and the Strategic Decision
Process in the Modem Era

The age of Napoleon produced theorists such as Clausewitz and Jomini employing 

the rudiments of scientific inquiry to break war down into its irreducible elements and 

discover the logical and dynamic links that bind these elements into comprehensible
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structures. Institutions for the study and use of these new theories were founded.1 

Preparing the brain of the military received more attention. Foremost among these 

institutions were the Prussian General Staff, and war colleges in the 19* century. The 

Prussian General Staff in the early 19* century reviewed the dependence of the 18* 

century Prussian Army on the genius of Frederick and the dependence of the French 

Army on the genius of Napoleon. They concluded it was safer and wiser to develop a 

high average ability than to trust untrained common sense or to rely upon the appearance 

of genius at the time of war. They rejected of the 18* century view that war could be 

carried on effectively by amateurs and that military planning and tactics were the sole 

provinces of charismatic leaders. Belief in teaching the science and art of military 

command emerged.

The Prussian successes in 1866 and 1871 resulted in all the major powers studying 

and emulating the Prussian system for training and planning. This system produced the 

famous German operational plans of World Wars I and n, and the Allied counterparts. 

The course of these wars demonstrated that brilliant military operational planning did not 

equate to sound national security strategy.

Von Moltke the elder’s shyness with statecraft, and Bismarck’s brilliance, set the 

mold as 19* and 20* Century government and military leaders tried to separate national 

policy and military strategy. They invoked the strategic decision process only in specific 

situations, for specific purposes. When the preparations were such that the action served 

the ends of policy as intended, such as the wars of 1866 and 1871, the process worked

1 Van Creveld (1990) provides a survey dedicated to understanding motivations for the establishment 
of military education. Among these he cites the need to keep officers occupied during times of peace 
during a period when professional officer corps were just forming.
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well. When the action required adjustments, the separation of policy makers and

commanders produced folly:

World War I demonstrated that a conflict of national wills quickly initiated a 
competition for economic resources, productive capacity, social organization, and 
public morale -- all matters belonging to the cabinet [policy makers]. In this view 
strategy should not be something delegated to the military but should be a 
composite of military and non-militaiy considerations developed by a marriage of 
cabinet and military. To complete the shift, WWII left the impression that the 
cabinet and the military had to be integrated if the marriage was to be fruitful. 
(Reitzel 1975, p. 5)

In the Soviet Union the organization of state security took the form of a society 

mobilized for war and the maintenance of civil-military command structure that had won. 

In the U.S., recognition of the need for integrated planning produced the National Security 

Act of 1947. This was the first of a series of acts over the past five decades that 

substantially reorganized the national security establishment.* The Act set up the 

National Security Council (NSC) to provide for "the integration of domestic, foreign, and 

military policies relating to national security." It also formed the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

organization as part of the effort "to provide for the unified strategic direction of 

combatant forces (The National Security Act of 19471." The Act instituted the idea that 

virtually no aspect of modem society is irrelevant to national security.

Today’s national security organizations are huge. Specialization of functions and 

skills occurs at every step of the decision process. Each specialization introduces its own 

doctrine and demands for loyalty to the organization. These introduce, respectively, 

cognitive and affiliative constraints into the decision process. Monitoring the environ

ment, processing and presenting information involves a vast network of intelligence

1 See U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Armed Services Staff Report, 1985.
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organizations, foreign consulates, research institutes, and news people. Each of these 

determine what elements of the world state are appropriate to collect. Each processes the 

information that they are successful in getting for their own users. The users who impact 

upon policy analysis and strategy formulation ("cooperating organizations" in figure 1-6) 

represent another broad network of the general public, defense intellectuals, and 

consultants outside of formal government structures, as well as the legislative bodies, 

executive heads, and military services within the government. No branch of the executive 

is wholly irrelevant to the process. Most have more direct concerns than simple 

competition for government spending. To make top-level decisions affect the actions of 

the subordinate organizations as intended requires great efforts. Coordinating these efforts 

takes time. The administrative states of the world (policy, concepts of operation, etc.) 

shape the deliberate planning and doctrine of the subordinate organizations involved. This 

hugh organization is incapable of reacting quickly to major shifts in policy or strategic 

paradigms. When shifts occur, a new basis for anticipating both contingencies and the 

consequences of decision must be created.

The speed of modem warfare requires that plans be in place and forces be ready. 

As the introduction of steam engines increased the speed of movement throughout the 19th 

century, the importance of plans that could reduce friction in the decision process 

assumed greater importance. War plans became simplistic cognitive decision rules for 

the national security organization. World War I illustrated what could happen when 

strategy reduced to a single option because neither side had time to determine the other’s 

motives or courses of action. The speed of warfare exceeded the speed of information 

to the point that war plans had to be executed without time for vigilant decision making.
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The development of the internal combustion engine ~ leading to the tank and the airplane 

— and the missile of the 20th century have reduced decision time to approach its absolute 

limit. With the addition of the nuclear weapon, technological developments increased the 

speed and destructiveness of military force to the point that war conceivably could consist 

of one decisive act, allowing no omission in preparations to be rectified.1 The faster and 

more decisive the initial blow, the less the formulation of strategy can await the onset of 

war.2 The only means to escape the dilemma imposed by technology is to foresee the 

conditions that lead to the employment of these weapons and develop strategies that 

prevent those conditions from obtaining.

Ideology also has affected the character of the strategic decision process in the 20* 

century. Leninist ideology introduced the notion that conflict is a continuous state of the 

world. It calls for a continuity of conflict over time and the spectrum of organized 

violence, blurring distinctions between war and peace, between competition and 

cooperation. The strategic decision process now comes into play over a continuum of 

time and events and involves all aspects of national power.

The trend in warfare is clear. The battlefield is increasingly in the brain. From 

the grandest strategic to the tactical level plans must be conceived well before knowing 

the particular circumstances. The recognition of the need for a plan of action must occur 

well before the event for the machinery of national power to operate coherently. This 

demands setting objectives and preparing proposals against abstract contingencies. When

1 See Clausewitz, p. 79, for a discussion of the implications war tending toward totality, and the rest 
of Book I for why this can never be the case.

: The most recent and extreme development in this trend are proposals for battle management systems 
as the control mechanisms for strategic missile defense, taking operational action with no human interven
tion beyond the conceptual acts that went into its design.
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making plans, the political aims and alignments, resource constraints, force structures, and 

operational methods are all postulates rather than true states of the world.1

Before Napoleon strategy was about battle. The military commander was 

relatively certain about the true state of the world when choosing a course of action. He 

had relatively little conceptual difficulty projecting the consequence of choice. However, 

today strategy is about the fate of nations and the welfare of their people. The military 

commander is now a relatively small cog in the machinery of national security. In 

addition to projecting the consequences of choice, strategic planning must now project 

states of the world that call for the implementation of contingency plans. For coherent 

action, national security organizations need a common vision of threats and opportunities, 

possible courses of action, and likely consequences. Perceptions of other players’ 

capability (budgetary actions) and intentions (administrative actions) increasingly 

influences planning and decision.

Taken as whole, describing, much less explaining the elements and functions of 

the current national security organization is a massive task. Each piece of the 

organization has its own rationale embedded in history. Most pieces are old enough that 

incumbent managers must struggle intellectually to rationalize all of the things that they 

do. Increasingly, theory is the impetus for action.

Limitations on collection resources require concepts of what information is 

relevant to provide for processing and analysis. That information collected remains too

1 The career Foreign Service Officer typically does not appreciate the need for planning. Belief that 
attempts to drive the system to a future state are too risky and that incremental actions are preferable, 
combined with the ability to compose words rapidly and transmit them at the speed of light when the 
circumstances of the situation are known, explains why planning has never held much value in the culture 
of our State Department (Rothstein, 1972).
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much to assimilate. So niters restrict the information processed based upon theories of 

what is necessary to observe to know how other players behave. These same theories 

guide budgetary action, assessments, concepts of operation, and plans of action. Once the 

specific events that demand action obtain, there is no time to develop strategy that 

coordinates international and domestic politics, economic policy, the development of 

national resources and technology, much less all branches and echelons of military forces 

into a set of coherent actions tuned to the particular political objective. Without routine 

strategic planning to envision contingencies, vague intellectual constructs such as 

deterrence, largely devoid of context, serve as guides to action.

Criteria for Methods of National Security Policy Analysis

In this environment abstraction pervades all aspects of the decision process. The 

relevant aspects of the world that condition plans include operational, logistical, societal, 

and technological dimensions. Little explicitly developed theory exists to explain how 

all of these elements interact. Bernard Brodie once offered the thought "that while good 

theory will not guarantee good generalship, bad theory will certainly guarantee the reverse 

(1959)." Where theory is not well developed, or understanding of an activity is not clear, 

the practice is usually inelegant. This is certainly true in the formulation of national 

security strategy in the United States.

Major Congressional reviews of NSC operations decry the lack of coherence in 

national security strategy. Plans for major conflict lack coordination. Pre-crisis planning
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rarely occurs for situations routinely faced that involve national interests.1 Recent 

critiques of nuclear strategy (arguably the most important and, in some senses, the 

simplest strategy to formulate since combined arms considerations and replacement rates 

are immensely more complex than simple destruction calculations) show the discon

tinuities between targeting practices and declared strategy.2 The advent of nuclear 

weapons actually retarded the development of strategic thought. Nuclear weapons 

encouraged concentration on the technological aspects of strategy to an extent that most 

operational, logistical, and political/social aspects were neglected (Howard 1984, pp. 

85-115). The fairly recent spate of national security documents published by the U.S. 

Government displays more a broad recognition of the need for improvement than the 

existence of complete and coherent national security strategy.3 Following the dramatic 

events of the Fall of 1989, methods for planning have come to the top of the national 

agenda.

1 See, for example, U.S. Senate Committee on Aimed Services Staff Report 1985, Organizing for 
National Security and The Role of the National Security Advisor.

2 Among the recent articles that demonstrate the disconnect between targeting and strategy are Sagan, 
S. D., 1987, "SIOP- 62: The Nuclear war Plan Briefing to President Kennedy," International Security. Vol. 
12, No. 1, pp. 22-51; Kohn, R. H., and Harahan, J. P., (ed.), 1988, "U.S. Strategic Air Power, 1948-1962: 
Exceipts from an Interview with Generals Curtis E. Lemay, eL al.," International Security. Vol. 12, No. 4, 
pp. 78-95; and in Miller, S. E. (ed.), 1984, Strategy and Nuclear Deterrence. Princeton University Press, 
Princeton see Rosenberg, D. A., "The Origins of Overkill: Nuclear Weapons and American Strategy, 
1945-1960", pp. 113-182; Brodie, B., "The Development of Nuclear Strategy," pp. 3-22; Gray, C., 
"Nuclear Strategy: A Case for a Theory of Victory," pp. 23-56. Also, similar articles appear in Ball, D., 
and Richelson, J„ 1986, Strategic Nuclear Targeting. Cornell University Press, Ithaca. Ala) see Enthoven 
and Smith, p. 109, for a discussion of problems getting the services to use a mutually agreed upon method 
of calculating probable outcomes of using nuclear weapons.

3 In particular see National Security Strategy of the United States, the White House, January 1987 and 
1988: Discriminate Deterrence: Report of the Commission on Long-Term Strategy. January. 1988; and The 
Maritime Strategy. Supplement to U.S. Naval Institute Proceedings. January 1986.
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Where there is broad recognition of the need, but the performance by highly 

motivated and talented people is inadequate, one can look to method and organization to 

improve performance. It could be the case that the methods used are not suitable for the 

task. Alternatively, the proper analytical methods are not influencing the right people in 

the organization. For strategic analysis to be effective, those who influence the decision 

process must value and internalize the results.

The nature of the contemporary national security environment suggests analytical 

techniques must accommodate: (1) abstraction resulting from poorly understood 

behavioral relations within and between organizations, (2) dynamic interaction, (3) 

incomplete information, (4) the impact of doctrine, cultural values (which are inter-organi

zational as well as international), and (5) knowledge that is not common to all players or 

to members of a team. The technique of inquiry should stress, rather than obscure, key 

assumptions and treat the unknown and uncertain appropriately.

Finally, the analysis must lend itself to synthesis. In-depth analysis of a particular 

aspect of the problem is of little worth if its relation to the whole is unclear. Ceteris 

paribus suppositions are not adequate unless this is the case. The method of analysis 

must not make complex problems artificially more simple, but should help the human 

brain think about them in a more organized way. Obviously, much of good analysis lies 

in the art of the individual analyst. However, appropriate methods properly employed 

highlight the essence of the problem. They generate a synoptic view both at the top and 

throughout an organization. Inappropriate methods both strain analytical skills and are 

difficult to translate into the reference frame of the policy maker.
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National security strategy falls squarely into the class of problems dominated by 

structural indeterminacy. Little useful analysis can be done without resolving this 

indeterminacy to some level of detail. This fact, and the need to create a common 

understanding throughout large organizations, recommends free-form gaming.

Over the past two centuries, in particular, writers on strategy have tried to clarify 

the role of theory and those aspects of the world to consider when formulating strategy.

THE DETERMINANTS OF STRATEGY AND ROLE OF THEORY

The writings of the most influential strategists of the modem era identify the 

elements of strategy needed for gaming. Centering their discussion upon armed conflict, 

each emphasized the political, geographic, economic, and psychological (including 

ideological) elements of strategy in varying degrees. The degree of emphasis on these 

elements reflected growing maturity of the associated disciplines. In turn, the develop

ment of economics, geopolitics, and psychology as disciplines reflected wider societal 

concerns of the age.

Of the many who have written on the nature of war and strategy, few have had 

broad or enduring influence. A short list of those who exerted broad influence and added 

important new dimensions to the study of strategy in the modem era includes Jomini, 

Clausewitz, Mahan, Corbett, Lenin/Frunze, Douhet, Brodie, and Schelling. Their views 

on the determinants of strategy provide another accounting of the relevant aspects of the 

world of national security strategy. Their views on the role of theory provide another 

perspective for evaluating the validity of alternative methods employed in the formulation 

of strategy.
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Jomini concentrated on military operational art. In considering "the passions of

the nation to be fought, their military system, their immediate means and reserves, their

financial resources, ..." his intention was "but to point out their relations to military

operations (Jomini 1862, p. 38)." He did not develop what the relations were, but merely

pointed out their existence. To him strategy was "the art of making war upon the map

(p. 69)." This involved bringing "the greatest part of the army upon the most important

point of the theater of war (p. 322)." Though recognizing the political "branch" of war,

he found it necessary to subordinate "political objective points" to "strategy," "at least

until a great [military] success has been attained (p. 91)."

With roots in the Age of Reason, Jomini believed in the existence of immutable

principles of warfare akin to Newtonian mechanics. In using this approach he insisted

upon "principles which can never safely be violated (pp. 17-18)," embodied in maxims.

Four maxims embodied the fundamental principle of war (p. 70). Seventeen maxims

covered lines of operations (pp. 114-123). Other aspects of war were subject to

classification: nine causes of war (p. 14), "at least 12 orders of battle (p. 188)," and 14

lines of battle (pp. 277-290). His view of theory, while similar to Clausewitz’s in its

treatment of uncertainty and assertion of value, differed in the attributes he chose as the

determinants of strategy and in the tenor with which he approached norms:

It is true that theories cannot teach men with mathematical precision what they 
should do in every possible case; but it is also certain that they will always point 
out errors which should be avoided; and this is a highly important consideration, 
for these rules thus become in the hands of skillful generals commanding brave 
troops, means of almost certain success, (p. 323)

Jomini’s eristic style of reducing concepts to definition, rigid classification, and 

presenting arguments as sketches of proofs is also in contrast to Clausewitz’s more
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academic style of illustrative generalizations.1 Jomini’s style is consistent with his 

positivist philosophical orientation of reducing war to battle, and battle to geometry.2

In contrast to Jomini, Clausewitz made the political object of war central to his 

thesis. Clausewitz rejected the possibility of treating as equal all features of the situation 

not explicitly covered in a principle. He insisted that moral and psychological factors be 

included with the "physical, mathematical, geographical, and statistical (Clausewitz 1976, 

p. 183)."3

Further, Clausewitz explicitly rejected Jomini’s concept of inviolable principles:

it is simply not possible to construct a model for the art of war that can serve as a 
scaffolding on which the commander can rely for support at any time (p. 140); ... 
we cannot formulate any principles, rules or methods: history does not provide a 
basis for them. On the contrary, at almost every turn one finds peculiar features 
that are often incomprehensible, and sometimes astonishingly odd. ... All means 
described above have only a relative value; all are inhibited by certain limitations 
on both sides. Beyond this sphere a different set of rules applies, in a totally 
different universe of phenomena, (pp. 516-517)*

Instead of a "positive doctrine," in Clausewitz’s view:

the function of theory is to put all this in a systematic order, clearly and compre
hensively, and to trace each action to an adequate and compelling cause........
Theory should cast a steady light on all phenomena so that we can more easily 
recognize and eliminate the weeds that always spring from ignorance; it should 
show how one thing is related to another, and keep the important and the 
unimportant separate, (pp. 577-578)

1 These definitions of cognitive style are taken from Kaplan, pp. 259-261.

2 The positivist position is that a statement is meaningful only if it is capable of empirical verification. 
In this view the role of laws is to facilitate memory and serve as a mental shorthand for otherwise lengthy 
statements. (Kaplan, pp. 36 and 90)

9 By geographical he was referring principally to Jomini’s interior lines. His concept of statistical 
"covers support and maintenance (p. 183)," and data on national populations, economies, etc., not probability 
and statistical theory as we know it today.

4 Today we might speak of a phase space beyond whose bounds accepted laws of physics are 
unacceptable representations of phenomena predicted.
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These are far weaker criteria for theory than the principles advocated by Jomini and 

suggest that elements beyond those easily handled quantitatively.

Alfred Thayer Mahan’s father based his teaching at West Point upon Jomini. When 

Mahan began to prepare his lectures at the newly founded Naval War College he had no 

existing theory of naval strategy. He knew no method for its study other than that used 

by the age’s most influential strategist of land warfare. Therefore, Mahan turned rather 

mechanically to see what he could do to compare and contrast naval strategy with 

Jomini’s principles of military operations on land (Mahan 1911, p. 17). In this approach 

he adopted Jomini’s rhetoric on principles, but comes much closer to Clausewitz in his 

style of discourse and philosophy in most other respects.

To Mahan, "there are certain teachings in the school of history which remain 

constant, and being, therefore, of universal application, can be elevated to the rank of 

general principles (Mahan 1890, p. 2)." He had a notion of those constants before he 

began his historical review. His view of principles, taken directly from Jomini, was, "its 

root [is] in the essential nature of things, and, however various its applications as 

conditions change, remains a standard to which action must conform to attain certain 

success (1890, p. 7)." However, unlike Jomini, Mahan never clearly states what these 

principles are. Mahan did fix his concept of the primacy of the political object of war 

based on his reading of Jomini. However, Malian’s emphasis on sea power as an 

instrument of policy is closer to Clausewitz than Jomini.1

1 Mahan did not read Clausewitz until 1910, and then in abbreviated form — Crowl in Paret (1986, p. 
461).
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Mahan’s greatest contributions to strategy were his emphasis on geopolitics and on

the role of politics and commerce in shaping the conditions of war. The concept of

geopolitics was so new that term was not in general use during his early writings.

Though usually contrasted, the geopolitical views of Mahan and Mackinder are more

remarkable for their consistency than for their differences. In his address to the Royal

Geographic Society in 1887 Mackinder urged the need "to combine the physical and the

political geography together (Mackinder 1951, p. 5)." This approach is precisely that used

by Mahan in insisting that "the history of the seaboard nations has been less determined

by the shrewdness and foresight of governments than by conditions of position, extent,

configuration, number and character of their people, — by what are called, in a word,

natural conditions." Mahan enumerated the "principal conditions affecting the sea power

of nations ... as follows: I. Geographical Position, n. Physical Confirmation, including,

as connected therewith, natural productions and climate. HI. Extent of Territory. IV.

Number of Population. V. Character of the People. VI. Character of the Government,

including therein the national institutions (Mahan 1890, pp. 28-29)." In The Problem of

Asia, published in 1900, Mahan anticipated the Heartland theory annunciated by

Mackinder in his address to the Royal Geographic Society in 1904:

In the relation of land power to the future of Middle Asia — between the parallels 
of thirty and forty north — natural conditions have bestowed upon Russia a 
preeminence which approaches exclusiveness. The share of other states, where any 
exists, is incidental; and with one conspicuous exception, which will be indicated 
later [China], is deficient either in numbers, position, or organization. This 
predominance will enable Russia to put forth her strength unopposed, directly, by 
any other of the same nature, in quarters outside of the extreme range that can with 
any probability be predicated of sea power. (Mahan 1900, p. 47)

One should remember that Mackinder had great interest in preserving the British

Empire and his sympathies were certainly on the same side of the sea power/land power
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straggle addressed by Mahan (Parker 1982, Chapters 6-7). The differences between the 

two hinged on differing views of what provides the most economical transportation and 

the completeness of their arguments. Mackinder contended that transport by rail was 

more economical than by sea (though that has not turned out to be the case with the 

Soviet Union). On the other hand Mahan asserted the superiority of sea power 

(dogmatically and unconditionally in his early writings, less so as time went on).1 

Mackinder provided the conditions under which his theory would hold: "The actual 

balance of power at any given time is, of course, the product, on the one hand, of 

geographical conditions, both economic and strategic, and, on the other hand, of the 

relative number, virility, equipment, and organization of the competing peoples 

(Mackinder, pp. 43-44)."

Including Sir Julian Corbett on this short list is justified by the depth he added to 

Mahan’s more dogmatic approach to maritime strategy. As Mahan looked to Jomini, 

Corbett looked to Clausewitz and adapted his style of critical inquiry to maritime strategy. 

Corbett’s philosophy of war and views of theory and the principal elements of strategy 

were not new. Nor was his influence particularly dominant, though considered important 

in the study of maritime strategy. Corbett added no substantially new elements to 

strategy, but his philosophical view admitted a framework that accommodated a broader

1 Deficiencies in Mahan’s pronouncements can be attributed to the pressures on him to justify the 
existence of the Naval War College within the Navy, and to provide rationale for the shift in naval policy 
and build up of the fleet that was underway, in addition to his strong personal presuppositions coming after 
30 years in the Navy and his philosophical reliance on principles. The Naval War College, after less than 
a decade of existence, was threatened by a Navy bureaucracy emphasizing technical training at a time when 
navies were transferring from sail to steam, armor, and big guns. The study of history was widely viewed 
as irrelevant to the professional development of an officer. The Naval War College needed to demonstrate 
the worth of Luce’s concept of educating the mind for perception and analysis of broader war problems and 
higher strategy through a comparative study of history and inductive reasoning (Hattendorf, et. al. 1984, 
Chapter 2). Mahan’s writing served this purpose.
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set of uses of sea power to achieve war aims. As a follower of Clausewitz, Corbett 

viewed the practical value of theory as "to assist a capable man to acquire a broad 

outlook whereby he may be the surer his plan shall cover all of the ground, and whereby 

he may with greater rapidity and certainty seize all of the factors of a sudden situation 

(Corbett 1938, p. 2).” Corbett quotes Clausewitz: "It [theory] should educate the mind 

of the man who is to lead in war, or rather guide him to self-education, but it should not 

accompany him on the field of battle." In Corbett’s view, theory also produced mental 

solidarity between a chief, his subordinates and his superiors. By relying upon 

Clausewitz, Corbett provided a more complete approach to maritime strategy. By 

extending Clausewitz to the sea, Corbett demonstrated the generality of Clausewitz’s 

approach to war. He confirmed the need for strategy to treat war as a whole rather than 

a few essential principles.

All of the theorists mentioned the psychological as an important dimension of war. 

However, Marx and Engles, followed by Lenin and Douhet, put social organization and 

psychology at the center of their theories of strategy. Unlike the others who relied upon 

historical comparison, their theories relied upon extrapolation of social and technological 

trends and were thus more speculative. Their tendency was to depreciate the worth of 

history. Marx, Engles, and Lenin based their theory upon determinism. Douhet’s theory 

hinged upon technological developments.

Marx and Engles made the ideological dimension of war more salient. War seen 

as a result of class struggle meant that conflict rather than peace was the natural state of 

affairs. Lenin turned the formulation of armed conflict as a result of class struggle into 

armed conflict as a means for accelerating the progress of Socialism. Initially propaganda
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was the principal means for the Bolsheviks to engage their enemies in the hopes of

fostering revolution. He preferred propaganda both ideologically, because a socialist

brotherhood should not require armies, and pragmatically, because the army was in

shambles. The civil war that followed the revolution illustrated the need for a

conventional army organized like the western powers (Earle 1971, pp. 322-364).

Like Clausewitz, to Lenin war was a continuation of politics by violent means.

However, "In contrast to Clausewitz, V.I. Lenin constantly demanded a consistent class-

political analysis of the socio-political essence of war, that is; why the war broke out,

what were its political goals, what classes were waging it and for what reason and under

what specific socio-economic conditions the war was being waged (Gareev 1988, p.90)."

In the Marxist-Leninist philosophy of dialectical materialism politics is an exact science.

This philosophy treats social theories as scientific laws in the sense of the existence of

Newtonian-like laws that strictly determine the outcome of events:

Science, as is known, is the result or aggregate of knowledge concerning nature, 
society and thought and concerning the objective patterns of their development 
acquired in the course of social historical life. Science arises on the basis of human 
production and practical activities and develops along with the development of 
social phenomena, in more and more accurately and profoundly reflecting reality, 
disclosing the essential relationships of phenomena and arming humans with a 
knowledge of the objective laws of the real world in the aim of their practical 
utilization. (Gareev 1988, p. 129: emphasis added)

These laws are not invented, but stem from existing objective conditions. In this 

view, the laws exist, only our understanding of them may be incomplete. While admitting 

incompleteness, this approach demands dogmatic adherence to theory and doctrine once 

it is established. Following this philosophy, the exactness implied in the formulation of 

laws admits quantification.
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Lenin’s formulation of war as a continuation of politics and politics as a science

formed the basis for Frunze’s thinking. In the early 1920s Frunze established military

science within the Soviet Union. Frunze understood military science as the area of

theoretical research based upon generalizing experience of the preparation for and the

conduct of wars. The role of military science was to elaborate a unified military doctrine

based on the concept that:

when millions of people participate in a war, when the nature of armed combat has 
become more complex, military operations develop over enormous territories and 
the new technical means of combat create constantly new categories of specialties 
and branches of arms, it is no longer possible, as in previous times, to have direct 
leadership over this entire complex by individual generals, who could in preparing 
for, and in the course of, an engagement quickly transmit and carry out their views, 
will and decisions. At the same time, unity, integrity and coordinated actions 
assume immeasurably greater importance. Under the new conditions, this unity and 
coordination of actions can be achieved only as the result of the extensive and 
diverse preparation of the Armed Forces, the entire population and the state as a 
whole for war by the early elaboration and assimilation by the army and the people 
of unified underlying principles for the preparation and conduct of war. (quoted in 
Gareev 1988, p. 102)

While maintaining the subordination of the military to the state, Frunze put the 

organization of the society within the realm of strategy.

Douhet’s theory of air power relied upon two assumptions: that no effective defense 

against bombers was possible, and that the psychological impact of their attack would be 

decisive. By terrorizing the citizens war was to be brought to rapid conclusion, avoiding 

the protracted agony of the first World War.

Defenders of Douhet feel vindicated by Douhet’s consideration of the use of 

chemical bombs, and by the development of nuclear weapons. However, the strategy 

employed during World War II based on his theory did not work according to its logic 

(Brodie 1965, Chapter 4). Indeed, for Douhet’s theory to have any relation to strategy
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as the use of engagements for the political objects of war, the additional assumption in 

his thesis that a first strike would destroy the opponent’s force is necessary. Alternative

ly, one must weigh Herman Kahn’s fourth priority notion of winning war in "an 

unsatisfactory fashion" through an "all-out slugging match (Kahn and Mann 1957, pp. 

26-27)." Douhet’s first assumption again reduced warfare to operational art and made 

quantitative calculation central in strategic analysis. This tradition carries over to the 

calculations made today for intercontinental nuclear exchanges.

Bernard Brodie was the first to publish widely on the difficulty of matching the 

evidence gathered in the strategic bombing survey of WWD to the results suggested by 

Douhet’s theory. A close follower of Clausewitz’s views, Brodie highlighted the illogic 

of massive destruction to achieve political aims, particularly when the destruction was 

mutual. This opened a regime for lesser, "limited" wars. Where Douhet made social 

psychology central, then asserted the implications, Brodie made it the subject of analysis 

and calculation.

Schelling merged the issues identified by Brodie with the analytical power of game 

theory. Schelling emphasized the consideration of interacting interests and mutual 

cognition in formulating strategy. He illustrated the potential of the analytical technique 

in his writings (1960 and 1966).

Jomini emphasized the military dimension of strategy, Clausewitz its political and 

human aspects. Mahan and Mackinder introduced geography and commerce. Lenin and 

Frunze elevated ideology and social organization to principal considerations. Building on 

Clausewitz, Brodie emphasized the two-sided nature of strategy in a world with 

unprecedented powers of destruction. Finally, Schelling explained, in comprehensible
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terms, an analytical framework for strategy. His works did not discuss all dimensions of 

strategy. However, this framework admits the full range of the operational, logistical, 

geographic, social, psychological and technological dimensions of strategy identified by 

the previous theoreticians as being particularly relevant to the world of national security. 

Each emphasized the need for theory to provide unity of concept (consistency in tastes, 

beliefs, perceived courses of action, and outcomes) in complex organizations.

Implications for Methodology

The writings of the influential and enduring strategists illustrate two trends. Both 

have important implications for analytical techniques.

First, as Clausewitz wrote: "But in war more than in any other subject we must 

begin by looking at the nature of the whole; ... (p. 75)." This means that methods 

employed in the formulation of strategy should be receptive to analysis of all the 

dimensions of strategy. This is a demanding requirement. As the economic, social, and 

psychological dimensions of strategy have become more salient to the conduct of war, so 

have they become salient to the function of society. This has resulted in the development 

of separate disciplines (particularly within the 20th century) to address these subjects.

Each of these disciplines studied separately, or in relation to the study of strategy 

as a whole, faces similar methodological problems. Each demands different levels of 

conceptualizing to account for the fundamental elements of the discipline. Each requires 

the arrangement of these elements into a system that projects normative behavior and 

outcomes. Finally, each needs the description of actual behavior against which theory can 

be examined. Only by studying actual behavior can we establish that needed elements
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have been included and that theoretical normative behavior has some relevance in the 

light of particular situations and pragmatic or ethical considerations.

The methodological problems encountered by each discipline are similar. However, 

the analytical techniques employed by each must vary to accommodate the attributes of 

its fundamental elements, and levels of conceptualization. For example, disciplines such 

as international relations have provided a distinct perspective for viewing history and 

gathering evidence. In recognizing the distinction between the political science within 

sovereign states and between sovereign states, international relations defines the nation 

state as the principal actor under study. As the final arbiter of its own fate the nation 

state stands in contrast to its citizens. They are subordinate and resolve differences 

through political or judicial processes. National power, of which military power is a 

major constituent, largely determines the relations between nations. Thus international 

relations selects historical example for its consistency with the structure and attributes of 

the nation state. Each discipline mentioned has its own distinct perspective and rules of 

acceptable evidence. This complicates the synthesis of theories into a whole for strategic 

analysis.

Similarly, to apply decision or game theory to strategic policy analysis, either 

directly or through the structure of a discipline such as political science, international rela

tions, or economics, requires a detailed familiarity with the theory. Acquiring enough 

familiarity to use the theory requires dedicated study of both theories of choice and the 

disciplines involved.1 Few practitioners have skill in more than one discipline.

1 In this respect operations research is a second order discipline, of limited utility without detailed 
knowledge of the subject area or the discipline to which "optimization" routines will be applied.
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Analytical techniques that accommodate, much less encourage, the synthesis of 

disciplines arc rare.

The second trend in the writings is the persistence of the dichotomous views of 

theory as "positive doctrine" on one hand and a basis for critical inquiry on the other. 

Of the writer’s mentioned Lenin, Frunze, and Douhet align with Jomini in the first school. 

The others align with Clausewitz in the second. In the first school, theory provides the 

answers. In the second school theory provides the suppositions with which to enter the 

problem. Which analytical techniques each school considers appropriate relate directly 

to perspectives on the nature of scientific laws. Belief in positive doctrine generally 

equates to belief in measurability and exactness, admitting quantitative techniques.

Art and Science in the Formulation of Strategy

The debate over the role of theory and laws in the formulation of strategy has taken 

place in the context of what properly fits into the realm of art as opposed to science. 

Jomini wrote:

War in its ensemble is not a science but an art. Strategy, particularly, may indeed 
be regulated by fixed laws resembling those of the positive sciences, but this is not 
true of war as a whole, (p. 321)

As we have seen, Clausewitz not only disagreed with Jomini’s concept of strategy as "the

art of making war upon the map." He even disagreed that laws resembling those of the

"positive sciences" existed for the conduct of engagements and campaigns. Clausewitz

devoted more than a passing thought to these questions. He devotes Book 2 of On War

to this topic. He tied the distinction between science and art to the difference between

knowledge and ability: "creation and production lie in the realm of art; science will
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dominate where the object is inquiry and knowledge (pp. 148-149)". Clausewitz believed 

that science played a limited role in the formulation of strategy: "’science’ should be kept 

for disciplines such as mathematics or astronomy, whose object is pure knowledge (p. 

148)." He concluded, "war does not belong in the realm of arts and sciences; rather it 

is part of man’s social existence (p. 149)."

Clausewitz held a view of science typical of his period. Before the development 

of probability theory and statistics, there was no logical basis for addressing the 

uncertainty that Clausewitz saw as central to the nature of war. As discussed, even with 

this theory we account for only a minor portion of the indeterminacy in conflict. The 

exclusion of man’s social existence from the realm of science reflects the absence of a 

concept of behavioral sciences in the 18th and 19th centuries. Then different standards 

applied to the concepts of science and of laws. Inexact science was neither science nor 

art.

Keeping these differences in mind, Clausewitz framed the contemporary debate over

the role of science in strategy with his final comment in Chapter 3 of Book 2:

Part of the object of this book is to examine whether a conflict of living forces as 
it develops and is resolved in war remains subject to general laws, and whether 
these can provide a useful guide to action. This much is clear: this subject, like any 
other that does not surpass man’s intellectual capacity, can be elucidated by an 
inquiring mind, and its internal structure can to some degree be revealed. That 
alone is enough to turn the concept of theory into reality.

In declaring war not a science, Jomini failed to distinguish between the subject matter and

the method for deriving knowledge about the subject. Clausewitz began with the same

prescription, then went on to explain how one arrives at knowledge about war. The

science of war is the methodology by which it is understood. Any conduct of inquiry is

subject to standards. To the degree the standards of science are met, the subject is a
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science. As long as there is any indeterminacy in the structure of the subject matter, the 

art of creation will be involved in the analysis, formulation, and resolution of choice. 

Confusion over role of art and science reduces to setting standards for inquiry appropriate 

to the nature of the subject matter.1

In summary, taken together the writings of the most influential strategists mirror the 

evolution of demands on the strategic decision process. They reflect the expanding set 

of issues pertinent to the formulation of national security strategy. Their views on the 

role of theory imply methods of strategy formulation must encompass a broad range of 

political concerns. Though differing in their views of appropriate methods, they all stated 

the need to articulate strategy to achieve a unity of concept for responsive and coherent 

action under the press of time. Their writings clearly show the need for methods that can 

assimilate the knowledge embodied in a broad range of disciplines and translate that 

knowledge into the reference frame of all parts of an organization.

THE CONCEPT OF STRATEGY

The distinction between tactics and strategy is now almost universal, and 
everyone knows fairly well where each particular factor belongs without 
clearly understanding why. (Clausewitz, p. 128)

Our topic is strategic operational gaming. Operational gaming is that aimed at 

exploring plans and investigating alternative courses of action. What does the term 

strategic mean? Alternative uses of the term suggest different features relevant to the 

world of strategic gaming.

1 The Soviets, as a consequence of their view of the scientific nature of politics, have devoted more 
effort to defining the military art and science than other modem societies. See Gareev (1988) Chapters 23, 
and 6 for extensive discussions on military art and science.
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"The term ’strategy* needs continual definition (Howard 1984, p. 101)." Without 

the addition of any other modifiers, there are four ways in which the term is routinely and 

legitimately used. The first is an ancient conception, pronounced by Jomini. The second 

builds upon Clausewitz’s concept of strategy as more than battle. The third is a 

generalization of Clausewitz’s concept to enterprises other than war. The fourth is the 

game-theoretic definition. Common to all uses is the concept of strategy as a plan of 

action and the attendant requirement to foresee the consequences of contemplated actions. 

Each usage stresses different aspects of hierarchy, purpose, subject matter, and 

completeness. Each suggests important distinctions in theoretical outlook.

Definitions of Strategy

Original concepts of strategy were tied to its etymology in the Greek word for 

general. In this concept strategy applies to the deployment of troops (making war upon 

the map), as distinguished from the tactics of the engagement. In this usage the main 

concern is the places and times that forces are committed to battle. The context is purely 

military, the goal being victory in the immediate battle or campaign. This definition 

worked well enough when the purpose of war was to defeat the enemy in a single battle 

and impose a settlement.

According to Clausewitz:

Tactics teaches the use of armed forces in the engagement; strategy, the 
use of engagements for the object of war. (p. 128)

Defined in this way a strategy is a plan of action to serve the political objects of war. 

Military force is relegated to its role as one of an array of instruments available to the
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state in pursuing its aims. Following Oausewitz, gaming is strategic only if it includes 

the play of political actors.

The distinction between strategy and tactics suggests a hierarchy of conceptual 

difficulties, span of control, and interests. Calling a problem tactical implies that the 

conceptual difficulties (such as structural indeterminacy) have been resolved to some level 

of detail. The appropriate action is insensitive to the larger context.1 Tactical problems 

are typically beyond the control of the policy makers, as well as being of less interest. 

On tactical issues, the policy maker’s interests lay more in the outcome than how it was 

achieved. In our previous terminology, what is an act for a subordinate is a consequence 

in the context of the "smaller world" of the superior who neglects some of the distinctions 

relevant to the world of the subordinate.2

The extension of modem conflict in space and duration, with the consequent 

addition of command echelons, gave rise to the idea of operational art as lying between 

strategy and tactics (Jablonski 1987). Contemporary operational art is at the level of war 

considered to be strategy at the time of Clausewitz. The term, widely used by the Soviets 

before its adoption in the West, recognizes the conceptual difficulties involved in 

combined arms and massive forces. The addition of the operational level of war brings 

the virtue of recognizing that the function of battle is to serve some broader strategic pur

pose. However, it encourages misunderstanding strategy as goals vice actions, ends vice

1 Clausewitz took care to point out that the soldier’s object in an engagement can never be less than 
to beat his opponent into submission with all of his energy. Life and death are all the context that is 
required to motivate his actions.

s For a formal treatment of smaller worlds see Savage (1972, section 5.5). The term smaller world is 
counter-intuitive in that the superior has broader interests than his subordinate. Because fewer aspects of 
the world of his subordinate are relevant to him, his world is smaller with respect to that subordinate.
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means.1 Strategy dictates action. Policy provides the goals. In considering war as a 

whole, strategic gaming should account for the effects of policy and strategy on 

operations and tactics, and vice versa.

Gaming involving only military considerations are clearly at the operational level 

of war. As we shall see, the German system for training officers before WWH stressed 

the operational level of war and produced operational brilliance. This narrow focus did 

not equip them to stand up to Hitler on broader strategic matters, or to anticipate the 

consequences of Hitler’s intervention (Van Creveld 1990, pp. 33-34). Ultimately this 

narrow focus produced their defeat.

Once one admits a hierarchy of plans of action, we need a host of modifiers to 

clarify what we mean. Specifying that a game is strategic is not enough to resolve its 

scope without further explanation of the world encompassed by the game. The experience 

of World War I (WWI) led to the concept of "grand strategy" in the West "to cover those 

industrial, financial, demographic, and societal aspects of war that have become so salient 

in the twentieth century (Howard 1984, p. 101)." The term "grand" has also been used 

to address those strategies that involve a coalition of nations. While one can debate the 

logical relationship between grand and national strategy, the modifiers military, naval, etc. 

imply subordinate plans of action for particular instruments of national power.2 Strategic

1 Operational art also leads to the confusing possibility of operational-operational gaming, that is; 
gaming to evaluate plans at the operational level of war. The first term refers to the level, the second to 
the objective of the game.

2 Confusion reigns over whether maritime strategy applies to instruments of sea-going commerce and 
fishing beyond strictly naval combatant forces, or to geography. The U.S. Navy clearly based its recent 
Maritime Strategy upon the later. The strategy addressed those maritime theaters where lines of 
communication are principally by sea and where naval forces can have decisive effects on adjacent land 
battles, operating in conjunction with land based forces assigned to the theater.
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gaming should incorporate all useful instruments of national power. Only by treating 

them together can we fathom the limits of our understanding of how they relate to each 

other effect other players.

Another contemporary meaning of the term strategy is the use of available means 

to achieve a particular end. This third usage extends the concept of strategy from the 

military, or national security, sphere to the realm of business competition and organiza

tional planning. By generalizing on the concept of engagements the usage becomes a 

natural counterpart of its military usage. Strategy, as a plan of action, is again 

distinguished from tactics by the conceptual difficulties remaining in the problem that call 

for critical inquiry prior to decision.

This generalization of strategy highlights the difficulty of identifying ends. Ends 

are rarely absolute either hierarchically or temporally. The ends for one level of the 

hierarchy are among the means of higher levels, setting up a chain of objectives. Ideally, 

in a linear military organization each echelon is directed what to accomplish (i.e. which 

of the elements of the world state within their purview should be adjusted or maintained 

at which particular state). After determining how that is to be done, each echelon 

provides directives to each of its subordinate organizations on what they are to do. Under 

this usage, each level of the organization has its own strategy. If one uses the means- 

ends formulation to define strategy, before going too far down the chain of command, 

strategy loses its meaning as that which serves the ultimate aim of the core organization. 

The distinction between strategy, operational art, and tactics is obscured.

The term end, of itself, suggests a temporal dimension; we consider nothing beyond 

that time. The time horizon selected for decision is a trade-off between completeness and
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tractability. Tactical problems tend to have short time horizons. Strategic problems have 

no natural bounds. Winning is a function of objectives. However, considering the 

objectives of WWII or the Viet Nam War, who the winners of those wars are is not clear 

when traveling through the participating countries today. Policy towards a compliant 

Soviet Union received little serious consideration before the events of 1989. Containment 

became the end rather than the means. After every strategic analysis a useful question 

is: What is likely to develop from here? The design and analysis should include careful 

consideration of the time horizon.

The fourth usage of the term strategy comes from game theory. Here strategy is 

a plan of action covering every contingency. Like the previous usage, this definition 

makes no distinction between strategy, operational art, and tactics. Two features of this 

definition distinguish it from those above. First, the definition says nothing about 

achieving a particular goal. A competitive environment is implicit in this definition. The 

opponent’s actions control the outcome to a degree similar to one’s own. Therefore, the 

goal serves mainly as a device for establishing a measure for comparing alternative 

outcomes. The goal itself may not be obtainable against an intelligent opponent. 

Quantitative analysis demands that the objective be fixed. Strategic gaming encourages 

the review of goals. It captures the dynamism of objectives as political leaders and 

commanders pursue the art of the possible.

The second feature of this definition is the most important. It entails explicit 

consideration of contingencies. This feature represents a powerful addition to previous 

concepts of strategy. The previous definitions consider having a plan of action to cover 

a single contingency sufficient for a strategy. Settling upon a single plan is current
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practice of both security analysis and war planning in the West, though apparently not in 

the Soviet Union. The single contingency considered either has the highest expectation 

of occurring, or, in the case of advocacy, provides the best context for deriving the 

desired conclusion. In either case the resulting strategy is incomplete. By using the 

game-theoretic notion, the information conditions of who knows what, and when, enter 

explicitly into the enumeration of contingencies and thereby the formulation of a strategy. 

In view of its importance it is surprising the national security literature seldom deals with 

this aspect of strategy formulation. A caricature of the recent debate over the Maritime 

Strategy illustrates the implications of this omission.

Implications of Ignoring Contingencies - The Maritime Strategy Debate

The recent developments in Europe have reduced the poignancy of the debate over 

deterrence and containment strategies. The following example more useful for unbiased 

analysis than it was a year ago.

The Maritime Strategy articulated by the U.S. Navy in the 1980s calls for forward 

defense of allies on the periphery of the Soviet Union in the event of war. The strategy 

also seeks to add incentives for the Soviets to (1) terminate aggression and (2) use their 

forces in protective roles, through such actions as sinking their fleet ballistic missile 

submarines (SSBNs). Under the rubric of Sun Tzu’s edict of attacking the opponent’s 

strategy (Griffith, p. 77), the Maritime Strategy employs a concept of likely Soviet 

strategy and war aims for this contingency. As with practically all unclassified articles 

on military strategy, the expected Soviet strategy is implicit in published accounts of the 

Maritime Strategy.
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Opponents of the Maritime Strategy typically argue that the costs of forward 

operations in the maritime theaters and the risks of nuclear escalation are excessive. They 

have not addressed the implications of unsuccessful forward defense in the North Adantic 

Treaty Organization’s (NATO’s) northern and southern regions and the Northwest 

Pacific.1 Their alternative strategy would place greater emphasis on the defense of 

central Europe, employing naval forces in defensive roles protecting the sea lanes from 

the U.S. to Europe as opposed to defending allied territory on the periphery of the Soviet 

Union.2

Both sides tend to treat the cause of the war as immaterial to the process of 

determining the actions used to pursue. This violates the most basic tenets of Clausewitz. 

Either different views of Soviet strategy, different beliefs about the outcomes given U.S. 

and Soviet strategies, or different tastes for the outcomes of defense in the different 

regions could rationally motivate the preferences expressed by the debating camps. 

Given the simplistic formulation of the strategic situation in the literature, determining the 

sources disagreement is difficult

For the sake of illustration, presume the following. First, the two camps hold the 

same beliefs about outcomes if a particular course of action is chosen. Also they value 

allies similarly (Norwegians, Turks, and Japanese being as important as central 

Europeans). However they disagree in their beliefs over Soviet strategy. Those

1 See, for instance, Mearshcimer, J., 1986, "A Strategic Misstep: The Maritime Strategy and Deterrence 
in Europe," International Security. Vol. 11, No. 2, pp. 3-57; Posen, B., 1982, "Inadvertent Nuclear War? 
Escalation and NATO’s Northern Flank," International Security. Vol. 7, No. 2, pp. 28-54; Epstein, J. M., 
1987, The 1988 Defense Budget. Brookings, Washington, D.C.; Kaufmann, W. W., 1987, A Thoroughly 
Efficient Naw. Brookings, Washington, D.C..

1 One should note a distinction between the Maritime Strategy’s operational focus on how best to use 
current force structure versus the opponent’s programmatic emphasis on rationalizing future force structure.
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supporters of the Maritime Strategy expect strong attacks on all allies. Those opposed 

expect Soviet attacks only in the central region of Europe.1 This is a caricature of the 

opposing camps. However, the purpose here is to illustrate strategy formulation, not rate 

the merits of the arguments in the debate.

We may depict the situation as a game in normal and extensive forms as shown in 

figure 2-2.2 In this game the Soviets move first, selecting between strategies of (L) 

global attack or (R) central European attack.3 Without determining the Soviet’s strategy 

the U.S. (with NATO) chooses between (1) global forward defense and (r) central 

European defense. The bubble around the U.S. choices indicates that the Soviet strategy 

has not been determined. This game involves imperfect information. The Xs shown in 

the normal form of the game show the U.S. strategy preferred by both camps (given the 

Soviet strategy) if they agreed upon consequences while they disagreed only about the 

likely Soviet strategy. Under these conditions the debate is actually over the Soviet 

strategy that neither side addresses in their published arguments.

A major difficulty with the formulation of the problem in such a simplified form 

is that the choice of strategies is miscast. The analysis ignores the information that would 

likely be available when the war unfolded. The initiation of war by the Soviets with no

1 In actuality there is strong disagreement over the military balance and therefore the outcome of war
in central Europe, even among critics of the Maritime Strategy. See Epstein, J., Holmes, K., Mearsheimer, 
J., and Posen B., 1988, "The European Conventional Balance, International Security. Vol. 12, No. 4, pp.
152-202.

1 Frequently the strategic choice is represented as a three move game (e.g., Wagner 1982). However, 
two moves are sufficient to illustrate the effect of information conditions on strategic choice and the 
representation of strategies.

5 There is broad agreement in the defense community that neither of these options are feasible if the 
Soviets reduce their force in accordance with proposed agreements and the trends in eastern Europe 
continue.
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figure 2-2. Strategies with Imperfect Information.

warning in the West was difficult to conceive even before recent developments. Given 

warning that defines which strategy the Soviets are using, the situation is transformed into 

the game shown in figure 2-3. In this game the information is perfect. The Soviets have 

the first move. Because the U.S. sees the Soviet strategy, the U.S. has an expanded 

choice of strategies. U.S. strategies are now:

1) global defense if global attack, global defense if central European attack

04),

2) global defense if global attack, central European defense if central 

European attack (l,r),
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3) central European defense if global attack, global defense if central 

European attack (r,l),

4) central European defense if global attack, central European defense if 

central European attack (r,r).

Figure 2-3. Strategies with Perfect Information.

Here the concept of a strategy has been expanded from a way of applying resources 

to achieve a desired end, or a particular use of engagements for the object of war, to a 

plan for every contingency (though the domain of contingencies considered has been 

extremely small). Referring back to the strategic decision process and figure 1-2, the time 

required to complete the strategic decision process for the U.S. is represented as being 

within the available response time. As shown by the Xs in the normal form of the game
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there is now no disagreement over the proper strategy between the two fictitious camps. 

The Soviet’s original choice of strategy determines which of the Xs pertains.

In the real camps the statement of strategic choice is frequently so sterile that the 

debate is moot once information conditions have been specified. Before engaging in 

debate about appropriate strategy one should ensure that they have the same war in mind. 

At least in gaming, all of the players are working on a similar problem. Gaming reduces 

the conceptual difficulties in just imagining the situation. It makes most of what is 

implicit in the analysis vividly explicit.

The world is not so neat that we can be certain about the opponent’s strategy even 

when observing his movements. The appropriate strategy is a function of the warning 

systems and deception measures, and the intellectual ability of governments to interpret 

properly the elements of warning observed. In reality this is a dynamic process. We 

expect the probability of determining the opponent’s strategy to increase over time. 

Outcomes will change significantly with the time that actions are begun.1 Intellectual 

preparation for the kind of information that signals changes in the environment and the 

time available to respond is key to effective response. The timely recognition of an 

opponent’s strategy is needed for timely response.

With uncertain warning, the strategic choices are more limited. Beliefs about which 

strategy the opponent’s are likely to pursue will determine a rational choice. The risks 

of an inappropriate choice will increase. An important use of gaming is to show under

1 See Wohlstetter, R. 1962 and 1965 for the distinction between having warning information in the 
decision making process and recognizing the opponent’s strategy. The Soviet invasions of Czechoslovakia 
in 1968, Afghanistan in 1979, and preparations for the invasion of Poland in 1981 provide further examples. 
See Brezhenski 1988.
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what conditions different strategies make sense to opponent’s. Thereby, the beliefs used 

in strategy formulation are refined.

Few, if any, discussions of military strategy explicitly incorporate suppositions about 

the information conditions necessary to specify fully the true strategic possibilities. By 

ignoring information conditions and considering only one contingency, the representation 

of strategic choice is grossly incomplete. This is a good tactic for debates if one is more 

interested in scoring points than arriving at good policies. In practice the development 

of well specified strategies is extremely difficult and requires as much clarity as one can 

muster. Operational gaming will show the inadequacies of a particular strategy. Free

form gaming, of itself, will suggest many alternatives. However, only one set of 

strategies will obtain in a game. Gaming requires conscious effort to identify separate 

contingencies and the courses of action appropriate to each.

The absence of explicit consideration of strategic choice in the literature illustrates 

the limits of both the arguments employed in typical strategy debates and the academic 

style of presentation.1 The subject matter involves a rich interaction of tastes, beliefs, 

courses of action, timing and consequences. The style of inquiry must incorporate this 

richness to produce a deep appreciation for the choice of strategies available.

1 Academic style is a style of presentation second on a scale from literary to formal, each style 
distinguished by the extent that formal logic and mathematics is used. Kaplan characterizes the academic 
style as verbal, using ordinary words in special senses in an attempt to be precise, dealing with ideational 
rather than observational data, and highly theoretical if not speculative (p. 259). For example, most of this 
dissertation.
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Practical Problems of Strategy Formulation

The different theoretical outlooks consistent with these several concepts of strategy 

highlight some of the practical problems of formulating well specified strategies.

First, having set strategy on a high pedestal, we need to resist the temptation to 

view strategy as an end in itself. Whatever the level and scope, strategy is the plan of 

action not the goal.

Second, is a tendency to treat strategy as doctrine -- simple cognitive rules. In the 

military/national security context a hierarchy of strategy, operational art, and tactics is 

useful. The scope of the enterprise and the conceptual difficulties involved distinguish 

the different levels. Th5s conceptual structure implies an organizational counterpart, with 

different echelons in the hierarchy, each responsible for its part of a nested set of plans. 

Cybernetic control through the feedback of information is usually inadequate to drive a 

complex system to the desired state. Therefore, top-level chiefs need means for achieving 

a unity of concept such that each player in the organization acts properly using their local 

information. The function of doctrine is to provide a simple set of cognitive rules 

specifying standard methods for prescribed circumstances. Where the doctrine specifies 

an act, as opposed to a means for determining an appropriate act, the risk of the doctrine 

being inappropriate to the circumstances increases as the subject moves from the realm 

of tactics to strategy.1 More ramified contingencies need to be included in strategy and 

planning to narrow the scope for inappropriate action.

' The concept of military doctrine was originally conceived as a decision process; a way of coming 
up with answers as opposed to a way of operating. This concept of doctrine remains in use by the Soviets 
(in the context of their correlation of forces calculations), where a change in input will produce a different 
strategy, as opposed to the west where the answer does not seem to change with changes in the objective 
conditions.
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A major conceptual problem in the formulation of strategy is determining 

completeness. Having established an objective and a strategy for its achievement, it is 

worthwhile to ask what happens if the Chinese curse of "may you get your wish" obtains. 

Also we need to consider whether we have considered enough of contexts, enough 

contingencies within those contexts, and the information conditions that determine the 

strategic possibilities. This point deserves further elaboration.

Game-theoretic considerations illustrate the need to consider opponent’s tastes, 

beliefs and courses of action in the formulation of strategy. These considerations show 

the sensitivity of strategic possibilities to the information conditions, and introduce some 

conceptual difficulties in modeling a player and setting time horizons for a game.1 In this 

chapter we have seen that the scope and scale of the security problem has grown over the 

past two centuries. The potential scale of warfare engulfs all society, and the scope 

involves all disciplines of the exact and inexact sciences.

How to formulate strategy in the face of such complexity is a perplexing 

proposition. The need to think through contingencies and prepare planned responses is 

clear. The problems involved include: (1) distinguishing relevant contexts, (2) identifying 

contingencies and strategic possibilities within a context, (3) testing the strategic 

possibilities, and (4) organizing to implement the strategy. Resolving these problems is 

not a linear process of addressing each sequentially.

Relevant contexts are a function of objectives, and the potential threats and 

opportunities that will generate a situation where choices need to be reviewed. In the 

national security realm these span a spectrum of objectives from deterring intercontinental

1 See APPENDIX B for more discussion of game-theoretic considerations.
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nuclear war to promoting the peaceful development of peoples around the world.1 At 

highest levels of national security strategy, contexts are distinguished by the immediacy 

of the threat that they present to the established international order and where they fall 

in the spectrum of objectives.

Within a particular national security context there exists a broad range of 

contingencies, determined by the relevant aspects used to describe the state space. For 

example; the causes of the conflict, the objectives of the players, the commitment of 

allies, the timing of decisions, the economic status of the players, etc. all may affect the 

likelihood of events obtaining, the evaluation of consequences, and the' strategic 

possibilities.

The possible combinations that could affect the choice of strategy are overwhelm

ing. Therefore, generalizing upon a specific situation is necessary. The tension between 

specificity and generality necessitates sweeping particular actions into classes of actions. 

As long as actions that are grouped together produce the same consequence this reduction 

is perfectly legitimate. The degree to which this is done properly is the art of strategy 

formulation.

Currently, confusion in the West over the concept of what constitutes a well 

specified strategy leads to the extreme of no partitions being identified to distinguish 

essential differences in context, or between contingencies within a context For each 

conflict envisioned (such as: war in Europe, the Middle East, Korea, and others) planners 

create a single "contingency" plan. The plans specify no alternatives if the assumptions

' Increasingly, security is being merged with the welfare of the citizens, which puts drugs, immigration 
and education at the forefront of security concerns. For our purposes, relevant contexts are those that offer 
the prospect of armed conflict
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of the plan do not obtain. Were warning times to be off, allies to waver, or a host of 

other key variables to change the plans would be counter productive. Rather than take 

the effort to determine the bounds over which a plan of action is a good idea, and identify 

those conditions where it would be prudent to change the strategic direction, the practice 

in the West is to adopt strategy in a doctrinaire fashion and characterize the resulting 

strategy as a broad by design.

In fact, the resulting strategies are extremely narrow in their useful range of 

application. The flexibility of strategy in the West is a questionable virtue. It really 

means that plans are usually thrown out the window when conflict situations arise, or that 

they cany great risks if implemented uncritically.1 The absence of serious efforts to 

distinguish contexts, contingencies and strategic possibilities demands flexibility in 

reaction. This is the antithesis of unity of concept.

The strategic possibilities that must be considered relate to the organization for 

implementing the strategy. When trying to formulate strategy, foreseeing every possibility 

is not practical. It is not even necessary beyond the bounds of any one decision maker’s 

knowledge of, or authority to direct, action. The decision to exceed one’s area of 

discretion and to intervene in actions that are within the scope of a subordinate’s 

responsibility greatly increases the number of possibilities that must be considered. If 

altering the deployment of army corps or navy battle forces is considered to be a different

1 The strike against Libya in April 1986 and the invasion of Panama in 1989 were both operations 
where there was time to tailor plans to the particular circumstances and to rehearse the forces in the plans 
prior to their implementation. Having this amount of time cannot be the basis for planning. The Joint 
Chiefs have a crisis action system for adjusting plans in short fused situations (Joint Staff Officers Guide), 
but the readiness of forces to perform short fused operations has not been uniformly good (Gabriel 1985).
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military strategy, the number of contingencies needed to specify a strategy is phenome

nal.1 As the elder von Moltke observed:

The advantage which a commander thinks that he can attain through continued 
personal intervention is largely illusoty. By engaging in it he really assumes a task 
which belongs to others, whose effectiveness he thus destroys. He also multiplies 
his own tasks to a point where he can no longer fulfil the whole of them. (Goerlitz 
1953, p. 76)

The motivation to intervene is clear. Proper execution of the strategy by subordinates is 

essential to achieving the intended outcome. Learning the appropriate area of discretion 

is an historic use of gaming.

The final problem to discuss in the formulation of strategies is the evaluation of the 

strategic possibilities. The comments in Chapter 1 apply to the selection of analytic 

techniques. Usually analysis presupposes that the strategic possibilities have been well 

formulated in the first place. To date the absence of serious study of strategy in the West 

has meant that few contexts, contingencies, and strategic possibilities are used as the basis 

for evaluating national security strategy. Complexity in determining the possibilities leads 

to the intellectual trap of focusing on expected outcomes of a narrow range of 

contingencies. The recent events in Europe have shown how dependent we had become 

on a single context. Calculation of the Central Front balance, given a few scenarios with 

differing mobilization times, dominated the energy devoted to strategy formulation.2 As

1 If a symmetrical level of detail is considered for the opponent the number of strategies that must be 
considered is on the order of the product of the number of options considered for each corps and battle 
groups one commands, raised to the power of the same number far the opponent Considerations of 
incomplete information further inflate the numbers to be considered.

1 Again see Epstein, J., e t  al., "The European Conventional Balance," for examples of the scope of 
arguments used.
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the previous discussion suggests, these calculations, though necessary, were never 

sufficient for the evaluation of strategy.

Taken as a whole, the issues involved in the formulation of national security 

strategy may seem beyond the intellectual capacity of man. We need some mechanism 

for understanding the strategic possibilities and their consequences in an interactive 

environment. We need mechanisms for understanding how policies are interpreted by 

members of our team. We need mechanisms to understand how subordinates plan to 

perform their piece of the action to be sure that organizational response is coherent. 

Perhaps we should abandon attempts at rational analysis and choice, and trust political 

advocacy to see us through. Alternatively, as with the Prussians of the 19"' Century, we 

could turn to a program of study and gaming.
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CHAPTER 3

THE DEVELOPMENT OF STRATEGIC OPERATIONAL GAMING

This chapter reviews methods used to study strategy and inform strategic choice. 

Our interest is principally in operational gaming. However, to concentrate solely on 

operational gaming would be to presuppose the proposition to be demonstrated; namely, 

that we should employ operational gaming seriously in the formulation of strategy.

The development of strategic operational gaming is a history of attempts to come 

to grips with the complex subject of modem warfare and strategy. From the age of 

Napoleon through WWII this was largely the task of staff schools and war colleges of the 

major powers. Gaming played a central role in the curricula of those institutions that 

valued serious intellectual effort in the study of strategy. Foremost among these were the 

German Kriegsakademie and the U.S. Naval War College. During this period few 

civilians contributed to the development of military and strategic thought. Following 

WWn views of strategy changed. Civilians dominated the development of strategic 

concepts. Systems analysis largely overtook the role of gaming. Only recently has 

serious interest in operational gaming for strategy formulation begun to revive.

Embedded in the history of gaming are answers to the questions; why study 

strategy, and what methods produce acceptable experience? Before reviewing the 

development of gaming some points about purpose and methods are pertinent.
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Why Study Strategy?

For the professional, the study of strategy has two major purposes. The first is

critical inquiry. The second is to create a unity of concept. The first purpose derives

from the needs of the individual. The second derives from those of the organization. To

some extent these two purposes are at odds.

From the perspective of the individual the study of strategy (whose product

Clausewitz equated to theory):

is an analytical investigation leading to a close acquaintance with the subject;... 
It will, in fact, become an active ingredient of talent. Theory [study] will have 
fulfilled its main task when it is used to analyze the constituent elements of war, 
to distinguish precisely what at first sight seems fused, to explain in full the 
properties of the means and to show their probable effects, to define clearly the 
nature of the ends in view, and to illuminate all phases of warfare in a thorough 
critical inquiry. ... Theory exists so that one need not start afresh each time 
sorting out the material and plowing through i t , ... (Clausewitz, p. 141).1

In short, the study of strategy by the individual facilitates rapid decision that is more

likely to produce the outcome intended.

The study of strategy serves to foster critical inquiry by the individual into the

conduct of, and preparations for, war. From the perspective of the organization, it serves

to propagate unified concepts to narrow the range of views. Only with difficulty can

organizations fundamentally change the basic patterns by which individuals respond when

presented with the need to make a choice. Training and indoctrination reduce individual

variations. As opposed to critical inquiry, the purpose of training is to inbreed habitual

responses. Similarly, the purpose of indoctrination is to provide pat answers to more

1 Clausewitz was arguing against the commander’s decision aids of the day, Billow’s "breadth of base" 
and Jomini’s "interior lines" (p. 516). Perhaps it was possible not to take theory to the battlefield in 
Clausewitz’s day. Today decision aids proliferate. Since much information relevant to the decision cannot 
be directly observed, but must be based upon historical or theoretical behavior, belief (or theory) necessarily 
dominates decision on the battlefield.
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complicated situations where conscious thought is invoked. Also indoctrination provides 

a mutually shared understanding of the role and purpose of the organization as a whole 

to handle those situations not covered by doctrine.2

The tension between these two motivations is apparent. The purpose of critical 

inquiry is to gain intellectual depth and comfort with the subject matter. Inquiry 

motivates needed revisions when it becomes awkward to fit existing theory to the facts. 

The organizational purpose of the study is to converge as much as possible to a unified 

concept. Good theory requires that the resolution of this tension not result in premature 

closure upon a particular concept. The description of the concept should include the 

bounds within which it applies. History has been unkind to those who have ignored or 

suppressed critical inquiry in favor of indoctrination. Gaming has both encouraged 

critical inquiry and been effective in disseminating the resulting ideas throughout the 

organization.

What Methods Provide Acceptable Experience?

It is in the application of sound general principles to particular problems of war 
that difficulty arises. The principles are few, the cases very various, the smaller 
details almost infinitely numerous. Here experience enters — experience which, 
under the other form of the word, experiments, lies at the basis of all our science. 
But how shall experience in war be acquired in the absence of a state of war? 
(Mahan 1911, p. 297)

In answering the question posed by Mahan, the study of strategy has involved six 

different methods to extend the personal experience of the professional: (1) the study of

2 Lieutenant Commander Dudley Knox in 1915 summarized the object of doctrine as that which 
provides for harmonious action without reference to superior authority (p. 334).
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history, (2) the study of military theory based upon history and personal experience, (3) 

gaming, (4) field maneuvers and fleet exercises, (5) the study of social sciences related 

to conflict, and (6) mathematical techniques, lately operations research and systems 

analysis.

With the Enlightenment, the 18th century saw an outpouring of treatises on military 

history and military theory (Van Creveld 1990, p. 14). Authors included some of the 

greatest generals of the age — Frederick the Great and Maurice de Saxe -- as well as staff 

officers and amateur followers of wars. Theoreticians also paid more attention to 

translations of ancient authors. As the recognition of the need to study strategy dawned, 

history and mathematics provided the evidence upon which theories of war were built.

Source: Sayre 191&, p. jqul
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Figure 3. Nineteenth Century Method for the Study of Strategy.

Following the Age of Reason the emphasis on mathematics waned. As conditions 

changed in the early 19* century, the historical treatises remained valuable as general
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guidelines. However, they were inadequate to address many practical problems of war. 

They neither indicated how to take advantage of new technology, nor how to meet new 

demands. Means for experimenting with tactics and techniques included a range of 

practical and theoretical exercises (illustrated in figure 3-1). Field maneuvers principally 

provided training. However, along with the gaming exercises (without troops) they also 

provided the body of experience to support new theories. These exercises performed the 

dual function of supporting critical inquiry and indoctrinating the officers and troops. The 

structure of military instruction illustrated in figure 3-1 formed the basis for the 

development of strategy through WWII.

Before WWH the formulation of military strategy in peacetime, as a practical 

matter, was of concern to the military alone. WWI illustrated the relevance of economic 

resources, productive capacity, social organization, and public morale. Only the U.S. 

made these identifiable features of a war college curriculum before WWII (Van Creveld 

1990, pp. 63-66).3 Following WWII the war colleges initially retained their concentration 

the study of tactics, logistics and technical matters. The military left the study of strategy 

to civilian institutes associated with each of the services, such as the Research and 

Development (RAND) Corporation. Building on the experience of the war, these 

institutes added operations research and systems analysis to the repertoire of methods used 

in the study of strategy.

Today the study of strategy is spread throughout an enlarged defense community. 

War colleges, government and private research institutes, and defense consultants all

5 The treatment of these topics was not widespread even within the U.S. military services. Also, as 
will be covered later, Japan established a Total War Research Institute shortly prior to WWII to address 
these topics.
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analyze strategy. The methods employed are as eclectic as the community. Each analyst 

adopts the instrument with which he is most comfortable. Few have the education to 

employ more than one discipline skillfully. Where gaming fits into this collection of 

methods and disciplines is the subject of our inquiry.

THE METHODS OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

The 18th century brought an appreciation for the intellectual demands of war. 

Establishing institutions for the education of officers late in this century was part of a 

wider phenomenon. The Enlightenment saw the opening of schools for many technical 

specialties, such as civil engineering and mining (Van Creveld 1990, p. 14). The 

historical and military-theoretic literature, combined with the study of mathematics, 

languages, and the tactics and techniques of the day (supply, transport, signalling, etc.) 

formed the curricula of early military institutions in France and Prussia.

During this period most officers came from the nobility, with some promotion 

from the ranks. Attendance at military educational institutions was not routine. Because 

of the casual approach to warfare, means were needed to interest officers in studying the 

nature of war. Recreational war gaming offered one alternative.

War Chess: Reducing the Abstraction

The most ancient roots of war gaming are generally considered to begin with the 

game of chess, and its Oriental predecessor, the game of go.4 Both are abstractions of

4 Among the more accessible sources that discuss the origins and history of war gaming are: Perla 
1990, Part I; Greenberg 1981; Brewer and Shubik 1979, Chapter 5; Hausrath 1971, Chapter 1; McHugh 
1966, Chapter 2, and 1964; Young 1959; Hofmann 1952, pp. x-xi; and Sayre 1908, Chapter 1.
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ancient combat. In the 1664 Christopher Weikhmann at Ulm modified chess to the 

"King’s Game." He increased the number of pieces per side to thirty. Each had its own 

type of movement to make the relation to military maneuver more explicit. Weikhmann 

intended that the game provide "a compendium of the most useful military and political 

principles" to those who studied it diligently (Sayre 1910, p. 6). Though its usefulness 

for understanding the nature of warfare is questionable, it was popular among the German 

nobility.

A century passed before a similar game appeared in Prague in 1770. Between

1780 and 1822 at least nine variations of "war chess" became popular (Sayre 1910, pp.

5-7). Each version of the game added detail or extended the scale and scope of the game

to provide a more extensive representation of warfare. Helwig’s game in 1781 was the

first to have pieces representing an aggregation of men, use terrain features and employ

umpires to determine the outcome of combat (Perla 1990, p. 18). Venturini’s version

(1798) was the first to represent particular terrain, the Franco-Belgian border, on the game

board. He also stressed logistic calculations in the game rules. The formality of the

games was consistent with the style of warfare of the era. They imitated rigid formations

and formalized tactics:

During the late half of the eighteenth century there developed in Prussia an 
increased emphasis on warfare as an exact science — as a branch of mathematics 
resembling geometry. ... This gave rise to what was called the "vogue of military 
mathematics." It was axiomatic that above all a military leader must be a great 
calculator. ... Von der Goltz [considered an outstanding general of the 19* 
century] said of this period:

... a true strategist of that epoch did not know how to lead a corporal’s 
guard across a ditch without a table of logarithms. ... Battles were no 
longer fought from motives of patriotism, but for art’s sake, and it was 
deemed preferable to forego victory rather than to achieve it by unscientif
ic methods.
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It was inevitable that the games created during this period tended to reflect the 
mathematical thinking and the theories of warfare then prevalent. (Young 1959, 
P- 8)

It was these attitudes against which Clausewitz argued so vehemently. Napoleon’s tactics

showed little respect for the popular concepts of waging war. His victorious armies

sweeping across Europe ended the use of war chess as a tool for the development of

strategy and tactics (Young, p. 13).

Even in its primitive form, war chess showed the value of gaming in engaging

minds in thinking about military problems. War chess was popular before the need for

serious intellectual effort was widely recognized. Simply by representing battle situations

the games illustrated problems and solutions with a clarity difficult to achieve through

words and diagrams alone.

John Clerk of Eldin, bom a Scotsman in 1728, was an enthusiast about naval

matters (Creswell 1972, Chapter 14). Though denied naval service, he read all British

naval history that he could acquire. By the age of fifty, following the British loss at the

battle of Ushant, he decided to do something about the deficiencies that he perceived in

naval tactics. He wrote a treatise on naval tactics in 1779, replete with diagrams. He

based the diagrams upon displays of small model ships which he carried in his pockets

in handfuls to demonstrate his theories. Though using the models only for representation

rather than gaming, he developed the idea of cutting the enemy’s line. Having never been

to sea, Clerk formed his concepts on the basis of his simulations:

I had recourse not only to every species of demonstration, by plans and drawings, 
but also to the use of a number of small models of ships which, when disposed 
of in proper arrangement, gave the most correct representations of hostile fleets, 
extended each in line of battle; and being easily moved and put into any relative 
position required, and thus permanently seen as well as considered, every possible
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idea of naval system could be discussed without the possibility of any dispute, 
(emphasis added)

He commented further about the war then in progress:

In the meantime, so often as dispatches with descriptions of these battles were 
brought home, it was my practice to make animadversions, and criticize them by 
fighting them over and over again, by means of the aforesaid small models of 
ships, which I constantly carried in my pocket; every table furnishing sea-room 
sufficient on which to extend and maneuver the opponent fleets at pleasure; and 
where every naval question, both with respect to situation and movement, even of 
every individual ship, as well as the fleets themselves, could be animadverted on; 
in this way not only fixing and establishing my own ideas, but also enabling many 
landsmen to form a judgement with respect to tactics as well as myself, (quoted 
in Little 1912, p. 1217)

Whether Clerk’s tactics were ever used as prescribed by him is questionable (Creswell,

pp. 193-196). However, naval officers widely read and respected his treatise. British

tactics broadly matched his approach in battles after the publication of his work.

Whatever the specific impact of his work, his method did provide him the means to

employ intellect where he had no experience. The method also provided tangible

evidence that even Captains and Admirals could not ignore. Though one could dispute

his conclusions, one could not misunderstand the structure of the problem presented by

Clerk.

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY TRANSITION

The Prussian defeats in the early 19th century motivated reform in the selection and 

training of officers. Beginning in 1801 Schamhorst took over as director of the Prussian 

Militarakademie. Schamhorst believed that war was not just a practical art, but a science 

subject to historical and analytical study. Rejecting the Enlightenment view that the
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science of war could be deduced from first principles, he added military history to the 

curriculum.

The Prussian defeat at Jena in 1806 discredited the commanders of the old 

Frederican Army. The prestige of the reformed Kriegsakademie (1815) grew with 

emphasis on theoretical study and professionalism in the officer corps. After the fall of 

Napoleon more time was available for study. The curriculum expanded to three years of 

study with, "a heavy emphasis on free study and independent work by the students (Van 

Creveld 1990, p. 23)." A third of the curriculum was devoted to tactics; which was the 

principal subject taught during terrain exercises and staff rides. "Under the influence of 

the Kriegsakademie tactical problem-solving became a minor hobby in Prussia (Van 

Crevald 1990, p. 25)."

The Prussian Use of Krieesspiel: Coming to Grips with Exactness

To extend the evidence provided by history and theoretical study, the Prussian 

staffs and war college used war gaming. While less abstract than chess, the war games 

at the turn of the century were not rich enough in detail to attract the attention of 

professional officers.

In 1811 a war councilor named von Reisswitz exchanged the board of war chess 

for a sand table that could be adapted to represent different terrain. A general situation, 

or scenario, drove the play of the game. The rules of the game dictated the movement 

of units (represented by symbols pasted upon blocks). The players adjudicated the 

outcome of combat. This game received the favor of the king, Frederick Wilhelm III; 

apparently inspiring Reisswitz’s son to continue the development of the game.
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Von Reisswitz, Jr. became a lieutenant in the Prussian Guard Artillery. He

adapted his father’s game to a map and added rules for adjudicating combat. The use of

contour maps (a product of 18* century developments in cartography) and special

information made the game useful for depicting military conflict. As with his father’s

game both sides were given a general situation. However, in his game each side also had

special information not revealed to the other until the proper moment. This is generally

considered to be the first true war game (McHugh 1966, p. 2-6). In 1824, the year of the

game’s design, von Reisswitz had the opportunity to present the game to the Chief of the

General Staff, von Mliffling. Von Mliffling:

cool towards the idea at the beginning, became more and more interested as the 
game went on, until at the end he exclaimed, "This is not a game! This is training 
for war! I must recommend it to the whole army." (quoted in McHugh 1969, p. 
89)

Indeed, he did introduce the game to the Prussian army for theoretical exercises. Each 

regiment received a game.

In spite of royal orders gaming was not in general use in the Prussian army until 

1860 (Sayre 1910, pp. 8-9). Up to that time the game was kept up principally by clubs. 

Von Moltke managed one of these clubs. Von Moltke considered the game the best 

means of imparting military instruction. He promoted its adoption when he became Chief 

of the General Staff in 1857.

The umpiring skill of von Reisswitz and his fellow officers undoubtedly influenced 

von Mliffling’s impression of the game. Their familiarity with the game permitted rapid 

adjudication of decisions made by the players. As time went by, the original tactical 

scope of the game expanded. In 1848 a game was conducted in Berlin that represented
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a War between Prussia and Austria (McHugh 1966, p. 2-9). The expansion of the game’s

scope placed greater demands on rules and data. When played by those unskilled:

The prominent defect of the game was the slowness and difficulty with which it 
was conducted, owing to the great number and complicated character of the rules 
and tables employed, which destroyed interest in the exercises. Not only did they 
render the game difficult, but there was a tendency to extend the application of 
general rules to cover particular cases, which destroyed the value of the exercises. 
(Sayre, p. 11)

The games also suffered from inadequate data:

No war game rules of this period give the data upon which they were founded, but 
there is reason to believe that the tables are almost purely theoretical and not 
based upon the results of experience. (Sayre , p. 11)

The Prussians quickly found the bounds of useful exactness. Expanding the scope 

of the play created new contingencies. New contingencies demanded more rules. The 

play of the game then generated contingencies for which the existing rules were 

inappropriate. Judgement provided more intellectual comfort with the likely outcome of 

action than exact rules predicated on theoretical data. Even when rules were appropriate, 

the concentration on calculation distracted the participants from the lessons of the game. 

The Prussians encountered the fundamental issues regarding the rigor of gaming early in 

its development.

The Spread of War Gaming: Free-form Gaming

The Prussian victories in 1866 and 1871 stimulated the emulation of their system 

of preparation for war by the military institutions of all the major powers (Sayre 1910, 

pp. 20-25; Fiske 1916, pp. 105, 156-157, 166-171). In 1905 Col. Henderson, a widely 

read British author of his time, commented on the impact these events had on the role of
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education and the teaching of the science of war: "Other wars had shown the value of an

educated general, these showed the value of an educated army (Cullen, p. 8)."

The Prussian system included much more than war gaming. The culture of

different societies determined the system for selection of officers and prestige of the

military. However, the adoption of war gaming and war college curricula was fully

within the purview of the military.

The increased importance which attached to the game was, "in some measure, due

to the feeling that the great tactical skill displayed by the Prussian officers in the late war

had been, at least partially, acquired by means of the instruction which the game affords

(Sayre quoting the British, p. 20-21)." McCarty Little, the father of gaming at the U.S.

Naval War College, stated it more strongly:

When in 1866 Prussia, out of a half century of peace, overthrew the power of 
Austria in a six weeks campaign, and four years after in a struggle with France 
who had the benefit of the experience of several wars, succeeded in rolling her 
antagonist into the dust, the world realized the value of systematic scientific 
training; it was generally admitted that the war game was a notable factor in the 
result. (1912, p. 1216)

The Prussians offered their expertise as the militaries of England, Austria-Hungary, Italy,

France, Russia, Turkey, Japan and the United States introduced war gaming into their

systems of strategy and tactics development. War gaming spread beyond the military.

Civilian advocates such as Spenser Wilkinson, when a student at Oxford in 1873, started

clubs (Luvaas 1964, p. 254).

Free-form adjudication came with the spread of the game. Before the Prussian

wars, the emphasis had been on rigid adherence to prescribed rules for calculating

outcomes. Following the wars of 1866 and 1870-71 experienced German officers agreed

that the gaming using rigid rules did not represent the varying circumstances of warfare
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in a satisfactory manner. Lieutenant Meckel, an instructor in the war school in Hanover, 

wrote:

After the war when military ideas ran into more practical channels, when a general 
desire for practice and training in troop leading existed, the war game was 
encouraged by imperial decree, it received a new, extraordinary, and universal 
enthusiasm -which, however, is not to be attributed to the old systems with their 
rules, but which rather existed in spite of them. It is a question whether in the 
German army there was a war game played in strict conformity with the rules. 
The exercises, under the leadership of officers of high rank who had no liking for 
the old systems, cut loose more or less from the cast iron rules and assumed, 
under a free leading, the form of serious exercises in leading the troops, (quoted 
in Sayre, pp. 11-12: emphasis added)

Relaxation of the rigorous rules of von Reisswitz’s game encouraged its wider acceptance.

In the 1870s Meckel and General von Verdy, among others, undertook studies on

ways to simplify the playing of the game. The conduct of the exercise, and all judgments

were left to the game director rather than using tables and dice:

In no case do they decide upon the success of an operation by the cast of the die, 
but each time the umpire decides according to his own views. It is not thought 
necessary to decide in every case the effects of fire, shock, etc. All that is 
necessary is to reach a general result, to determine if a body of troops has had 
great losses,if it has been so badly broken that its power of resistance has been 
sensibly diminished, (von Verdy; quoted in Perla 1990, p. 32)

In this statement von Verdy captured the essential point. Exactitude does not necessarily

add to understanding the implications of an action. Indeed, concentration on the

calculation can divert attention from the major lesson.

The objection to this free kriegsspiel then became the quality of the judgement of

the director. A practicing director in the U.S. Army (Major Raymond) remarked astutely:

My own experience as a director has convinced me that... the director, after a few 
exercises, finds inevitably that he is acting in accordance with rules which he has 
consciously or unconsciously formed. The choice that we have to make is not 
between rules and no rules, but between rules based upon careful study of all 
available data, which have stood the test of practice and the fire of criticism, and
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rules extemporized by a single authority, to be accepted without demonstration and 
to be varied by every new director. (Sayre, pp. 15-16)

Intersubjectivity became the criterion for ensuring validity. Through full discussions

following each exercise "erroneous decisions will usually be detected and their evil effects

eradicated (Sayre, p. 17)." A form of semi-rigid gaming emerged in the last decades of

the 19th century. These games tended toward a tactical level, employing rules for

movement and effects of fire under standard conditions, but otherwise leaving

adjudication to the director.

Accommodating Indeterminacy: Games at the Turn of the Century

Arguments over the strengths and pitfalls of free-form gaming versus adhering 

rigidly to prescribed rules centered upon the same issues as current debates over 

quantification. Calculation clearly did little to resolve the outcome of complex 

interactions. Towards the end of the century game designers devised different schemes 

to ease calculation and applied different techniques to different classes of games.

In 1879 a colonel named Livermore published the first major American work on 

war gaming. He was familiar with the work of Meckel, von Verdy, and the other 

European (mostly German) contributors to gaming. He classified war games as follows:

(1) The Tactical Game, representing an engagement in all its details.

(2) The Grand Tactical Game, representing an extensive battle in a more general 
manner.

(3) The Strategical Game, involving the movements of armies over an extended 
area and for a period of several days or months.

(4) The Fortifications Game, representing siege operations.

(5) The Naval Game. (McHugh 1966, p. 2-22)
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He presented a game that covered the first two categories.

To ease the problem of calculation Livermore introduced analog devices. Pointers 

indicated troop movements and firing. Events were assessed and recorded on an 

arrangement of scales and three matrices of holes. The matrices represented a computing 

table, a record of losses, and the time. The manipulation of these analog devices saved 

little effort.

Recognizing the need to use different techniques for different classes of games, 

another U.S. Army officer, Lieutenant Trotten, presented a nested set of games that he 

called "strategos." Like Livermore, he provided an extensive set of rules for his games. 

U.S. officers of the time felt that, unlike Europeans, they did not have the experience to 

be directors. Therefore they turned to rigid rules.

Trotten’s game consisted of a "battle game" and an "advanced game." The battle 

game was subdivided into a "Minor Tactical Game" and a "Grand Tactical Game" 

(McHugh 1966, p. 2-25). The battle game was a reversion to war chess. This game used 

a board of squares with stylized rules of movement. The advanced game used maps and 

tables of ratios expressing the chances of success. Dice determined the outcome. The 

game rules included factors such as the experience of the troops.

Both Livermore’s and Trotten’s developed their rules based upon historical studies. 

Livermore studied the Franco-Prussian and Turko-Russian wars to develop his rules. 

Trotten relied principally upon the U.S. Civil War.

During the same period the first naval games were developed. The British naval 

officer and strategist Captain Philip Coulomb is given credit for the first game
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representing a duel between two ships. The Italians were also developing naval games 

at that time.

The naval game prepared by Fred T. Jane (of Jane’s Fighting Ships') produced a 

most novel technique for adjudicating outcomes. This game used a "striker" twelve and 

one-half inches long with a pin to punch a hole in a scale drawing of the target (Jane 

1903, p. 617). Jane believed that this method was the best way to capture the 

psychological effects of battle. He maintained the accuracy was initially poor, then 

improved until concern over loss caused nervousness.3 Tables provided the data for the 

effects of damage based upon the location of the hit and the caliber of the projectile for 

each type of ship.

The evolution of Jane’s game is typical. The first Rules for the Jane Naval War 

Game published in 1898 comprised 26 pages. The Hints on Plaving the Jane Naval War 

Game published in 1902 expanded to 45 pages. The final rules on How to Plav the Naval 

War Game published in 1912 required 91 pages. Even as the rules grew Jane 

acknowledged the role of umpire judgment more explicitly.

Another unique feature of Jane’s game was the defined span of control of the 

players. The game had both tactical and strategic versions. In both, each ship required 

a separate captain. Rules for the admiral signaling the captains were explicit, with strict 

(though artificial) penalties for violating the rules. A major distinction between the

3 Believing that one should witness destruction, H.G. Wells used canons that fired projectiles in his 
game "Small Wars.” There is room to question the validity of effects of fire on his miniature soldiers.
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tactical and strategic games was including government players. They concerned 

themselves with costs and supplies during the play of the game.6

The 19* century witnessed the transition of war to a profession. War gaming 

began as a rather abstract representation of combat used principally for entertainment. It 

developed into a valued method through which officers explored their trade. The value 

of the game came first from the clear representation of the dynamic interaction of forces. 

Accurate representation of the timing of information added appreciably to its value. 

Specified rules presented continual problems calling for the application of informed 

judgement. Intersubjectivity among experts became the criteria for sound decision. By 

the last decades of the century recognition of the need for classes of games was 

widespread. Warfare was too complex to be reduced to a single set of rules, or a single 

gaming technique.

Germany was the most serious in the study of strategy and remained in the 

forefront in the development and use of gaming. Though shocked into some action by 

the Prussian victories: Britain, France and Russia continued to trust their war experience. 

The French traded anti-intellectual bias for positivist doctrine. This produced the elan 

that served them so poorly in WWI. The British continued to treat war as a great game. 

The Russians officers before the revolution were in the mold of 18th century nobility. 

Only in the German and French Armies at the end of the century did the most senior 

officers have formal education in war (van Creveld 1990, Chapter 3). In the 1880s the

6 Another interesting feature of the game was the use of the press to impart information to the players. 
Rules included consideration of censorship.
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Americans showed an interest in the profession by opening institutions of higher military 

education. Soon Americans were rivaling Germans in operational gaming.

THE SCIENTIFIC STUDY OF STRATEGY OF THE LATE NINETEENTH
CENTURY TO WORLD WAR I

In the U.S., the Army opened separate schools for its combat arms. The artillery 

school opened in 1869 and the infantry and cavalry school in 1881. The separation 

reflected the narrow technical philosophy of the training and the power of different 

bureaus (van Creveld 1990, p. 57). On its humble opening in 1884 the Naval War 

College adopted the German system of scientific study. Like the Army, the Naval War 

College competed with technical training for prestige and resources. The College adopted 

the war game as a systematic method of inquiry beginning in 1887. The naval literature 

of this period reflects the state of thought on military science. It also shows a profound 

appreciation for value and pitfalls of gaming.

The champion of the Naval War College was Rear Admiral Stephen B. Luce. The 

development of gaming at the Naval War College was mainly due to one man, Lieutenant 

McCarty Little (Luce 1910, p. 684).

Luce both chaired the board of officers that confirmed the need for, and became 

the first President of the Naval War College. He held the strong opinion that training had 

become too technical. He argued for a place "where our officers will not only be 

encouraged, but required to study their proper profession — War — in a far more tho

rough manner than has ever heretofore been attempted, and to bring the investigation of 

modem naval warfare the scientific methods adopted in other professions (Luce 1910, p. 

693)." The principal methods employed were the "comparative method" for the study of
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history and the "laboratory method," or war game. There were lectures in strategy,

tactics, functions of naval operations (such as scouting), and international law. However,

officers came to the College to study, not to hear lectures:

The value of lectures on professional subjects must not be underrated. They are
indispensable. But it is one of the principles of the Science of Education that 
throughout youth and in maturity the process in the acquisition of knowledge shall 
be one of self-instruction. ... What the learner discovers by mental exertion is
better known than what is told him. (Luce 1910, p. 695)

This concept fit in well with Little’s idea’s of what gaming could do. To explain 

his view of the nature of genius he quotes Marshal Soult as saying "that which is called 

an inspiration is simply a calculation rapidly made," and Napoleon as "inspiration was but 

a timely recollection (1912, p. 1214)." Further he quotes Napoleon’s view of his innate 

genius:

As for myself, I am always at work, I meditate a great deal. If I seem always 
prepared to reply at all, it is that before undertaking anything, I have meditated 
a long time, I have foreseen what might occur. It is not a genius that reveals to 
me suddenly, in secret, what I am to say or do in an emergency by the rest of the 
people unexpected — it is my reflection, it is my meditation. (1912, p. 1214)

Little noted the use made of models by John Clerk to simulate battles in the late

18th century (Little, 1912, pp. 1216-1217). He also noted that the civilians who did

exercise influence over military theory in the 19* century were ardent practitioners of war

games. Little saw much in the fact that a civilian could benefit so much from laying out

the problem on a chart:

Here we have before us in this book the successful solving of an important 
problem of war. The value to us is not so much in the solution itself, which was 
a case under very different conditions from those which we now see; but in the 
fact we have a successful method of solution. (1912, p. 1218)
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Little studied Coulomb’s naval duel, Italian naval games and the games used by

the Army. He presented his first lectures of war games in 1887. During the period from

1887 to 1893 the staff conducted occasional games (McHugh 1964, p. 49). In 1894 the

College scheduled war games for the students. The curriculum centered heavily on a

strategic problem for each class supported by a hierarchy of games from the naval duel,

to tactical games, to the strategic games. The duels, which included such details as ship’s

turning radii, were found to be of limited value. They were discontinued in 1905

(Mchugh 1964, p. 50).

To distinguish the strategic from the tactical game Little relied on the Jominian

definition of "war upon the map" and the concept of information conditions. He wrote:

There thus appear to be two natural divisions of the game; The strategic game and 
the tactical game. As information and security cut a large figure in strategy, they 
form, in practice, the most important part of the strategic game. (p. 1220)

The strategic game, or chart maneuver, was played on charts. The fleets maneuvered

until the umpires determined that contact had been established. Then the game was

terminated or transferred to a tactical game.7

The information in the games was incomplete. The teams were separated and the

director/control staff passed information between the opposing teams. Little used the

junior von Reisswitz’s technique of a general idea of the situation (common knowledge)

provided to both teams, and a special idea passed to the separate teams. Privileged

information (such as future weather) was reserved for the control group (Little 1912, pp.

1221-1222). In strategic games the director had considerable discretion in deciding the

length of the following move upon reviewing the plans of the two sides. He could also

7 The strategic game proved particularly useful in determining search plans.
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initiate a new move at an appropriate point should interaction occur. As the game 

became more tactical, more rigid rules came into play.

Initial Critiques of Gamine: With Contemporary Relevance

The object of the naval war game, in Little’s words, "is to afford a practice field 

for the acquirement of skill and experience in the conduct or direction of war, and an 

experimental or trial ground for the testing of strategic and tactical plans (1912, pp. 

1218-1219)." The gaming at the Naval War College was operational.

That Little and Luce saw advantages to gaming not available in other techniques 

is clear:

The game offers the player the whole world as a theater, and puts no limit to the 
forces, either in numbers or kinds. Any type of ship may be had for the asking, 
the only requirement being to state its qualities so they may be expressed in a 
game convention. The ships, can do what in time of peace is impractical to the 
real ships -- for example they can ram him or destroy him with gunfire; they can 
run all sorts of risks, nay, they can be destroyed to prove the inefficacy of a poor 
plan, and in a twinkling they can be restored for a new trial. And all of these 
things are at the disposal of any group of officers gratis. (1912, p. 1219)

Historical forms of analysis do not readily permit analysis of changing conditions.

Limiting risks restricts the scope of field exercises. Logic and mathematical analysis

require training not routinely at the disposal of officers. Gaming provided clearer lessons

of inappropriate courses of action than alternative methods of analysis. Luce was explicit

on the later point:

But by its [the game board’s] means can be demonstrated what should be done 
with a fleet, if possible, when battle is imminent, and particularly, what should not 
be done. This lifts the question of battle tactics out of the hazy field of 
conjecture. Some very plausible methods of carrying a fleet into action have been 
shown on the blackboard to ensure success; but which have been proved on the 
game board to be wholly impracticable. By working out, by means of the game 
board, a number of battle Don’ts, all visionary schemes of battle tactics may be
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eliminated, leaving any one of a few safe and thoroughly practical methods to be 
adopted by the Commander-in-Chief as in his judgement the circumstances may 
warrant.
War is no time for experimentation. (Luce 1910, p. 685)

Luce would not agree that other methods of analysis are sufficient without being

subjected to evaluation in some conflictual, dynamic format.

Both Little and Luce emphasize the value of gaming in demonstrating bad plans.

That they chose not to emphasize that a good plan will work shows an appreciation for

the indeterminacy of the subject matter.

Little made insightful comments regarding the perspective provided by the game

and the nature of anticipation:

A walk on the deck gives no idea where the ship is, but a glance at the chart in 
the cabin does. In like manner it is on the chart that the admiral plans and 
conducts his cruise. Even on the tactical field with the enemy in sight, the 
picture on the retina is a distorted representation, which in the mind must be 
reduced to a proper diagram.... Even the actual witness to a battle does not have 
a clear idea of what has taken place until it has been reduced to a diagram.8 (p. 
1219)

Little commented that the value of the view was more than sight "as though from an 

aeroplane:"

But the reason that we recognize a friend a couple of miles away is because we 
know him so well that the slightest indication will suggest all the rest. (p. 1220)

Thus the game illustrates recognizable patterns that facilitate rapid anticipation of what

is to follow.

* Mahan was not satisfied with some of the written accounts of battles, so he began reducing them to 
charts about the same time that Little first came to the War College.
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Bradley Fiske was a student at the War College in the early 1900s, and a Rear

Admiral (the U.S. Navy’s highest rank) during WWI. Fiske focused on the organizational

value of the game in providing a common vision:

When the game board is not used people conferring on naval problems can do so 
only by forming pictures in their own minds, endeavoring to describe those 
pictures to the others (in which endeavor they rarely perfectly succeed) while at 
the same time trying to see the pictures that are in the minds of others — and then 
comparing all die pictures. The difficulty of doing this is shown in a little 
paragraph in "The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table," in which Dr. Holmes points 
out that when John and Thomas are talking, there are really six persons present 
— the real John, the person John thinks himself to be, the person Thomas thinks 
him to be, the real Thomas, the person Thomas thinks himself to be, and the 
person John thinks him to be. The conditions surrounding John and Thomas are 
those of the simplest kind, and the conversation between them of the most 
uncomplicated character. But when — not two people but -- say a dozen or more, 
are considering highly complicated questions, such as the House Naval Committee 
discuss when officers are called to testify before them, no two of the twenty 
congressmen can form the same mental picture when an officer uses the word -  
say "fleet." The reason is simply that very few of the congressmen hearing that 
word have ever seen a fleet; none know exactly what it is, and everyone forms a 
picture which is partly the result of all his previous education and experience; 
which are different... (1916, pp. 201-202)

And he continues:

No man ever lived who could describe a complicated machine accurately to a 
listener, unless that machine differed but little from a machine with which the 
listener was acquainted. But hand a drawing of even a complicated machine to a 
man who knows its language — and the whole nature of the object is laid bare to 
him — ... So, when the forces representing a complicated naval situation are placed 
upon the game-board, all of the elements of the problem appear clearly and 
correctly to each person; the imagination has little work to do, and the chance for 
misunderstanding is almost negligible. (1916, pp. 206-207)

In addition to providing a common view of the problem, Little found strategic

gaming very useful for resolving matters of administration. At the turn of the century

staff procedures were a new idea. Neither the Army or Navy had a system for preparing

war orders. Such a system requires a systematic way of addressing decisions. Little

noted: "The Germans, first players of the Kriegsspiel, under v. Moltke, developed order
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writing to a high degree, under the direct stimulus of the war game; and their system 

is now the model for all the world, or at least those who have waked up to the importance 

of such a system (p. 1223)."

In 1910 the Naval War College first adapted the "applicatory" system to naval 

operations. The German Army used this system to prepare an "estimate of the situation." 

The estimate followed the logic of (1) determining the exact mission, (2) detemining the 

area of discretion (the area within which we may use our judgement and outside of 

which we may not go), (3) considering the difficulties in accomplishing the mission — 

both those interposed by nature and those interposed by man, (4) considering the means 

at our disposal to overcome these difficulties, and (5) selecting a course of action (Little,

p. 1222).9

Little focused on the heart of the problem, and the cure:

The temptation for the commander-in-chief, when he has nothing to do in his own 
sphere of action, to interfere in the area of discretion his subordinates, is very 
great, and is moreover very dangerous, because it tends to make the commander- 
in-chief believe that it is his proper business, it tends to dull in the subordinate his 
sense of responsibility, and, when the commander-in-chief really has got 
something of his own to do, it seriously, if not fatally, interferes with his freedom 
of mind properly to attend to it. The only cure for this is proper war game 
training, (p. 1224)

In connection to this he quotes a lecture from the Army War College given in 1910:

..., the remedy is not to alter the organization so as to reduce the commander’s 
right to meddle; the best course is to take away his desire to meddle by teaching

9 Of the items mentioned in the estimate’s logic, the second stands out prominently in Little’s 
discussion. This is one not given much weight in the process today, one to which gaming has something 
to offer, and a topic that is extremely important at this particular juncture in history. The area of discretion 
is fundamental to civil-military relationships. Command organizations have not adapted to the reshaping 
of the political-military dynamics of the super-powers and U.S. involvement in regional conflicts. One 
aspect of lower levels of conflict is the low levels of the command chain to which the legitimate area of 
discretion of the commander-in-chief reaches.
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him to know better, and that is what the map problems [games] do for everyone 
who profits by them, and may be done in still greater degree by study of the 
principles of administration in general. ... There is a vast store of administrative 
wisdom in his reply to Sheridan when the latter telegraphed him in the Appomat
tox campaign that Lee would surrender "if things were pressed" and Grant 
answered "press things." (p. 1226)

Little continues:

It is the ability of the subordinate satisfactorily to grapple and solve the problems 
that may be assigned to him as sub-tasks which permits the commander to treat 
such sub-tasks as, so to speak, the ultimate units of his problem. ... In regard to 
this liberty of action, let us, before passing on be quite sure that we understand 
the relation of the commander to the subordinate. The underlying basis is loyalty 
to the scheme; and this of course demands that there be a scheme to be loyal 
to.10 ... there is a very sharp distinction between liberty and license: liberty is not 
the right to do as you please; it is the right to do right as you please; license is 
the right to do wrong as you please.... The radius of liberty is directly proportion
ate to the subordinate’s ability to do right and the freedom which will be granted 
depends directly on the commander’s confidence that the subordinate, left to 
himself, will deal correctly with the situation, (p. 1227)

Thus the value in gaming is three-fold on this score. In playing the game the commander

develops his scheme. He learns what of necessity must be his area of discretion. Finally,

he reduces that area to what is within his capacity by drilling his subordinates in the

scheme, thereby increasing his confidence that they will do right. As organizations grow

larger, matching the area of discretion that must be assumed by the commander-in-chief

to the area he can control plays a large role in the success of strategy.

Having addressed the cooperative aspects, Little turned to the value of competition

in the game:

Now the great secret of its power lies in the existence of the enemy, a live, 
vigorous enemy in the next room waiting feverishly to take advantage of any of 
our mistakes, ever ready to puncture any visionary scheme, to haul us down to 
earth,... (1912, p. 1230)

10 This again is Marschak and Radner’s consistency of tastes and beliefs among team members.
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In this respect Little preceded Helmer and Rescher in their view of the principal value of 

gaming.

Little concluded his discussion of war gaming with the consideration of rapid 

decision and timing:

Success in any art may be regarded as the product of three factors:
a. the right thing,
b. rightly applied,
c. in time.
If either of these factors is zero the result will be zero. The right thing 

rightly applied too late, the right thing misapplied, and the wrong thing whether 
applied or not — neither of these combinations promises success.

When from a study of the experience of past wars, and that of artificial 
wars checked up by suitable trials in the fleet, we shall have discovered what is 
the "RIGHT THING"; when by the practice of artificial war, we have so 
familiarized ourselves with the various theaters of war, the situations and their 
appropriate solutions, that we can see "THE RIGHT THING," "RIGHTLY 
APPLIED"; and finally when by persistent practice of artificial war, we shall have 
so trained our appropriate mental muscles (the mental processes), that the proper 
line of reasoning has become the line of least resistance, so that we shall think 
right even if we have no time to think at all — instinctively, actually quicker than 
thought -  thus enabling us to do the "RIGHT THING," "RIGHTLY APPLIED," 
"IN TIME," then, and only then, shall we fully realize the true meaning of the 
saying that "the best school of war is war." (p. 1233)

Analysis methods other than interactive gaming indeed do have difficulty addressing

issues of timing.

In addition to the game’s virtues, Luce, Fiske, and Little saw some of the game's

shortfalls. Luce commented:

That the Naval Game Board has its limitations goes without saying. It does not 
cultivate what is called "nerve", nor does it improve the coup d’oeil; and it 
presupposes favorable conditions for the maneuvering of fleets." (1910, p. 685)

11 Here Luce seems to disagree with Little’s assertion that the game improves coup d’oeil -  "the quick 
recognition of truth that the mind would ordinarily miss or would perceive only after long study and 
reflection (Clausewitz, p. 102)." He may have had another idea in mind. Presupposing favorable conditions 
for sailing the fleet was correctable, as demonstrated by the emphasis on logistics in gaming conducted 
between the wars. But games never do quite depict all of the fog and friction of war.
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Fiske noted the problems of rules and data:

Of course this [a common view] does not mean that the game-board can decide 
questions with absolute finality. It cannot do this; but that is because conditions 
are represented with only approximate realism, because the rules of the game may 
not be quite correct, and because sufficient correct data cannot be procured. The 
difficulties of securing absolute realism are of course insuperable, and the difficul
ties of getting absolutely correct data are very great. The more, however this 
work is prosecuted, the more clearly its difficulties will be indicated, and therefore 
the more effectively the remedies can be provided. The more the game-board is 
used on both ship and shore, the more ease will be found in getting correct data 
for it, and the more correctly conclusions can then be deduced. (1916, pp. 
206-207)

Little noted the problems of getting absolutely correct data were in fact insuperable: "the

reason is because we know positively and accurately what our assumed ship can do, but

no one can state accurately what the Delaware can do — indeed no actual ship remains

the same for any length of time (Little 1912, p. 1221)."

Little also hit upon the central problem with the treatment of strategy as an exact

science in providing the warning:

Since a war game is a numerical problem, and the solution is to be a numerical 
solution, it follows that the quantities involved must have assigned to them 
positive numerical values,... the solutions of the game board, being mathematical, 
are necessarily correct "errors and omissions excepted," as runs the commercial 
phrase;12 but they are dependent on the conditions. The real question is: are the 
conditions correct? (1912, p. 1221)

Ultimately this leads him to abandon the Jominian definition of strategy for a Clause-

witzian formulation of the relation between strategy and tactics:

a fight without a mission is action without purpose, muscle without brain.... every 
tactical problem should have a strategic setting, or at least keep in view the master 
idea which it is intended to subserve (pp. 1230-1231).

12 This was in an era prior to the use of Lanchester equations for non-homogeneous forces.
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In these statements Little captured the sensitivity of the game and the resulting lessons 

to the structural conditions imposed in the game and to the scenario. No critique of 

operational gaming is as complete and as succinct as Little’s 1912 article.

The Use of War Games in U.S. Naw Planning

In the early years of the Naval War College the staff contributed directly to the

preparation of war plans:

Members of the staff actually drafted war plans as early as 1895. In 1907 the first 
of a series of "war portfolios" was prepared by the college staff in conjunction 
with the General Board in Washington. At this time the War College was the 
only agency in the Navy capable of doing general staff work! By 1911 planning 
requirements had become so demanding that the President of the college, Rear 
Adm. Raymond Rogers, advised Washington that further production of war plans 
for the General Board could no longer be done without prejudice to the college’s 
role as an educational institution. Planning commitments were in time relaxed; 
however, the War College continued to assist the General Board until the Chief 
of Naval Operations assumed the role of chief war planner in 1915. (Cullen, p. 
13)

In 1910-1911 the first Orange plan for war against Japan was formulated at the Naval 

War College. This plan contained the basic elements of the strategy used thirty years 

later (Hattendorf, e t al., p.78; Vlahos, pp. 116-118).

Extensive gaming by the staff ended in 1912. The War College course became 

a full year of instruction, extended from the short summer and fall course of a few 

months. However, gaming remained central to the student curriculum. Fiske strongly 

advocated gaming by the Naval Staff in Washington for determining policy and preparing 

plans (Fiske 1916, pp. 185, 256-257).

Fiske emphasized the use of gaming for looking beyond the first decision in a

war:
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Not only, however, must the strategist make plans in peace for preparations that 
culminate in mobilization, and simply ensure that the navy shall be ready in 
material and personnel when war breaks; he must also make plans for operating 
the navy strategically afterward, along each of the lines of direction that the war 
may take. (1916, p. 164)

In this Fiske held a game theoretic view of strategy:

But no matter what plan is to be followed, a detailed plan for every contingency 
must be prepared; it must be elaborated in such detail that it can be put into 
operation instantly when the fateful instant comes; because the enemy will put his 
plans into operation at the same time we do, and the one whose plans are executed 
first will take a long step toward victory, (p. 161)

He also had a scheme for executing his concept, remarkably similar to what might be

called an expert system today:

By this scheme, a body of officers at the Navy Department would occupy their 
time wholly in studying war problems by devising and playing strategic and 
tactical games ashore and afloat. After each problem had been solved to the 
satisfaction of the staff, each distinctive situation in the approved solution would 
be photographed in as small a space as practicable, preferably on a moving picture 
screen. In the solution of problem 99, for instance, there might be 50 situations 
and therefore 50 photographs. These photographs, shown in appropriate 
succession, would furnish information analogous to the information imparted to 
a chess student by the statement of the successive moves in those games of chess 
that one sees sometimes in books on chess and in newspapers. Now if the film 
photographs were so arranged that the moves in the approved solution of, say, 
problem 99 could be thrown on a screen, as slowly and as quickly as desired, and 
if the film records of a few hundred such games could be conveniently arranged, 
a very wide range of situations that would probably come up in war would be 
portrayed; and the moves made in handling those situations would form valuable 
precedents for action, whenever situations approximating them should come up in 
war. (pp. 256-257)

Gaming never received the serious official attention that Fiske sought.13

15 Needless to say, no scheme such as this has been formally pursued in the U.S.. Now war plans are 
prepared by the Unified Commanders-in-Chief and only reviewed an approved by the Chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs. The Soviets employ a scheme preparing sets of plans for different contingencies. They use a 
format other than film, and techniques for calculating the "correlation of forces” other than gaming.
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As the operations research/systems analysis of the era, the U.S. Naval War College 

used gaming to investigate the trade-offs between armor, armament, and the speed of 

battleships:

For instance, after 120 plays of one particular [tactical] game, the following 
conclusion was reached: "the value of 20 percent superior speed to a fleet of ships 
of line of the batde is less than one-twelfth of its tactical force. (McHugh 1964, 
p. 50)14

Gaming was also the foundation for general mathematical developments. Indepen

dently, war games produced the famous force-on-force equations published by F.W. 

Lanchester in 1916. Inspired by games, in 1902 Lieutenant J.V. Chase wrote a short 

paper employing differential calculus to exhibit the square law effect of concentration of 

force. This was a particularly powerful argument for battle between ships of the line, 

where directed fire between small numbers by similar units could be controlled. John B. 

Hattendorf, the naval historian, found the paper in the Naval War College archives in 

1988.15 Tables of the effects of Lanchester’s law in difference equation form appear in 

Fiske’s book (1916, pp. 284-287).

Other Uses of War Games

With the success of Mahan, the U.S. curriculum set the mold for Naval War 

Colleges among the major powers. England, Germany, France, Italy, and Japan each es

tablished a Naval War College. They adopted both lectures on essentially the same

14 Also see Hattendorf, etal. 1984, pp.40-41; and Abstract of Course -1896.1897.

15 True to the Naval War College tradition, the paper was not published until appearing in an appendix 
of the 1988 U.S. Naval Institute’s reprint of Fiske’s The Navv as a Fighting Machine. Indeed, it was not 
declassified until 1972.
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topics, and the "laboratory method" (Luce 1910, pp. 686-689). Most had more support 

from their parent service than the U.S. College.

Beyond naval war gaming, the evolution of land battle gaming continued. The 

trend towards giving the director more discretion continued. By 1910 the three-map game 

(equating to the information conditions employed in the Naval War College strategic 

game) had disappeared.

Most gaming done before WWI tested military strategy in isolation of the other 

dimensions of war. Two exceptions were the first strategic game involving politicians 

conducted in Berlin in 1848, "making an extraordinary impression (Hofmann, p. xi)", and 

a British strategic game played in 1905 that revealed weaknesses in war plans. This game 

led to the Anglo-French Entente (Wilson 1968, pp. 26-32). The gaming done by von 

Schlieffen, in particular, neglected the dimensions of war other than military. Here the 

General Staff recognized the need to stop the war in the West if the risky envelopment 

did not proceed according to plan. However, they never conveyed this to the political 

leadership as a constraint on policy (Rothenberg in Paret 1986, pp. 311-320).

Both the Germans and the Russians gamed extensively the operations on the 

eastern front at the opening of WWI. The Germans changed their war plans based upon 

the results of their games: The Russians did not, and lost predictably. The Germans also 

continued to game during the war. A "strategic" war game employed to rehearse the 

spring offensive of 1918 showed how slight the chances were for a decisive success 

(Hofmann 1952, pp. v-vi). This time the Germans did not change their plans or their 

strategy. Evidence of the value of war gaming and perils of ignoring its lessons 

continued to mount.
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METHODS FOR THE STUDY AND FORMULATION OF STRATEGY FROM 
THE FIRST WORLD WAR THROUGH THE SECOND

Between the World Wars the treatment of strategy remained as war upon the map. 

Military men studied strategy by employing the same "comparative" and "laboratory" 

techniques of history and gaming. Nonetheless, civilians lecturing on international rela

tions, area studies, economics, and policy appeared more frequently in the curriculum of 

war colleges. Efforts to bring leaders of politics and industry in together with their 

military counterparts, through war gaming, increased during the period.

War gaming assumed an even greater role in the German Army and the U.S. 

Navy, for similar reasons. Both operated on restricted budgets, had few troops and ships, 

and needed a means to test large plans. The Japanese also continued to rely on gaming 

as a technique for developing theories and testing plans. The Soviets became serious 

about military science. In collaborating with the Germans, the Soviets became familiar 

with techniques that emphasized gaming. Independently they developed their own 

methods consistent with Marxist-Leninist theory. Dispirited by the war, the prestige of 

the French military plummeted. Strategy dropped from the curricula of their war colleges. 

In France intellectual attention to war atrophied. To the professional British officer war 

remained largely a sport. In Britain the study of strategy was a study of the recent war.
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German Study and Formulation of Strategy

Never before 1914 were theoretical exercises o f all types so much in general use 
among the whole [German] Army as they were after WWI.16 (Hofmann 1952, p. 
120)

Generaloberst von Seeckt was the first Chief of the Army Command following 

WWI. He sought to undertake "terrain and operational studies based on assumptions of 

potential military situations in the West and the East" These studies included a hierarchy 

of "map exercises, war games, training trips of all kinds, command-post exercises, and 

the like." Von Seeckt had to overcome opposition from those who regarded theoretical 

training as a poor use of time. Following the loss of the war many felt an urgent need to 

reorganize the army and devote time to the practical training of personnel. Ultimately 

von Seeckt prevailed in his efforts "to preserve the intellectual quality of the officer corps 

(p. 67)."

During this period "the small army allowed the German Republic ... [made it] 

impossible to conduct large-scale field maneuvers to the extent desirable because of the 

lack of troops and funds (p. 1)." Germany had little space to exercise. The officers also 

had intentions to expand the size of their forces rapidly when conditions permitted. This 

required training officers for positions a couple of levels above their responsibility (pp. 

92 and 146). Therefore, war games retained their former status as a device for training, 

testing new operational principles, and as a means of developing and testing plans of

16 The major purpose of Hofmann’s work is to explain the distinctions between these exercises and how 
they formed a system of training. Hofmann’s work provides the only readily available source on German 
war gaming during this period. Unless otherwise indicated all citations on this subject are to his report.
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future operations (p. 121). The emphasis was placed on "a concise and logical 

presentation of ideas ... and in issuing orders (p. 2)."

The hierarchy of theoretical exercises became the principal training device from 

the highest General Staff down to the company commander. "In the training schedules 

of the officer candidate schools and of the War College a large part of the time was set 

aside for war games (p. 6)." During the winter, gaming was part of the daily round of 

officers in every branch, unit, staff, and headquarters (p.71).

Senior German officers recognized the value of gaming in getting to know their 

subordinates. They realized that games "do not give a sufficiently clear picture of the 

qualities of the officer concerned as to permit a decision regarding this officer’s military 

future to be based solely on them (p. 75)." Also recognized was there are those who 

behave quite differently in a war game from when they are under fire (pp. 65 and 181). 

Nevertheless, they considered war games a proper, if not complete, way of ascertaining 

the abilities of a commander.

Appreciating "knowledge gained in war games can never replace experience gained 

in actual warfare," and "a war game is only one out of many aids for recognizing the 

demands which will be imposed by a future war (p. 7)," they used games to test 

principles incorporated in operations manuals before turning them over to field units. 

They also used gaming to evidence a consensus. In gaming used to test combat principles 

they changed commanders several times, "to bring the decisions of several persons to bear 

on the principle to be tested (p. 73)."

On the approach of World War II gaming prepared officers and men before the 

beginning of individual phases of a campaign:
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The initial movements of the various units were determined by the assembly orders 
of the Army High Command and the corresponding orders of the headquarters to 
such an extent that it was possible on this basis to rehearse the presumable course 
of the first operations. Since we often had very extensive information about the 
enemy situation it was possible to make these preparatory exercises even more 
instructive.

In particular the period of waiting before the Western Campaign — winter 
1940 -- and before the Eastern Campaign in 1941 was utilized to prepare all officers 
and noncommissioned officers theoretically for the impending operation. Each of 
them down to company commanders, was familiar with his preliminary duties and 
the difficulties which he would have to overcome with respect to both the enemy 
and the terrain.

Thus, the first days of fighting went off without any friction according to the 
prescribed plan, and in almost no place was it necessary for higher echelons to 
intervene. ... In general, the procedure adopted followed the following principle: 
The commander in chief of the army group first briefed his army commanders and 
various commanding generals, together with their tactical assistants, concerning 
their duties by means of a war game. Then on a correspondingly small scale the 
army commander instructed his commanding generals and division commanders 
about their duties, until in the last analysis the battalion commanders had the task 
of familiarizing their company commanders with the situation. This procedure had 
the great advantage that new points of view concerning the disposition and 
employment of troops were constantly discussed, so that the orders for the 
operations could be constantly improved. ... as difficulties and sources of friction 
and uncertainty were recognized, an attempt was made to correct these matters by 
practical experiments and field maneuvers.

This theoretical preparation of the officers and men, even with respect to 
minor details, caused the initial movement to go off smoothly, increased the rapidity 
of the German movements and undoubtedly saved lives and labor (pp. 15-19). ... 
On the whole, ..., the officers’ corps was firmly convinced of the importance of 
these theoretical exercises and did not cease to use them repeatedly as a means for 
training until well into the war. (p. 64)

Indeed, on occasion the games turned into actual events. On 2 November 1944,

before the Ardennes battle, the leading commanders of the Fifth Panzer Army, under the

direction of the General Staff officers of Army Group Model, was rehearsing reactions

against chance of an American attack against the boundary between the Fifth and Seventh

Armies. The exercise had just begun when the Americans launched the attack.:

Feldmarschall Model ordered that with the exception of the commanders who were 
directly affected by the attack all the participants were to continue the game and use 
currently received front reports as additional information for the course of the game.
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During the next few hours the situation at the front —and similarly in the 
map exercise — became so critical that the army group reserve (116th Panzer 
Division) had to be placed at the disposal of the threatened army. It thus happened 
that the Division commander, General von Waldenberg, who was present in the 
room and engaged in the game, received his orders one after another from the army 
group, the army and the commanding general in question. After only a few minutes 
General von Waldenberg, instead of issuing purely theoretical orders at the map 
table, was able to issue actual operational orders to his operations officer and his 
couriers. The alerted division was thereby set in movement in the shortest 
conceivable time. Chance had transformed a simple map exercise into stem reality, 
(pp. 19-20)

Gaming continued even when time was short, the information on the enemy less 

available, and the initiative lost.

Between the wars the Germans also conducted more comprehensive political- 

military gaming:

After the German Riechswehr Ministry had been established [in 1919], Feldmar- 
schall von Blomberg, in a series of top-secret strategic games, tried to solve the 
problems which the military and political situation had created for German national 
defense and, especially, to establish a theoretical basis for the joint action of the 
Supreme Armed Forces Command and the high commands of the Army, the Navy, 
and the Luftwaffe in all the important sectors of warfare. Owing to the reorganiza
tion of the Supreme Armed Forces Command after Blomberg’s dismissal, the 
lessons learned in these games were never put down in writing, (p. vi)

Gaming also provided theories to guide the action of German statesmen and industrialists:

In the interests of secrecy, trips and exercises for the study of national defense were 
restricted to a small group of participants. By the very nature of their subject- 
matter they were only held on the higher levels of the general and the statesman. 
... The Wehrmacht Academy ... held a big military-political game every year 
followed by a training trip. Representatives of all branches of the Wehrmacht, as 
well as of politics, business, the armament industry and the Propaganda Ministry, 
participated in it  (p. 27)

The secrecy of these games has resulted in essentially no records being kept. 

General von Manstein provides one example. In 1929, Germany could expect to defend 

successfully against only Poland, and had to prevent a coalition of Poland, Czechoslova

kia, and France. Faced with this situation von Manstein conducted a political-military
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exercise in conjunction with a war game to educate political, industrial, and military 

leaders (Giffin, 1965, p. 59).

The games conducted by the Germans during this period, on all levels were 

consciously free-form: "In order to avoid even the slightest semblance of regimentation 

and to maintain full freedom in the application and the development of the war game, no 

instructions of this kind [concerning the organization and direction of Kriegsspiel] were 

issued by official sources (p. v)." The map exercises conducted at the highest level and 

the "sand table" exercises conducted at the level of battalion and below were typically 

one-sided games. The gaming at intermediate levels was two-sided.

The value of this style of gaming depended largely upon the ability of the director. 

The employment of umpires in addition to the director was a matter of individual taste. 

In some cases, allowing umpires to express their opinions was an unnecessary impediment 

to the rapid progress of the game (p. 159).

Germans emphasized realism in presenting the situation to the players. They 

introduced elements of stress and friction in a convincing way (Hofmann pp. 10, 22,116, 

136, 165). Staff exercises conducted at the War College and at divisional and higher 

headquarters included making the participants work in gas masks and under poor lighting 

conditions (p. 194). The objectives of the game determined the amount of time permitted 

for decision and drafting orders. In some cases, as with beginners, the time permitted was 

initially long, then reduced in later moves (p. 115). Some games stressed speed 

throughout (p. 157).

Each commander had the kind and amount of information that he expected in actual 

warfare. This included exaggerated and false information, though efforts were made to
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make orders and missions clear (pp. 10 and 155). Drafting situation reports for games 

received serious attention:

Every veteran of World War II will concur in the opinion that even in games 
conducted on a large scale (at the army level, for example) a detailed description 
of combat impressions is necessary, (p. 114)

On the other hand Hofmann noted that:

A situation report will hardly ever be too brief, but frequently too long. The 
director should force himself to keep revising and eliminating. Frequently he will 
find the situation report for the party whose actions constitute the theme of the 
game and on which the game is accordingly based easier to prepare than that for 
the other party, (p. 156)

To offset the power of the director the games emphasized the post-game critique. 

The purpose of the post-game critique was not to describe the course of the game, but to 

"pick out the interesting and instructive moments of the engagement and to comment on 

the decisions made by the commanders (pp. 12 and 117)." This way lessons to be learned 

stood out. Directors avoided censure and standard solutions. Discussion of the logic of 

a course of action took precedence over doctrine and dogma. The director judged 

whether the commanders had accomplished their missions. The immediate superior of 

the director then stated whether the "plan underlying the game was suitable and 

corresponded to reality, whether the topic set for the game had been completely and 

accurately grasped, and whether the purpose of the game had been achieved (p. 13)."

The difficulty in conducting these free-form war games lay "chiefly in the fact that 

the director to a very large extent depends on the frequently unpredictable decisions made 

by the commanders of both sides and is accordingly obliged to coordinate the actions of 

both sides with respect to time and place by such impromptu additions as messages and 

orders (p. 72)." The directing staff tried to work out in advance all calculations which
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could come up during the exercise. Thus the games did have rules. The director

prepared a presumed course of events. In large games the director appointed a special

officer to track the tactical course of the game. The tactical director had "his hands tied

so that he was not able to make decisions on his own (p. 78)." A typical procedure was

to issue a sequel to the situation report after reviewing the orders prepared by the players.

This would take the game to its purpose in as few moves as possible.

Though holding war games in great esteem, the Germans believed:

... the value of war games should not be overestimated. Above all a warning should 
be issued against the tendency to create a system or hard-and-fast basis for every
thing, to reduce everything to set forms or dogma, (p. 64)

They cited as missing: "the impressions of combat, the live ammunition, the genuine

tensions and far reaching responsibility (p. 65)." Also they recognized the limitations of

war gaming as a tool for prediction or the reconstruction of history: "But from the very

first move by either side everything will run differently from the original pattern, since

the imponderables of warfare, human psychology, and the nature of the individuals

involved are quite different in the game from what they once were in the historical

example (p. 11)." The imponderables of warfare included: "the strain of responsibility,

misunderstanding, fatigue, and many other factors which it is impossible to represent on

a map (p. 11)."

Nonetheless, they believed:

In the far-reaching planning of operations the war game undoubtedly has great 
importance. Divided opinions about certain problems enable one to recognize the 
advantages and disadvantages; the factors of time and space are checked, the 
commitment of forces can be weighed and thus the prospects of success can be es
timated. (p. 65)

Also,
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There is no denying that there is a long way from knowledge to ability. But there 
is also no denying that from all theoretical training devices and applied-theory 
methods those treated in this study offer the best chances and the best prospects of 
leading to ability, (p. 183)

Japanese Study and Formulation of Strategy

As in Germany and the United States, the formulation of Japanese strategy rested 

principally with the highest military authorities. The Imperial General Headquarters bore 

the responsibility for successful prosecution of the war. However each service did its 

strategic planning unilaterally. For the Navy, the Naval General Staff officially made 

strategic plans. However, that planning conducted by the operating forces more often 

determined strategy (Barde 1972, pp. 19-20). War gaming played a major role in the 

evaluation of operations, and in acquainting the principals with the details of operations. 

Gaming results had little influence on the decision to go to war.

Documentation of Japanese war gaming during this period is sparse. War games 

were part of the Japanese War Colleges’ curriculum around the turn of the century. 

Successes by both the Army and Navy in the Russo-Japanese War of 1904 were attributed 

to lessons learned in war gaming (McHugh 1966, p. 2-18; Little 1912, p. 1229). The next 

documented use of Japanese gaming is in conjunction with the planning conducted for 

WWH. The Tokyo war crimes trials and personal accounts provide what we know about 

Japanese gaming.17

War games appear to have been part of the Japanese evaluation and training process 

for every major military operation of the war. As with the Germans, the Japanese

17 See Barde 1972, pp. 21,43-47; Hausrath 1971, pp. 30-32; McHugh 1966, pp. 2-18&19; Wholstetter 
1962, pp. 370-371; Specht 1957; Fuchida and Okumiya 1955, pp. 52, 94-97.
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planning for the initial phases of the war was extremely skillful, producing spectacular 

successes for the first six months. Again, as the Japanese lost the initiative and 

information on the enemy deteriorated the contribution of gaming to success in battle was 

less evident. Japan’s means for making war had also diminished.

During the inter-war years the Army held Russia to be the antagonist, while the 

Navy supposed the United States was the principal enemy. A frank evaluation of the fleet 

capabilities of the U.S. led the Japanese to a defensive concept of fleet strategy. This 

"almost petrified the strategic thinking of the naval service (Fuchida, p. 11)." Defensive 

ideas drove requirements for ship construction and force structure. They designed ships 

for only short cruises and added offensive power at the expense of defensive measures. 

They considered a 7 to 10 ratio in capital ships enough for defense (Fuchida, p. 14). It 

was not until 1940, having been at war with China since 1937, that the Japanese seriously 

considered revamping strategy for war against more than one enemy (Fuchida, p. 19; 

Morton, p. 101).

In October 1940 the Japanese established a Total War Research Institute. The

Institute’s studies joined the government and military in gaming the problems of

economic mobilization. The services kept the details of military plans to themselves

(Specht, p. 144; Morton, p. 106). In August 1941 a game at the Total War Research

Institute covered the two year period through the middle of 1943:

Players represented the Italo-German Axis, Russia, United States, England, 
Thailand, Netherlands, East Indies, China, Korea, Manchuria, and French Indochina. 
Japan was played, not as a single force, but as an uneasy coalition of Army, Navy, 
and Cabinet, with the military and government disagreeing constantly — on the 
decision to go to war [not favored by the Navy], on X-day, on civilian demands 
versus those of heavy industry, and so on. Disagreements arose and were settled -- 
in the course of an afternoon, at the pace of this game — with the military group, 
by the way, as the more aggressive one, winning the arguments.
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Measures to be taken within Japan were gamed in detail and included 
economic, educational, financial, and psychological factors. The game even 
included plans for the control of consumer goods — plans, incidently, which were 
identical to those actually put into effect on 8 December 1941.

In this game, reported in August 1941, Japan goes to war with the United 
States in mid-December 1941, with Germany and Italy already having become 
involved. There is no mention of Pearl Harbor in this game, but rather the 
Philippine Islands were the immediate objective.18 (Specht, pp. 144-145)

In addition to these strategic level games, during the period 2-13 September and

again in November the Navy conducted games to work out the details of a surprise raid

on Pearl Harbor. They also carefully worked out a schedule for occupying Malaya,

Burma, the Dutch East Indies, the Philippines, the Solomans, and the Central Pacific

Islands (Specht, p. 145).

By early January 1942 Japanese successes on all fronts pointed to the need for plans

for future strategy. The Japanese had dealt the U.S. Navy a severe blow, but the carriers

remained a considerable threat. The decisive fleet battle had not yet occurred. The Navy

deliberated three major strategic directions: toward Australia, toward India (to eliminate

British presence in South Asia and join the Axis forces), and toward Hawaii (Fuchida, pp.

48-54). In late February they tested a plan for western operations in a war game staged

on board the battleship YAMATO. Both the Naval General Staff and Combined Fleet

Staff attended (Fuchida, p. 52). A lack of both German interest in combined operations

and Japanese Army cooperation scuttled this concept. The perceived need to keep the

offensive led to plans to attack Midway. On the first of May the Combined Fleet

Headquarters began a four day game to test plans, both extant and contemplated, for the

"  Though in January 1941, Yamamoto, the commander-in-chief of the Combined Fleet formulated the 
concept of a crippling attack on the U.S. fleet at the outset of hostilities, this was not gamed outside of the 
fleet until September 1941.
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second phase of the war (Fuchida, pp. 94-97). This game is the most notorious of the 

Japanese games. The game anticipated problems and outcomes the Japanese would face 

at Midway, but they did not allow the game results to affect their plans.

Serious gaming did continue throughout the war. Li August 1942 they put 

repatriated officers who had been in the United States at the beginning of the war into 

seclusion and had them play Red ~ the U.S. — in their games. This gaming reinforced 

Japanese desire to consolidate their gains and end the war before the U.S. could bring its 

greater resources to bear (Hausrath, pp. 31-32).

Unlike the German gaming, the Japanese naval games relied on more formal rules. 

Accounts of the Midway game show that the director had ultimate say, to the extent of 

overruling the roll of the dice used to determine outcomes:

The war games conducted in YAMATO were a device peculiar to the 
service. Many of the cabins and offices of the great battleship were used to 
represent some particular unit of the attacking force. Inside each assigned space 
was the Chief of Staff, Operations Officer or some other responsible representative 
of the force concerned. Throughout the table maneuvers this officer performed as 
though he stood on the bridge of his flagship. Runners substituted for radios in 
sending and receiving tactical messages between superior, adjacent and subordinate 
echelons. Once assembled, the Chief Umpire initiated the games so as to follow 
the general scenario of the operations plan. Forces were sailed as they would be 
for the real thing. ... When it was necessary to assess the damage on the enemy a 
clever resort to rolling the dice was used.... the dice could roll either for or against 
the friendly forces. Admiral Ugaki as Chief Umpire was not one to have the plan 
that he had supervised interrupted by chance. On one occasion enemy land-based 
aircraft attacked the Mobile Force and the cast of the dice indicated that nine enemy 
hits had been sufficient to sink two carriers. Admiral Ugaki stepped in and ruled 
only one carrier sunk and even this subsequently returned to life as the battle 
problem continued. (Barde, p. 44)

Neither the extent to which the Army used games nor the structure of their rules is

recorded.
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American Study and Formulation of Strategy

Following WWI, in the U.S., the Army and Navy staffs were formally responsible 

for war planning functions. In 1903, with the formation of the Army General Staff, the 

way was open to create a Joint Board for the development of war plans. At that time the 

Navy had a General Board responsible for war planning. The Joint Board formed before 

WWI remained the principal war planning agency through the inter-war period. In 1909 

the General Board also took over responsibility for defining ship characteristics. The 

close relationship between the Naval War College and the General Board during the 

period 1909 to 1912 threatened to overwhelm the teaching staff in Newport in trying to 

respond to immediate problems of strategic planning and technical issues. This tempered 

the philosophy for the role of the Naval War College in strategic planning in the inter-war 

years (Hattendorf, et. al., p. 65).

The distinction between the study and formulation of strategy was much stronger 

in the U.S. than in German and Japanese practice. Rather than using games to test 

specific plans, War Colleges in the U.S. employed gaming more to extend the breadth of 

vision, improve the quality of analysis, and increase the depth of understanding of its 

officers.

The prevailing attitude of pacifism and neutrality in the U.S., coupled with budge

tary neglect of the armed forces, did not encourage the same seriousness in gaming within 

the U.S. Army as with the Germans. No improved techniques for land war gaming 

occurred (Young, p. 81). With only 50,000 troops stationed to defend U.S. interests in 

theaters of operation beyond the "zone of the interior," the focus of Army gaming was
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on tactical decision making and doctrinal development.1* Planning in the undermanned 

and under-equipped Army was far from realistic, being little more than staff studies. 

Comprehensive planning made far less headway in the Army than in the Navy (Watson, 

p. 87).

Similarly, the emphasis at the Naval War College on teaching the estimate of the 

situation tended to drive students from strategy to tactics, away from a synoptic view of 

naval warfare (Hattendorf, et. al., p. 88). Rear Admiral William S. Sims, President of the 

college following the war, set philosophy for the inter-war years. He at once emphasized 

the practical over the theoretical, and the preparation of minds versus plans. The object 

of the College was to enable officers to make war plans, to elucidate general principals, 

and to develop habits of mind, not to answer specific questions. Therefore, the use of 

games to test new principals and test plans for future operations was secondary to build

ing the character of the leader and developing skills in the estimate of the situation. 

Rather than the personal evaluation of juniors by seniors, as was done in Germany, the 

emphasis was on developing doctrinal consistency. The College also emphasized 

grooming officers for command at sea, versus managing a bureaucracy or making policy.

Nonetheless, the practical nature of the study of strategy at the Naval War College 

could not help but frame ideas in the minds of those who would become the leaders of 

World War n.20 A reorganization of the College following WWI increased the number 

of lectures. However, the hierarchy of tactical and strategic games used to investigate 

questions from the details of technology to broad geopolitical issues remained. The Naval

15 Though there is evidence of the Army playing large scale games their focus seems to have been on 
training in decision making versus evaluating conceptual plans. See Hattendorf, e t  al., p. 146: Cline, p. 3.

20 Essentially all of the U.S. Admirals during WWII attended the college in the inter-war years.
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War College did not attempt to encourage original research in this period, as Luce and 

Mahan had done. Nonetheless, the games produced new paradigms. They altered basic 

visions of the conduct of naval warfare and accurately portraying the major dimensions 

of the future Pacific war on a strategic and operational, if not tactical, level.

The study of strategy focused upon a central strategic problem each year through 

war gaming. Though informal, and in a purely advisory spirit, the relationship between 

the war planners and the war colleges remained. The plans were named for game colors 

assigned to each opponent: Orange-Japan, Red-Great Britain, Black-Germany, Silver— 

Italy.21 The campaign lectures from the Naval War College provided the conceptual text 

for the first war portfolios of the War Plans Division (Vlahos, p. 105). As Secretary of 

the Navy Curtis Wilbur wrote in 1925, "The Naval War College tests strategic policies 

of the Department by making them the basis for problems which are worked out and 

played on the gameboard (Hattendorf, et. al., p. 127)."

Immediately following WWI, finding an enemy was difficult. Great Britain was 

initially a favorite under a fuzzy concept of Darwinian competition over trade, or Britain’s 

history of knocking off her maritime rivals. Furthermore, for tactical games the British 

fleet posed the greatest challenge. Of 106 purely tactical games fought during the period 

1919-1941, 49 were fought against Orange, 5 against Black-Silver, and 52 against Red 

(Vlahos, p. 149).

The paradigm for the Battle of the Atlantic was one of defending the Monroe 

Doctrine in a Jutland-like action that would have the effect of an American Trafalgar. 

Over the years between the wars the U.S. Navy lost its awe of the British legend. This

21 See Vlahos, p. 163, for a complete listing.
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occurred in the aftermath of naval arms treaties equalizing the numbers between the 

American and British fleets, improvements in American technology, the reluctance of 

Great Britain to consider war, and the war games. In 1925 the British held an advantage 

in dreadnoughts of 22:18 following the Washington agreements of 1922. The prevailing 

opinion was:

... that the Blue Fleet as it exists today can not engage the Red in gun action with 
any prospect of victory. Every recent tactical exercise, or war game, at the War 
College has shown this in the most emphatic manner. (Vlahos, p. 107)

The solution to this problem was originally to crank up the range of effective fire from

24,000 to 30,000 yards. In London, 1930, Britain accepted equality with the U.S. in

numbers. The U.S. admirals lost interest in trading fleets with the British. In the war

games through the 1930s the British barely limped away from the engagement. By the

mid-30s the American Navy relegated the British to second place (Vlahos, pp. 109-112).

In contrast to the tactical games, 127 of 136 strategic games during this period were

against Orange. The concentration was almost solely against Orange through the period

1927-1939. In 1909, Social Darwinism formed the basis for viewing Japan. This time the

context was race rather than trade. The skill demonstrated by the Japanese at Tsushima

made the threat more vivid. Japanese expansionism did not begin to provide a credible

basis for conflict until the later 1920s.

The strategic games grew in scope from the pre-WWI years, both covering more

geography and including more types of forces. The games continually illustrated the

infeasibility of a quick, decisive battle to end the war in the Pacific. As early as 1923

Nimitz, as a War College student, was able to write:

To bring such a war to a successful conclusion Blue must either destroy Orange 
military and naval forces or effect a complete isolation of Orange country by
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cutting all communications with the outside world. It is quite possible that Orange 
resistance will cease when isolation is complete and before steps to reduce military 
strength on Orange soil are necessary. In either case the operations imposed on 
Blue will require the Blue Fleet to advance westward with an enormous train, in 
order to be prepared to seize and establish bases en route ... The possession by 
Orange of numerous bases in the Western Pacific will give to her fleet a maximum 
of mobility while the lack of such bases imposes upon Blue the necessity of 
refueling en route at sea, or of seizing a base from Orange for this puipose, in order 
to maintain a limited degree of mobility. (Hattendorf, et. al., p. 127)

Naval War College Operations Problem IV, played in 1933, "formed the basis for 

college recommendations to the General Board. Officers at the College studied and 

analyzed this problem more thoroughly than any such operation up to that time (Hatten

dorf, et. al., p. 144)." Captain Ernest J. King, the senior officer student and selected, 

early, for promotion to rear adm iral, was the Blue Fleet commander. In the problem 

scenario, Orange had already seized the Philippines and the problem was to work out their 

recapture. The problem illustrated the effects of the lack of logistical support west of 

Hawaii, and the likelihood that the Japanese would try to wear down the U.S. fleet before 

seeking a decisive engagement. King foresaw events years later when he wrote in his 

final thesis:

Japan will assume the offensive initially to acquire an advantage where she can 
assume the defensive and defy us to alter the situation, not that her defensive 
attitude will be in any degree passive — it will not. (Hattendorf, et. al., p. 145)

Though in 1940 there remained two trains of thought about how to approach the 

recapture of the Philippines in Newport, and in the Navy at large — the decisive dash 

versus island hopping. The deliberate approach carried enough weight that the games 

from 1933 concentrated on a prolonged, intense effort. A long war carried the implica

tions of too much expense and too many preparations to be a national policy. Yet the 

War College persisted. In 1939 the game began in the third year of the war with the Blue
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fleet off of New Guinea and more than three million Americans under arms. The

economic studies introduced during these years focussed on the time required to mobilize

the country and the effort needed to isolate the Japanese economically.

In this context Nimitz could state, with some hyperbole, in a lecture to the War

College on 10 November 1960:

The war with Japan had been re-enacted in the game room here by so many people 
and in so many different ways that nothing that happened during the war was a 
surprise — absolutely nothing except the Kamikaze tactics toward the end of the 
war, we had not visualized those. (McHugh 1966, p.2-54)

They misestimated some parameters, such as the range of Japanese toipedoes and the

depth of water required for aerial torpedo attack, and some tactics, such as the roles of

aircraft and submarines. Notwithstanding, there was no intellectual surprise. They

formed a complete intellectual framework in whkh they recognized events and the proper

actions to take as the events obtained.

In 1927 the Naval War College participated in the largest Army-Navy exercise

staged up to that time. Taking place off the coast of southern New England, the exercise

involved the combined battle fleet and scouting fleet. It culminated in an amphibious

assault in the Narragansett Bay area. The exercise was gamed at the college as it was

conducted at sea. The results of the exercise led an admiral to comment:

I have long felt that one of our weakest spots was in the Plans Division of Naval 
Operations because of its wholly inadequate personnel. I felt this so keenly when 
I was at the War College as to be apprehensive that in a large overseas operation 
of the amphibious nature, we would find the Army plans forced upon us because 
of the lack of any adequate plans of our own. (Hattendorf, et.al., p. 132)

The exercise showed there still was no agency in the Navy during the inter-war years

capable of doing adequate strategic planning other than the Naval War College. The
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exercise also sparked increased attention in amphibious warfare at the college as the Fleet 

Marine Force evolved through the 1930s.

The gaming begun in 1894 employed the same techniques until about 1921

(McHugh 1964, p. 49). WWI provided some needed combat data. That, combined with

an attitude that emphasized practice over theory, produced more formal gaming in the

inter-war period. Concerning the war game Admiral Sims wrote:

The principles of the war game constitute the backbone of our profession ... At the 
Naval War College our entire fleet with all of its auxiliaries, cruisers, destroyers, 
submarines, airplanes, troop transports, and supply vessels, can be maneuvered on 
the game board week after week throughout the college year against a similar fleet 
representing a possible enemy -  all operations being governed by rules, based 
upon the experience of practical fleet officers, and upon the immutable rules of 
strategy and tactics that the students are required to learn. There is no other service 
in the career of a naval officer that can possibly afford this essential training. In 
no other way can this training be had except by assembling about a game board a 
large body of experienced officers divided into two groups and "fighting" two great 
modem fleets against each other — not once, or a few times, but continually until 
the application of the correct principles becomes as rapid and as automatic as the 
plays of an expert football team. (McHugh 1966, pp. 2-53,2-54; emphasis added)

Unlike the German games, the strategic games at the Naval War College had a staff

solution presented after free discussion. Slides of the composite game moves were also

shown to critique the student solutions. In Operational Problem IV, 1933, King preferred

a northern Pacific advance as opposed to the school solution that called for a more

southerly route. The students frequently called to question the viability of the school

solution (Hattendorf, et. al., pp. 120, 145).

Changes in gaming during the inter-war years involved refined maneuver rules and 

the installation of pneumatic tubes in the gaming spaces. Otherwise, the structure of 

moves and flow of information remained the same (McHugh 1964, p. 51). The maneuver 

rules became extensive. In their highest evolutionary stage they ran 160 pages, covering
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310 coded rules, involving 31 formatted sheets for tracking and computing data. A 

permanent staff of civilians, including Frank McHugh, supported the gaming effort. The 

distribution of the rules illustrates the weights attached to various factors of combat:

Conduct of the Maneuver 6.8%
Speed and Fuel 9.4%
Visibility, Audibility,

and Smoke Screens 16.3%
Communications 17.5%
Gunfire 8.8%
Torpedo Fire 4.3%
Mines 5.6%
Submarines 3.1%
Aircraft 25.0%
Chemical Warfare 3.2%

(Vlahos, p. 136)

The information conditions upon which decisions were based constituted 33.8% of the 

rules.

During the war, the gaming done by the allied forces tended to be quite informal. 

General Montgomery, in North Africa, rehearsed coming battles with his intelligence 

officers. They tried to foresee enemy moves during the battle by projecting themselves 

into the enemy role. Montgomery also employed map exercises in planning the 

Normandy invasion (Hausrath, pp. 32-34). The U.S. Ninth Army also conducted war 

games to test plans for the final drive into Germany towards the end of the war (Hausrath, 

p. 34). These few examples show the paucity of allied gaming during the war. Given 

the Navy’s emphasis on general education, vice testing plans, it is not surprising there are 

no recorded instances of formally gaming naval operations.
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Soviet Study and Formulation of Strategy

The inter-war years were a turbulent time in the Soviet military, even before the 

purges in the late 1930s. Following the revolution the Soviets needed to clarify the role 

of the military in their society and to rationalize military science in a Marxist-Leninist 

context

Foremost in influence among the Soviet military theorists was M. V. Frunze. He

established the need to elaborate a unified military doctrine using Marxist-Leninist

scientific principles. This view put Frunze in the middle of the classic debate of military

affairs as art or science. Where, "The bourgeois military theorists were unable to

ultimately resolve the question of the role and the relationship of science and art in

military affairs," Frunze did (Gareev, p. 122).

In May 1922 Frunze squared off against Trotsky; arguing both the need to resolve

this question and what the proper answer was:22

M. V. Frunze pointed out that only from the positions of Marxism-Leninism was 
it possible to fully analyze and provide a correct reply to the question of the place 
of military science among the other sciences and the essence of military science and 
military art. If a war is a continuation of politics, a part of social life, then 
consequently military affairs is [sic] a continuation of political affairs....

The above-described position of M. V. Frunze fully corresponded to the 
Marxist-Leninist scientific understanding of war, military science and military art. 
The founders of Marxism-Leninism, in giving enormous significance to elucidating 
the methodological questions of theory and practice, left a series of very important 
and valuable instructions which offer a key to a correct understanding of the 
questions concerning the relationship of military science and military art and the 
subject and content of military science. ... Since politics is a science it can be 
determined and carried out on a strictly scientific basis. ... The founders of 
Marxism-Leninism not only recognized the necessity and possibility of establishing 
a scientific theory about war, but in every possible way emphasized that only on a

”  For further descriptions of the developments between Trotsky and Frunze see also Fugate, pp. 13-19; 
and Erickson 1981, pp. 83-92.
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strictly scientific basis was it possible to correctly explain all the phenomena of a 
war and organize one’s practical activities. (Gareev, pp. 125-126).

In Soviet doctrine, military science encompasses military art. Military science

includes, "tactics, operational art and strategy, that is, it is concerned with studying

questions relating to the methods of conducting military operations and war as a whole

(Gareev, p. 128)."

In the Soviet view strategy is an exact science:

Science, as is known, is the result or aggregate of knowledge concerning 
nature, society and thought and concerning the objective patterns of their 
development acquired in the course of social historical life. Science arises on the 
basis of human production and practical activities and develops along with the deve
lopment of social phenomena, in more and more accurately and profoundly 
reflecting reality, disclosing the essential relationships of phenomena and arming 
humans with a knowledge of the objective laws of the real world in the aim of their 
practical utilization....

Historical example shows that with all the diversity and complexity in the 
phenomena of war, inherent to them are internal, profound and essential relation
ships and they have something common, permanent and repeating with the force of 
necessity, and for this reason the forms and methods of armed struggle arise not out 
of the "free" will of the generals but are subordinate, like human activity itself, to 
objective laws which are independent of their will and awareness. This also 
explains the possibility and necessity of military science which is basically a system 
of knowledge dealing with the objective laws of a war and methods of preparing 
for and conducting armed combat in a certain historical period.... A knowledge of 
the laws of armed combat facilitates practical activity and provides an opportunity 
to foresee the development of events, to act consciously and more fully utilize the 
objective laws in one’s own interest (Gareev, pp. 129-130 - emphasis added)

This Soviet base their view of strategy on a different philosophy of science than that

held in the West. Marxist-Leninism holds to the existence of objective laws, "in a certain

historical period." Reflecting the Western view, Kaplan holds: "The notion that a law was

always there waiting to be discovered is on a par with the myth of the true, predestined

mate (p. 104)." Where Gareev defines intuition as, "the ability for profound scientific

prediction (p. 132)." Kaplan states: "What we call intuition is any logic-in-use which is
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(1) preconscious, and (2) outside the inference schema for which we have readily 

available reconstructions. We speak of intuition, in short, when neither we nor the 

discoverer himself knows quite how he arrives at his discoveries (p. 14)." Though these 

views are not completely contradictory, they exhibit important differences in perspective 

over the viability of taking a serious scientific approach to studying military affairs. 

Where the payoff for discovering the correct objective laws of war is more certain, as in 

the Soviet case, the expected value of studying strategy is greater.

This philosophy of science applied to politics and war has led the Soviets to a 

system of laws. At the highest level are general laws of dialectical materialism; such as 

laws of the unity of opposites, the transformation of quantity into quality, and the law of 

the negation. Beyond these general laws are specific laws of armed struggle. The 

Soviets subdivide these into three groups. The first group includes laws that express the 

dependence of war on the economic potential of the belligerents, their technology, and 

the moral and political condition of the population and the army. The second group 

encompasses laws regarding the dependence of methods and forms of the conduct of 

armed struggle on weapons, the correspondence between forces and means and combat 

missions, the dependence of success on concentration of effort in the main direction at 

the decisive moment, and the dependence of final victory on the basis of organization and 

cooperation of all combat arms. This second level of laws is roughly equivalent to 

principles of war taught in the West. The thud group includes laws which determine 

methods for conducting combat on strategic, operational and tactical scales. These laws
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determine the course and outcome of particular battles, within the bounds of statistical and 

strategic indeterminacy.23 This level of law is expressed in mathematical form.

Soviet organization reflects their view of science. If a system of objective laws 

determines outcomes, making all decisions at the top will produce the desired outcome. 

They presume top-level decision makers have the requisite information. Lower levels in 

the hierarchy need not be sapient beyond knowing how to implement directives in 

accordance with doctrine. Decisions at lower levels are a burden rather than an oppor

tunity. Environmental context beyond that specified in the formulation is irrelevant. The 

law specifies the proper action for each state of the environment.

Under these conditions a consistent hypothesis is that the primary function of Soviet 

gaming is to gather evidence for use in game-theoretic models. As theoretical exercises 

to test plans or train officers how to think, operational gaming is respectively too 

imprecise or essentially irrelevant. In this system mathematical analysis is better suited 

to the formulation of strategy than operational gaming. If this view of the Soviets is true, 

it explains why they write little about operational gaming. The German experience in 

their dealings with the Soviets between the wars is consistent with this view.

The Soviets collaborated with the Reichswehr throughout the 1920s and until 1932 

(Erickson 1962, pp. 144-163 ,247-282). The Germans provided technical expertise in 

manufacturing arms and educating officers in exchange for illicit Soviet production of 

German armaments. During this period the Soviets exchanged officers with the Germans 

for training trips and maneuvers. Soviets also attended German general staff training.

23 Bottomore (1983) provides an overview of Marxist thought and terminology necessary to 
understanding their approach to the study of strategy. The structure of Soviet laws of armed conflict are 
introduced in Suzdal (1978, pp. 9-13). This structure is common to text books on the subject
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The Germans found the Soviet officers, in general, to be excessively doctrinaire, and that 

the lower ranks had an aversion to responsibility and initiative (Erickson 1962, pp. 259- 

260). They preferred learning by rote. However, the Soviets did not reveal their 

processes for war planning. The effect of German involvement on Soviet command 

development is difficult to ascertain.

The Soviets issued their own manual on war gaming in 1924 (Erickson 1962, p. 

207). Though the Soviets refer to war gaming in their theoretical writings, little in the 

way of historical or current details appears in the Western press. War gaming as a 

routine event appears to have been restricted to the military academies, and bureaucrati

cally controlled by the General Staff for conformity to prevailing doctrine.

From the mid-1920s through the mid-1930s writers such as Marshal Tukhachevski 

began to develop the combined arms and deep operations doctrine perfected by the 

Soviets in WWD (Fugate, pp. 21-28). In the winter of 1935 Tukhachevski presented a 

pre-game proposal to the General Staff for investigating defense against a massive, 

surprise German attack. This attack would present difficulties for Soviet forces stationed 

in a linear defense along the border areas (Bracken 1977 and Erickson 1984, pp. 1-5). 

The General Staff revised the proposal to allow the Soviet forces to mobilize, and played 

the game in 1936. Denied mass and surprise, all that Tukhachevski could accomplish in 

playing the Germans - Blue - was an indecisive meeting engagement in the form of the 

frontier battles of 1914.24 Instead of illustrating the potential of armored forces massed 

in a surprise attack, the game only served to confirm the General Staff’s deployment plan

”  Of some interest is that only communist countries seem to use Red as the friendly color, with Blue 
being the principal enemy.
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for the Red Army. Field regulations incorporated Tukhachevski’s deep battle doctrine in 

1936. However, he continued his criticism of the Soviet deployments and strategy that 

only accounted for Soviet forces on the offensive. Such free thinking led to his demise 

in the purges of 1937.

Isserson, a lecturer at the newly founded General Staff Academy, supported 

Tukhachevski in his criticism and kept alive discussion of strategy. Stalin would not 

permit the open development of any strategies that had the Soviets on the defensive. 

Therefore, "these discussions took place only behind closed doors and were not given an 

official airing (Fugate, p. 27)."

Following the purges of 1937-38 Soviet defense planning languished. Concentrating 

on future threats to the state was difficult while 35,000 officers, roughly half of the 

offices corps, was being purged. This environment was also hardly conducive to 

convening groups of officers to conduct war games.

The next war games conducted were at a high level conference convened in 

December 1940 and January 1941. This was precisely the time the Germans were gaming 

operation BARBAROSSA, the invasion of the Soviet Union. A report submitted to the 

Central Committee critical of the state of the Red Army armored and mechanized 

formations prompted the conference:

The peoples Commissariat for Defense lags behind in the development of 
questions concerning the operational utilization of forces in modem war. There are 
no agreed opinions on the utilization of tanks, aviation, and parachute troops.... the 
ratio of mechanized forces is low, and the quality of tanks in the Red Army - 
unsatisfactory. (Erickson 1984, p. 40)

All segments of the Soviet military establishment attended the conference running 

from mid-December to early January. This included, "the commanding officers of districts
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and armies, members of the military councils and chiefs of staff of districts and armies,

commanding officers of all military academies, professors and doctors of military science,

inspectors of all arms, chiefs of central departments and ranking officers of the General

Staff (Zhukov, p. 183)," as well as members of the Politburo. The first phase of the

conference consisted of lectures. Following the lectures the field commanders were

dismissed. The wrap-up of this phase was notable for its emphasis on offensive

operations, the absence of any reference to disparities and discrepancies that arose, and

a marked reluctance to discuss implementation of the theory (Erickson 1984, p. 46). The

second phase was a series of two-sided war games, "improvisations," covering front level

operations (Zhukov, p. 184,; and Erickson 1984, p. 46&50). Stalin delayed the games for

one day by summoning the principals to reprimand Timoshenko (Chief of the General

Staff) for dismissing the field commanders. The games led to Zhukov replacing

Timoshenko. Zhukov’s memoirs indicate that the games were not routine:

Noting the considerable value of such games for raising the strategic and 
operational skills of high ranking commanders, I suggested that they should be held 
more often despite the complexities involved in organizing them. (p. 186)

Setting up a program of gaming was directly within Zhukov’s authority. However, he

makes no further reference to gaming in his memoirs.

THE STUDY AND FORMULATION OF STRATEGY FOLLOWING WORLD 
WARD

Following World War n, as leader of the block free from Soviet hegemony in a 

bipolar world, the strategy of the U.S. determined the strategy of the free world alliances. 

The Soviet approach to strategy did not change. Technological and organizational 

changes motivated revisions in the way the U.S. formulated strategy.
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The existence of nuclear weapons mandated a change in the character of strategy 

formulation. The role of armed conflict in international relations seemed to be 

significantly altered now that the initial blow could be terrible and presumably decisive. 

A queen pin of Clausewitz’s theory on what limited the totality of war had been removed:

If war consisted of one decisive act, or a set of simultaneous decisions, preparations
would tend toward totality, for no omission could ever be rectified. (Clausewitz, p. 
79)

The need to maintain war as an instrument of policy remained. Clausewitz had 

considered the formulation of strategy as falling within the conduct rather than 

preparations for war. This remained true in the sense of conducting a long term military 

competition. Now the need to have forces and plans ready, in place for immediate use, 

placed a premium on the preparation of strategy well before contingencies obtained. 

Nuclear weapons added urgency to strategy formulation at the national level. Seeing the 

consequences of war as so terrible, deterrence became the first priority, followed closely 

by the management of crises as the most plausible path to war.25

Nuclear deterrence strategy presented a contradiction. It called for irrational action. 

The speed of war and lack of information on opponent’s actions dictated rigid plans and 

time-tables similar to those triggering World War I. This time there was even less 

political context to guide appropriate action and greater abstraction involved in relating 

(targeting) plans to strategic objectives. Serious thinking about nuclear plans required a 

split personality. The pace of technological change presented a more tangible challenge. 

The desire for "cost-effective" systems dominated concerns. The focus of analysis in the

25 Though a large space existed beneath the level of general war, policy makers did not accept limited 
wars as the most probable type of future conflict until the late 1950s (Brodie 1965, p. vi).
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decades following WWH shifted from the conduct to the preparations for war: from 

operations to weapons systems.

Organizational change was also pervasive. In 1947 the National Security Act 

reorganized the services into a new Department of Defense (DoD) to provide greater 

unification and foster joint operations and planning. The same act set up the National 

Security Council (NSC) as a new mechanism to coordinate the disparate elements of 

national activity that strengthened security.

Civilians extended their prewar role in the formulation of strategy. Civilian 

involvement in technical military affairs started with the airplane. The achievements of 

operations research analyst and nuclear scientist during the war legitimized the role of the 

civilian in dealing with the operational military issues. No military man could claim 

more experience in nuclear war than the civilian defense intellectual.

Building on the successes of operations research during the war, in 1946 each 

service set up its own civilian dominated research and analysis group.26 These took the 

form of Federal Contract Research Centers (FCRCs) having a special contractual 

relationship with the government The Navy set up the Office of Naval Research to work 

with the nation’s universities and transformed its Operations Research Group into the 

Operations Evaluation Group. This later became the Center for Naval Analyses. 

Similarly, the Air Force established RAND as an FCRC (initially as part of Douglas 

Aircraft, then as a separate institution in 1948). The Army installed the Operations

“  For discussions of the post WWH defense analysis organizations see United States Senate Committee 
on Armed Services Staff Report, 1985; Stockfish 1973, particularly pp. 125-126; General Accounting Office 
1974, Chapter 12; and Mchugh 1966, pp.2-40/41.
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Research Office at John’s Hopkins University as its FCRC.27 The Joint Chiefs of Staff 

(JCS) founded a Weapons System Evaluation Group and set up the Institute for Defense 

Analysis as an FCRC in 1956 to provide a civilian scientific, technical input to its 

analysis.

Robert McNamara came to the Pentagon as Secretary of Defense in 1961. His most 

enduring impact came from instituting systems analysis as part of the Planning, 

Programming and Budgeting System (PPBS). The Office of Systems Analysis first came 

under the Comptroller in 1961, then raised to Assistant Secretary level in 1965. As the 

way of justifying procurement, each service developed its own in-house analysis group. 

The semi-independent FCRCs did not always produce the right answer. The in-house 

groups were relatively small, designed to address the issues of highest priority of the 

service chiefs.

The PPBS listed each weapons system as a separate program element. The need 

to provide a systems analysis rationale justifying every program led each program 

manager to develop his own analytical team. Going beyond the support provided by 

government laboratories, program managers spawned an industry of civilian defense 

analysts. Both profit and non-profit groups conducting analysis for program managers, 

and industry conducting analyses to support the sale of their products, spread the systems 

analysis paradigm. Through the 1960s and 70s many defense analysis firms contracting 

to the government grew at rates of 20% per year. The market became saturated in the 

1980s.

27 Later this became the Research Analysis Corporation, then the Concepts Analysis Agency, with some 
functional changes during each transition.
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The demand for defense policy analysis was less than for defense program analysis. 

Nonetheless, civilians also expanded their involvement in defense policy. The influential 

strategists of the post-WWH era were civilians rather than military men. This revealed 

a wide-spread belief that national security strategy required more than technical military 

competence. RAND was the only FCRC to engage in broad analysis of strategic plans, 

mostly as a result of the Air Force concentration on strategic bombing. Another set of 

defense intellectuals began to grow in both universities and institutions such as Brookings. 

The shadow government awaiting their turn at power also formed a few private 

contracting companies. Ideological competition engendered an expansion of non-profit 

policy institutes, each with defense policy as a piece of their agenda.

At the beginning of the century the war colleges had been the centers of strategic 

research, the war planners and the educators. Following the reorganization of the Army 

and Navy staffs along the lines of the German General Staff the service colleges lost their 

war planning responsibilities. Their role in the evaluation of plans and systems was 

unofficial. For the first few decades following WWH the service colleges found their 

position further eroded. Recognition of the need for better joint planning led to the 

National Defense University (NDU). NDU concentrated on national policy. The service 

colleges perceived the need to emphasize the specialized skills required for modem war. 

This motivated a curriculum based on technical training. Nor did they have a theoretical 

basis for teaching strategic thinking or military science (Hattendorf, et. al., pp. 179-180; 

Enthoven and Smith, p. 89). As a result the services found their best students attending 

NDU. Since the Navy no longer required war college for promotion, few top Navy 

officers attended their own service school. The JCS proscribed the maintenance of war
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plans at the service colleges. Only the interchange of personnel between planning jobs 

and the war colleges prevented the colleges from becoming completely theoretical in 

strategic thought. The defense program analysis industry had assumed the function of 

evaluating military systems. The policy analysis community addressed high policy issues. 

Other than for nuclear war plans, the government devoted relatively little effort to the 

traditional mission performed by the Naval War College: namely, evaluation of the 

implications of strategic concepts for policy, weapons, and organizations.

The Impact of Systems Analysis on the Study and Formulation of Strategy

In the U.S. and Britain operations research emerged as a powerful tool for military 

problem solving. The introduction of operations research methods supplanted gaming as 

the principal method for military problem solving.

The application of scientific theories and methods to military operational problems 

required scientific training to an extent possessed by few military officers. This was in 

contrast to gaming where the professional skills and judgement brought to the game were 

the principal requisites. At the beginning of WWH the military expected the scientist to 

produce improved technology, but not to tell them how to use the resulting systems. 

Therefore, it took the advent of complex technologies such as radar and successes in areas 

such as air defense, hunting enemy submarines, protecting convoys, bombing (Morse and 

Kimball 1951), and mining (Hausrath 1971) to persuade a reluctant professional military 

that the scientist could offer something of value to the conduct of operations. By the end 

of the war the role of the analyst was firmly ensconced in the military planning system.
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Following the war the interest in analyzing operations waned. Concerned with the 

pace of technological change, the major variables in the problem became the weapons 

system. Originally called weapons system evaluation, the approach came to be called 

systems analysis, particularly after the RAND Strategic Air Basing Study of 1954 (Quade 

1964, Chapter 3). The importance of this study for the philosophy of systems analysis 

rested in recognition that the study problem as posed was too narrow. A fairly 

straightforward question of where to place bases at least cost required a review of the 

entire domain of nuclear strategy and strategic air operations. The issue of survivability 

of nuclear forces entered into strategic planning as an effect of this study.

The success of this study, both in its stated goal of saving money on bases and in 

generating important insights, changed the character of systems analysis. Operations 

research came to be seen variously as addressing how to do something with existing 

resources, or mathematical modeling and programming. Weapon system evaluation 

entailed selecting the least costly system for a given operational effect. Systems analysis 

was perceived as addressing basic policy issues — what should be done -- as opposed to 

the more limited questions of which weapon to choose or how to conduct an operation. 

Theoretically, every study should look at the entire system and consider the broadest 

range of alternatives possible.

However, the philosophy of systems analysis required the statement of explicit (read 

quantitative) criteria for the effectiveness weapons systems. Conditioned on these criteria, 

the real criteria for selection was cost. Systems analysis became synonymous with cost-
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effectiveness analysis. This philosophy led to the PPBS which remains the paradigm for 

the selection of weapons systems today.58

The performance of systems analysis has not matched its original promise. Analysis 

has had little impact on either program priorities or strategy formulation. Institutional 

resistance to whiz kids who knew "the price of everything, but the value of nothing" 

(Enthoven and Smith, p. 74) has been strong, with justification.

Studies with the insight and impact of the Strategic Air Basing Study have been 

rare. The focus shifted from the evaluation of alternative operations, given essentially 

fixed weapons system capabilities, to the evaluation of alternative weapon systems. The 

variables overwhelmed quantitative methods. To make the problem tractable the 

operations modeled were stereotyped. The mission statements were over specified.29 

Also, the system alternatives considered typically have been restricted to one platform 

type (e.g., bomber, tank, or ship) without considering the contributions made by support

ing arms.30 How forces fit together in an operation became unclear. When exponential 

growth in both the range of weapons and the capacity of command systems made 

combining arms the greatest payoff, systems analysis encouraged analyzing everything in 

isolation.

”  See Enthoven and Smith 1971 for an extensive description of the motivation and examples of the 
process.

19 Few systems are used in war precisely as intended.

30 As an example of an extension of this syndrome to command and control systems, when the Navy 
fielded the Fleet Data Display System -- the great improvement to battle force management of the 1980s 
— it had no capacity to display items such as land based air fields adjacent to the area of operations. The 
information on the displays ended at the water’s edge.
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Defenders of systems analysis argue that all other methods of coming to a decision 

have the same pitfalls. They require a large amount of judgement, but lack the virtues 

of reproducible results due to a lack of explicit assumptions, calculations, data, and 

statement of judgments (Quade 1962, 1963, 1964, 1966a, 1966b, etc.). Supposedly 

because these are not explicit, they are not subject to review. Therefore, the product is 

supposedly prejudiced, and possibly dangerously inadequate.

This defense falls short on the basis of both practice, and, more importantly, 

method. The assumptions, calculations, data, and judgments are those of the analyst. 

They are difficult to document, and therefore not explicit in most studies. The effects of 

altering these factors are rarely clear to the end user of the study. Without direct user 

participation in the analysis, transferring the lessons from the analyst to the user becomes 

an art. This is particularly true for those decision makers not well versed in analytical 

style employed.

Difficulty in reducing the subject matter to its essentials for calculation is at the 

heart of the problem with the method. Many essentials are unquantifiable. Following the 

reduction for analysis there is rarely synthesis to relate the limited area studied to the 

whole context of political aims and operational objectives. If the study affects tactics 

only, this may be irrelevant. However, the defenders advertise systems analysis as 

advancing major decisions of policy and strategy.

Operations research during WWH relied principally on observations of operations 

and structuring data. Its systems analysis counterpart relies principally on calculation 

using theoretical data. Very few WWH successes required anything more than statistical
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analysis, standard probability models, and basic kinematic relationships. Progress since 

WWH has been mixed:

- The operations research work of WWH , Korea, and Southeast Asia exhibited 
striking similarity but little progressive improvement in quality. Though the menu 
of available techniques improved with time, much that was learned in World War 
II was forgotten and relearned in later conflicts.

- In peacetime there has been little deliberate development of improved combat 
models for future use. (Hughes 1984, p. 56)

The successes of systems analysis in requiring the services to use the same method in 

calculating the effects of nuclear weapons to determine strategic force requirements are 

laudable (Enthoven and Smith, pp. 108-109). Whether the resulting calculations advanced 

strategic thinking is not clear (Brewer and Blair 1979).

In summary, other than adding some rigor, operations research and systems analysis 

based upon quantification has not served as a particularly useful paradigm for the study 

and formulation of strategy. Advances in the field have had little effect in making the 

approach more useful. Rigor in analysis is necessary, quantification is not; particularly 

where it demands false precision. By focusing on weapons systems, systems analysis 

reinforced rather than resisted the natural preoccupation of the career military officer with 

technical means rather than operational ends, with performance rather than effective

ness.31

31 Enthoven argues that the independent analysis conducted by OSD systems analysts is intended to 
break this concentration (p. 89).
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The Development of Net Assessment

Where the Systems Analysis Office made its greatest contributions in evaluating 

NATO strategy, they used no fancy calculus.

In 1961 a perception of overwhelming Soviet superiority in conventional forces 

continued to drive the reliance on a NATO nuclear response to a Soviet attack. The 

credibility of that response was under serious doubt due to the Soviet retaliatory 

capability. This superiority was usually couched in terms of 175 well-equipped, well- 

trained, fully ready Warsaw Pact divisions facing 25 ill-equipped, ill-trained, partially 

ready NATO divisions. The Systems Analysis Office began a closer look at the problem.

Analysis of the size and employment of the Soviet population implied that it would 

be much more difficult for the Soviets than NATO to maintain a large army. NATO 

countries had an estimated 6 million men in their armed forces compared to the estimated 

4.5 million men in the Soviet armed forces. This created a paradox over the people to 

division ratio. The cost implications of equipping 175 Soviet divisions at the same level 

as the 25 NATO divisions also created a cost paradox. This clearly implied that citing 

divisions was a poor representation of comparative strength. When faced with this data 

the Army responded with arguments about differences in standards of living, ratios of 

medical officers, and the like, to account for the discrepancy. When the facts were 

checked, and the arguments found to be completely unsubstantiated, the credibility of 

military judgement was seriously impugned. The problem was not restricted to the Army.
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These analyses are early examples of net assessment in the post-WWII era. They 

recognized that an assessment of power, or the adequacy of forces, can only be measured 

against what you arc trying to accomplish and against whom. Concepts underlying net 

assessment have greater relevance to the study and formulation of strategy than the typical 

application of the systems analysis paradigm.

In 1970 a Presidential Blue Ribbon panel on defense organization identified a lack 

of integrated systematic analysis supporting major program and policy decisions (Collins 

1980, p. 4fn). In response the Secretary of Defense created a position for a Director of 

Net Assessment, but the position remained vacant for nearly three years. When James 

R. Schlesinger became Secretary of Defense in 1973 he brought Mr. Andrew W. Marshall 

with him from RAND to direct the Office of Net Assessment (OSD/NA). While at 

RAND, Mr. Marshall had written two papers on problems in comparing NATO/Warsaw 

Pact power using simple indices. The first addressed amounts spent on defense (Marshall 

1966a). The second addressed both estimating the power of an alliance and projecting 

Soviet defense procurement (Marshall 1966b). Mr. Marshall has been the dominant 

influence on the conduct of net assessments throughout the Defense Department. He 

remains the Director of Net Assessment today.

Responding to the action taken by the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD), 

the Army and Navy set up their own net assessment groups in 1974.33 The Air Force 

followed suit in 1976. Similarly, the JCS established a four man net assessment group 

within their Studies, Analysis, and Gaming Agency. The services rarely placed emphasis 

on these assessments, shuffling the responsibility around among various offices in their

33 Collins (1980, pp. 3-14) elaborates on techniques and participants in net assessment.
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Departments. As Secretary of the Navy, John Lehman eliminated Navy net assessments 

in 1981. On the recommendation of the Packard Commission, the Congress in 1986 

required the JCS to provide an annual net assessment This put the JCS in some 

competition with OSD. Since the OSD assessments had never been arbitrarily tied to a 

particular subject or time-table, the methods and products tend to be complementary.

Outside the DoD, the Congressional Research Service and Congressional Budget 

Office conduct independent assessments on an ad hoc basis (e.g., Collins 1980). Outside 

of the government, groups of analysts in universities and policy research institutes have 

begun conducting their own force balance assessments (for a short list see Cohen, 1988, 

pp. 50-5 lfn). Public debates over national security strategy usually have defense 

expenditures as their ultimate target. Operational strategies become a concern only when 

it appears that force may actually be used. Differences in methods used to conduct these 

assessments, and their conclusions, have sparked strong disagreements over which are 

more valid for the broad purpose of net assessment (e.g., Epstein et. al. 1988 and Cohen 

1988).

OSD/NA has the broadest view of net assessment and uses the widest range of 

methods in forming their assessments. Here net assessment goes beyond the current 

balance to include trends over a set of regions, conflicts and force types. Perspectives of 

both the U.S. and the Soviets are studied rigorously.3* This leads to an assessment of 

the long term military competition. Central Europe, Southwest Asia, and Korea are 

regional foci for conventional balances. Strategic and theater nuclear forces are treated 

separately. Recently the Northern and Southern regions of NATO had received more

34 Only Mr. Marshall’s net assessments attack the same problem from the Soviet perspective.
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attention. The implications of a multi-polar world for the future security environment is 

the hottest new topic.

Outside of OSD/NA efforts are focused on current balances and trends from the 

U.S. perspective across a similar set of regions and force types. Most of the academic 

literature concentrates on Central Europe and the nuclear balance.

The OSD/NA exploits a broad variety of analysis techniques. Traditional academic 

studies dominate most of the analysis. However, computerized war games and scenario 

based seminars are also used. OSD/NA sponsored the development of the RSAS and the 

development of "path" games to project the security environment several decades into the 

future.

Of the communities conducting assessments the academic community and policy 

institutes have concentrated their limited resources on relatively simpie quantitative 

analytic models. Most are suitable for spread sheets (see Attrition-FEBA Expansion 

Model in Posen 1984 and Epstein et. al. 1988). Limited access to classified data on 

weapons system performance further hampers their calculations. The combination of 

simple models and limited access to data encourages tricks to accommodate unknowns.35

These academic studies show a bias towards greater NATO capabilities. Uncertainty is 

barely addressed in the structure of these models. Nor do they try to account for 

statistical, stochastic, or strategic indeterminacy. This approach leaves the information 

conditions (e.g., degree of surprise) essentially untreated, and treats alliances as unitary 

actors. The analysis routinely also suffers from limited understanding of the type and

55 Posen multiplies the combat effectiveness of NATO divisions by 1.5 because of the greater number 
of people involved in command, control, and suppott functions. He also accounts for the contribution of 
tactical air power as a function of the relative investment devoted to that combat arm (Posen 1984, pp. 
69-70). He imputes a rationality to the system he is trying to discredit.
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conduct of the operations that the authors are proposing to analyze.36 Though enjoying 

some attention from Congress, the relatively small efforts conducted by universities and 

policy analysis institutes rely heavily on the use of quantitative methods by individuals 

with little military experience or access to data.

In 1987 the JCS produced its first military net assessment as directed by the 

Goldwater-Nichols Department of Defense Reorganization Act. The assessment compared 

the capabilities and effectiveness of U.S. and allied forces with those of possible 

adversaries for the 1990-1994 time period (1987 Military Net Assessment!. Objectives 

were to identify risks in the Defense Guidance strategy looking at forces fielded in 1987, 

and projecting 1994 forces with some options. The analysis included general purpose and 

strategic forces.

The methodology employed "analytic force-on-force models; political-military 

gaming and seminars; static comparisons, studies and estimates; and the advice of experts 

(p. 2)." Force-on-force analyses were conducted principally the Tactical Warfare Model 

(TACWAR), the Strategic Nuclear Attack Plan (SNAP) Model, the Arsenal Exchange 

Model (AEM), the Integrated Battlefield Interactive Model (INBATIM), and the Naval 

Model (NAVMOD). These models are similar in concept to the Lanchester-like 

spreadsheet models employed by Epstein and Posen, but are more elaborate in their 

structure and data requirements. TACWAR takes about six man-months to construct 

inputs. Though dynamic force-on-force models are considered an improvement over static 

comparisons, the limitations include:

“  This is more true for naval operations where one line Congressional testimony by Admirals or the 
Secretary of the Navy is used as the basis for specifying whole campaigns -- e.g. Kaufmann 1987 or Epstein 
1987. TTie academic analysts in general have more army than naval experience -  e.g. Mearsheimer, Posen.
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- modeling command, control, communications, and intelligence,

- incorporating combat experience, leadership, morale, and training, and

- opaque military judgments embedded in the models.

The introduction to the assessment noted these limitations, and that the models provide 

point estimates to a very complex process (p. 10).

The assessment also included the Total Force Capabilities Assessment (TFCA) 

process as part of the assessment of conventional capabilities. Analytical methodologies 

in support of TFCA employ stand alone analyses, the above computer simulations, and 

war gaming by a team that includes representatives from each of the services and the 

Defense Intelligence Agency. An advisory panel with broad intelligence community 

participation supports the Red play. A team provides evaluations of the progress of the 

war and military judgement on die employment of forces. The results of all of the 

analysis methods are weighed subjectively in the assessment.

The JCS has constructed the TFCA process to identify limitations in the 

methodology. Considerable skepticism among the services remains over the objectivity 

of the enterprise. Logrolling between interest groups does not satisfy the standards of 

intersubjectivity.

In a recent critique of net assessment Cohen (1988) identifies failures of defense 

analysts and prescribes approaches to better assessment. As a colleague of Mr. Marshall, 

his views are representative of those held by the OSD/NA broadly, if not in detail. As 

elements of assessment that are typically inadequate he lists:

1) failure to weave political analysis into the assessments of the conventional 
balance;

2) erroneous assumptions about intelligence, particularly with respect to order 
of battle and warning;
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3) inaccurate depictions of Soviet military doctrine;
4) battle which bears little resemblance to real war [the linear battlefield];
5) misstatements and distortions of quantitative data and relationships;
6) the use of models that rest upon problematic a priori assumptions, (p. 53)

He cites Mr. Marshall’s concern that the confidence "we currently have the analytic 

capabilities needed to assess the military balance is undue (p. 78)." He regards 

quantitative measures as useful mainly for determining trends. The prescription for better 

assessment includes: (1) addressing politics first and making the political calculus 

pervasive throughout the assessment, (2) including long term trends in the analysis, (3) 

paying greater attention to the opponent’s concepts and methods of operation, (4) 

developing a greater understanding of asymmetries in combat methods, organization and 

tactics, and (5) investigating a broad range of scenarios as opposed to optimizing policy 

for one. The one that you prepare for will not occur since it is the one for which you 

have concentrated on averting.

The limitation of this prescription is that it produces "only flashes of insight." 

Nonetheless, he argues, this is consistent with the intractability of the problem and 

preferable to "deceptive and unwarranted certainty" produced by seemingly scientific 

analysis (p. 89). Indeed, the object of net assessment is not to predict outcomes, per se, 

but to assess balances, anticipate problems, and estimate how changes will effect them 

both in the near term and over the long run.37

At the heart of this critique is the question of what approaches are truly, rather than 

seemingly, scientific. The answer is directly tied to techniques that include enough 

elements to address the essential nature of the problem, and the approach to handling

17 Strategic operational gaming naturally involves the first, third and fourth of Cohen’s improvements. 
A program of gaming is needed to ensure that his second and fifth points are covered.
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uncertainty. A review of the elements of failure and the prescription for success bears 

a strong resemblance to a game-theoretic specification of a game with incomplete 

information: knowledge of each players courses of action, the information structure of the 

competition (who knows what when), the tastes and beliefs of each player, and the 

consequences of decision. This similarity suggests that the structure of game theory has 

something to offer in the conduct of assessments if indeterminacy is treated appropriately.

Underlying the debate over appropriate methodology is a cultural feature of the 

West. Western thought devotes little effort theory or methods for creating knowledge. 

The legitimacy of treating complex policy as science is routinely challenged. Sometimes 

the application of scientific method is challenged as though there were alternatives to 

conducting critical inquiry to create knowledge. A theoretical foundation for military 

thought is essentially alien. It is easy to find those in the West who believe both that we 

cannot anticipate events, but that strategy has great value.

Post-World War II Developments in Gaming

Following WWfi both the character of gaming and institutions leading its 

development changed. The combination of the analytical focus on weapons system 

effectiveness, and the need to develop new strategy in an age of nuclear weapons, 

produced a bifurcation in gaming. Political-military exercises formed one branch. 

Tactical games for systems evaluation formed the other. The gaming that was strategic 

did little to simulate operational processes, and the gaming simulating military operations 

was not strategic. The introduction of systems analysis interrupted the century old trend 

in the continuity of operational gaming from the tactical to the strategic level.
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Immediately following the war RAND became the Mecca of gaming. In describing the 

development of gaming at RAND in the 1950s to a Naval War College audience Bernard 

Brodie said:

A casual visitor at RAND might have the feeling that nothing goes on but games. 
RAND, I think, pioneered in the developments of all sorts of games, including those 
on a very high strategic level. I have in mind that the Naval War College has a 
considerable history in this respect, too, but I think it is largely on the tactical rather 
than the strategic level.

It seems to me that the technique of gaming does at least two things, both 
of which are extremely important. One is that it tends to make reality out of the 
potential and also the intentions nominally ascribed to the enemy. I have had the 
privilege of studying over the years a number of so-called "strategic studies," and 
I have often been amazed at the degree to which they are permeated by what one 
can only call "wishful thinking." There will often be on the first page a list of 
stated assumptions or postulates which will say something like the following: "(1) 
The enemy is very intelligent; (2) He has the initiative." When you turn the pages, 
however, the enemy has ceased to be intelligent, and he has also ceased to have the 
initiative. War gaming does not let you get away with that. (Brodie 1959, p. 18)

Brodie goes on to add a note which Fiske anticipated:

Secondly, and I think almost equally important, the list of the strategic 
studies that I have seen are really deployment studies. They are not war plans but 
deployment plans. War gaming forces you to push your thinking beyond the first 
step, and perhaps beyond the second and third steps. (1959, p. 18)

RAND employed games to address weapon system and organizational issues as well

as to develop strategic theory. In the late 1950s the prospects for gaming led all of the

services to organize activities for gaming (McHugh 1966, pp. 2-40/41). Gaming at the

Naval War College lost its national preeminence and played a minor role in the college

curriculum. The relatively few strategic games that were played at the college had little
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impact on strategic thinking in general.38 The games played by the services focused on 

weapons systems effectiveness and tactics evaluation.3’

In 1954 RAND pioneered the development in the U.S. of what were called "political 

games."40 The main goals were to assess trends and the most likely consequences of 

political strategies and tactics. The games involved professionals in the subjects gamed. 

Two sets of umpires controlled the games. One set adjudicated the logic and outcomes 

of the players moves. The other represented nature: i.e., those elements beyond the 

control of the players that would affect outcomes. The games were free-form. This let 

the participants’ expertise determine the proper subject of discussion and inquiry within 

the game. It also prevented the artificial imposition of outcomes that could be resolved 

only by research outside of the game. The operational nature of these games was 

minimal. They made no attempt to simulate the operations required to implement the 

decisions made.

The games paralleled the development of game theory, stressing features such as 

information conditions and definition cf players. Early attempts to assess strategies 

quantitatively were "abandoned when it became clear that the simplification imposed in 

order to permit quantification made the game of doubtful value for the assessment of 

political strategies and tactics in the real world (Goldhamer and Speier, pp.72-73)."

”  McHugh comments on the development in 1953 of a strategic game with a range of command levels 
from theater commanders to the national command level that was played annually from 1953 to the 
publication of his document in 1966 (1966, p. 2-56). Unfortunately, essentially all records of post WWII 
gaming at the Naval War College were purged in 1975.

”  The service staffs formed offices for gaming in the late 1950s. In the 1960s they reorganized these 
to conduct systems analyses as the PPBS took hold.

40 This is described in more detail in Goldhamer and Speier 1959. Also Hausrath (1971), Wilson 
(1968), and Giffin (1965) provide accounts of recent political-military gaming.
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The game designers emphasized a requirement to make the players be explicit in 

stating their political-military assumptions and motivations. They focused on capturing 

changes in suppositions and scrutinizing the logic of decisions. In critiquing the political 

games conducted over a five year period Goldhamer and Speier found the game format 

to have some value, without displacing more customary forms of political analysis. 

Indeed, the gaming provided a structure for making more explicit the assumptions of 

customary analysis and a systematic means for adjudicating different lines of argument. 

The authors doubted their ability to forecast or test strategies with confidence. The 

gaming did suggest needs for contingency planning and did anticipate world events.

The games also served an educational function for the participants. The games 

exposed participants to areas and disciplines outside their specialty. This made them 

aware of specific ways in which the world outside their discipline could affect their 

concerns. The games also provided insights into pressures, and moral and intellectual 

difficulties surrounding the environment in which policy decisions are made.

The direct effects of the effort were to shape the Social Science Division’s research 

program and to foster broader use of political gaming. The political gaming developed 

by Goldhamer and Speier sparked interest in the technique across a broad community of 

users. Guetzkow at Northwestern University adapted the technique for evaluating theories 

of international relations. Bloomfield at MIT used the approach principally for education, 

but also for policy evaluation.41

See Ward 1985; Bloomfield and Gearin 1973; Bloomfield 1960; Goldhamer and Speier 1959.
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In 1961 the JCS formed the Joint War Gaming Agency to use this form of gaming 

to determine JCS policy and strategy positions on national security issues.42 The 

adoption of the games in Washington marked a shift in the use of games from the study 

to the formulation of strategy. Though the RAND games employed individuals with 

recent experience and responsibility, the JCS games involved presiding decision makers. 

Addressing a broad range of issues from Viet Nam in the 1960s to counter terrorism, 

arms control, and the Strategic Defense Initiative recently, the agency played 107 games 

over the period from 1962 to March 1988 (Sims 1988). Like the German and Japanese 

political-military games, operational military issues were not played in detail in these 

games. Players in these games were teams representing nations. The designers 

consciously limited role playing within teams to encourage players to feel more free to 

violate current policy guidance where it made sense to do so.

In the 1960s and early 1970s a project named TEMPER (Technological, Economic, 

Military and Political Evaluation Routine) tried to computerize political-military analysis. 

The game amounted to little more than some steady work for a few of its developers: 

"The game objectives are pretentious, and the preparation of an appropriate methodology 

and the input requirements set an almost impossible task (Hausrath, p. 268)."43

On the tactical branch of gaming, the focus on weapon systems analysis restricted 

the scope of operational gaming conducted by and for the military services. Army games

42 Since then this institution became the Studies, Analysis, and Gaming Agency, then the Joint Analysis
Directorate, and is now J-8 -- the Political-Military Simulation and Analysis Division. Since the
Goldwater-Nichols Act it has also become the Force Structure, Resource and Assessment Directorate of the 
Joint Chiefs; all the while conducting principally political-military games. See Sims 1988; Allen 1987, pp. 
27-41,59; General Accounting Office 1974, Chapter 12; Hausrath 1971, chapter 9; Wilson 1968, pp. 63-65; 
and McHugh 1966, pp. 2-40/41.

45 For additional reviews of TEMPER see Shubik and Brewer 1972a, and Brewer and Shubik 1979.
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focussed principally on units the size of divisions and smaller. Gaming at the Naval War 

College centered on operations of a carrier battle force.44 There is litde evidence that 

any of this gaming affected national security strategy.

From the end of WWII through the 1970s the trend was to try to reduce all 

problems to computer code for analysis (Shubik and Brewer 1972, pp. 70-71).45 Free

form operational gaming practically disappeared. Though great advances in computer 

capabilities occurred, this did not lead to advances in gaming.

At the Naval War College, the rules developed during the inter-war years were 

revised to reflect new weapons capabilities and coded for electronic computation. This 

resulted in a series of electronically supported war gaming systems. Initially computers 

calculated and displayed kinematics, and generated random numbers to replace the role 

of the dice. As computer capabilities advanced, detection models assumed greater roles 

in specifying information conditions and engagement models fulfilled the roles of lower 

echelon commanders. What could be modeled well influenced the issues addressed in 

war games. Over time it became less clear that the war game provided a "system in 

which the human decision-makers, and not the machine, play the dominant role 

(McHugh 1964, p. 55)."

The number of computer gaming models proliferated:

In a 1963 study E.W. Paxon of RAND estimated that 200 organizations in 
the United States were doing studies of the operational research type for the 
military; that these organizations produce close to 3,000 reports per year, and that

44 For descriptions of Army gaming activities see Hausrath 1971, and for descriptions of computer 
supported gaming at the Naval War College see McHugh 1964, 1966, 1967, 1969; Greenberg 1975 and 
1981.

45 Games were employed in some instances to bring behavioral factors into the analysis (Bowen 1978), 
and to employ human judgement where no computational models existed.
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"gaming or simulation techniques or results are used to some degree in about one- 
quarter of all projects undertaken."

Subsequently, the Joint Chiefs of Staff... in 1966 prepared a Catalog of War 
Gaming Models. Some 103 war games and simulations were listed and described. 
These activities were conducted by fifty organizations, twenty of which were 
civilian. (Hausrath, pp. 150-151)

The 1986 JCS Catalog of War Gaming Models (Guirreri) contains 561 entries for

computer games used for military analysis. It is far from complete.46 Computer

modeling remains a staple for the defense contracting industry. Businesses are based

upon keeping the details of their models proprietary. They eschew outside professional

review or attempts to merge similar work. Neither profits nor advocacy are well served

by subjecting analyses to professional scrutiny. Models of questionable value continue

to proliferate.47

The Contemporary Motivation for Strategic Operational Gaming

In the later 1970s a frustration with compartmentalizing problems, the lack of 

comprehensive vision how forces fit together, and the absence of any coherent framework 

for determining the values of competing programs -- in short, the lack of any guiding 

strategic perspective — came to a head. This led to initiatives by the Navy and the 

Director for Net Assessment (Mr. Marshall) to develop methods that offset deficiencies 

in systems analysis.

On the heels of U.S. involvement in Viet Nam, a new administration with a new 

agenda came to power. Secretary of Defense Harold Brown and the policies of the Carter

46 The catalog is compiled from data submitted voluntarily and does not contain data on the RAND 
Strategy Assessment System or on several models used at the Naval War College.

47 No systems to improve military modeling as suggested in Shubik and Brewer (1972b) and Brewer 
and Shubik (1979) have emerged.
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Administration placed great pressures on the Navy to rationalize their force structure. 

This pressure led to a realization that institutionally the Navy had no clear vision of how 

naval forces would be employed in a war with The Soviets. The absence of a credible 

threat to U.S. naval superiority since World War II allowed naval strategic thought to 

atrophy. The methods of systems analysis used to justify procurement programs did 

nothing to encourage thinking about strategy.

The Carter Administration’s focus on the Central Front in Europe and consequent 

emphasis on building Army force structure led to real cuts in the Navy’s budget. 

Concurrently, the Soviet Navy build up prompted by the Cuban missile crisis seemed 

unending.4® By 1979 intelligence reports estimated for the first time in modem history 

the Soviets were spending more on their Navy than the U.S.. Given the trends, by the 

late 1980s these expenditures would exceed those of the U.S. by 50% (Global War Game 

1979. p. ii). Each generation of Soviets warships and bombers produced were much more 

potent, and a significant threat to U.S. naval forces when evaluated in duels. These 

perceptions led researchers at the Naval War College to look back to the depression and 

arms control of the 1930s. Then the U.S. Navy could not rely upon the superior ships 

to out gun its principal adversaries. It had to pay serious attention to strategy. The use 

of war gaming for exercising tactical decision and evaluating weapons’ system parameters 

was inadequate. The Navy needed to resurrect the strategic war game. This led to the 

initiation of the Global War Game Series at the Naval War College beginning in 1979.

On the staff of the Chief of Naval Operations (C'NO) there was similar frustration 

over the way that programmatic issues were framed. This frustration appeared in the

4‘ Ten years to build a world class Navy is a short time.
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form of organizational changes and in memoranda written by the Vice Chief of Naval 

Operations (VCNO), Admiral William N. Small (Hattendorf 1988, pp. 14-18). In 

mid-January 1980 the Navy changed the Antisubmarine Warfare Directorate to the 

Directorate of Naval Warfare. The CNO wanted a focal point within the Navy Staff for 

adjudicating between the submarine, surface, and air platform sponsors. In December 

1981, Admiral Small wrote a memo to the Director of Navy Program Planning (OP-090) 

in which he stated:

I think that it is high time that we take a formal, critical look at how we do the 
analysis that leads to our appraisals of Navy programs. Our current methodology 
is very susceptible to adverse interpretations, not only by those outside the Navy 
who wish to attack Navy programs and strategy, but within the Navy where we are 
professionally misled by both the scenario displayed and the conclusion which may 
logically be drawn therefrom. (VCNO N-1241; emphasis added)

Strategy was absent from program discussions for ship and weapon construction. This

allowed each program advocate to develop a worst case scenario to show the need for his

system:49

We assign the best capabilities to the enemy and the worst to our own forces. ... 
We put our forces into tactical situations which no prudent planner or responsible 
commander would countenance. ... None of the characteristics of a naval 
engagement are played in isolation from each other in the real world, as they seem 
to be in our current methods of analysis. (VCNO N-1241)

Typical analysis pitted individual ship types against each other. Carrier battle

groups received simultaneous attacks by submarine, surface, and air forces on an infinite

horizon and 360 degree azimuth. The only place where the outcomes looked good were

49 Enthoven and Smith noted a fundamental problem with system analysis. It was possible to invent 
any set of assumptions in isolation to make a system look good, and there is no correct set of assumptions 
(p.108).
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in sub-on-sub encounters. The U.S. submarines looked practically invincible.30 This led 

to a broad perception that the margin in U.S. naval superiority was dangerously thin. 

This led Admiral Small to believe that resources were being misallocated (Hattendorf 

1988, p. 18).

In a similar memo written to the Director of Naval Warfare (OP-095) and the

Director of Plans, Policy and Operations (OP-06) in March 1982 admiral Small wrote:

I realize the difficulty in the OPNAV [Navy Staff] environment, where programs 
and dollars dominate, of thinking of Naval warfare beyond the "engagement 
outcome" phase. OP-095 is doing a good job of pitting Navy systems against 
threats on a warfare, vice platform, basis, but it still seems to me that little visibility 
is being given to how naval forces will be employed in wartime. A review of 
maritime strategy may well change many of the assumptions currently explicit in 
our systems requirements. I guess the responsibility for this type of thinking lies 
somewhere between (or among) OP-06 and OP-095, but seems dormant. (VCNO 
memo N-0258; emphasis added)

The reply from OP-06 recommended the preparation of a presentation on maritime

strategy. This became The Maritime Strategy. On this reply Admiral Small wrote:

One of the important findings of the Strategic Studies Group at NWC [Naval War 
College] and the 00X [long range planning] folks here during their fleet visits and 
discussions with Navy leadership is that there is a great deal of confusion about 
strategies and analysis related to force acquisition, and strategy for winning wars.51 
Much of the analysis done is more related to the first than the latter. (OP-06 memo 
605/174 - emphasis original)

Key members of the Navy staff began to view gaming on a theater or global scale 

as a way to put the pieces into perspective. War gaming could overcome the pernicious 

effects of systems analysis that had resulted in procurement of weapons displacing

50 The optimism in submarine analysis waned as Navy intelligence looked more into Soviet operations, 
and less at strictly technical parameters. When the engagement analysis went beyond the tiring of the first 
shot a different picture emerged.

51 See Hattendorf 1988 for a discussion of the Strategic Studies Group; OP-OOX was the Chief of Naval 
Operations’ Long Range Planning Group.
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intellectual investment in strategic and operational thought. By 1981 the Global War 

Game series received increasing attention outside the Naval War College. The Naval 

Warfare Directorate began its own series of war games in 1982 to support its annual 

summary appraisal of programs. Gaming in Newport again was reinvigorating naval 

thinking. The games began to serve as a reference for measuring war fighting concepts. 

The number of war games conducted by the War Gaming Department at the Naval War 

College increased from 13 in 1981 to over 50 in 1986.52 At this point the resources 

became saturated. War gaming clearly impacted the Navy through the mid-1980s. Few 

of these games tried to encompass a full spectrum of strategic issues. Only the Global 

War Games have tried to encompass all dimensions of national security strategy.”

Concern over styles of analysis extended beyond the Navy. A meeting of the 

Defense Science Board in 1978 discussed inadequacies in the American style of analysis. 

(Davis and Winnefeld 1983, p. 7fn). Discontent with strategic nuclear analysis had been 

brewing through the 1970s as Soviet nuclear arsenals increased. Discontent gelled into 

recognition that strategic thinking in the U.S. since World War n  had been "shallow, 

myopic, and poorly suited to deterring the Soviets, who have very different concepts, 

objectives, doctrine and capabilities (Davis and Winnefeld, p. 7)." In part, the problem 

was attributed to simplistic methods of analysis and related paradigms.

”  This year the Center for Naval Warfare Studies and the teaching faculty conducted approximately 
twenty additional games without assistance from the War Gaming Department.

n The CNO’s Strategic Studies Group also conducts strategic operational games, usually several times 
each year. These are on a much smaller scale than the Global War Games, omitting features such as the 
play of the international news media.
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In 1979 OSD/NA put out a request for proposals for a research program to develop 

new analytic methods. This framework for analysis was to accommodate three types of 

users:

- the force planners concerned with suitable weapons and overall force characteris
tics,

- operations planners who keep weapons and force parameters fixed while varying 
tactics, scenarios, and adversary responses, and

- net assessors that have to deal with all of the above through all phases of warfare 
from peacetime to the aftermath of extensive conflict.

The letter requesting proposals stated: "It appears to us that to permit the 

exploration of complex scenarios, a wargaming style of analysis which blends human 

judgement with computer based models will be required (Davis and Winnefeld, p. 83)." 

This request led to the development of the RSAS, beginning in 1980. This is a computer 

based system designed to blend the strengths of analytic modeling with those of war 

gaming. In 1987 RAND performed the first test projects on the system to determine its 

utility. The system is installed at a wide range of military educational and research 

institutions and in the Pentagon.

The Global War Game series and RSAS represent the latest in methods designed 

to examine the complex phenomena of armed conflict in the contemporary world. The 

Global War Games are essentially free-form. Computers are used sometimes to generate 

displays, track logistics, and support the assessment of engagements. RSAS is narrower 

in scope. It falls near the other end of the spectrum of rigid versus free-form gaming. 

The system embodies an explicit theory of war in its computer code. As with the Global 

games, the system was designed "to enrich analysis by enforcing a global view ... in a
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context of military campaigns, political campaigns, the action and inaction of allies,... 

(Davis 1984, p. 13)."

Both approaches have pushed the limits of their medium. The Global games try to 

organize and manage hundreds of people per week, over a three week period. RSAS 

required developing its own programming language and exploits the latest computing 

technology. The pair provide the contrast needed to critique approaches for framing the 

issues and beliefs that undergird contemporary national security strategy.

Careful documentation and critical review, at least by its developers, has 

accompanied the development of RSAS. Documents on the Global War Games require 

special access and are essentially unavailable. Critique of the Global games has been lax, 

if not discouraged. No detailed critiques have been published. These games have exerted 

some influence within the national security community. Both the Global War Games and 

RSAS have potential to become new paradigms for analysis of complex global 

phenomena. The fit of these methods to their subject matter is a topic worth considering 

in detail later.

One branch of criticism suggests that war gaming is potentially dangerous, if not 

outright evil. Historical accounts of gaming provide some evidence of the influence 

gaming has had. Before examining the Global games and RSAS, a review of this 

evidence and a more detailed account of the elements of structure of gaming is useful.
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CHAPTER 4 

THE INFLUENCE OF GAMING ON HISTORY

The last chapter omitted detailed discussion of cases where conflict followed a 

gaming simulation of that conflict. Many question the ability of free-form gaming to 

anticipate events. Some suggest that gaming is pernicious. Concerns are that gaming 

leads to unintended consequences, or otherwise tends to constrain rather than promote 

high-quality decision making. The purpose of the chapter is to analyze documented cases 

where gaming had a direct influence on history.1

Bracken (1977) suggests that strategic gaming could lead to unintended 

consequences in three ways. It could divert attention away from essential strategic issues. 

It could suppress anticipation of undesired consequences either by commission, or by 

excluding unpleasant scenarios from consideration. Finally, it could lead to unintended 

learning. Here the study of parts of the problem provide an incorrect organizing theory 

for the whole of the phenomenon.

These unintended consequences indeed would be a failure of vigilant decision 

making (p. 35). We need to examine the evidence to answer whether gaming:

1 The strength of this chapter is that it uses all cases found in the literature. Undoubtedly there are 
others. The weakness of this chapter is that it uses principally secondary sources and analyses. This clearly 
weakens any conclusions. However, this topic alone is worth a dedicated study. The intent of this chapter 
is to be suggestive, not definitive.
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- broadens or narrows the alternatives considered,
- fosters a review of objectives,
- highlights negative as well as positive consequences,
- triggers search for new information,
- correctly anticipates outcomes and evaluates consequences,
- leads to changing plans and preparing for contingencies.

Awareness of the specific operational, bureaucratic, and political contexts of decisions is 

essential to understanding quality of the process. Cognitive, affiliative, and egocentric 

constraints have influenced decisions to various degrees.

The historical evidence covers two subjects. First presented is gaming aimed at 

testing military plans. Second is gaming aimed at policy and national strategy. Most 

historical evidence consists of gaining employed to evaluate only how to conduct 

operations or campaigns. Performed solely by the military, assessments of whether the 

campaigns were strategically prudent were rare. The only intention was to influence 

decisions affecting military operations, organization, or procurement. However, these 

operational plans frequently dictated national strategy. Being more recent, there are fewer 

instances of gaming involving broader participation of the national security community 

to address policy issues.

THE INFLUENCE OF WAR GAMES ON MILITARY DECISION

Gaming Through WW1

Clerk’s demonstrations were a primitive form of gaming. The introduction to 

Clerk’s book represents the earliest claim of gaming directly affecting the conduct of 

military operations.2 Clerk had no formal role in naval policy or tactics. However, the

2 As noted earlier, Cresswell (1972) questions whether other influences were not also at work.
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accounts of his demonstrations caught the imagination of British naval leaders. Through 

his games Clerk deciphered the motives and tactics of the enemy and developed a 

counter:

The object of our enemies, conscious of inferiority in close action, was to avoid 
battle, and to act entirely on the defensive; and for this purpose they had brought 
to perfection a system of skilful maneuvers, by which they always contrived to 
disable and keep at a distance the hostile fleets of Britain.

Hence the British commanders were always foiled in their attempts to force 
on a close action; and though they often encountered the enemy’s fleets, they 
generally parted, after some indecisive and distant cannonades.

The simple, bold, and decisive maneuver of passing through the enemy’s 
line, suggested by Clerk, and of which he demonstrated the efficacy in a variety 
of the most conclusive illustrations, effected a complete revolution in maritime 
war, and gave a new and brilliant aspect to our naval history. The conflicts of 
hostile fleets were no longer signalized [sic] by the triumph of defensive tactics. 
The skilful mode of attack now adopted never failed to bring on a close and 
general action, in which valor was sure to triumph; and since this period 
accordingly, a succession of the most brilliant victories has adorned our annals, 
(quoted in Little 1912, p. 1217)

This was the earliest representation of gaming as broadening alternatives and correctly

anticipating outcomes. It required nothing more than the clear portrayal of the conflict

situation in a dynamic format.

The next affirmation of gaming followed the German victories in 1866 and 1870.

These victories brought gaming prominence. Precisely how gaming influenced the

conduct of operations during these wars is not clear. However, the German system

plainly proved the rewards of intellectual preparation. Gaming was a key component of

that system.

At the U.S. Naval War College the war game became the principal instrument 

influencing the military decision process. The Naval War College’s experience with 

gaming clearly elucidated the absence of any system for the preparation of orders. It 

thereby fostered the development of the commander’s estimate procedure. Gaming results
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also influenced ideas on fleet organization and the proper area of discretion of the

commander. The principle of concentration of the fleet resulted directly from a game

held at the College in 1903 (Little, p. 1228). At that time the Navy deployed among

stations around the world to show the flag. Gaming at the Naval War College led to

changing the organization of the U.S. fleet from squadrons to a main battle fleet.

Readiness for the decisive fleet engagement provided the impetus. This prevented a

divided fleet from being too weak to protect U.S. interests in either the Atlantic or Pacific

(Mahan 1911, p. 6 and p. 125). This organization became the world standard as the

British followed suit.

Early gaming at the College also predicted the outcome and anticipated the tactics

of the Russo-Japanese War:

A game played here about that time and sometimes referred to at the College as 
that of "The Double vs. the Triple Alliance,” (in which Russia and Japan figured 
among the contending powers) caused those who had taken part in it to have but 
little doubt, at the outbreak of the Russo-Japanese War, of the outcome of that 
conflict. It may not be unreasonable to believe that, had the Russian Naval 
General Staff played the Russo-Japanese situation out on a chart and board, and 
had their officers had a little game experience along the same lines, their actual 
plans would have been very materially different.

When the news came of the battle of August 10, and every one was 
wondering why at sunset, seemingly at the very crisis of the engagement, the 
Japanese battle squadron withdrew and apparently yielded the field, and all sorts 
of reasons were being advanced to account for it, we here at the College 
recognized at once an old friend, and laughingly exclaimed: "Hello! they have hit 
upon our retiring search curve!"

We can all recall that at sunset the first day of Tsushima, Togo repeated 
the same maneuver, that is, drew off the battle squadron and headed for 
Matsushima, leaving the field to the torpedo boats. And no one can say on that 
occasion, at least, it was because Togo felt himself beaten. No, what he did was, 
during the night to retire in the direction of natural escape of the enemy, so that 
at dawn he might find himself still outside of them. Then, extending his net, he 
could turn, and, as the fisherman’s expression is, "scoop them in." (Little, p. 
1229)
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At that time the Japanese Naval War College curriculum consisted principally of two 

years of gaming as "laboratory work" (Luce, p. 688).

Through the early part of this century the Naval War College also led the
O

formation of international law. This topic was a major part of the curriculum. Gaming

directly influenced practice in specific cases:

During one of the summer games referred to, played a year or two prior to the 
Russo-Japanese War, a division was driven into a neutral port, and the superior 
blockading enemy finding himself balked of his quarry made a demand on the 
neutral to intern the blockaded ships. Up to that time internment, as applied to 
the sea, had not been considered. It was taken up the next summer, as an 
international law situation; and, when the emergency arose in the war that 
followed, the result of the conference’s discussion was practically adopted by our 
government.3 (Little, pp. 1229-1230)

The Russian’s gaming experience stood in stark contrast to the American’s. Little 

doubted that the Russian Naval General Staff gamed their operations in the Russo- 

Japanese War. The effort may not have made any difference. The Russians routinely 

ignored the results of their gaming.

In April 1914 the Russian General Staff played their campaign plans in war 

games.4 The commanders participating in the games led the same forces in executing the 

plans that August:

The war games, waged according to the plans, revealed the existence of a 
weakness that would prove fatal should the Russian Second Army start too late 
in an invasion of Eastern Germany. Under this condition of timing, Russia would

5 The Russian transport Lena arrived at San Francisco damaged to the extent that six weeks were 
needed for repairs. To avoid breaching neutrality, the ship was interned for the duration of the war. War 
College games in 1905 also developed the international rules for dealing with marine mines. All major 
powers adopted the rules formed at the War College conferences (Luce, p. 691).

4 This episode is described in more detail by Hausrath, pp. 23-25.
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meet the enemy with divided forces at an inopportune time and suffer a decisive 
defeat. (Hausrath, p. 23)5

The Russian plans went unchanged. The operation went according to plan.

The German General Staff gamed the same situation, and made the same

observation. Therefore the Germans based their plans on attacking the divided Russian

Armies. The battle of Tannenberg provided the ultimate test By applying the lessons

of their games, the Germans decisively defeated a numerically superior Russian force.

They annihilated the Russian Second Army (resulting in the suicide of Samsonov, the

commanding general).6

The Germans were not perfect in acting upon the lessons from their gaming.

General von Schlieffen served as First Deputy and then Chief of the General Staff from

1889 to 1906. During this period the Staff generated the Schlieffen plan: "Each year the

Great General Staff developed different contingency plans which, if adopted after being

tested in staff rides and war games, became effective on April 1 the following year

(Rothenberg in Paret 1986, p. 315)." These showed consistently that uninterrupted

momentum on the right wing was key to the success of the strategy against the French.

When the time came to execute the plans, von Moltke the Younger instead assigned his

additional forces to the center and left. His effort to protect against counter-invasion

contributed to the demise of the central strategy (Rothenberg in Paret 1986, pp. 315-325).

3 Also see Wilson, p. 33.

* Suggesting that the war went as the game is an over simplification. The Germans first suffered a
defeat. Their retreat set up the conditions for Tannenberg due to the uneven advance of the two Russian
Armies. On August 24th Ludendorf decided to risk attacking the two Russian Armies separately as the 
Germans had done in their game. Due to defects in communications, on August 25th the Russians broadcast 
in two uncoded messages their intentions for the next two days. Receipt of this communication assisted 
the Germans in proceeding with their plan (Churchill 1931, pp. 201-202).
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The Germans also ignored lessons from the gaming that showed slim chances for 

success in the German final offensive of 1918. The lessons affected neither the decision 

to conduct the operation, nor the diplomatic policy for ending the war. The historian 

Hans Delbrfick was Germany’s leading civilian expert on military affairs. From the time 

the Western front became a stalemate he had argued the need for a political strategy 

coordinated with military actions (Craig in Paret 1986, pp. 344-352). After four years of 

stalemate, Hindenburg and Ludendorff still refused to consider other than a strategy of 

annihilation (Niederwerfungsstrategie). A strategy of exhaustion (Ermattungsstrategie) 

and negotiated settlement was clearly the only feasible approach.

The descriptions of this early gaming offer several important clues on the vigilant 

use of gaming. The lessons of gaming clearly warranted serious attention. Gaming 

conducted independently (Russian/German, U.S./Japanese) came to the same conclusions. 

These games correctly anticipated the dynamic interaction of decisions and resulting 

events. The gaming did accent negative outcomes. The main shortcoming in the decision 

process was not taking the results of gaming seriously enough. Incorporating game 

results that showed how to win was much easier than accepting results that demonstrated 

slim chances of success.

The most common cause for the neglect of gaming results was organizational 

process.7 Intellectual and organizational rigor were not characteristic of Russian nobility. 

Schlieffen and his successor von Moltke the Younger applied their intellect strictly to

7 Allison (1971) offers rational actor, organizational process, and bureaucratic politics paradigms to 
account for variations on rational behavior in organizations. These align roughly with cognitive, affiliative, 
and egocentric constraints. However, how one defines the actor in terms of a person or group determines 
how the constraints apply. For example, group pride can act as a egocentric constraint on organizational 
process.
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military affairs.8 Cognitive constraints account for Von Moltke the Younger not 

appreciating the implications of his decision not to devote all efforts to the right wing. 

The Germans knew that logistic support would be difficult, but were net prepared to 

move a massive army quickly. Egocentric constraints provide a better explanation of 

Hindenberg’s and Ludendorf s decisions. They would not accept the humiliation of 

negotiated settlement.

Admittedly, the authors cited chose the above evidence to indicate the utility of 

gaming. Little evidence of Bracken’s diverting occurs in these accounts. Evidence shows 

many gaming results ignored. Undoubtedly, affiliative and egocentric considerations 

caused some suppression of unpopular ideas produced by the gaming. The incorrect 

organizing principles in the gaming reflected extant organizational process. The 

organizational decision process strictly separating military affairs from other social 

concerns accounts for the major deficiencies in strategic planning during this period.

American Gaming Through WWII

Following WWI, the emphasis at the U.S. Naval War College shifted from 

theoretical work to practical education. Nonetheless, gaming at the College directly 

influenced war planning and procurement.

The WWI idea of converting scout cruisers to aircraft carriers became a topic of 

gaming. Gaming converted Admiral Sims. He came to be President of the College from 

command of U.S. naval forces in European waters. He arrived a staunch advocate of the

* Von Schlieffen’s predecessor, Waldersee, "was compelled to step down as the result of his attempts 
to meddle in politics (Rothenberg in Paret 1986, p. 311)."
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all big-gun battle ship. However, as a close observer of the war games, he became aware 

of the advantages of and potential of air power: "If I had my way ... I would arrest the 

building of great battleships and put my money into the development of the new devices 

and not wait to see what other countries are doing (McHugh 1966, p. 2-53)." Referencing 

the practical work done in gaming, Admiral Sims in 1920 refuted the General Board’s 

statement, "experimental work is in reality the main argument for the conversion of the 

scout cruisers (Hattendorf, et. al., p. 121)."

Crediting the War College gaming with changing the central Navy paradigm on 

the battleship would be an exaggeration. Nevertheless, the gaming between the wars did 

provide insights into the potential of integrated sea and air power and the role of the 

submarine. It produced tactics such as the circular disposition of forces (McHugh 1966, 

2-54).

In the areas of logistics and amphibious warfare gaming at the War College clearly 

did establish new paradigms. By 1920 the Navy had accepted the initial fall of the 

Philippines in a war with Japan. This dictated a greater emphasis on mobile logistics 

support. The concept of a complete, self-contained mobile base, capable of drydocking 

and repair of capital ships was pioneered at Newport in 1920 (Vlahos 1980, p. 119). The 

emerging concepts for island hopping campaigns across the Pacific and the joint Army- 

Navy exercise of 1927 motivated other changes. The Naval War College formed a 

logistics division in 1926 (Hattendorf, et. al., 132-134). Amphibious techniques became 

the subject of gaming. In 1929, twelve years before manufacture, Higgens lighters were 

blueprinted in the games at Newport (Vlahos 1980, p. 145). Similarly, concepts for 

refueling at sea were played in games in 1933, years before conducting operational tests.
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A long war was an expensive fantasy. Protracted conflict demanded too many 

politically unjustifiable preparations. However, by 1939 the games at the College were 

beginning in the third year of a Pacific war. The gaming in Newport during the inter-war 

years clearly had a strong influence. It prepared the Navy and Marine Corps materially, 

and the naval leadership intellectually, for the coming war.

The inter-war American philosophy of using games principally for education was 

evident during the war. American’s used gaming as heuristic, theoretical, and boundary 

experiments (p. 25). Gaming for trial runs was more consistent with the German and 

Japanese philosophy of military science. During the war Americans and Allies conducted 

few games that affected planned operations.

A notable exception was the gaming conducted by the Operations Research Group 

at the Naval Ordnance Laboratory (Hausrath, pp. 39-43). This group of staff scientists 

directed their efforts at mine warfare against the Japanese. Lacking the data to deal with 

specific problems, the group (unaware of its history) reinvented war gaming. Gaming 

filled gaps which laboratory or field experimentation could not fill. First, they studied 

models to identify the technical characteristics of mines and their placement to achieve 

optimum effects. Next, two-sided games between 10 to 12 teams were replicated through 

20 plays to investigate the impact of sweeping operations. Strategic games were then run 

to investigate the economic impact of mining on Japan’s war effort. Ultimately Dr. 

Johnson, the head of the effort, accepted a commission in the Navy to oversee the mining 

campaign:

As an officer, when I actually conducted the mining campaign against Japan that 
I had helped to war game earlier, I found very often that almost every counter
move the Japanese made to a powerful mining attack had also occurred in one or
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more of the war game situations. In fact, the over-all results of the campaign 
followed closely die results predicted by war gaming. (Hausrath, p. 42)

The 5.7% of the USAF’s XXI Bomber Command effort devoted to mining accomplished

an almost complete blockade of Japan. The effect was comparable to that produced by

the rest of the Command’s high explosive and incendiary bombings.9

The U.S. Navy’s strategic gaming through the inter-war years produced the

organizing principles needed to win the war against Japan. The gaming focussed attention

on the right issues. It illustrated the strengths and short comings of various courses of

action. The experience with tactical gaming was less clear cut (Perla 1990, pp. 75-76).

Though the officers advanced their thinking on some issues, they remained trapped within

professional predilections. Nor were they prepared to act on instinct rather than calculus

in the mind-numbing confusion of close-range, night combat. The tactical gaming was

also sensitive to inaccurate technical data. Misestimating the range of the Japanese

torpedo cost the Navy dearly the first year of the war. Misestimating the water depth

needed to drop a torpedo contributed to the slack defenses at Pearl Harbor. Better known

geography and macro-resource factors determined strategy. The Navy was intellectually

ready to fight the war they faced. The tactical errors proved inconsequential where the

U.S. was intellectually prepared for the war.10

9 This case is noteworthy for the study creating the need for gaming, and the games producing data 
otherwise unavailable for the study.

10 Contrast the Navy’s experience with the Army’s in fighting the Germans. Superior German 
organization almost produced victory before the opponent’s could reorganize to fight the new style of war.
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German Gaming Through WWII

The Germans used gaming experimentally before WWII deliberately as trial runs. 

Their intent was to select particular courses of action based upon the evidence from 

gaming. The accuracy of these games is remarkable. They both correctly anticipated 

outcomes and predicted the difficulties encountered during the operations envisaged.11

Understanding the organizational relationships is important. In 1938 Hitler formed 

the Supreme Command of the Armed Forces (OKW). This organization was directly 

under his command to perform as his military staff. The OKW deposed the Army High 

Command (OKH) that had been responsible for planning (Clark, p. 14). This reduced the 

OKH to the status of a department specializing in Army affairs. A year before the 

outbreak of war, "The result was that the orthodox procedure by which strategic doctrine 

evolved no longer functioned (Clark, p. 15)." In general, Hitler had made up his mind 

whether or not to conduct an operation before consulting the OKH. The OKH and 

general staff officers from subordinate commands conducted gaming mainly to prepare 

for predetermined operations.

The "phoney war" covered the period between Hitler’s invasion of Poland in the 

Fall of 1939 and the invasion of France the following Spring. Tnis allowed ample time 

to plan. The Germans used this opportunity to study the Spring operations and the 

problems of troop assembly. They relied upon extensive war games, map exercises and 

trips by the whole German military hierarchy. The OKH concentrated on where to direct

11 Though the following examples relate to the Army, the German Navy also gamed. In the winter of 
1938-1939 the Germans had a force of only a few submarines that could venture west of Ireland. Dtinitz 
conducted games that led him to believe that Britain would adopt a convoy system. This led to 
requirements for longer range submarines and the development of wolf-pack tactics. Apparently they did 
not consider the loss of information security serious in these games. See Hausrath, p. 29; and Dfinitz’s 
memoirs, pp. 32-33.
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the main force of the first offensive thrust. How to move large motorized units through 

the Ardennes became the major issue:

For this purpose the Army High Command held a war game lasting several 
days under the direction of the Assistant Chief of Staff, General von Stuelpnagel, 
as well as a map exercise also lasting several days under the Chief of the 
Operations Branch. Both exercises were held in Zossen and were supplemented 
by trips along the border taken by the Chief of the Army Staff. (Hofmann, p. 31)

These exercises checked the possibility and the time allowed 
for traversing the Ardennes with armored units:

the field units had to report the exact figures and march spaces of all the units 
involved down to individual repair shop trucks. ... The capacity of roads, 
secondary routes and parking places assigned to them had to be entered in small- 
scale maps in such a way as to give a cartographically correct picture of where 
the columns and individual vehicles were located at any time with due regard to 
their security distances and the intervals between march units. This "test" was 
repeated by the directors every six hours, and each time it was ascertained when, 
where and what kind of interruptions might be expected as the result of enemy 
action, traffic congestion, refueling, and the condition of the roads. This map 
study, therefore, was based chiefly on mathematical calculations and these were 
in turn based on earlier experience gained by the armored troops in peacetime and 
during the Polish campaign. Actual events showed that the troops covered the 
distances assigned to them more quickly than had been estimated, for the most 
part probably because the French and Belgian air forces did not prove as effective 
as had been feared. (Hofmann, p. 32)

On the other side, neither the French Army nor the Government had engaged in

systematic analysis of strategy after the 1920s (Bracken 1977). For the second German

onslaught this century, they were less intellectually prepared than for the first.

Before the defeat of France, the Germans conducted no serious planning for an

invasion of England. On 20 June 1940 France surrendered. At the beginning of July

Hitler issued orders to prepare the invasion, operation SEA LION (Goerlitz 1963, p. 90).

War games and map exercises immediately highlighted shortfalls. Inadequate numbers

of naval craft for landing troops created large uncertainties about the ability to sustain the

operation in the face of British naval and air power. Planning went on as Hitler post
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poned the operation into October. By then, unfavorable winter weather made invasion 

in 1940 out of the question. By the Spring of 1941 the Wehrmacht was regrouping for 

operation BARBAROSSA.

The war games and training exercises demonstrated the great risks in operation 

SEA LION. Whether these affected Hitler’s decision is conjecture. Consideration of risk 

did not persuade Hitler to abandon previous operations. Indeed, by this time he had 

become convinced that the Army High Command General Staff was too cautious in its 

assessments. General Paulus was intimately involved in the planning for SEA LION. 

Paulus offered other possible reasons for Hitler abandoning the enterprise. Hitler may 

have hoped that the mere threat of invasion would make Britain ready to conclude peace. 

Also he may have wished to avoid doing Britain too great an injury in the hopes of future 

accommodation. Finally, the envisaged campaign against the Soviet Union decided in the 

summer of 1940 would require essentially all German Army forces.12

The documentation of the war gaming for operation BARBAROSSA provides one 

of the best cases for comparing game insights to later operations. The staffs first 

seriously began to study the invasion of the Soviet Union late in the summer of 1940 

following the surrender of France. General Marcks (OKH), Colonel Lossberg (OKW), 

General Haider (Chief of the Army Staff-OKH), and somewhat later, General Paulus 

(OKH) all conducted independent studies.13

The studies produced significant differences in strategy. One approach was to 

force the Soviets Army into a decisive battle by a direct attack on Moscow. The other

11 For detailed accounts of the planning and gaming for operation SEA LION see Hofmann, pp. 53-57;
and Goerlitz 1963, pp. 87-96.

13 Hofmann, p. 58; Keegan , pp. 38-49; and Fugate, Chapter 2 discuss these plans in detail.
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was to occupy the political, industrial, agricultural, and oil producing centers to provide 

Germany resources for a prolonged war. The choice of strategy would dictate placing the 

weight of the attack either in the center, or in the north and south. The OKH plans 

concentrated on Moscow. The Army believed that decisive battle had to be brought about 

quickly, before the Soviets could organize their superior resources. Hitler’s plan 

concentrated on the flanks in the hope of gaining the economic resources eventually to 

stabilize his domination over Europe.

The first draft of an assembly order for the invasion was prepared in October and 

November 1940. This became the basis for a series of war games conducted 29 

November through 7 December by General Paulus (Hofmann, pp. 58-63). The Army 

High Command General Staff conducted the first game in three stages. The Army High 

Command tasked the chiefs of staff of the Army Groups to prepare independent 

operational drafts based on the draft assembly order. They were to submit them the 

beginning of December. The Army High Command compiled ideas that differed 

significantly from their own as points to raise for discussion. On 13 and 14 December 

participants gathered at the main headquarters. They discussed the various concepts in 

the context of a general situation presented by the OKH General Staff. Based on initial 

oral reports from Haider, Hitler issued the "Directive for BARBAROSSA" on 18 

December. Meanwhile, 17-20 December General Paulus held a war game for the senior 

General Staff officers and the heads of the branches concerned. The following is an 

account of the game based on a memorandum written by Paulus dated 13 August 1946 

(Goerlitz 1963, pp. 97-120).
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Entering the game the General Staff of the Army High Command viewed Hitler’s 

offensive plans with mixed feelings. The Staff was apprehensive about opening a second 

front They regarded the entry of the U.S. into the war against Germany as certain. They 

believed that Germany would be able to resist so formidable an array of power against 

her only if Russia were swiftly and totally beaten:

The strength of Russia was the great unknown.
The General Staff regarded it as its duty to set down the operational, 

material and manpower possibilities and limitations. For the rest, it felt that it 
must obey the behests of the political leaders of the State, (p. 97)

The game was to be purely academic in character. The intent was to provide an exchange

of views on the plan of the campaign. This would serve as the basis for working out the

real plan. Going into the game the issues to be addressed centered on: (1) a bureaucratic

battle over independent command of the Panzer Armies, (2) coordination between the

Army Groups, (3) the supply situation and timetable, (4) the question of reserves, (5) and

the demands to be made on the Air Force.

Figure 4-1 illustrates the starting positions and first objectives set for each Army

and Panzer Group in the game. The intention was to destroy the forces concentrated in

Western Russia and prevent the withdrawal of organized major formations into the distant

interior. A series of swift operations, including thrusts by armored columns deep into

enemy territory were to accomplish this intention. Based on their understanding of Hitler,

the Staff set the final objective as a line from Volga to Archangel.

Moscow, as the political capital and the armament and communication 
center, the Don Basin and Leningrad as armament centers, and the Ukraine, as the 
countries principal granary, were all of crucial importance to Russia’s prosecution 
of the war. It was therefore anticipated that the Russians, even if initially they 
exploited the vast extent of their territories and withdrew, would be compelled to 
stand and fight in the above mentioned areas.
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Figure 1. Initial Positions and Objectives: BARBAROSSA Game December 1990. (Adapted from 
Fugate 1984)

As Paulus noted: "Of the assumptions made and the situations envisaged in the 

course of the exercise, quite a number of the former turned out to be correct, and of the 

later actually arose during, when the campaign took place (Goerlitz 1963, p. 105)."
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The number and disposition of the Russian forces represented in the game was 

essentially that which the Germans faced when they attacked.14 The staffs initially 

concentrated on the timetable for the opening weeks of the campaign. However, they also 

calculated the Soviets would have available an additional thirty or forty divisions by three 

months after the start of the war. As they planned they did not know this would be late 

October. They expected these divisions would be partly new and partly transferred from 

the East. They judged the German forces barely enough for the purpose. For the decisive 

blow in the Moscow area the only reserves available would be a few divisions that the 

attacking forces could spare.

The timetable would call for obtaining the initial objectives shown in figure 4-2 

by X+20 (which would be 12 July). By this time they assessed the Russian Army would 

have lost about half of their men and equipment The attack would then need a pause of 

about a three weeks to reorganize formations, replace men and equipment, overhaul the 

Panzer and motorized formations, and establish new supply bases. They recognized the 

need to resume the offensive before the Russians could concentrate additional forces. 

Therefore, they set the date for resuming the advance on Moscow for no later than X+40 

(which would have been 1 August).

The play of the game illustrated some of the operational and organizational 

problems that required attention.15 Several operational lessons observed in the game

14 The Soviets were in the process of reorganizing their tank forces into independent armored units 
based on the German successes in Poland and France. This fact, the number of Soviet tanks, and the 
existence of the T-34 were not known to the Germans. Whether these omissions in knowledge would have 
been decisive had the Germans maintained their concentration of Moscow is doubtful.

15 Clark, Keegan, Erickson 1984 and Fugate provide detailed descriptions of the battles as they were 
fought.
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were borne out in the campaign. These included:

- the forces debouching from Rumania were too week to cover their entire front 
and needed to be kept concentrated,
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- independent operations of the Panzer forces too far forward risked costly battles 
(this almost happened to Kleist’s First Panzer Group in the South when counterat
tacked by the Soviet 5th and 6th Armies about half way to Kiev),

- the seriousness of harassing operations and threat to lines of communication 
extant in forces remaining in the Pripiet Marshes between Army Group South and 
Army Group Center was unknown (remnants of the Soviet 5th Army withdrew 
into the Pripiet Marshes, and though they had little striking power, they tied down 
German forces protecting their rear areas),

- Army Groups North and South would call for the diversion of armored forces 
from the center to meet their objectives, particularly the capture of Kiev in the 
South.

Organizational realignments and coordination that occurred as a result of the game 

included:

- placing the forces debouching from Rumania under the command of the senior 
army general until their lines closed with the forces of Army Group South 
debouching from Poland,

- attaching infantry corps to the Panzer Groups at the outset so the infantry could 
fix the enemy for encirclement by the Panzers, then follow the advancement east
ward,

- arranging for close cooperation between the inner wings of Army Groups Center 
and North so Soviet reserves stationed near Vilna would not fall into the seam of 
the attack.

In the game all three Army Groups were failing to meet their objectives by X+8 

based on the initial scheme of operations. However, the Staff recognized the reasons for 

the delays and altered plans as they could. In actuality, the first phase of operations went 

essentially according to schedule. Figure 4-2 shows the actual campaign. On X+20 

Army Groups North and Center were roughly as far forward as the initial objectives set 

in the game.

The major intellectual surprise was the difficulty destroying the Red Army by 

envelopment. This proved much tougher than in France the previous year. Even when
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surrounded, the Red forces would attack in disorganized units. They would not surrender 

until they were out of ammunition. The Germans had been so successful in disrupting 

the Soviet command that the Soviets were unable to control their forces. Soviet soldiers 

knew the penalty for unauthorized retreat or surrender. Panzer spearheads were not 

configured to contain small units slipping back to the East. Tales of the stalwart, mule

like character of the Soviet soldier became legion. Eventually these tales terrified the 

German troops.16

During the first twenty days the Germans indeed captured or destroyed about half 

of the Soviet forces in the West. However, by mid-July many pockets of Soviet troops 

remained active. The remnants of the 5th Army in the Pripiet Marshes attracted particular 

attention. The encirclement of Smolensk had yet to be completed. This opening allowed 

12-14 Soviet divisions to withdraw East of the Dniepr.

When the operational pause for regrouping was to occur, the first crisis came.

The Wehrmacht was losing momentum. They had passed beyond the detailed 

plans worked out for the campaign. Hitler chose this time to direct the armored forces 

in Army Group Center to Army Groups North and South. He directed them to 

concentrate on destroying the remaining Soviet forces in the field rather than the capture 

of Moscow. Guderian, commanding Panzer Group II in the center, objected strongly. 

He argued that concentration on Moscow offered the best hope for decisive battle. Hitler

16 Of interest is Tukhachevski’s comment in 1937 cautioning the Soviets against an over-reliance on 
the offensive to achieve quick victory: "As for the Blitzkrieg which is so propagandized by the Germans, 
this is directed towards an enemy who doesn’t want to and won’t fight it out. If the Germans meet an 
opponent who stands up and fights and takes the offensive himself, that would give a different aspect to 
things. The struggle would be bitter and protracted; by its very nature it would induce great fluctuations 
in the front on this or that side and in great depth. In the final resort, all would depend on who had the 
greater moral fibre and who at the close of the operations disposed of operational reserves in depth 
(Erickson 1984)."
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prevailed. The planned operational pause never occurred. Instead of launching the attack

on Moscow the beginning of August, it began in early October. There were no plans for

winter fighting. The German Army was not equipped with proper clothing. Fighting in

October was slow until the ground froze. By the beginning of November the German

marching divisions were down to 65% of their complements. The Panzer divisions were

down to 50% of their infantry and 35% of their tanks (Keegan, p. 147). The Germans

did not have the aerial reconnaissance to observe Soviet reinforcements in the war that

they had played in their game. However, the divisions from Siberia, clothed for winter

and equipped with T-34 tanks, arrived in Moscow as calculated.17 With no reserves, the

fears of the Army High Command in the game became history.

Indeed Paulus’ games were not the only ones to point to the same conclusions.

Based on their gaming the High Command established the premises for army groups

operations. In January 1941 each army group conducted its own evaluations. Army

Group South conducted the OTTO map exercise, illustrated in figure 4-3. Haider attended

the game and provided a description (Hofmann, pp. 37-53). The participants prepared

estimates of the situation before the game, allowing the game to be compressed into one

day. In his evaluation of the game Haider again focused on the problem presented by

Soviet forces remaining in the marshes:

It reveals the difficulty of effecting an envelopment to the west of the Dnieper 
from the northern wing alone, especially since the possibility of this wing being 
threatened, or at least slowed down, from the Pripjet area is not excluded. 
(Hofmann, p.53)

17 Eighteen well-trained and unbloodied divisions with 1700 tanks and 1500 aircraft from the East 
formed the three Armies that saved Moscow.
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Figure 3. OTTO Map Exercise.

This game also brought out the difficulty in forecasting whether the Soviets could sustain 

their needs. They questioned the risks in the campaign should the Soviets simply chose 

to continue fighting. The Germans did not account for the possibility that the Soviets 

would disassemble their industries and ship them east. Identifying problems was not 

sufficient to produce the desired outcome. The problems not solved in these games were 

the ones that defeated the Germans in the war.
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The German Army’s experience with gaming was similar to the American Navy’s 

at the operational level of warfare. The gaming focussed attention on legitimate issues 

and suggested the organizing principles and risks of military operations. Differences 

came in American success at the strategic level compared to German success at 

operations. The Germans’ seriousness in using gaming for trial runs produced greater 

interaction between gaming and field exercises down to the level of battalions. The 

German strategic gaming did suggest prudence in setting campaign objectives and courses 

of action to match available resources. The German political leadership again chose to 

suppress and ignore the lessons that did not suit their ambitions.

Soviet Gaming Through WWII

While the Germans were gaming the invasion at their headquarters in Zossen, the 

Soviets were gaming it in Moscow. The similarity in the results of the two games is 

striking: "The game abounded in dramatic situations for the eastern side [Red Army], 

They proved to be in many ways similar to what really happened after June 22, 1941, 

when fascist Germany attacked the Soviet Union... (Zhukov, p. 185)."

After Tukhachevski’s execution in the summer of 1937, the Soviets spent little 

effort on the defensive aspects of a future war. They honed the deep operations and 

combined arms tactics developed in the early 1930s only for the offense. Throughout 

1940 the idea of breaking through an enemy’s fortified zone, as they had done in Finland, 

guided Soviet military planning. They anticipated attacking German occupied territories 

in 1943 when they completed preparations.
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Also, following the fall of France in June 1940, they undertook a massive reor

ganization of their large armored units. The previous November they had disbanded 

armored divisions and assigned the tanks to combined arms divisions. Changes in 

command organization through the spring of 1941 distracted attention from defense 

planning: "During the five years preceding the war there had been four chiefs of the 

General Staff. Such frequent change of leadership made it impossible to develop fully 

the country’s defence and give deep consideration to all aspects of the corning war 

(Zhukov, p. 210)." The controversy over an offensive versus a defensive strategy to 

handle the Germans lingered from 1935. The controversy came to the fore during the 

conferences and war games held in the Kremlin in late 1940 and early 1941.

The first round of conferences occurred December 23-31.18 The focus of this 

conference was almost entirely on offensive operations. The exception was one paper on 

defensive operations at the army level (Erickson 1984, p. 41). On December 31 the 

General Staff supervised a war game.

Zhukov was then the Commander of the Kiev Special Military District responsible 

for defense of the Ukraine. He was famous for defeating the Japanese attempt to push 

the Soviets out of Mongolia at the battle of Khalkhin-Gol in the Spring of 1939. In the 

game he played the part of German aggressor attacking the Western Special Military 

District north of the Pripiet Marshes. Using German tactics, the Blue side, with 60 

divisions, quickly overwhelmed Red’s 50 divisions. This caused Zhukov to restate 

Tukhachevski’s claim:

11 Apparently Stalin was becoming apprehensive over German intentions for 1941. He may have 
received intelligence on the BARBAROSSA directive (Fugate, pp. 38-39). That he was repeatedly warned 
about German intentions over the next several months is clear (Erickson 1984, Book 1 and Bracken 1977)
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fortified zones in Western Byelorussia are being built too close to the frontier and 
they have an extremely disadvantageous operational configuration. This enables 
enemy forces to strike from the Brest and Suvlaki area at the rear of our entire 
Byelostok grouping. (Zhukov, p. 186)19

For Zhukov’s candid, remarks Stalin promoted him to Chief of the General Staff 

immediately following the games. In turn, Stalin reprimanded the apologists for the Red 

loss, including Timoshenko. However, for all of Zhukov’s prescience, reorganization and 

procurement consumed the five months between his appointment and the outbreak of the 

war. This led to many plans and little preparation. In contrast to the Germans, few 

changes occurred as a direct result of the games other than the promotion of Zhukov.

As before, Russian gaming focussed on the essential strategic issues. It addressed 

undesired situations and correctly anticipated consequences. It provided principles for 

improving the organization of the Red Army. However, unlike the Germans, the Soviets 

conducted only a few games at the highest levels. These were insufficient for rapid 

reorganization of the Army even in time of crisis.

Japanese Gaming Through WWII

Like the Germans, the Japanese took gaming seriously. They routinely modified 

plans and procedures based on the simulation of operations. Also like the Germans, 

Japanese gaming concentrated on military strategy and operations. Far different from the 

Germans was the structure of organizational power.

” A second game in which the Western Special Military district commander, Pavlov, played defense 
against Zhukov’s Red attack into Rumania/Hungary demonstrated the risks of an offensive. Apparently the 
two main district commanders changed sides as the theater of operations focused on their theater.
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Hitler made all strategic decisions. Initially, he allowed the military to influence 

only how, not whether, to implement them. As time went on, he controlled more of the 

operational details. In Japan the separate military branches controlled strategy. The 

Army and Navy developed strategy independently without control by a higher authority. 

The Army’s refusal to provide forces for a Navy conceived western offensive in India 

shows the way plans came about (Fuchida, p. 52).

Within the Navy the Combined Fleet Staff dominated the Naval General Staff. 

Yamamoto threatened to resign should he not get his way (Fuchida, p. 24; and Barde, pp. 

19-20). The elder Navy Admirals (e.g. Okada and Yonai) and Yamamoto were clearly 

against Japan’s starting the war: "On the basis of his [Yamamoto’s] estimate of Japan’s 

naval strength and national resources, he gave a clear-cut warning that the Fleet could not 

be counted upon to fight successfully for longer than a year (Fuchida, pp. 17-18)." The 

government having decided on war, Yamamoto insisted that he be responsible for its 

prosecution at sea.

The most famous case of the Japanese not taking their gaming results seriously 

enough involved planning the campaign that included the battle for Midway.20 By the 

Spring of 1942 the Japanese Navy had experienced nothing but overwhelming successes. 

In addition to Pearl Harbor, they had conducted strikes on New Guinea, Australia, and 

Celon. They sank first the British cruisers DORSETSHIRE and CORNWALL. Then 

they sank the carrier HERMES and escort destroyer VAMPIRE, eliminating the British 

mobile force in the Indian Ocean. By the time Midway planning began, an air of

”  Barde, pp. 1-47; and Fuchida Chapters 2-6 provide accounts of the decisions and planning that went 
into the Midway operations.
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invincibility surrounded Japanese naval thinking. A relaxation of the thorough planning 

and preparations that characterized the opening operations of the war reflected their 

hubris.

The general tenor of the war games conducted for Midway was one of: "This is 

a necessary drill, but don’t worry we’ll take care of anything that comes along (Barde, 

p. 43)." Not since the war games of November 1941 had such a grandiose program of 

offensive operations been tested. Like the German games, the object of the Midway 

gaming was not to determine the wisdom of the strategy. The games were only to work 

out the details of the operations.

The dispute between Yamamoto and the Naval General Staff continued. As with 

the Pearl Harbor attack, the two staffs disputed over the wisdom cf invading Midway 

versus attacking some other target. The objective was to draw the U.S. fleet into a 

decisive battle before it grew in strength. Their concern over the increased activity of the 

U.S. carriers was growing. Since the beginning of February, the U.S. successfully 

attacked the Marshalls, Rabaul, Wake, Marcus Island and eastern New Guinea.

Yamamoto viewed correctly the possibility of raids directly against Japan. The 

Emperor’s safety was a foremost obligation. During the Russo-Japanese War an incident 

occurred when a Russian naval force had suddenly appeared off Tokyo Bay. This created 

a panic in the capital, resulting in the responsible Admiral’s house being stoned. 

Remembering this, Yamamoto wanted to do all that was possible to extend Japan’s 

defense perimeter to the East.

The Naval General Staff saw fewer risks in attacking in the southern Pacific to cut 

Australia’s communications with the U.S.. They believed this would force the U.S. to
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fight where the Japanese were near their bases. They also doubted the viability of 

mounting effective surveillance from Midway, an ostensible purpose for chosing the 

eastern operation. When the debate came to a head on April 5,1942 Yamamoto put his 

prestige on the line. Having been proved wrong at Pearl Harbor, the Naval General Staff 

acceded to his strategy. The Doolittle raid on 18 April removed any support from 

opponents and accelerated the timing and planning of the Midway operation.

The gaming occurred 1-5 May. Midway was to be the first stage of an overly 

ambitious campaign. The campaign concept included ensuing attacks on the Aleutians 

to the north and New Caledonia, the Fiji Islands, and Johnston Island in the south, 

culminating with attacks on Hawaii:

Except for the staff of the Combined Fleet Headquarters, all those taking 
part in the war games were amazed at this formidable program that seemed to 
have been dreamed up with a great deal more imagination than regard for reality. 
Still more amazing, however, was the manner in which every operation from the 
invasion of Midway and the Aleutians down to the assault on Johnston and Hawaii 
was carried out in the games without the slightest difficulty. This was due in no 
small measure to the highhanded conduct of Rear Admiral Ugaki, the presiding 
officer, who frequently intervened to set aside rulings made by the umpires. 
(Fuchida, pp. 95-96)

The little time allowed for many of the participating staffs to study the operations to be

tested also impaired the value of the games. This resulted in their playing:

like puppets, with the staff of Combined Fleet Headquarters pulling the strings. 
The lack of preparation was illustrated by an incident that occurred during the 
Midway invasion maneuvers. There, the somewhat reckless manner in which the 
Nagumo Force [carriers] operated evoked criticism, and the question was raised 
as to what plan the force had in mind to meet the contingency that an enemy 
carrier task force might appear on its flank while it was executing its scheduled 
attack on Midway. The reply given by the Nagumo Force staff officer was so 
vague as to suggest that there was no such plan, and Rear Admiral Ugaki himself 
cautioned that greater consideration must be given to this possibility. Indeed, in 
the actual battle, this is precisely what happened. (Fuchida, pp. 96-97)
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In fact Yamamoto, unsatisfied with the reply, admonished Nagumo publicly. He verbally 

directed that at least one half of the level bombers were always to be armed with 

torpedoes. The order was so explicit that it was not confirmed in writing. The failure 

to adhere to this verbal order contributed to the Japanese defeat more than any single 

event during the operation (Barde, p. 45).

The war games ended with many officers in the operational forces dissatisfied over 

various aspects of the plan. Many of the problems identified went unsolved. Few actions 

were taken to revise arrangements on the basis of the games. Once again, the games 

anticipated the critical events that obtained during the operation. These were ignored, to 

the ultimate disaster of the highhanded and over confident players.

The personal stakes Yamamoto had invested before the games proscribed changing 

objectives and plans. The Midway gaming is the most frequently cited for ignoring 

contingencies and suppressing lessons that later turned out to be valid.21 By Fuchida’s 

account, the body of officers participating in the game was intellectually uncomfortable 

with the results. Professional hubris (an egocentric constraint) obstructed action on the 

lessons of the gaming.

The Effect of Gaming on Military Operations Following WWII

Most accounts of operational gaming following WWD discuss American gaming. 

The use of systems analysis largely replaced gaming for military problem solving. The 

American tradition of not conducting trial runs of operational plans continued. Neither

21 Here I mean specifically the absence of plans to meet the contingency of an American force arriving 
during the attack on Midway, and the impact of an adverse outcome on the rest of Japanese strategy, not 
the rolling of the dice on the land-based bomber attack.
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gaming nor systems analysis have been employed routinely to test contingency plans 

before or during operations.

Typical of the gaming effort in the Korean War is the story the First Marine 

Division just before the landing at Inchon. The Marines did not have the time to honor 

a directive from Mac Arthur to conduct a war game on the operation (Allen, pp. 134- 

135).22

Operational gaming in Vietnam by the forces involved has a similarly brief 

history. Senior personnel became concerned about the adequacy of the defense of Tan 

Son Nhut Air Base and other key areas. In the spring of 1966 General Westmoreland 

directed a study:

The purpose of the war games was to determine the capability inherent in a 
maximum effort by the Viet Cong and North Vietnamese Army against U.S. 
forces in the late spring and summer of 1966. The actual tactical changes, made 
as a result of these war games, later paid off in an impressive fashion. (Ewell and
T J n n t  r»A A M A A fc} L /»  \ J  J

The statement parallels Marshall Zhukov’s. There is no evidence of other gaming 

following the success of this one effort.

This is not to say that the analysis community did not conduct a substantial 

amount of gaming.24 The Army adapted its major gaming systems, THEATERSPEIL 

and TACSPEIL, for the Vietnamese conflict. The Research Analysis Corporation, an 

FCRC, designed and conducted these games. Initially, they designed THEATERSPEIL

22 War gaming amphibious operations is particularly sensitive to the information conditions in most 
cases. That is, if the enemy knows the time and place of the landing far enough ahead to respond in force, 
most operations have little chance of success.

15 This comment must be weighed with some caution. The authors, two retired Army generals, hold 
that all efforts conducted were profitable, making things go well.

24 For a summary of counterinsurgency games see Hausrath, pp. 244-263.
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game to test and analyze theoretical military operations and weapons systems. For 

Vietnam they augmented the game with nonmilitary features to become the Cold War 

Model:

The model recognizes five power factors that contribute to the success or failure 
of insurgency warfare: geographic, military, economic, psychological-sociological and 
political. The quantification of these factors is a major research problem, but the Cold 
War Model moved boldly into these areas and applied arbitrary units of measure based 
upon informed opinions and limited data. ... Basically the THEATERSPEIL Cold War 
Model was built on the objective of winning the support of the population of an area for 
political authority (Red or Blue) while assuring security and contributing to the economic 
and social development of that area. (Hausrath, p. 254)

On the tactical level, TACSPEIL’s 400 pages of game rules were expanded by 66 

pages. However: "At the jungle roots level, in active insurgency operations the more 

esoteric political, social, and economic aspects have little opportunity to function, and 

these factors were not played (Hausrath, p.263)." TACSPEIL did play a large role in 

developing Airmobile and Air Assault concepts. The studies done using TACSPEIL 

aided the rapid formation and deployment of the first Airmobile Division to Vietnam, 

once the decision was made to implement the concept (Hausrath, p. 47).

Except for the Airmobile concept and an Advanced Research Projects Agency 

effort to computerize guerilla warfare (AGILE COIN), games performed by the analytical 

community had no direct impact. AGILE COIN’S only impact was to produce some 

training in trying to develop data for computation (Wilson pp. 142-144).25 Gaming and 

systems analysis played little role in either evaluating operations or educating the officer 

corps in counterinsurgency warfare.

53 See Brewer and Shubik (i979, p. 71) for a discussion of how political and social factors were grafted 
on to models of military operations, producing a mismatch in the treatment of the subject. The rework kept 
contractors busy.
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The experience of systems analysis in Vietnam was consistent with the rest of the

American experience. Even those in Vietnam could not tell the impact of the studies

conducted (Ewell and Hunt, p. 3). In the middle of a sizable conflict, the systems

analysis community focussed on cost-effectiveness. Most analysis related to procurement

decisions. Though operations research was used, "this use of analysis was neither

systematic nor sophisticated. A more organized effort might have had a greater payoff

(Ewell and Hunt, p. 3)."

The analysis performed amounted to simple statistical summaries. There are no

models or computation in all of Ewell and Hunt’s book on the use of analysis to reinforce

military judgement in Vietnam. They believed combined arms operations at any level and

pacification were too complicated to model usefully (p. 233). On the other hand, the

theories underlying the value of the statistics kept were only vaguely articulated:

the Vietnamese War was replete with other examples where reasons for success 
or failure were not completely understood.... One could speculate that five honest 
men could study any aspect of the war and prove to their satisfaction that five 
different things were true. (Ewell and Hunt, p. 235)

The absence of a cogent theory of victory was pervasive. The Army never broke 

from their paradigm of trying to exhaust the North Vietnamese through major military 

engagements. The Systems Analysis Office generated some useful questions based on 

data provided by the Army (Krepinevich, p. 188). However, systems analysis was unable 

to produce that set of organizing principles needed for successful prosecution of the 

conflict. Enthoven preferred to view Vietnam as a no-test for systems analysis (Enthoven 

and Smith, p. 270). In fact, the Vietnam experience vividly showed the limits of systems 

analysis. The focus on cost-effectiveness diverted attention from the absence of strategy.
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Israeli Gaming

The most ardent practitioners of gaming to test military operations since WWII 

have been the Israelis. They use war gaming extensively to test concepts tactics and 

plans. Similarly to the Germans, they are renowned for their military skill and 

efficiency.26 Like the Germans, they believe that victory is a result of the sophisticated 

use of assets, and that gaming provides that sophistication.

The Israelis are serious about understanding the immediate security threat. The 

Israelis use gaming to provide an intellectually surprise free future. The purpose of Israeli 

gaming is understanding the enemy, locating the bottlenecks in operations, training, and 

identifying intelligence needs. This supports immediate action when a threat obtains. 

Gaming takes place at all levels of the military hierarchy and involves civilians. People 

play in their real roles, typically one level up, to allow the senior people to critique the 

exercise. The games run in real time, using the data and information systems employed 

in the actual event. They work around the clock, trying to apply the psychological 

pressures that would occur. Parallel groups of Red and Blue examine the completeness 

of plans and considerations of enemy strategy. Comparing the deliberations of the 

parallel groups adds confidence to the intersubjectivity of the enterprise.

The Israeli emphasis on the immediate problem and reality in testing is striking. 

The examples of the 1967 and 1973 wars, the Enetebbe hostage rescue, the air campaign 

against the Syrians in the 1982 invasion of Lebanon, and their smaller military operations

“  This account is based upon Hausrath p. 37, and a presentation by Ya’achov Heichal at the State 
Department Symposium "Serious Games for Serious Questions," March 3 and 4, 1988.
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all attest to the potential of gaining for improving military performance. However, the 

sole emphasis on the present threat may generate myopic policies.

The short time horizon of Israeli gaming raises the question whether their 

organizational process diverts attention from a broader strategic perspective. The accounts 

of Israeli gaming do not permit an assessment of whether undesirable situations or 

outcomes are suppressed. However, the Israeli record in the field suggests that any 

suppression occurring is not too injurious to their immediate aims. That gaming produces 

organizing principles for success in the field is clear. Whether tactical success extends 

to what is in the interests of long-term Israeli security is questionable.

THE INFLUENCE OF WAR GAMES ON POLICY

Only after WWD did gaming as a matter of routine begin to address broad issues 

of national security policy. Therefore, the history of gaming’s influence on policy is 

brief, and mixed.

One of the few times that the British emulated German planning methods was in 

the conduct of a war game in 1905. The newly formed British Army General Staff 

conducted the game (Wilson pp. 26-31). Though they intended the game to be purely 

instructional, it became the basis for British planning for years to come.

The game investigated a war between Germany and France. In the game Germany 

violated Belgian neutrality following two months of trying to defeat the French eastern 

defenses. Played between January and May the game involved detailed reviews of the 

transportation systems. The game exposed the inadequacy of both British and German 

mobility. The British had insufficient sea-lift to take their forces to Belgium in a timely
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fashion. The Germans met problems in moving sizable forces through Belgium. Overall, 

the game drew attention to Anglo-Belgian weakness. This caused the General Staff some 

concern over whether the British should commit forces.

Shortly after the game, the Foreign Office became concerned over the military 

implications of the neutrality of Belgium. The General Staff replied to Foreign Office 

queries based upon the results of the game. The overall conclusion that the Germans 

could expect to succeed in invading Belgium led the Foreign Office to believe that France 

could not resist an attack on her own. After staff talks with the French, this resulted in 

the Anglo-French Entente, "on the strength of which France Mobilized in 1914 (Wilson 

1968, p. 31)."

In pre-WWI Germany the military avoided attempts to influence national policy 

on the basis of war games. Between the wars they tried to improve the political 

appreciation for the military situation. The first recorded instance was the fore-mentioned 

game conducted by von Manstein (Giffin, p. 59; Wilson, pp. 34-35).

As Hitler came to power the military used games to try to show him the risk in 

his policies:

On 30 May 1938, when Hitler issued his famous order: "It is my 
unalterable decision to destroy Czechoslovakia in the immediate future by 
a military operation," it is well known that Beck, the Chief of Staff at the time, 
raised objections and submitted a report to that effect. In order to support his 
military arguments against the planned operation, he gave certain selected officers 
a problem to be prepared in writing in place of the usual "chiefs trip" which was 
otherwise held every year. Besides testing the conduct of the operation, this was 
aimed in particular at solving the problem as to how long such a campaign would 
last before being favorably concluded. Although the military-political situation on 
which the problem was based was much more advantageous than could be 
expected in the light of the conditions existing at the time, the results of the work 
only served to confirm the opinion held by Beck that no matter how successful 
a campaign against Czechoslovakia might prove, it would be only a "pyrrhic
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victory" with all the catastrophic results of such an event for Germany and all
Europe. (Hofmann, pp. 29-30)

The events at Munich obviated the order. Similar games intended to caution Hitler over 

the invasions of Poland and France served only to discredit the General Staff. By the 

time of BARBAROSSA, Hitler’s calculus totally discounted the cautions from gaming. 

Hitler’s untermensch conception of the Slavs colored his political judgement. The effect 

of Beck’s game on policy was to jade Hider’s view against any unpleasant advice, while 

increasing his confidence in his ability to achieve his aims.

The Japanese Total War Research Institute conducted gaming explicidy to 

establish policy. Rather than an honest attempt to think through and test alternatives, the 

political game was principally, "a sophisticated way of demonstrating or arguing a set of 

convictions (Wohlstetter, p. 356)." The Army dominated the games with their view of 

the inevitability of war, and in determining the strategic direction for the ground forces. 

Among the web of events affecting the Japanese decision to go to war, this gaming 

undermined the position of those arguing against hostilities.27

Accounts of gaming aimed at influencing policy following WWII are American. 

In 1961 the JCS was directed to initiate a program of political-military gaming. 

Following the Bay of Pigs’ fiasco a perception of the need for gaming specifically 

designed to develop policy emerged. The gaming, though well documented, remains 

classified. People who participated even in the early games are still active in current 

policy formulation.

57 See Morton 1960 for an account of the events surrounding the decision and the parties involved.
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Allen (1987) published some details of early JCS games. Of particular interest are

the games Sigma 1-64 and Sigma 11-64 played in April and September 1964 respectively

to evaluate U.S. policy in Vietnam.

Sigma 1-64 involved a covert tit-for-tat concept: "The United States, in a strategy

not publicly revealed, would respond with ever-increasing military pressure to North

Vietnam’s military activity against South Vietnam (Allen, p. 194)." One feature of the

response was a secret bombing campaign flown under the guise of training missions. The

report of the game warned:

If "the cover" for the U.S. bombing "is so thin as to resemble cynical aggression, 
we may encounter severe problems in the U.N. and before the bar of world public 
opinion." And a "significant vocal portion of U.S. opinion may join in the hue and 
cry." (Allen, p. 194)

In the game scenario (anticipating the event in the real world) a U.S. flier is shot down 

in June 1964 and exposing the cover for the U.S. involvement

In a critique of the game, Seymore Weiss, Deputy Under Secretary of 
State, wrote, "The eventual capture of a U.S. airman is a high probability and 
would give ’hand’ evidence of U.S. involvement (if U.S. press coverage from SEA 
[Southeast Asia] doesn’t disclose the thinly covered U.S. participation even before 
such a capture). The notion that U.S. pilots are only in a ’training’ capacity when 
B-57 aircraft are on a bombing mission, over NVM [North Vietnam] and against 
the industrial complex, could not be made persuasive."

Weiss concluded his Sigma 1-64 critique by noting, "The world has been 
accustomed to the ’cold war.’ ... Both sides are assumed to conduct operations 
within the cold war game. Exactly the opposite is the case with regard to ’overt’ 
aggression. The use of regular military forces ... fulfills the established and ac
cepted criteria of war." An overt war against the Viet Cong, Weiss wrote would 
be waged "without convincing justification" because what the Viet Cong were 
doing "falls within the accepted bounds of cold war activity." (Allen, pp. 194-195)

Whether or not Weiss was right about the rules of the cold war, his reading of broad

domestic opinion was accurate. The Gulf of Tonkin incident on August 2 provided some
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of the much sought justification for increased U.S. involvement, at least in the eyes of the 

policy makers.

In Sigma 11-64 the policy teams consisted of high level civilian officials and mili

tary officers. Their objectives were to consider: (1) the major political and military 

questions that should be answered before deciding to commit substantial contingents of 

U.S. Armed Forces to combat in Southeast Asia, (2) whether in the event of an 

overwhelming attack (as happened in Korea) the Commander in Chief of Pacific Forces 

should be authorized to employ tactical nuclear weapons, (3) whether partial or total U.S. 

war mobilization was going to be necessary, and (4) whether the Republic of China’s 

Army should be sent into combat on the Asian mainland (Allen, p. 196).

Though compressed in time, many game events (in bold print) obtained as the 

conflict unfolded:

The political situation in Vietnam was shaky: Riots swept the country 
in November 1964; Premier Nguyen Khanh fled South Vietnam in February 1965; 
a military regime under Air Vice Marshall Nguyen Cao Ky assumed power in 
June.

On Christmas Day the Viet Cong shelled Saigon: On Christmas Eve 
1964 the Viet Cong did bomb a Saigon hotel where American officers were 
billeted; two were lolled and fifty-eight wounded.

The Viet Cong shelled airfields at Danang and Bienhoa, destroying a 
dozen war planes: On November 1 1964, in a Viet Cong attack on the Bienhoa 
air base, five U.S. servicemen were killed and six U.S. B-57s destroyed.

The mining of Haiphong Harbor: Ordered by President Nixon in May
1972.

President Charles de Gaulle asks for a peace conference: In September 
1966 he called for the U.S. withdrawal from Vietnam.

Ambush in the Laotian town of Tchepone: South Vietnamese troops 
sent to attack Tchepone in 1971 suffered more than 3,000 casualties. They were 
driven out of the town and lost more men in a disorderly retreat

On February 26 the President announced the debarkation of a Marine 
expeditionary force and the establishment of permanent U.S. base facilities at 
Danang: On March 8 1965, two Marine battalions arrived to defend the airfield 
at Danang. They were the first U.S. combat troops sent Vietnam. (Allen, p. 206)
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The play of the game also anticipated the strategies and frustrations of the conflict 

that followed. Red concentrated on avoiding direct confrontation with the U.S. (Blue) and 

collapsing the South Vietnamese political base.28 Unable to compel the North Vietnam

ese (Red) to change their behavior, Blue stepped up the bombing. When this did not 

produce the desired effect, Blue argued with the game control group. In the post-game 

critique Red was all too aware of their ability to understand the signals sent by Blue. 

They chose to ignore Blue’s signals and rely world and U.S. domestic opinion to 

constrain and defeat Blue.

Blue recognized the problem of sustaining American public support for a large 

commitment of ground forces given the tone of the press coverage.

In the game critique the director noted:

the situation in Vietnam seems to be a real tease.... [without] some success in the 
... immediate future -- we have no reason to be supporting the South Vietnamese. 
[The North Vietnamese] can continue, under the cover that they now have and 
which is more or less accepted by the world, all of the actions that they are now 
doing and it is probably not going to get anybody but us upset. ... it will take a 
declaration of national emergency or its equivalent to generate all of the forces 
that would let this thing be done. The question is, what is going to have to 
happen — how bad is the situation going to have to be, to justify such a thing? 
(Allen, p. 204)

The gaming demonstrated that Red held the advantage. Blue’s insistence that in the real 

world the North Vietnamese would have to succumb to pressure, as Red had not done in 

the game, proved wrong.

“  Red was dominated by China more than North Vietnam in the play of the game. This is not 
inconsistent with the state of die world at the time. Though there were important rifts in the Communist 
block, the issue was principally whose version of Communism would dominate the monolith. Recent 
discussions with the Chinese have indicated that Mao and Chou would very likely have put the preservation 
of Communism over any differences with Ho had North Vietnam been invaded by U.S. troops in the mid- 
1960s.
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The game was never really intended to be an honest test of policy. The intent of 

the real policy makers was to develop plans to implement the policies already made, and 

to coopt and suppress the any doubting Thomas.

The Sigma 1-64 and 13-64 games never had a chance. Lyndon Johnson was 

running for election to President in his own right. He was trying to shake off the label 

of being soft on Communism. Walt Rostow was head of the State Department’s Policy 

Planning Staff and encouraged the use of games in policy formulation. He asserted that 

conflict in Southeast Asia might be the last great confrontation with Communism.29 As 

early as February 1964, he proposed a Congressional resolution that would free the 

President’s hands for a larger U.S. presence in Southeast Asia (Kamow, p. 358). William 

Bundy was Assistant Secretary of State and one of the principals in the Sigma games. 

Advocating strikes against the North Vietnamese, he recognized these would normally 

require a declaration of war (Kamow, p. 360). Bundy became the drafter and principal 

force behind what was to become the Southeast Asia, or Gulf of Tonkin, Resolution.

THE VERDICT

Gaming clearly has influenced decisions that have determined the course of 

history. Where the gaming occurred in an environment of intellectual honesty, it clearly 

satisfied the criteria for vigilant decision making. Accounts of gaming routinely 

demonstrate the participants broadening the range of alternatives considered and facing 

the need to review objectives. Gaming clearly highlighted negative, as well as positive,

”  He may have been right. However, his argument would have had communism collapsing earlier.
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consequences. Gaming identified necessary aspects to include in the world state and 

regularly triggered searches for new information. Beyond simply identifying aspects of 

world state to consider, gaming vividly demonstrated relations between the driving 

factors. Ffee-form gaming demonstrated the sensible moves of other players. Therefore, 

the record is one of free-form gaming anticipating events clearly and accurately, even in 

those accounts critical of gaming. Subsequent events undoubtedly reinforced memory. 

Nonetheless, all those who reflected upon their gaming experience and later events 

remarked upon their games anticipating the eventual outcome.

None of the accounts show free-form gaming diverting attention from essential 

strategic issues or producing the wrong set of organizing principles for the situation under 

study. Quite the contrary, all accounts point to where gaming showed the features of 

either infeasible or viable courses of action that later events verified. Free-form gaming 

required the active intervention of either egocentric or affiliative considerations to 

suppress taking action on the results.

Organizational process frequently restricted the scope of gaming to less than that 

necessary to produce a viable strategy. German gaming produced brilliant operations 

leading to strategic disaster. Their gaming illustrated the need to encompass broader 

considerations and the strategic risks. However, a combination of the German General 

Staffs organizational process, bureaucratic politics, affiliative constraints and Hitler’s ego 

led to results being ignored. Egocentric constraints were responsible for most cases of 

active suppression of valid game results. No accounts point to better consequences from 

suppressing the results of gaming. All accounts point to cases where not acting on the 

results from gaming produced folly.
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In contrast to free-form gaming, Bracken (1977) discusses how other analytical 

techniques have diverted attention from essential strategic issues or provided useless 

organizing theories for action.30 French concentration on the construction of the Maginot 

line between the World Wars led to their losing sight of their strategy. Rather than the 

device that would give them time to mobilize in the West, it became the defense. It 

consumed both defense budgets and the intellectual effort devoted to defense. Similarly, 

analysis of British Air Staff models of chemical attack influenced government policies. 

These models were based upon little data. They predicted dire consequences. Bracken 

suggests that Chamberlain’s calculus at Munich in 1938 was affected by overblown fears 

stemming from these Air Staff models. The tendency of engineering and systems analysis 

to consider only partial dimensions of the problem accounts for the principal faults in 

both examples above.

Bracken also suggests that gaming conducted by the Naval War College provided 

unintended learning in the form of an organizing theory that controlled subsequent action. 

Here we need to distinguish between unintended learning and incorrect organizing 

principles. Indeed, the purpose of the gaming at the College was to educate officers on 

how to think, not to inculcate organizing principles for U.S. strategy in the future war. 

However, the gaming did provide the organizing principles needed to win the war. 

Conducted in an environment of intellectually honest critical inquiry, the Naval War 

College experience vividly demonstrated the power of gaming to produce a theory that 

worked.

M Bracken uses the term gaming loosely in this piece to cover any analysis of a conflictual situation. 
Bis examples of diverting and unintended learning are uses of engineering analysis and systems analysis 
respectively.
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As Lindblom (1980) pointed out, where there is indeterminacy there is room for 

politics in decision. Gaming provides no unique solution to any set of circumstances. 

Therefore it is highly susceptible to political manipulation. The history of gaming 

includes many cases where this occurred. However the manipulation of honest inquiry 

for narrow political purpose has generally led to disaster. The verdict is that to avoid 

undesired consequences, one should approach free-form gaming honestly and take the 

results seriously.
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THE STRUCTURE AND ELEMENTS OF GAMING

The last several chapters explored the contention that operational gaming advances 

the study of strategy and the formulation of sound strategic decision. Now it is time to 

lay out the structure and elements of gaming. This chapter has two purposes. One is to 

provide scholarly and useful foundations for operational gaming. The second is to 

provide an explicit basis for critiquing the Global War Game series and RSAS.

Again, the perspective is that we face consequential decisions. We are not sure 

that we understand all relevant aspects of subject matter, much less the relations between 

these aspects. Visualizing viable courses of action or anticipating consequences is 

difficult. The decisions relate to complex phenomena influenced by the behavior of 

multiple organizations. These organizations are aggregates of individuals. As such, they 

involve bureaucratic politics. The organizations function as teams.1 We want to affect 

the behavior of our own complex organization to achieve satisfactory outcomes. We have 

time to study the problem. Therefore, we want a device for both conceptually organizing 

a large body of facts, laws, and theories, and for providing a common context for

1 Marshak and Radner (1972) define teams as having consistent tastes and beliefs. This isolates 
differences in information as determinants of decision. In operational gaming each team corresponds to a 
game-theoretic player. Operational gaming encompasses egocentric and affiliative constraints in the calculus 
of team members as they come to a decision. However, each team operates from the same information and 
produces a team decision each move.
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planning throughout our organization. Operational gaming can provide the simulated 

experience needed to anticipate consequences and to understand better our ability to shape 

the future state of the world to our ends.

The structure of the human decision process determines the structure of operational 

gaming. The elements of gaming are those elements of the decision process shown in 

figure 1-6 (p. 39). These include:

- the state of the game world,
- a set of players (teams or sides),1
- information on that state observed by each of the players,
- players recognizing and evaluating the decision situation,
- players choosing a course of action,
- implementing the decision, and
- updating the state of the world.

Where the elements of human decision are natural, so are the elements of gaming. This 

explains why gaming has been successful without a theory describing its content or value.

Any game consists of five phases: pre-game preparation, bringing the participants 

intellectually into the game, conducting the game, learning from the game, and using the 

game results. These phases provide the basis for exploring the details of operational 

gaming.

PRE-GAME PREPARATION

Operational gaming is a simulation experiment carried out upon a model. The 

model represents the projected decision environment and process. Aside from 

administrative matters, pre-game preparation centers upon the design of the game model

1 A player is distinct from a participant. The term player is used in the game theoretic sense as an 
entity (organization) that has resources, has alternative courses of action that can affect outcomes, and has 
a different stakes in different outcomes. Several participants may constitute a player, or a participant may 
represent several players.
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and the intended use of the game. Unlike hobby games, strategic operational games are 

rarely played many times. Each design is for a specific purpose and set of circumstanc

es.1 The game model includes the set of procedures, rules, data, and people used to 

simulate counterparts of the envisioned decision environment. The design of the model 

requires consideration of the game objectives, the state of the world and scenario, the 

players and participants, the information conditions, the decision process, and the 

adjudication of outcomes.

Objectives in Operational Gaming

Ideally, the objectives of a game establish the intended product of the effort. In 

doing so, the objectives set the overarching intellectual context for all phases of the game. 

They suggest essential features of the game design. They establish criteria for 

determining the issues addressed, the expertise required for participants, the scope and 

levels of organizations modeled within the game, and all other factors.

The calculus of the participants drives the game. The stated objectives clue the 

participants into their game role. From the design perspective, the statement of objectives 

should help the participants effect their role.2

1 Perla distinguishes between game design and development: "design proposes, development disposes 
(1990, p. 231).” Development in this context concentrates on checking that the game does what the 
designer intends: validating scenarios, analytic models and data, testing play, and preparing final rules. 
Preplay of a strategic operational game helps the control team resolve problems before the game. However, 
since people are so central to free-form gaming, validation must be performed largely in the conduct of a 
free-form game. Rules are never final. Development supposes repeated play of the game. Therefore, the 
idea of development applies to a program of strategic gaming more so than an individual game.

1 Legitimate scientific reasons for obscuring the real objectives of a game exist The subjects’ 
awareness of the game’s hypotheses may bias their behavior (Aronson, et. al. in Lindzey and Aronson ed. 
1985, p. 454). For example, biasing participants that they are in a war game when the object is to examine 
deterrence thresholds may produce more valid results than stating this objective.
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The objectives of operational gaming are usually stated in terms of exploring a 

particular set issues. The stated intent is to investigate courses of action or simply 

improve one’s understanding of the subject matter. Such statements are usually consistent 

with discovering the structure (attributes and relationships) of the subject matter. These 

objectives distinguish operational from educational or experimental gaming.

The intent of educational gaming is to teach as opposed to learn.1 A typical aim 

is to exercise decision making techniques, or to expose students to known structure of the 

subject matter. A typical aim of experimental gaming is to compare actual to normative 

behavior in game representations of theoretical constructs.2 Experimental gaming is also 

useful for investigating behavioral theories. In experimental gaming the goal is increased 

understanding by the investigator (Lindblom 1968, p. 280). Operational gaming aims at 

increased understanding by all participants. Different classes of gaming currently are 

better characterized through description than definition.

Typically, operational gaming includes many unstated objectives and by-products. 

These derive from both the distinct organizations involved with the game, and the 

richness of gaming.

Operational gaming frequently involves a sponsor distinct from the activity 

designing and running the game. The sponsors, gaming activity, and other participants 

each bring their own agenda to the game. The stated game objectives may not accurately 

reflect the separate agendas. Both the stated and unstated objectives of the participants 

affect the design, conduct and use of the game.

1 Bowen (1978) provides useful distinctions between gaming aimed at teaching, learning and research.

2 In these games a normative solution exists. Playing the Prisoner’s Dilemma in different contexts 
typifies this type of gaming.
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Also, the richness of gaming results in gaming serving many functions 

simultaneously. Rarely are all functions considered in the statement of objectives. This 

opens gaming to criticism of creating unintended consequences.

Hofmann characterized the functions of German war gaming between the World 

Wars as training, testing plans, testing new principles, and getting to know subordinates. 

The use of gaming for strictly training presupposes that the structure of the problem and 

viable solutions are known, or are unimportant. Even where the purpose of the game is 

training, participants will derive lessons about the subject matter. The American 

experience with gaming between the World Wars showed how gaming conducted to 

educate officers in sound decision actually established the organizing principles by which 

they fought WWII. This argues strongly that the lessons taken from training exercises 

be reviewed carefully for participants deriving unwarranted lessons. Free-form gaming 

has too great an effect upon tastes and beliefs to be used casually in training. In a 

hypervigilant decision situation the game experience may determine behavior. It is 

reasonable to conjecture that restricting the subject matter to the competence of the 

participants reduces the risks of inaccurate learning.

As mentioned earlier, the use of gaming as a trial run experiment to test specific 

plans has been characteristic of the Germans, Japanese, and Israelis. However, with few 

exceptions, Americans have used gaming as heuristic, theoretical, and boundary 

experiments. This is roughly equivalent to the German use of gaming to test new 

principles. This objective of gaming is aimed at developing new organizing principles. 

Gaming highlights the relevant pieces of the decision situation, and shows how they fit 

together. Decision situations are characterized by drivers: those limited sets of factors
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that underlie, or are key to shaping the situation being studied (Becker, undated). Gaming 

helps us understand the drivers and our ability to influence them. In this vein, gaming 

frequently exposes more issues than answers. Thereby gaming serves to define additional 

research needed and triggers the search for new information.

People may behave in a game role differently than if actually faced with a similar 

situation. This creates some concern about the validity of extending an expert’s behavior 

in a game to the real circumstance. Psychologists believe that stressful or professionally 

challenging situations limit one’s ability to consider other’s perceptions of one’s own 

behavior.1 Therefore, where the simulation stresses the intellect, it is more likely to 

reveal the tastes and beliefs of participant rather than an artful projection. My experience 

in gaming over a decade has been that professionally challenging people brings out their 

natural behavior. Attempts to use other than natural calculations are apparent in the 

person’s hesitation. Also, beliefs are about expected outcomes. The reaction to the 

outcomes of each move also makes it difficult for participants to sustain an artificial value 

system throughout a game.

Rarely is getting to know subordinates stated as an explicit objective.2 Gaming 

clearly functions as a social integrating device. The game brings together a range of 

individuals and organizations relevant to the subject matter. Involvement in game play 

leads a participant to behave in self-suiprising ways, "thus presumably increasing his later

' This statement is based upon a conversation with Professor Richard Hackman, currently at Harvard 
University. Though Abelson (1968) and Browning (1973) mention gaming as part of simulation, the 
psychological literature does not address operational gaming in particular.

J Admiral Ike Kidd as Commander-in-Chief of the Atlantic Fleet in the 1970s started the Tactical 
Command Readiness Program series of games to evaluate his Task Force and Group commanders in 
conjunction with his plans. His successors abandoned this statement of the game purpose. I know of no 
other operational gaming conducted explicitly to evaluate people.
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empathy for occupants of the assumed role (Abelson 1968, p. 280)," This promotes a 

deeper appreciation of the organizational process and bureaucratic politics that will affect 

the formulation and implementation of decisions. Bureaucratic politics also generates 

games within games. As the Japanese Total War Research Institute showed in 1941, 

gaming can be effective in co-opting organizations into proceeding with bureaucratic 

agendas.

Operational gaming makes no claims for predicting the future. Planning does not 

require prediction of a specific future. Good planning relies upon understanding the 

drivers and anticipating possible outcomes, not upon specific predictions. The principal 

function of operational gaming is to expose structure and organize data. Thereby gaming 

extends the bounds on human rationality. It spotlights viable and infeasible courses of 

action and anticipates the consequences of choice.

Testing and evaluation are legitimate objectives of operational gaming. Validation 

or proof of a particular concept require more exact specification than gaming can supply. 

Objectives stated in terms of proving or validating should signal caution that the author 

does not appreciate the limits of gaming, or that a bias for a particular result exists. 

Mixing educational and operational objectives in a game can also create problems. For 

example, deliberately inducing time pressures and conflicting information to enhance the 

decision making environment interferes with the aim to discover organizing principles for 

dealing with the decision situation.

To some degree, all the functions mentioned by Hofmann enter a large scale 

operational game. Where objectives are unstated, or do not consider the by-products of 

free-form gaming, critiquing the success of the effort is more difficult. Inexplicit
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agenda’s, added to an absence of reflection on what really is accomplished, may explain 

why participants frequently take game objectives lightly.

Unstated or poorly stated objectives undermine the scientific value of gaming. 

The resulting ambiguity limits the convergence of intersubjective opinion and complicates 

rigor in design and learning.

Context. State of the World, and Scenario

I f  you get to define the mission, your study comes out one way; if I get to define 
the mission it comes out another way. That’s part of the process.1

Overestimating the importance of context is difficult. One need only review the

international problems in defining security caused by stripping away the intellectual

constructs of the Cold War. Contemporary paradigms set the context. These determine

the legitimate problems, experiments, methods, and standards of solution, and the

acceptable answers (Kuhn 1970). All analytical methods employ particular contexts: "A

contextual framework helps one to exclude irrelevant materials and permits concentration

on the central problem under analysis (DeWeerd 1974, p. 403)." In computer-based

analyses the context is frequently implicit.2 In gaming, the participants need a well

defined context. They will individually fill in the lacunae based upon personal experience

if the common knowledge provided is inadequate. Ultimately, for all analysis, analysts

1 Mr. Pete Williams in a Pentagon news briefing regarding the V-22 aircraft studies, Thursday, May 
17 1990. Martin Shubik noted that Professor John Kennedy made comments along a similar line at 
Princeton in 1958.

2 For example, weapons systems analyses rarely devote much ink to objectives of the conflict or 
possible strategies of the opposing cabinets.
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and policy-makers need a common context, to reach a common appreciation of the 

subject.1

In itself, context is insufficient. Decision requires a full description of the state 

of the world. The state of the world resides within a context By virtue of its definition, 

the state of the world determines (exactly, statistically, stochastically, or game- 

theoretically) all that follows. Therefore, even in the presence of structural indeterminacy, 

the state of the world strongly influences the outcome of a game. The state of the game 

world encompasses all data needed by the participants for specification and choice of 

action. For gaming, this includes the scenario, reference materials augmenting the 

scenario (such as specific resources available, performance characteristics of military or 

economic instruments, etc.), and the state of tastes and beliefs of the players.

The context provides a detailed background of the prevailing conditions for the 

scenario. It should suggest the elements relevant to the description of the world state and 

the range of admissible values. Scenarios provide a specific chain of events and further 

details of the state of the world needed for decision.

The importance of distinguishing context from scenarios lies in the practice of 

scenario writing and the purpose of scenarios (DeWeerd 1967 and 1974). Some write 

scenarios as an effort to predict a future world. They skip to the scenario with inadequate 

consideration for the context, including irrelevant details and excluding relevant ones. 

"Scenarios are hypothetical sequences of events constructed for the purpose of focusing 

attention on causal processes and decision points (Kahn and Wiener 1967, p.6)." 

Scenarios do nothing for possibilities that they do not focus upon. Gaming ostensibly

1 The absence of a common context characterized the debate over the Maritime Strategy.
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reduces the risks of overlooking important possibilities by having participants represent 

all of the relevant interests. One should strive to get the prevailing conditions needed for 

decision right, not attempt to predict specific timing or events. When dealing with 

scenarios one must ultimately ask how well they can generalize upon the study results to 

span other possibilities stemming from the same context.1

In gaming, the scenario stimulates and disciplines the imagination of the game 

participants (Kahn and Wiener 1967, p. 264). It establishes the behavior of the players 

and other relevant world events to the point in time that the game participants enter the 

decision process. Thereby, it interacts with the tastes and beliefs that the participants 

bring to the game. The logic of the scenario should be internally and externally 

consistent. It must "relate at the outset to some reasonable version of the present, and 

must correspond throughout to the what analysts and/or policy-makers are likely to 

believe decision-makers and others" might plausibly behave (Kahn and Wiener 1967, p. 

264). Where the scenario portrays unlikely behaviors, suitable explanations should be 

available. Gimmicks and unexplained leaps in a scenario that do not provide a history 

of the process sufficiently detailed to enable evaluation of current alternatives violate the 

concept of a state.

The scenario narrows, if not predetermines, the outcome. In operational games 

there are no clearly defined payoff criteria. The estimation of payoffs is also likely to 

change as participants study the consequences of their actions. More than simply

1 Schlenker and Bonoma (1978) raise this question of external validity in the context of 2x2 matrix 
games. The question also applies to strategic gaming.
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providing a description of the operating environment the scenario strongly influences the

criteria for evaluating success:

Thus, having a casual, attitude toward the scenario is often tantamount to having 
a casual attitude toward the selection of criteria. If we accept the proposition that 
our analyses can be no better than the criteria we employ, then we must accept the 
corollary proposition that our analyses can be no better than our scenarios. (Brown 
1968, p. 300)

This kind of observation has led to the following propositions:

At the heart of all military forecasts, plans and threats are scenarios.
The worth of an analytical study is more likely to be found in its scenario 
rather than in the quality of its arithmetic.
More often than not, the scenarios used in analytical studies foreordain the 
analytical results.
Control of the scenario is tantamount to control of the game outcome. 
(Builder 1983, pp. 9-10)

The last of these propositions is somewhat extreme if taken absolutely. It would mean 

that our future is predetermined. Where our models do not admit structural indetermina

cy, these propositions reduce to a tautology. Builder provides convincing examples to 

forward the general case.1

Even in "environmentally-poor" games with a well defined success criterion and 

the same strategic structure, different scenarios produce different behavior.2 Simon 

(1972) presented the same calculation to different groups of people with three different 

scenarios. The first was completely abstract, the others used war and business scenarios. 

He observed anticipations about the nature of the problem domain guiding and 

constraining the approach to the solution. Participants attached meanings to the

1 We should note that to accept these propositions is close to admitting that game have tremendous 
predictive power if the scenario ever obtained.

2 The elements of a game (number of players, information conditions, payoffs, etc.) define the strategic 
structure.
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mathematical representation of the problem based upon the scenario given, or their 

background in the case where no context was provided. Shubik (1964) cites studies 

where the solution concept ("beat the average" versus other possibilities such a "non- 

cooperative equilibrium") showed a strong relationship to the connotation of the game.

Control over the scenario is therefore a mechanism for control over decision 

behavior. Business planners have well recognized this fact. Inspired by Kahn and 

Wiener (1967), scenario planning is now a fashionable, and sometimes successful, 

business practice.1 Independently from gaming, planners use scenarios to force policy

makers to consider unpleasant possibilities. They use scenarios "(1) to estimate if various 

policies and actions can assist or prevent the conditions of a scenario from coming about,

(2) to assess how well alternative policies and strategies would perform under the 

conditions predicted, i.e., to estimate risks in chosing certain courses of action, and (3) 

to provide a common background for various groups and individuals involved in planning 

within an organization (Becker, undated)."

This use is similar to operational gaming.2 Wack (1985) notes the role of scenario 

planning in discovering structure. Initial scenarios were developed to understand the 

uncertainties inherent in any forecast of the future:

The goal of these exploratory first generation scenarios is not action but 
understanding. Their purpose is to give insight into the system, to identify the 
predetermined elements, and to perceive connections among various forces and 
events driving the system. As the system’s interrelatedness became clear, we

1 The introduction to Kahn and Wiener (1967) covers the use of scenarios in literature to think about 
social change. Becker (undated) and Wilson (1978) survey the use of scenarios by business and government 
for futures research.

2 The principal distinction is in considering "one move" across a set of scenarios in a non-competitive 
environment versus exploring a main-line scenario over several "moves" in the presence of actors looking 
out for their interests.
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realized that what may appear in some cases to be uncertain might actually be 
predetermined - that many outcomes were not possible. (Wack 1985, p. 78)

These first generation scenarios were refined. The aim was to make managers question

their model of reality and change it when necessary to arrive at insights beyond their

minds’ previous reach.1 Wack found that good scenarios provided the bridge that links

the new realities of the outside world to the reference frame of the corporate decision

maker. Royal Dutch Shell’s use of scenario planning as a technique for corporate

strategic planning is credited for taking them from number seven of the seven sisters to

number two over the period of the 1973 and 1979 oil crises.

The importance of scenarios has raised questions over how they should be

generated and evaluated. Brown (1968) and Pace (1986) address scenarios for general

systems analysis. Pace suggests criteria for the selection of people to write scenarios,

general principles of scenario development, and how to select what to include in a

scenario. The advice comes down to using senior, competent, unbiased people. Benson

(et. al. 1972) and DeLeon (1973) address the art of scenario design for gaming, describing

what they consider to be features of good practice. Builder (1983) suggests a method for

calculating scenarios based upon considerations of internal consistency and game-theoretic

structure (though he does not use that term). Unfortunately, this literature provides only

the rudiments of questions to ask in creating and evaluating scenarios. Only a few

articles (Gordon and Helmer 1969; Abt, et. al. 1973; Shubik and Brewer 1972; Brewer

1978) address basic epistemological questions and normative methods for generating

1 Note that the success of the program required an organizational structure that provided the results to 
the highest levels of management in a credible fashion, in addition to a powerful analysis methodology.
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objective, intemally-consistent scenarios. Given their importance, the sparsity of the 

literature provides room for significant contributions in methods of scenario generation.

The specification of the world state must cover a wide range of data beyond the 

information provided in the scenario. This is true particularly when the game uses 

computer. The use of an analytic model itself equates to a stipulation that the model 

represents the structural state of some aspect of the world.1 Data beyond the scenario 

typically is more quantitative. This data ranges from the well established to the 

speculative with the nature of the problems addressed.2 Building analytic models is one 

thing, coming up with the data for calculation is another. A virtue of operational gaming 

is that the users of analytic models immediately see intermediate results and can challenge 

whether the models and data are appropriate for their situation. Exploiting this virtue 

demands that model descriptions and data sources be accessible by the participants. The 

context in which data is collected strongly affects the appropriate conditions for its use.3 

Means for tracing the sources of data used as the basis for major conclusions are an 

important consideration in game design.

The ability to provide a complete specification of the world state is inconsistent 

with the need for operational gaming. A complete specification calls for foreknowledge 

of the structure that the game is to discover. We should expect participants to ask

1 For example, acoustic detection models based upon figure-of-merit and propagation loss calculations 
imply that the given parameters obtain for the systems and environments in the game.

2 Game designers are famous for saying that they have an easier time coming up with enemy weapons 
system performance parameters than with counterparts for own or allied systems. Intelligence estimates 
provide a veneer of authenticity.

3 For example, specially trained people and near optimal conditions routinely surround data from 
operational technical evaluations (Stockfish 1975).
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questions for which answers have not been prepared. Therefore, the ability to fill in holes 

in the world state enters into game design considerations. This calls for resources to 

conduct quick research during the game, and to capture those elements for which poorly 

informed calls had to be made. Identifying necessary elements of the world state not 

previously appreciated is a key product of operational gaming.

Players and Participants

In gaming it is useful to distinguish between players and participants. "Each 

player has some array of resources at his disposal, some spectrum of alternative courses 

of action (including attempts to communicate or collaborate), and some inherent system 

of preferences or utility concerning possible outcomes (Shubik 1982, p.16)." A player 

roughly equates to a side. Distinguishing players from participants helps the designer 

focus on important issues of aggregation, group preference, and bureaucratic behavior. 

The subject matter mainly determines the players. Participants are selected mainly for 

their expertise.

The game is organized around the players as shown in figure 1-6. The scope of 

the game determines the key players. The level of the game accounts for different 

decision echelons and cooperating organizations.

Tactical games traditionally involve only two players on a similar decision level 

in a competitive situation. Two players did not adequately represent the relevant actors 

in strategic gaming even before the end of the Cold War. Power to influence events is 

becoming more diffuse, both among nations and international organizations and within
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nations. Therefore, the numbers of players needed to model the world with respect to 

competition and cooperation over a broad range of policy issues is increasing.

The organizational relationships between players simulate the relations between 

their counterparts in reality. The intent is to have organizations behave as they might if 

faced with the game situation. As the number of organizations affecting outcomes 

increases and the organizations become more complex, the issue of aggregating actors 

becomes more critical.

Today, three to five major powers affect most security policy issues. A host of 

lesser powers affects the behavior of these actors. The arrangement of these actors into 

teams and cells forms the skeleton of the simulation experiment A cell is a term used 

to characterize groups with special interests or the co-location of players that do not 

properly represent a team or single side. Cells of co-located players prepare multiple 

decisions rather than act in an aggregate. Cells are useful when the mechanics of the 

game would become too cumbersome if all legitimate players formed individual teams. 

The use of cells to represent multiple players requires intellectual agility among the cell’s 

participants. They must keep straight the individual responses of players while filtering 

the information that each player would know.

Beyond the determination of sides is the selection of levels. Different decision 

echelons can also represent distinct players. Usually the terminology of the game (such 

as the assignment of colors: Blue, Red, Green, etc.) suggests that subordinate and 

cooperating organizations are part of one side. Multiple decision levels add verisimilitude 

to bureaucratic behavior, at a cost. Different echelons have different areas of discretion. 

Therefore the relevant intelligence (specification of the world state) differs with level.
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Usually the time scales associated with changes in the world state become shorter at 

lower levels. Both of these factors complicate game mechanics. As suggested by Little, 

gaming is a powerful technique for investigating proper areas of discretion and spans of 

control. Multiple decision echelons are required where this is an objective.

The game mechanics determine the defacto players. Distinct players have separate 

communications with other players and inputs into the adjudication of the updated world 

state. Physical arrangements of the gaming facility usually separate players, except those 

in cells.

Game participants are selected for their expertise. Free-form gaming derives its 

value from the interaction of the participants in a structured, vigilant decision making 

exercise. Bringing experts into the game provides the basis for the validity of the 

additional structure of the subject matter discovered by the game. Experts also 

compensate for shortfalls in pre-game research and analytic models. Participant’s 

knowledge, tastes and beliefs constitute an important portion of the world state. 

Therefore, the importance of the participants to the outcome will be similar to the 

importance of scenario. The participants fall into three groups: those assigned to player 

teams, those available to share their expertise with all player teams, and those involved 

in the control of the game.

The participants assigned to player teams project their personal values through the 

lenses of real organizational counterparts. Some counterparts may be an individual (such 

as a President). Many participants model a host of individuals and organizations. Role 

playing usually assists the participant in adopting a particular institutional perspective, 

thereby injecting more realistic bureaucratic behavior into the game play. Role playing,
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however, may impose affiliative constraints on the game play. The JCS gaming 

organization shys away from role playing (Sims 1988). They use people directly from 

the actual organizations involved in making policy. Therefore, they are concerned that 

participants might use only the organization’s current policy if people played roles of their 

organization. Reducing the effects of affiliative constraints requires the selection of 

people with a variety of perspectives on the institution or organization that they represent. 

Reducing egocentric constraints requires that control not allow a powerful personalities 

to become dominant in the play of any team.1

Reducing the effects of cognitive constraints requires a mix of people with training 

in different disciplines. Using Americans as models of decision making in other cultures 

typifies the cognitive constraints encountered in gaming. Watts (1985, p.41) provides 

several excellent examples of the differences between Soviet and American military 

analytic frameworks, planning norms, operational calculations and measures of success 

(or failure) that would determine choice among courses of action. Where the game 

includes players from different cultures, the game needs participants trained in the 

calculus of those cultures for valid decisions. The game also needs to limit the stress 

placed upon these participants so that they can use their training to project themselves 

into unnatural roles.

Experts in particular subjects or disciplines (such as chemical warfare or 

economics) may serve all player teams on request. Where this is done all should be

' Mandel (1985, p. 490), Brewer and Shubik (1979, p. 16), and Helmer and Rescher (1959, p. 47) 
address the problem of skilled communicators dominating choice of action. Preventing bandwagon effects 
from dominating poorly considered alternatives motivated the Delphi technique (Gordon and Helmer 1964).
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aware of the potential for advocacy to influence game play. Cells of experts tend to 

become advocates, pressing the importance of their particular specialty.

The final class of participants is the control group. The control group includes 

those overseeing all phases of the game from design through use (though control may be 

too strong a connotation for the later). The design must address the issue of how the 

control group is to influence the course of the game to meet objectives.

The control group holds many levers. Before the game, control selects participants 

and writes the scenario. Referring to figure 1-6, during the game the control group (1) 

sets the state of the world not embodied within the participants, (2) performs the 

organizational functions of monitoring the environment, processing and presenting 

information to each of the player teams, (3) interprets the implementation of actions and 

represents subordinate and other pertinent actors (including nature) not represented by 

other game participants, and (4) adjudicates the new state of the world as a consequence 

of the set of player moves. Umpire is a term used for those members of a control group 

whose principal responsibilities are monitoring (to ensure play follows prescribed rules) 

and adjudication.

To meet objectives in some games the control group must create strategic 

dummies. Strategic dummies are players who have no choice in their actions (Shubik 

1982, p. 18). Control can direct the play of strategic dummies to restrict the choice of 

others to a set of actions suited to the game’s purpose. As with other scenario inputs, the 

play of strategic dummies must fit the game context. Participants ultimately need a full 

appreciation of control’s objectives and moves to assess the validity of what they learned 

from games using this approach.
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Control’s tasks ostensibly call for uncommon wisdom. Control should understand 

all aspects of the world state, which aspects are of interest to each organization, forms for 

presenting information to different levels of decision makers, how to implement player 

decisions, and how to determine future world states based upon actions of the players. 

Control cannot allow umpires to impose rigid, but not rigorous, procedures that do not 

account for the particular circumstances in the game. Where the requisite expertise does 

not reside within the control group, the function of control is to bring the expertise of the 

game participants to bear. In adjudicating, control must balance plausible outcomes with 

furthering the objectives of the game. Though control must function as a deity, players 

must not perceive them as arbitrary or capricious.

A wide range of talent with some experience in gaming can fulfil the role of 

control. Free-form gaming relies upon bringing participants with the needed expertise to 

the game and the right of reclama of the game participants, rather than omniscient 

members on the control team.

Spectators are not game participants. The appearance of high-level spectators at 

games is encouraging. It indicates that these spectators take the gaming effort seriously. 

The game design should consider means to prevent such spectators from unduly affecting 

the course of the game, and understanding where they do.

Information Conditions and Rules

With the objectives in hand, the game context established, the players defined, and 

the participants identified, game design needs to address the interaction of the players 

with each other and with control. In gaming, as in game theory, the information
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conditions cover who knows what, and when.1 Additional rules specify when players can 

submit moves detailing their courses of action. The sensitivity of strategy formulation 

to information conditions and the timing of moves (as discussed in Chapter 2) requires 

that design pay careful attention to these aspects of the game.

Designing the information conditions requires considerations of both timing and 

the completeness of information. Issues of timing are complicated. The number of 

moves possible in the time allotted for the game and the period of each move are key 

design decisions. The state variables affecting a decision change their values due to both 

the kinematics of situation and the actions of other players. The closure of forces upon 

a theater exemplifies the first, hostile acts the second. The change of value of a state 

variable across some threshold defines an event. Players will want to review their options 

and plans when these events obtain. An estimate of the rate of events obtaining 

establishes a basis for the period of moves in the game.

This natural move rate must be traded off against other game objectives. Strategic 

gaming, in particular, usually calls for long time horizons and high-level participants. 

Indeed, some objectives may call for the game to cover a set period. Those who make 

or influence policy rarely will devote much time to exercises as abstract as strategic 

gaming. This creates incentives to stretch the periods covered in each move. The speed 

of modem communications has complicated the problem as policy makers expect rapid 

feedback on developments. Leaping through time risks passing over relevant events, 

missing some fine grain that may be essential to discovering structure in the subject

1 As pointed out by von Neumann and Morgenstem: "Preliminarily implies anteriority, but need not 
be implied by it (1953, p.51)." That is, when a decision maker knows an event has obtained determines 
the structure of a game more than when things happen. Because gaming involves the kinematics (dynamic 
states), the timing of events enters into the structure more so than in game theory.
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matter. Again, the comfort level of the participants is important. If they are intellectually 

uncomfortable with the game rate as a function of the issues addressed, the rate or level 

of issues addressed should be adjusted.

Since timing is so important, keeping all players on the same time-line is 

essential. Clear specification of a fixed or running clock accomplishes this aim. A 

running clock specifies a particular ratio of real time to game time. A fixed clock 

presumes that deliberations progress essentially in real time, then the clock advances 

following the adjudication of each move. When using a fixed clock, participants should 

understand clearly that they are dealing with plans, not actions. Though communications 

may occur, nothing else actually happens during deliberations.

Since maintaining the integrity of the time-line is so essential, there is a tendency 

to use set time-steps for each move. When using a fixed clock participants prefer to 

know the period covered by the move. It provides them with a fixed planning horizon. 

Ideally, operational gaming would use events rather than time-steps. As noted by 

Livermore:

The length of the move in every case should be determined by the time that would 
elapse before the conduct of one side would be so modified by that of the other 
that a truthful representation of warfare would make it necessary for the troop- 
leaders to know what has transpired before making further indications, (quoted 
in Paxson 1963, p. 4)

Providing for moves without any new events obtaining is a waste. On the other hand, 

control should always be wary of skipping events. Increasing the number of players 

increases the number of events relevant to the set of game decisions. This has the 

practical effect of slowing the game if players submit moves at each event. Therefore
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large games involve a balance between "truthful representation" and satisfying other game 

objectives.

The same factors balance the completeness of information provided to the players. 

Ideally, each player would have a "truthful representation" of the state of the world as the 

game progressed, based upon his abilities to monitor i t  Providing such representations 

places great demands upon the control group. Control must both understand which events 

are key to the decision of each player and prepare timely situation updates. The time 

required to prepare special situation reports in proper formats for each player team may 

interfere with other game objectives. Also, the timing of such reports affects the course 

of, and time required for, player deliberations.

Longer periods between moves place greater demands upon players for a complete 

articulation of their strategy. If they would expect to observe no events during the period 

covered (imperfect information), they have but one strategic option to choose (see figure 

2-2). If they expect to observe events (changes in the state of the world that would affect 

consequences) during the move, the articulation of their strategy should account for each 

condition (figure 2-3). The options to articulate increase exponentially in the number of 

conditions (as discussed in Appendix B). As noted, people have limited abilities to 

express exhaustively the conditions under which they would choose different courses of 

action. Therefore, using long time-steps places particular responsibilities upon the 

umpires to interpret player intentions in implementing and adjudicating their moves.

Beyond assessing the information that players would have during a time-step, or 

between events used in the game, the design must address the completeness of 

information that they should have while deliberating their plans. The spectrum covers
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possibilities from completely open to closed, with many shades of description between.1 

In a closed game each player receives only that information that theoretically would be 

available for decision in the actual event. An open game provides each player team more 

complete information on the intentions and calculus of the others than expected. Bowen 

(1978) distinguishes levels of openness according to whether a player knows just the 

plans, or additionally the calculus of the others.2

Open information games facilitate longer periods between moves. Fewer demands 

are placed upon players to anticipate contingencies. The players interact directly through 

face-to-face discussions. The function of the control group changes from determining to 

monitoring player interaction. Control also needs less time to interpret player intentions 

and prepare special situation updates as part of the adjudication process.

However, open games place greater requirements on the intellectual integrity of 

the participants. Players presumably act as though they possess only the amount of 

information to which they are reasonably entitled. Furthermore, issues of the timing of 

knowledge of specific events with respect to their happening are not explicitly addressed. 

Therefore, the impact of timing is more difficult to discern. Open information gaming 

reveals the calculus of the players to each other more explicitly than closed information 

games, and can accelerate the game pace. If these considerations are important, open

1 Note that the use of open and closed can have different meaning in game theory. Shubik (1982, pp. 
11-12) uses closed to establish that all relevant players are properly represented in the game. In this 
context, a game that had control representing a player as a mechanism to set the environment for other 
player’s decisions would be open.

1 Complete information in game theory presumes that players are completely informed and capable of
making all calculations.
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gaming is useful. The deviation from more realistic information conditions will weaken 

the ability to anticipate the consequences of specific courses of action.

The Decision Process

Whether to aid players in their decision process is another issue for game design. 

Where it suits the game’s purpose, control may provide the players with specific questions 

to answer, or forms to complete. The adjudication process may require specific data. 

Forms may be the most efficient means to gather the data.

Formatting data requires formatting thought. Where the process imposed is 

artificial to the thought process of a participant, it detracts from the quality of his 

expertise. The gaming process allows each to conceive, abstract and organize the 

problem in his own referent system. The freedom to set the agenda for discussion and 

establish the sequence of deliberation is a key distinction between gaming from other 

forms of eliciting expertise (Duke 1978). Specifying the progression of deliberations 

requires the expert to distort his conceptual map, thereby distorting the application of his 

expertise and the validity of the exercise.

Formatted data also supposes that we understand the structure of the problem.. 

Indeed, we presumably do understand the structure of vigilant decision making as 

reflected in Janis’ criteria. Using questions to encourage participants to thoroughly canvas 

a wide range of alternative courses of action, survey objectives, etc. is consistent with an 

exercise in vigilant decision making. Asking questions such as "what information would 

alter your course of action" serves two purposes. It both promotes vigilant decision 

making and provides a more exhaustive statement of strategy that is useful for
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adjudication. However, the value of operational gaming derives from the expertise of the 

participants. Educating participants in vigilant decision making is a by-product, not the 

purpose of operational gaming. Even the most loosely structured questions may interfere 

with the thought process of experienced people. Therefore, designers should exercise 

caution in forcing participants through any formatted decision process.1

A common problem is the adjudication driven format. This occurs particularly in 

those games using computer assessment as part of the adjudication process. Here, the 

tendency is for the umpire to demand that the player complete forms for input to the 

computer models. Frequently, the data demanded is inconsistent with the decision level 

played in the game. The state variables needed for adjudication differ from those used 

in player decisions. Asking a cabinet to provide a budget allocation is reasonable. 

Asking a fleet commander for the exact disposition of escorts around a battle group is 

well beyond his area of discretion. For the computer model, the disposition may be a key 

state variable. For the fleet commander it is not. Control should provide those decisions 

beyond the area of discretion of the players.

The game design must also accommodate the feedback loops of the decision 

process shown in figure 1-6. The design should provide for retrieval and preparation of 

additional information at the demand of the players as they cope with recognizing the 

decision situation. The game design should also accommodate requests for information 

from other agencies. Control must represent those agencies not represented by players. 

Communications with other players during move deliberations affect the administrative

1 Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986) cite additional evidence of how following mechanical rules interferes 
with the smooth functioning of experts such as pilots.
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aspects of the world state. Therefore, as players communicate, control must consider 

what those not involved in the discourse would know and provide that information to 

them.

Other design considerations for the decision process include the physical 

environment, and time allowed for decision. Farther from the scene of action, the 

physical environment surrounding decision making is easier to simulate. Information at 

higher command echelons comes in the form of messages and displays representing 

physical entities in abstract symbols.1 These forms are relatively easy to simulate. 

Gaming has never fully represented the physical and mental stress of battle. Time 

pressures and conflicting information are ways to induce mental stress. The importance 

of this stress to the simulation is a design decision. The game designer should consider 

whether an objective is to induce hypervigil ant decision making in setting the time 

allowed for decision. Greater similarity with the decision making environment may 

produce more realistic decisions. However, if the objective is to discover the nature of 

the subject matter, and what one ought to do rather than what one might do, more time 

for reflection better suits the game’s purpose.

Adjudication

Designing the adjudication process begins again with an appreciation of the state 

variables. The specification of the initial world state began with anticipation of those 

aspects of the world relevant to player decision. The questions now are:

* Information technology is changing this to some degree. Near real-time television reporting and 
simultaneous tactical displays at nearly all decision echelons change the elements considered essential to 
decision. Future operational gaming may have to incorporate these aspects to a greater extent.
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- how do these variables change as a function of player actions, and

- what other pulses does control want to inject to focus attention upon particular
events or aspects of the problem?

The player’s state variables should dominate the adjudication process. The input to the 

adjudication process should be the player’s strategies; i.e., those courses of action they 

are taking or directing to achieve their goals. The output should be the information 

relevant to the next set of decisions that the players would have, based on their ability to 

monitor the world. These form the boundary conditions for the adjudication process. The 

adjudication process should not be the principal determinant of information provided to, 

or requested from, the players.

The classical division of adjudication methods is into rigid, semi-rigid and free 

(McHugh 1966, p. 1-18). Rigid adjudication methods employ analytic models and set 

decision rules, involving any range of manual and computer calculation. Free 

adjudication relies entirely upon expert opinion. Both forms have virtues and defects. 

The selection of adjudication methods should begin by considering how control will 

transform the players’ decisions into information provided to the players to affect their 

next round of deliberations. The next essential question is: what do we know about the 

structure of the subject matter? This will largely determine the suitability of analytic 

models. Given suitable analytic models, the next set of issues involves their availability, 

the availability of data for the models, time considerations and cost.

In considering what we know of the subject matter, the primary issue is the 

exactness with which we can validly project the trajectory of the state variables. Brown 

(1973, p. 407) noted: "It does not take very many inventions based neither on theory nor 

data to render a model literally incredible." We may not require inventions to perform
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parts of the adjudication. If parts of the process are exactly, statistically, or stochastically 

determined, analytic models may exist to assess changes. Simple movement of 

unengaged forces fall most clearly into this category. If strategic indeterminacy (such as 

the tactics of subordinates) is a major consideration, game-theoretic models hypothetically 

may be of some use in specifying reasonable behavior.1 Typically, the structure of the 

problem and the environment are so rich that adjudication must employ inventions to 

present a complete description of the state to the world to the players. How to employ 

inventions without destroying the credibility of the game is a central issue.

A rule for maintaining credibility is to employ inventions not supported by theory 

or data if, and only if, required for the game to proceed. Central to the validity of 

operational gaming is making the inventions necessary to proceed with the game 

transparent to the participants. We rely upon inter-subjectivity and the right of reclama. 

Based upon the participants response to the invention we learn something. Common 

agreement on reasonable inventions enhances the credibility of the game.

The primary virtue of free-form adjudication is that it permits examination of the 

underlying mechanisms of the subject matter where exact specification of properties and 

processes do not exist Without free-form adjudication, we would greatly circumscribe 

the scope of the subjects amenable to analysis. The principal defect is that the game 

designer can abuse this freedom. He or she can rely solely upon expert judgment where 

more exact methods would provide a clearer appreciation for outcomes, and perhaps 

different insights.

1 Game theoretic models that could support gaming do exist. Dresher (1961) provides many examples 
of game theoretic models applied to topics such as target selection, reconnaissance, and duels. Deficiencies 
in knowledge of game theory among gaming modelers and practitioners, and the complexity of calculating 
solutions, account for the neglect of these models.
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The primary virtue of rigid adjudication is that it involves more rigor than the 

alternative. Attempting to specify properties and processes exposes the limits of what the 

analyst knows about the subject. Discovering the limits of useful knowledge spurs the 

development of theory. With respect to computer simulation to support gaming 

adjudication:

(1) the theoretical model may have a number of gaps in it which are far more 
readily perceived in the course of constructing a [computer] simulation;

(2) a [computer] simulation often leads to a synthesis of propositions which 
would otherwise stand as disparate verbal or mathematical statements, thus 
permitting the generation of predictions which would otherwise not be generated;

(3) once constructed, a computer simulation constitutes a kind of "experimental 
animal" which can be manipulated a vast number of exploratory ways. (Abelson 
1973, p. 288)

The obvious problem with rigid adjudication is that too frequently too many variables are 

too dimly comprehended. Computer calculations practically always require more exact 

specification of the process and data than we know. They also apply only to particular 

circumstances.1 Where not knowing the exact structure of the process and data, we 

would hope sensitivity analysis would show that the precise choice of quantitative 

functions was not terribly critical in determining the qualitative behavior of the model.

Overcoming the potential pitfalls of rigid adjudication requires umpires that are 

thoroughly familiar with the limits and validity of the models they use. Unlike other uses 

of computer models, in operational gaming the investigator employing the model usually 

is not the model builder. Analytic models perform assessment. The distinction between 

assessment and adjudication is important. To assess derives from the Latin for sitting

1 For example most naval engagement models address only initial detection through initial engagement, 
without considerations for re-engagement should the contesting parties survive.
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beside a judge. This is the function of models which cannot judge in themselves. They 

require a superior intelligence to evaluate the suitability of the model in the context of its 

use. Adjudication also covers judgements about how to adjust nominal model outputs for 

the context and the game purpose, as well as judging changes in the state of the world 

without analytic models.

"It is not the computer that displays wisdom or shallowness (Abelson 1968, p. 

282)," but the programmer and the user. The principal problem with computer assessment 

is that the details of the inventions embedded in the program are not visible to the game 

participants. Manual adjudication has the virtue that the calculator must consciously 

employ the algorithm and apply the data. This makes evident the fit between the 

circumstances implicit in the model and those in the game.

Having the idea of open versus closed to describe the players and the information, 

we can extend it to the adjudication process. Open adjudication is a way to involve all 

participants in judging changes in the state of the world as the product of player actions. 

Where adjudication is highly subjective, this can be a useful technique. The cost is 

providing more complete information to players than they otherwise might have.

If a useful analytic model exists, or can be created, the quality of the data used 

in the model needs evaluation. Structural uncertainty in the data, such as not knowing 

the distribution of statistical data or the circumstances in which the data was gathered, 

may make the model less useful than expert opinion. If models with reliable data do not 

exist where they may be useful, one must consider time and the costs of acquiring the 

model and data.
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There are two aspects to the consideration of time. One is the time required to 

generate models in preparation for the game. The other is the time required to use the 

models in the game. Manual models save the time of coding and debugging a computer 

program. If the model has only one or two state variables, it may be reduced to a 

nomograph. Nomographs are more transparent than computer models and can produce 

answers as fast. Running computer models inevitably slows the progress of the game. 

Developing and putting the state variables into the model and interpreting the results is 

frequently a lengthy process. The original reason for using computers was to increase the 

speed of adjudication. This rarely happens. Prolonged adjudication adversely affects the 

attitude and the play of the participants. Participants are properly very responsive to the 

timeliness of updates on the world state. Where the adjudication process will be lengthy, 

scheduling it when player teams break for lunch or at the end of the day is advisable.

Free adjudication generally is faster than rigid methods. Semi-rigid adjudication 

can balance the requirements of time and rigor. Frequently, it is possible to run models 

for foreseen contingencies before a game. Adjudication then becomes a process of 

looking up the predetermined outcome. Where the circumstances do not support the 

predetermined parameters, the umpire then relies upon a combination of professional 

judgement, interpolation, and recalculation for the new circumstances.

In work exploiting knowledge, costs directly relate to time. The expense rate 

increases with the level of knowledge required. Since computer models add a need to 

know the computer system to the knowledge of the process and mathematics needed to 

create a model, computer models are costly. This creates a problem in trying to recover 

value from costs already sunk into gaming support systems. Here the tendency is to make
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the game relevant to the gaming system, or to let the adjudication process dominate the 

player’s state variables. Either way priorities are reversed when this happens.

A serious program of gaming should include efforts to generate computer models 

and acquire data on underlying processes. The principal purpose should be to make 

explicit what we know, and what we do not know, about the underlying process. Umpires 

should immerse themselves in this effort. Under these conditions the use of models adds 

real rather than specious rigor to the operational gaming.

Use of the Game

A final issue of design is the intended use of the game. Too often participants 

accept the product of the game as self-evident. Each derives lessons and uses the game 

for their own purposes. No attempt is made to critique the techniques used in the game, 

or how these techniques influenced learning. Free-form gaming is very much an exercise 

in shooting an arrow, then drawing the bull’s eye around the point of impact. The bull’s 

eye represents the anticipated outcomes given the context of the game and the range of 

actions considered. The game design should include provisions for shaping participants’ 

views of the valid uses of the game: for defining the size and shape of the bull’s eye. 

The aim should be to accumulate knowledge, both on the subject matter and on gaming 

as a discipline.

The main rationale for gaming, as opposed to other forms of analysis, is to 

discover structure in the subject matter: what elements are relevant to decision, to 

outcomes? What alternatives arise? What motivates a particular course of action? How 

do the organizations and instruments interact? What are the effects of timing? Therefore,
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analysis of the game for strategy formulation should focus on the structure of the 

problem. How the design of the game influenced play is a necessary part of the analysis.

Since all participants leam by the game, analysis should involve all. The 

substantive results of free-form gaming derive their validity from merging the subjective 

evaluations of competent people. Where all agree, there is reason to weigh the judgement 

as valid.1 Where expert opinion is split, we can discover the conflicting goals, values and 

criteria that account for different judgements. The existence of these differences allows 

political interaction to dominate choice (Lindblom 1980, p. 122). As in game theory, 

where this occurs a range of outcomes may be viable. Therefore, the analysis effort 

should focus upon identifying a consensus of what people learned from the game and the 

reasons for differing opinions.

Simply leaving time to discuss with participants what they learned at the 

conclusion of game play can achieve this aim. A game involving many participants may 

require focussed questions to organize discussion. As with any formatted deliberations, 

the questions asked should not overly constrain thought or discussion. Control should not 

ask participants simultaneously to critique and to play, i.e., to be intellectually out of and 

in their game roles. However, control should encourage reflection on game play during 

quiet periods. Devoting time just before the final critique to allow participants to reflect 

on what they learned is effective.

A team of dedicated analysts can enhance learning from a game. Such a team 

should be alert for biases resulting from the initial game briefings and post-game

1 However, one must consider Kahn and Mann’s concern (1957b, p. 5) that participation in games dulls 
the player’s critical sense.
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summaries. During the game they should organize a record of game events and decisions. 

They should distinguish clearly the affects of players and control on outcomes. They also 

should collect data on the calculus underlying player decisions and courses of action 

considered, including those not taken. Based upon their observations they can suggest 

topics most useful to discuss with participants following the game.

A common defect of free-form gaming is leaving the lessons learned to the 

inteipretation of a select group. This select group usually has vested interests in the 

game. Cognitive constraints limit the ability of this group to interpret the play and 

insights gained by other participants. Affiliative biases on what the legitimate questions 

and answers are limit the validity of their analysis. The impression of this select group 

should be subjected to wide review to improve its articulation and validity.

Participants should strive for group consensus on what they learned through the 

post-game critique. Rarely can a report summarizing lessons learned be ready for this 

critique. However, all participants should have the opportunity to comment upon a draft 

report of lessons learned from the game. A game report documenting the consensus 

generated through the post-game critique and feedback on the draft game lessons limits 

the ability of others to misrepresent game findings. Game design should include 

resources for preparing a game report.

Not all participants are likely to be interested in a critique of the techniques used 

in the game, other than judgments about how the game affected their learning. However, 

a serious program of gaming should include documentation of techniques, rules and 

procedures. The game design should include provisions for documenting problems and 

improvements.
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BRINGING PARTICIPANTS INTO THE GAME

The design considerations cover most of the elements and structure of gaming. 

However, a few things remain to say about the remaining phases of gaming.

COMPLEX
REALITY

Complex, interactive, dynamic system;

an analysis or the parts will not 

provide an understanding of the whole.

GAME
ENVIRONMENT

BARRIERS Impediments to clear interpretation: 

language, knowledge, bias.

PERCEIVED
REAL
STATE

Y Y
: dBASIC 

REFERENT 
SYSTEM

Impressions of complex reality alter 

filtering through barriers.

Paradigms for structuring 

interpretation of world state.

PERCEIVED
GAME
STATE

CONCEPTUAL
MAP

REAL
BEHAVIOR

Internalized comprehension of 

complex reality; a model analogous 

to reality.

CONCEPTUAL
MAP

GAME
BEHAVIOR

(Derived from Duke 1978, p. 357)

Figure 5-1. Intellectual Transformation.

When participants arrive at a game they confront a game environment representing 

some complex reality (figure 5-1). Interpretation of this environment leads to perception 

of the game world state. This interpretation is subject to the same barriers of language, 

knowledge, and bias as interpretation of reality; except the perspective of the role that the 

participant has in the game influences their bias. As with reality, they apply existing
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paradigms to structure their interpretation of this state. The result is a conceptual map 

that provides the basis for their behavior. This game conceptual map must bear some 

resemblance that derived from their perception of reality or they will reject the new 

environment.1

Few game scenarios use the world as it exists. Rarely do participants play their 

actual role in a game, though they should be chosen for their ability to emulate the 

decisions of the agency that they represent in the game. Finally, the game will include 

only partial organizational structures. The first task in beginning the game is achieving 

an intellectual transformation. Control must aid participants in generating a conceptual 

map that forms the basis for their decisions in the game.

This task is not particularly arduous. It mainly involves imparting the thinking 

that went into the game design to the participants. It requires, first, acquainting the 

participants with the game objectives and issues involved. Subject to limiting bias in their 

play, they should understand the motivation for, and intended use of, the game. This 

information provides the basis for ordering agenda items during deliberations to promote 

achieving the game objectives. Next, they need to understand their role and how to get 

things done in the game. They need to understand:

- organizations represented in the game,

- the internal organization of their player team,

- the kinds of decisions that control expects them to make, when, and in what
form,

- procedures for interacting with subordinates and other players and cells,

1 This statement is based upon Kuhn (1970), particularly Chapter VI.
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- methods for obtaining additional information

- the scenario that will motivate the first decision situation,

- other elements of the world state, such as their and other players’ resources. 

Some of this information may be clear. The scenario and player’s title may make the 

nature of their decisions obvious. However control should not presume that the players 

know, or know where to find this information. Control should allot enough time to allow 

participants to review and query the initial state of the world before starting the decision 

process. Time saved in generating a common understanding of the game mechanics will 

be lost as multiple participants appeal to control to provide this basic information.

This process need not wait until all participants convene for the game. Before the 

game, control can provide the participants information on game objectives and mechanics, 

the scenario, and their role. Requesting participants to prepare policy statements or 

concepts of operations before the game can speed the intellectual transition. In practice, 

this will not obviate the need to allot some time to reviewing the game set up. Not all 

do their homework.

A socialization process within teams and cells is also necessary. Just as every 

President establishes personal procedures for dealing with his cabinet, each team will need 

to determine how it will make and implement decisions. This process takes time adding 

to the start up costs of the game. It can also degrade the quality of the decision process 

in the first game move. Where the participants are unfamiliar with each other, or with 

the gaming process, arriving at useful conclusions in a single day is difficult. Role 

playing within teams can assist by suggesting areas of discretion for each participant, thus 

saving time in initial organization of player teams.
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CONDUCTING THE GAME

The conduct of the game centers on the players, not control. Control should 

encourage participants to adopt intellectually their role. Participant’s statements should 

have the quality of "here is what we are doing," versus "in this situation they might do 

this." Perception of being a mechanism in a game should not be conscious. Providing 

information appropriate to the decision level and deference to those in high-level roles 

facilitates this aim.1

Participants may have difficulty remaining intellectually within the game when 

developments violate their expectations. They may then challenge the game model and 

process, and begin to game the game. Control should not discourage participants from 

exercising their right of reclama. That right provides the basis for the validity of the 

game and highlights learning. The surest way to get participants back into their game 

role is for control to have a logical, consistent, explainable basis for the game develop

ments.

The heavy hand of control overriding player decisions is evidence of a poorly 

designed game. It reflects a significant misunderstanding of the player’s calculus by 

control. With all the levers available to control in setting the world state, feeding 

information to players, and directing the play of strategic dummies, only miscalculation 

by control should account for changing a player’s decision.

1 Perla (1990, p. 249) notes a tendency of military players cast in more senior roles to become involved 
in details below their game station. This may, or may not, be a game artifact. In a military career path, 
where superiors have had the jobs of their subordinates, they have a tendency to meddle in details. This 
is less evident in high-level political-military gaming, though subordinates always feel encumbered by 
supervision.
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In war gaming, getting the war started is firequendy difficult. This provides a 

lesson in itself. Starting the war may require a player to change their type, to adopt 

different preferences. This firequendy takes the form of reordering player objectives. 

Where this is done, control should aid the player in articulating this new preference 

system and choosing consistendy until there is reason to change back to something more 

natural.

LEARNING FROM THE GAME

The principal objectives of operational gaming are discovery and anticipation.1 

The aim is to discover:

- new ways of conceptualizing the problem,
- new courses of action,
- new elements of information needed for decision,
- unknown relations between aspects of problem,
- clearer insights into the problem dynamics,
- motivations for choice, and,

ultimately, to anticipate consequences of action or inaction. The game should proceed 

with these aims in mind.

The game should facilitate both individual and group learning. During the game, 

participants should try to capture the self-surprising behavior that distinguishes discovery 

from the expected. As noted in the game design, control should note the information 

needed to conduct the game (player requests, adjustments to models, etc.) that they did 

not anticipate. All should note the areas of weak logic in the scenarios, overly simple 

treatment of structures and processes, differences in individual perceptions and

1 Participation by those having different perspectives and competencies facilitates these objectives. 
Brewer (1987) considers this participation an objective in itself.
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preferences, and areas where the group logic is deficient (Brewer 1987. p. 6). Also all 

should be alert to the effects of egocentric and affiliative behavior, and to unintended 

learning. The last event before dispersing the participants should be a group discussion 

to critique these impressions.

The most common statement made after a game is a caution to the participants 

that the game events are not predictive. This tells them what they should not learn, not 

what they should. From this the participants may conclude that they have just wasted 

their time. Control should make a strong effort to state what they believe are the key 

findings of the game, referring to evidence provided from the game. The participants 

then should have the opportunity to refute, refine or expand upon this analysis.

USING THE GAME RESULTS: DOCUMENTATION

Participation in the game obviously adds to the experience base of those involved. 

If this is its only use, the game looses much of its value. Since the highest level policy 

makers do not participate in gaming, the effect of the game on policy can only be indirect 

if they do not receive game results. Also, rarely will one game provide the intellectual 

comfort that all of what can be known about the subject matter has been discovered. 

Frequent and inexpensive games involving differently informed participants can provide 

this comfort by accumulating the learning from the games. Finally, those not involved 

may not appreciate the value of gaming. Documenting games extends their value, and 

provides the basis for an objective appraisal of the effort. Documentation can also limit 

the abuse of game results.
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These considerations suggest three different audiences for documentation: policy 

makers, those professionals with gaming responsibilities, and auditors. Though the 

information relevant to each has some overlap, each has a different emphasis. Policy 

makers will be interested primarily in substantive results. Depending upon their 

objectivity, they will be interested in evidence that both supports and contests current 

policies. Using game results to create policy is easier than using results to change it. 

Policy makers are most interested in objectives, conclusions, evidence that supports the 

most controversial conclusions, and a basis for evaluating the validity of the effort (such 

as the scenario, the identity of participants, and participants thoughts on the game).

Auditors want different sorts of information. They want a basis for evaluating the 

cost-benefit of the effort. They begin with costs. Then their interests include items such 

as:

- Who wanted the game, and for what purpose?
- What were the credentials of the game designer/gaming organization?
- How good were the data sources used?
- How were results validated, and what were the outcomes?
- What reports were generated, who got them, what were the reactions, what were
the uses of the game?
- What modifications resulted in the gaming process?

(derived from Brewer 1976).

These are legitimate questions. Those professionals with gaming responsibilities can use 

the answers to these questions, in addition to those questions of greatest interest to the 

policy maker.

As in any discipline, documentation advances professional growth and the 

accumulation of knowledge. On balance, the documentation of gaming (as with other
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modeling) is grossly deficient.1 Why this is so, and what constitutes a reasonable balance 

are useful questions.

Gaming lacks a tradition of documentation. Shrouds of secrecy have always 

surrounded war gaming and gaming affecting high-level policy. Concerns with limiting 

the distribution of substantive details have carried over into method. Also, military men 

have been the principal standard bearers. Their interests lie much more in the substance 

than the method of gaming. Those consultants who ply gaming as a trade are reluctant 

to share their wares, or subject them to critical review. Therefore the documentation of 

gaming falls to a low priority.

Documentation requires extra effort. Extensive documentation may be of little 

use. People already have too much to read. Many feel models are easier to create than 

adapt. So where is the medium between professional development and a paperwork drill?

The answer lies partly in the experience and knowledge lost in the absence of 

documentation. Difficulties in justifying the worth of gaming are also part of the answer. 

Techniques and the value of gaming have been passed along more through experience and 

an oral tradition than through documentation. Documentation used is usually informal, 

consisting of working papers from the last effort. With the high rate of turnover in 

military institutions, who remain major users of gaming, one might think that handbooks 

on gaming would exist. In fact the literature is slim.2

1 See Brewer and Shubik (1979), Brewer (1976), and Shubik and Brewer (1972) for standards and the 
state of documentation. The 1980s saw no improvements over these accounts.

J Typical of such documents are the Naval War College’s Standard Operating Procedures for the War 
Gaming Department The focus of such documents is administrative. No theoretical discussion is included.
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No claims arc made that documentation in itself is sufficient for quality gaming. 

Like golf, learning gaming from a book will not produce superior results. However, 

documentation is necessary for progress. Writing clarifies thought and improves rigor. 

It improves efficiency, reducing the reinvention of wheels. It demonstrates confidence 

that the method can withstand professional review. In a discipline that relies upon 

intersubjectivity, it opens ideas to the broad review necessary to generate useful 

knowledge. In a time of falling budgets, it provides evidence of the value of the 

enterprise. It has the additional value of clarifying where credit is due.

In documenting a game, the questions posed above deserve serious review. One 

should begin by asking: what experience and knowledge we will lose if we do not 

document the game? Then document those aspects of the game needed to convey an 

appreciation of the validity of the effort.

CRITIQUING GAMES

At this point we have a broad set of criteria for critiquing operational games. First 

are the standards of science: intersubjectivity, rigor, and value. Next are Janis’ criteria 

for vigilant decision making, including egocentric, affiliative, and cognitive constraints. 

Amplifying these are Bracken’s concerns over diversion, suppression and faulty learning.1 

Finally, we have the considerations presented in this chapter summarized in table 5-1.

Against such an imposing array of criteria and considerations no method or effort 

can emerge unscathed. Each game is run for its own purposes. Therefore we should

1 Bracken’s diversion is similar to Kahn and Mann’s overconcentration (1957c, pp. 23-28). In both 
cases restricting the domain of the problem omits factors that affect consequences.
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critique games considering how efficiently and successfully they met their aims, in 

addition to considering unintended effects. Also, we should consider the alternatives: no 

study, personal experience, history, other disciplines, and strictly quantitative analysis. 

Ultimately, we must judge whether the analytical technique provides a distorted set of 

referents that deleteriously affects attitudes and the subsequent formulation of policy and 

strategy (Kringen 1980, p. 147), or contributes to decisions more likely to achieve the 

intended aim. Gaming lacks standards and is subject to abuse. Whether citing a game 

as the basis for a conclusion should be taken as a caution or a promotion of the result 

depends on the quality of the game. The purpose of critique is to judge this quality.
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OBJECTIVES
Sponsor’s purpose 
Gaming organization’s puipose 
Other’s purposes

STATE OF THE WORLD
Scenario
Models and data
Tastes and beliefs of participants
Reference Materials
Pre-briefings

PLAYERS
Number of sides
Scope and Level (Scope of disciplines; Range of command levels) 
Bureaucratic verisimilitude

PARTICIPANTS
Expertise/number

INFORMATION CONDITIONS
Openness of information 
Move structure/communications 
Verisimilitude of information presentation 
Physical arrangements
Game Rate (Period covered; Duration; Match between decisions opportu

nities and changes in state variables; Time available for 
decision)

DECISION PROCESS
Move forms 
Feedback loops 
Physical environment

ADJUDICATION
Methods
Qualifications/organization of controllers/ umpires 
Models
Control pulses put into the game and overrides of player decisions

USE
Game Products/Distribution

- Player debriefing
- Post-game briefings
- Reports

Table 5-1. Considerations in Critique of Operational Games.
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CHAPTER 6

GLOBAL WAR GAMES: THE FIRST FIVE YEARS

The Naval War College has conducted a Global War Game each year over the past 

twelve years. The games had a humble beginning. However, over the past decade they 

have grown into a far reaching and unique enterprise. For three weeks each summer the 

games bring together hundreds of people. Participants come from essentially all 

government agencies with direct responsibilities for national security.1 Citizens of the 

United Kingdom (U.K.) have participated since 1984. Canadians have participated since 

1987? This is the only game of such scope conducted within the world.

The national security community has become acquainted with these games through 

participation and briefings. Few published accounts of these games exist. The Naval 

War College has distributed reports on Global games only in the past several years. 

Written accounts and commentary on these games are closely held within the Naval War 

College. Game reports provide little data on the elements and structure of the games, and 

less analysis of methods used.

1 Stating this requires a judgment about what is relevant to national security. The old concept 
concentrated on preparedness to conduct general war against the Soviet Union. Now quality of life (drugs, 
immigration, education, and the environment) issues are changing the notion of national security.

2 Other nations are excluded because of the data used in the game and its policy implications.
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The absence of analysis leads to many more questions about the games than 

answers. The intent here is neither to bury the games, nor to praise them. These games 

provide a basis for inferring what one can learn, how to learn, and how to make 

knowledge cumulative on a subject as complex and dynamic as national security strategy. 

The limits on what anyone can say about the validity of the games illustrate the need for 

attention to method.

The next three chapters both document and critique the Global War Game (GWG) 

series. The criteria established in the preceding chapters provide the basis for the critique. 

Chapter 6 covers the first five years 1979-1983. Chapter 7 covers the seven games during 

1984-1990. Chapter 8 provides a summary critique.

BEGINNINGS - GLOBAL WAR GAME 1979

By the late 1970s the Navy believed the time had come to focus on strategy. 

Intelligence estimates had the Soviets spending more on their Navy than the U.S. for the 

first time. Trends projected that these Soviet expenditures would exceed the U.S. by 50% 

in the late 1980s. A small group of people at the Naval War College cited firepower, 

maneuver, and strategy as primary factors affecting the outcome of battles. They argued 

that when small expenditures on defense constrained the purchase of more firepower, 

commanders had to place a greater reliance upon maneuver and strategy. This called for 

gaming out move and counter-move (GWG 1979, "World War IH").1

1 Unpublished and classified Global War Game documents are listed separately in the bibliography. 
Where necessaiy for clarity, these documents are referenced in the text by (GWG 19XX, author), or tide 
if no author listed.
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They cited the rise of systems analysis and evaluation of weapon systems’ 

parameters as the dominant focus of analysis, including gaming. They concluded it was 

time to conduct a game that would concentrate upon strategy. They proposed a trial 

effort to determine if the Navy had the techniques available to address the study of 

strategy seriously.

Game Purpose

The game was to be a fairly low level of effort using resources available within 

the Naval War College. It would involve mainly students remaining at the College over 

the Summer. The game design called for two weeks of planning and two weeks of game 

play (GWG 1979, Global War Game 1979). The Center for Advanced Research at the 

College sponsored the game. The Center for War Gaming provided support. Within the 

broad purpose of exploring strategy, the game concept envisioned eight objectives:

1. The education of all players and umpires.

2. To test the US/Allied capability to conduct naval operations world wide in
WWIII — recognizing the Soviets’ severe resource constraints as well as our own.

3. To test the adequacy of logistics support.

4. To assess what reasonably can be accomplished in 30, 60, and perhaps 90 days
of war fighting.

5. To assess the roles/capabilities of allies on both sides.

6. To assess the roles of maneuver and strategy on both sides.

7. To identify/assess the critical political sensitivities on both sides.

8. To assess critical vulnerabilities/sensitivities on both sides [such as warning
time].

(GWG 1979, "World War m")
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The game proposal addressed the need to find some "wise men" and to let the game pro

gress rather freely to achieve the seventh objective.

The game book revised the statement of purpose and objectives to read:1

1. Purpose. To examine strategies for the conduct of global naval campaigns.

2. Objective. The primary objective of this game is to gain insights into the 
following areas:

- capabilities of U.S. and its allies to conduct naval operations on a global 
scale in the event of a world-wide conflict with the USSR and the Warsaw Pact;

- priorities of sequential operations;

- adequacy and form of logistics systems to support extended/prolonged, 
diverse naval operations;

- impact of strategy and maneuver on force effectiveness;

impact of political/economic factors in developing strategy and 
vulnerabilities of strategies to international or regional constraints;

- loci of various nuclear thresholds in various theaters, including concepts 
for de-escalation;

- patterns and processes for control of military forces at national 
headquarters and tactical levels when combat activity is intensive and widespread.

(GWG 79, Game Book)

These objectives derived from a variety of Naval War College and external 

interests (GWG 1979, Post-game briefing materials). Center for Advanced Research 

interests included:

(1) investigating the CNO’s concept that the U.S. and allies had to be in control 
of the world’s oceans, segmented into five naval theaters, but did not have the 
resources for five theater campaigns simultaneously, therefore requiring priorities 
and sequential operations,

1 The game book dropped the educational objective from the list. Perhaps the author viewed education 
as implicit. The post-game briefing included education as a goal.
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(2) comparing U.S. and Soviet naval capabilities in a more complete global war 
context,

(3) gaming a world-wide naval war, because it had not been done, and

(4) answering the question whether it was possible and how to go about gaming 
W W ffl.

The Naval War College interests were:

(1) providing a summer project for students assigned during the period when there 
were no classes in session, and

(2) developing specifications for the design of the Naval War Gaming System 
(NWGS) that was to replace the existing Warfare Analysis and Research System 
(WARS) with current computer technology.

For external interests, the briefing stated the belief that the CNO would appreciate any

insights generated by the effort, and noted the interest expressed by the Commander-in-

Chief (CINC) of the Atlantic Fleet (CINCLANTFLT).1 The briefing listed the OSD and

academe as being curious. The final bullet on the slide was "other navy interest not

discemable."

Game Design

The Center for War Gaming and the Center for Advanced Research divided 

responsibilities for game preparations. Each prepared a book for player reference. The 

Center for War Gaming prepared a short game book covering objectives and the admini

stration. The Center for Advanced Research prepared a more detailed book containing 

damage assessment procedures, orders of battle, force deployments, concepts of operation, 

equipment lists for each platform, rules of engagement, and a sparse scenario of global

1 Admiral Ike Kidd was an avid war gamer. He used games both to train and evaluate his admirals 
and generals.
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political developments. The military players also spent two weeks preparing detailed 

plans before the arrival of the NCA players.

A precept of the game was "political-military play is limited to support of 

military initiatives and war termination initiatives (<Global War Game 1979, p. A-2)." The 

scenario tried to limit the maneuvering room for the NCAs to avoid war. The causus 

bellum was the renewed prospect of a reunified Germany. The scenario writer explicitly 

requested the political players to suspend their disbelief (Global War Game 1979, p. B-4). 

In accordance with the concerns of the time, the scenario also included a small war in the 

Persian Gulf area. This war involved relatively small numbers of U.S. and Soviet forces 

committed to opposite sides and suffering some losses. The scenario defined positions 

on D-day of key players such as China, Japan, and France. Control adjusted these 

positions as the game progressed. A portion of the eight page scenario suggested U.S. 

and Soviet war aims to the players.

To play the globe, the game divided the world into seven theaters. These roughly 

corresponded to command arrangements set forth in the U.S. Unified Command Plan.1 

Figure 6-1 illustrates the game floor layout.

The game simulated only two sides, Blue and Orange.2 Each side had three levels 

in the chain of command: a national command authority (NCA), unified/combined theater 

commanders, and subordinate commanders of the major force groupings. Participants 

assigned to the NCA cells had no specified role. All other game positions assigned

1 This plan defines the geographical boundaries and command arrangements of the Unified and 
Specified CINCs. A Unified CINC has forces from all services under his command.

2 The principal opponent did not become Red until greater emphasis was placed on verisimilitude with 
Soviet organization and planning calculus.
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Figure 6-1. Global War Game Floor Arrangement 1979.

participants to a particular role. The Orange command organization was only partially 

consistent with its Soviet counterpart. Soviet Naval forces were under command of a
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central naval commander, as opposed to the Soviet practice of unified theater commands 

with subordinate naval forces.

The Blue NCA consisted of six people filling three positions over the two weeks. 

Dr. Fred Ikle, then at Johns Hopkins University but soon to become Under Secretary of 

Defense for Policy, played President. Ambassador Seymour Weiss, who had experience 

in JCS political-military games, also participated. The Orange NCA group designated 

Prof. Richard Pipes from Harvard as Chairman. Four other Orange NCA participants 

included a representative from CIA’s Soviet Analysis and people who had served as 

Naval Attaches in Moscow. Below the NCAs were 47 Navy Commanders and Lieutenant 

Commanders. Twelve U.S. Navy officers commanded Orange forces.

One of control’s objectives was to force the game past thirty days of war fighting. 

Pre-WWH strategic games had players submit their plans to control who would announce 

the length of the move based upon anticipated events. In Global, control decided to 

employ constant time steps.1 The attempt to play 96 hours of game time in an eight hour 

day dictated open information at the military level. Both Blue and Orange commanders 

worked from the same chart under the supervision of an umpire. Control made provisions 

to adjust the effective clock speed of 12:1 when required. All players except the NCAs 

were on the game floor. Each NCA group had a separate room. Control allowed the 

NCAs to view the situation on the game floor periodically. Reading the opponent’s 

communications to his subordinates violated the rules.2

1 The Global control group may not have been aware of the pre-WWII technique.

2 In Bowen’s terms the game was not completely open since the opponent’s intentions and calculus was 
not supposed to be immediately available.
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The game concentrated on naval operations, scripting the progress of the war on 

land. The adjudication plan called for using an extension of the manual chart Sea Control 

Tactical Analysis game (SEATAG). Once the game began, adjudication became free

form to support the game rate. The SEATAG models required detailed information for 

individual engagements. Force commanders could not supply the geometry of 

engagements and decisions for each unit interactions for four day periods.

At game start, each player was to have a concept of operations for his forces for 

the war. This concept was to provide a detailed plan of actions over the next week of 

game time. The game book provided a form for implementing moves. It covered forces 

involved, the movement plan and intentions, a surveillance plan, communications plan, 

cover and deception plan, strike plan, logistics plan, and remarks on operating procedures. 

The form enjoined players to include such information as weapons firing policy and 

where they laid sonobuoy fields.

An umpire from the staff of the Center for War Gaming supervised each of the 

seven theater tables. A Damage Assessment Team adjudicated major engagements where 

the professional judgement of the two sides disputed the umpire’s suggested outcome. 

The game assumed gun ammunition to be adequate. However, the logistics effort tracked 

fuel, missile, torpedo and mine inventories. The principals involved in the game design 

formed the control group to oversee all operations and provide the court of last resort 

where participants could not resolve disputes at lower levels.

The naval play occurred under a detailed set of rules. The rules covered air-to-air, 

air-to-surface, surface-to-surface, subsurface-to-surface, air antisubmarine warfare (ASW), 

surface ASW, submarine ASW, and mine warfare engagements. Figure 6-2 shows the
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Source: 1979 Center for Advanced Research Game Book
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logic for adjudicating a typical engagement sequence.

In contrast, a simple set of rules covered the ground play. If resupply to the 

theaters occurred at planned rates, the ground war in that theater was stalemate with both 

sides suffering 5% attrition per week. Should an opponent interrupt resupply, the forward
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edge of the battle area (FEBA) would move.1 Attrition to the losing side would increase 

to 10% per week {Global War Game 1979, p. A-2). The only linkage between the naval 

and air-ground battles occurred by accounting for attrition if hostile aircraft overflew 

allied land on their way to strike naval forces.

The starting game date was 1 August 1985. This required projecting force levels 

and capabilities into the near future. A variety of sources provided the data used in the 

game {Global War Game 1979, pp. 2-3). Weapon system probabilities came from 

Operational Test and Evaluation Force Reports, data from the report Sea Plan 2000, 

Naval Undersea Warfare Engineering Station Performance Analysis and Reliability 

reports, etc.. No documents indicated the source of individual data items. The game 

book also provided estimates to bias systems performance for such effects as electromag

netic jamming.

The game used intelligence estimates to project Soviet force levels. Sources such 

a Jane’s Fighting Ships provided most non-Soviet data. Little data existed to estimate 

Orange logistics (GWG 1979, "Global War Game Logistics"). The game assumed allied 

logistics were adequate.* The players received weather and environmental updates for 

each day of game time.

1 Since only naval forces played these rules clearly biased the game in the favor of Orange. The rules 
reflected the dominant Navy paradigm. Western naval thought held that gaining sea control to maintain 
resupply would fully occupy allied naval forces. This would leave few resources for power projection to 
affect adjacent land battles.

1 In NATO, logistics in the form of war consumables are a national responsibility. As a consequence 
it is practically as difficult to obtain logistics data for allies as it is for the Soviets. With the Soviets at least 
there is an intelligence organization trying to get the data. It is impolite to spy on allies, and more 
embarrassing when caught.
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Many participants found room for improvement in the game design.

Game Products and Critique

The Center for Advanced Research prepared a post-game report (Global War 

Game 1979: Final Report) and a briefing. In addition, several of the NCA players and 

others involved provided memoranda commenting on the game.

The game ended having simulated 44 days of war. However, the basic conclusion 

was that the U.S. Navy and its institutions did not have adequate means for gaming a 

global war at a sufficient level of detail to offer "meaningful, analytically supportable 

insights" (Final Report, p. iii). Particular deficiencies included knowledge of logistics 

stocks and usage rates, and of Soviet operational capabilities, Soviet weapon system 

parameters, and Soviet doctrine. The author surmised that should the data be available, 

processes for handling such a volume of information did not exist Other participants 

cited defects in the data and rules they considered important (GWG 1979, Pearsall). The 

report cautioned that any results from the game should be judged considering the limits 

of the source.

The game brought to the fore the problem of political-military interaction in 

operational play with multiple command levels. The final report cited the tensions created 

between mobilization and crisis management which the game design had tried to rule out. 

The importance of command relations and information flow exceeded the expectations of 

the game designers. One participant cited the loss of 320 man-days of planning as a 

result of the political authorities coming into the game after the military players had 

prepared detailed initial plans (GWG 1979, Pearsall). He also expressed frustration with
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the "strategists present" trying to reach some substantive conclusions of whether or not 

Blue could conduct a global naval war rather than evaluating the game as a mechanism 

for reaching these conclusions.

Fred Dde was not quite so critical of value of the game. In his opinion the game 

could not test strategy. However, he thought it could shed light on the variables that 

would make one option the preferred one (GWG 1979, "Comments on 1979 Global War 

Game").

The briefing on the game covered the major points brought out in the post game 

critiques. It cited factors of the experimental design considered important. These 

included: limited manning for an extensive undertaking, open information on the game 

floor (with Blue effectively moving first and Orange responding), aggregated damage 

assessment, artificial ground-air play, minimal political-diplomatic aspects, and accelerated 

game speeds. Beyond major deficiencies mentioned in the final report, the brief included:

- the objectives being too ambitious for the resources available,

- the directors underestimating

(1) the learning time required for the players and umpires to adapt to the
game style that differed significantly from the norm,
(2) the difficulty in isolating the naval war,
(3) the need to represent political-diplomatic maneuvering,
(4) the complexities of air-ground warfare, and
(5) the sheer scope of the undertaking,

- the lack of conceptual material on WWin in strategic planning guidance,1 and

- the artificialities in the decisions and judgments necessary to maintain the clock
speed.

1 The thought here is consistent with DeWeerd’s concept of context
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The final conclusion was that gaming global war was potentially more important 

than many other activities at the Center for Advanced Research, if it could be done 

"meaningfully." To do the game meaningfully would require more effort. Specifically, 

it would need continued work on both the game concept and design. This would involve 

more comprehensive planning and other Navy organizations to improve models and data 

to accommodate the complexity inherent in the subject. The briefing stated the need to 

play elements of mutual support between land and sea-based forces in more detail. 

Playing the land-air battle on a level comparable to the naval play required the 

involvement of Army and Air Force participants. The report referred to the game as more 

demanding than anything that the Center had tried before. It recommended a series of 

games as a "small, first, but essential step in learning how to fight a global war." 

Evidently the College accepted the recommendation.

Several high level officials within the Navy received the briefing. These included 

the current and future CNOs and the future Chairman of the JCS (GWG 1979, Casswell). 

The distribution of the game report is not clear, but was not wide.

The game served as a springboard for several specific actions to generate 

knowledge that was deficient not just in the game, but across the Navy and intelligence 

communities. In accordance with a recommendation of one of the Orange NCA players 

(GWG 1979, Gallotta), the Navy formed a cadre of intelligence personnel at the Naval 

Field Operational Intelligence Office (NFOIO) detachment attached to the Naval War 

College. Their mission was to represent accurately Soviet operations and doctrine in war 

games. The game also established itself a major determinant of the research agenda for 

the Naval War College.
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GLOBAL WAR GAME 1980 

Game Purpose

The 1980 game book prepared by the Center for War Gaming changed only the 

date from the 1979 game book. Pre-game briefing materials continued to characterize the 

purpose as exploring the value of gaming as a means for studying strategy. Americans 

held hostage in Iran and the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan elevated concerns over the 

region (resulting in the creation of the term Southwest Asia). The Rapid Deployment 

Joint Task Force (RDJTF) became a major issue (GWG 1980, Pre-game briefing 

materials, slide 1). Accounting for the previous year’s defects and understanding the 

requirements and implications of the RDJTF motivated changes in the game’s design.

Game Design

The game year again was 1985. The scenario was now 33 pages long. This 

scenario presented essentially the same world context as the previous year in more detail. 

The major difference was the deployment of the RDJTF, a much larger force than in the 

1979 game. This scenario also omitted stipulations of Orange and Blue intentions.

Reference materials available to all participants included the Center for War 

Gaming and the Center for Advanced Research game books, and a set of capability 

assessments. The capability assessments included National Intelligence Estimates, RAND 

reports on theater and strategic nuclear exchanges, Center for Naval Analyses and Naval 

War College reports on the naval balance, RAND and Air Force reports on the TACAIR 

balance in NATO, Army Staff and Army War College estimates of the land battle, and 

the SAGA Olympiad game series (West, "Global War Game II")."
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For 1980 the world organization consisted of five theaters, as shown in figure 6-3. 

The seven naval theaters from the previous year combined into four. An air-ground 

theater for Europe provided the fifth. The scope of the game expanded to military vice 

naval play. Non-Navy services played on the air-ground table. The three levels of 

command remained the NCAs, the CINCs, and their subordinate commands. Again the 

game did not specify NCA role playing beyond appointing the President and General 

Secretary. The game added an international political group representing the interests of 

nations other than the U.S. and Soviet Union. This addition effectively expanded the 

number of sides beyond two. Reflecting the concerns over the RDJTF, the logistics table 

analyzed strategic lift and mobility rather than tracking munitions levels.

Three to four people played in the each NCA cell. The composition changed each 

week. Ambassador Weiss repeated on the Blue NCA for the first week. Three of the 

Orange players had played in 1979. Naval War College faculty participation in the game 

expanded significantly. Two NCA players were from the War College. Faculty played 

all positions in the international political and logistics groups. Naval War College Army 

and Air Force faculty played the air-land table. Navy Commanders and Lieutenant 

Commanders, students of the College, played the CINCs of the naval theaters. Each 

theater and CINC group had about seven people (GWG 1980, Nott Memoranda). Several 

influential people from Washington (Assistant Secretaries of Defense, Senate aides/staff, 

Navy principals, etc.) saw portions of the game (GWG 1980, CNO memorandum, 

enclosure 2).

The game ran three weeks. This became the norm for all following years. To 

allow players more time to learn the game, control devoted the first week to strategy
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development and early moves. The second week covered pre-war maneuvering and the 

outbreak of war. The third week played the war and included post-game seminars (CNO 

Memorandum). The clock rate remained at 4:1 or less, allowing much more time for 

decisions than in the previous game. The war was short.

The game floor arrangements remained essentially the same as in 1980. Force 

commanders from both sides reviewed the same chart, aided by an umpire. The main 

change was the movement of the CINCs into separate spaces. This produced closed 

information at the top two decision levels and open information at the bottom. The 

CINCs communicated with their subordinates through messages. How they communicat

ed with their NCA is not clear. Apparently the game used the same move sheets and 

structure as the year before.1 All participants gathered at the end of each day to discuss 

the issues that arose during that day’s play.

Computer models played a greater role in the adjudication of engagements and in 

determining the rate of force movements. Rigid damage assessments using Monte Carlo 

models on micro-computers were more the norm than the exception. Slowing the clock 

rate to 4:1 facilitated this change. The land war used a model developed by Army and 

Air Force members of the Naval War College faculty.2 Slight changes to the assessment 

rules addressed such issues as the use of sabotage and overflight of nonbelligerent 

countries. The arrangements for reclama of damage assessments were similar to the 

previous year.

1 Though the 1980 game book prepared by the Center for Advanced Research was not saved, the move
procedures in the 1981 game book are the same as those used in 1979.

3 No documentation on this model exists in the game files.
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Game Products and Critique

The Center for Advanced Research completed a draft report on the game (GWG 

1980, West). A memorandum written by a member of the CNO staff provides the most 

comprehensive record of the game.

The draft report cited how the nature of the reference materials influenced the play 

of the game. The assessments provided interpretations of data rather than the basic data 

itself. The pessimistic portrait of the balance affected Blue and Orange play. The daily 

seminars provided a propaganda opportunity for Orange: "Unfortunately, in the daily 

wash-up Red [Orange] tended to use these reports to remind the players of the military 

balance and of the reasonableness of his proposal for an equal division of the world 

(West, p. 5)."1 The perception fit well into the "window of opportunity" theories then 

prevalent about the projected military balance in the mid-1980s. This led the author of 

a CNO memorandum to conclude, "prospects in a global war depend upon what one 

believes about the balance at the outset (CNO memorandum, p. 7)."

Neither of the above accounts discusses Henry Young, a defense consultant with 

a background in operations research. Playing Orange for the second year in a row, he 

was a dominant factor in the game. In a post-game letter he states that he entered the 

game with a few issues that he wanted to highlight, such as the use of nuclear weapons 

for signalling and escalation dominance (GWG 1980, Young letter). This resulted in the 

use of nuclear weapons at the onset of war. Nuclear brinkmanship terminated the war 

after a few days.

1 A wash-up usually consists of a review and critique of the proceeding events. In most gaming the 
wash-up occurs on weekly basis or at the end of the game to avoid affecting the game play.
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The fundamental conclusions taken from the game again concentrated on the need 

for greater intellectual effort in the formulation of national security strategy (CNO 

memorandum and West memorandum). The game sponsors called for continued 

development of the models and expansion of the player expertise (Hay memorandum).

GLOBAL WAR GAME 1981

Game Purpose

The 1981 Game Book revised and extended the list of objectives to cover:

- Maneuver concepts that enhance crisis strategies without foreclosing war 
fighting imperatives.

- Concepts for deployment of a Rapid Deployment Force.

- Theater priorities for sequential operations by the U.S. Navy in the event 
of global conflict between NATO and the Warsaw Pact.

- Allied survivability in the "secondary" theater.1

- Adequacy and form of logistics systems to support extended/prolonged, 
and diverse naval operations.

Strategic concepts of mutually supporting land-air and maritime
campaigns.

- Loci of various nuclear thresholds including concepts for de-escalation.

- Impact of strategy and maneuver on force effectiveness.

- Assessment of revised Rules of Engagement on force effectiveness 
during a deepening crisis.

- Patterns and processes for war termination.
(GWG 1981, CWG Game Book)

The book also mentioned the educational purpose of the game.

1 This apparently refers to the scenario that deals with other than a Central Front problem.
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The preface to the objectives stated: "Global War Game 1981, like its predecessor, 

has a series of objectives some of which may be achieved in a single game, others of 

which depend upon an iterative process (GWG 1981, CWG Game Book, p. 1)." The 

game design made no specific attempt to ensure that issues associated with each game 

objective arose in the course of the game. Instead, the objectives served to highlight the 

areas of interest to the Center for Naval Warfare Studies.1

These objectives reflected (1) a greater interest in the pre-war crisis, (2) the emer

gence of war termination as a topic for study, (3) the development of better ways to 

evaluate mutually supporting air-land and sea operations, and (4) continued interest in the 

Rapid Deployment Force. The focus on Rules of Engagement reveals the traditional 

interest of the Naval War College in developing international law, and operational 

concerns over absorbing the Soviet’s first salvo. The game book also listed the industrial 

base of the country as a "strand that weaves throughout the game (GWG 1981, CWG 

Game Book, p. 1)."

This year the game included a methodological purpose to explore "the thought and 

logic that will go into tomorrow’s software routines and algorithms (GWG 1981, CWG 

Game Book, p. 1)."

1 The CNO established the Center for Naval Warfare Studies at the Naval War College during the 
summer of 1981 to conduct research. The newly formed CNO Strategic Studies Group, the Center for 
Advanced Research, and the Center for War Gaming were included in this new organization directed by 
the former Under Secretary of the Navy Robert J. Murray.
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Game Design

The effect of the previous years play in stimulating research at the Naval War 

College is evident in the changes in the game books prepared by the Center for Advanced 

Research. The 1979 book had now grown to two volumes with three times the number 

of pages. A 105 page study conducted by the Naval War College faculty provided 

background and procedures for calculating strategic lift requirements. It provided a useful 

way to grapple with the problem of converting short ton-miles/day into how many planes 

and ships were needed to move specific military units with their particular equipments. 

Also added to the book were (1) extensive procedures for assessing land and air 

engagements, (2) guidance on the employment of tactical fighters, (3) sections on Soviet 

Air Force tactical forces, Soviet military transportation aviation capabilities, and Soviet 

naval force operations, (4) guidance on how to play Red, and (5) Rules of Engagement 

taken from actual U.S. fleet operations orders. The books also provided data on Army 

orders of batde and land force locations as initial conditions for the land war model.

A group of Navy Reserve officers assigned to the NFOIO detachment at the Naval 

War College prepared a scenario for the game. Their task was to create a scenario that 

would initiate a NATO/Warsaw Pact conflict in a theater other than central Europe. They 

based the scenario upon implicit Soviet objectives of controlling the Bosporus Straits. 

It involved diverting the U.S. through support of an Iraqi attempt to take the Kuwaiti and 

Saudi oil fields on the Persian Gulf. This tale required 39 pages to tell, covering the five 

year period between 1981 and 1985.

As shown in figure 6-4, in 1981 the term Orange became Red. This change 

revealed a greater emphasis on playing Soviet doctrine faithfully. The world consisted
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of the same theater players as the previous year. However, this year the Mediterranean 

was subordinate to the European theater, simulating actual U.S. and NATO command 

arrangements. The description of the scope and level of the game was the same as that 

used for the 1979 game. The new development was an air-land table set up to support 

each theater, rather than just central Europe.

In this game the commanders subordinate to CINCs shifted from being players to 

game coordinators, effectively part of control. The rules permitted only control members 

to view the theater tables. Each table had one game coordinator working with Red and 

the other with Blue. The intent of this shift was to have "players concern themselves 

with the strategic employment of forces; coordinators will execute the strategic decisions 

in accordance with current tactical doctrines (GWG 1981, CWG Game Book, p. 5)."

Of the 113 people participating in the game, 14 were on the Red team, 26 were 

on Blue, 8 on the international political group, and the rest were controllers. Captains 

Colonels filled the senior military positions, rather than Commanders as in prior years. 

Red and Blue NCAs had only two people each. One Blue NCA team member had played 

before. Both of Red team members had played Global. One of these had played both 

of the previous years. This was the first year that the international political team had 

members with diplomatic experience, though most were from the Naval War College 

faculty.

In addition to the number of participants, the list important visitors grew (GWG 

1981, VIP list). Deputy Secretary for Defense Frank Carlucci came for a day. Several 

Assistant Secretaries of Defense, State Department personnel, the President of National
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Defense University, and a host of other Generals and Admirals visited for periods lasting 

from one to several days.

The game again took three weeks. The plan called for one week of crisis play, 

and two weeks for war fighting. The reverse proportion occurred. The political play 

delayed and restricted the geographic scope of the war (GWG 1981, Post memorandum). 

Only five game days of warfare occurred, at a nominal clock rate of 4:1.

The physical arrangements of Blue and Red NCA groups and their CINCs (with 

planning staffs) was similar to the previous year. The planning staffs used the same move 

sheets as in 1979. The CINCs and their staffs prepared move sheets for the start of the 

game and as necessary there after.1 The game paid greater attention to the conduct of 

communications. The rules on communications in the game book increased significantly. 

A telephone simulating a hot line provided communications between the opposing NCAs.

The Army War College had developed the Integrated Battle War Game for the 

Central Front. Army officers at the Naval War College adapted it for the Global War 

Game to apply to any ground theater. The model employed aggregated weapon 

effectiveness indices/weighted unit values (WEI/WUVs) at the division and brigade level. 

Using this technique the weapons effectiveness indices are computed by partitioning all 

ground combat weapons into ten categories. Then factors of force, mobility, and 

survivability determine the value of a weapon. The numerical coefficients for these 

factors come from "policy experts." These are then added according to the number of 

weapons of each type in the units nominal table of equipment. Finally, these factors are

1 In all three games to this date the actual flow of information and the frequency of feedback on the 
world state are not specified in the planning documents. Clearly the controllers wanted some latitude on 
the pace of the game. No one recorded what they actually did.
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further modified by multipliers for the defensive condition of the opposing forces, the ter

rain, and morale factors. If one side sustains heavy casualties or retreats for several days, 

their nominal score reduces by a factor specified in a table. Attrition calculations use a 

Lanchester approach applied to the weighted unit values of the units engaged.1

From the perspective of the Marines, this approach was flawed. The Marines rely 

much more heavily upon air power to make up for their limited amounts of artillery and 

tanks. The WEVWUV calculations made the ground combat element of a Marine Brigade 

look weak. Therefore, Marines students conducted a separate study to generate data for 

use in the model.

In contrast to the detailed description of the logic in the land model, the game 

book provided only a user’s guide to the air model.

The game used NWGS to display naval force dispositions, but not to assess force 

engagements. Micro-computer models provided damage assessment for naval engage

ments. The listing of data sources for the naval models was the same as in the 1979 

materials. In some cases the bibliographies of chapters in the game book listed other 

sources of data.

Game Products and Critique

A briefing covering the three years of Global War Games (with no accompanying 

text) documented the 1981 game. A memorandum for the record and several comments 

from individuals provide additional insights. Most visiting dignitaries received the post

1 This was the prevalent technique for modeling theater level ground war in the early 1980s. Both the 
McClintic and subsequent TACOPS model used this technique. Lanchester equations also provide the basis 
for the major land warfare model used in RSAS.
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game briefing. The CNO and senior Army officers in the Pentagon, and the major fleet 

commanders also received this brief (GWG 1981, McGruther note).

The briefing begins with a discussion of why the College did Global War Games. 

It first notes that no one else was doing it. The objectives stated in the briefing are 

somewhat different from those in the game book. The objectives of the games in the 

briefing are to gain knowledge of escalation considerations, geography and maneuver, 

regional requirements, logistics, strategy in war (as opposed to deterrence theory), and 

operational aspects of Soviet capabilities, "not to test credibility of scenarios or predict 

a winner." The briefing then goes on to provide the details of the scenario and the moves 

made in the game. It concludes with a list of strategic insights and recommendations 

"where to go from here." A slide on the progress in global war gaming cites the changes 

made to improve the game in 1979 and 1980, and suggests the principal issues for 1982 

are:

- How do we win?

- Long war play1

- C?I (Command, Control and Communications/Intelligence) Modeling 

The emphasis on the substance, as opposed to the method, clearly reflected the

opinion that: "War gaming seems now to be coming into its own as a legitimate analytical 

tool (GWG 1981, McGruther, "Global War Game-1981)."

Some participants commented on features of the game. Military players again 

complained that the political play stymied the war fighting. They suggested that the 

military players were not required for the first two weeks (GWG 1981, Post memoran

1 That longer periods of warfare are required for the Navy to have effect is noted.
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dum). In fact control induced the war. The Red and Blue players had agreed that the 

war would have been averted based on the actions taken by the two sides.

The international political players felt that the Red NCA was philosophically hide

bound and that the Blue NCA ignored political events until it became obvious and 

embarrassing. They claimed that both sides unrealistically expected their allies to fall into 

line with their policies in an ambiguous situation (GWG 1981, Dinegar Memorandum). 

They also noted Red and Blue teams playing out a preconceived set of assumptions 

concerning one another. The head of the international political team wrote: "Political play 

became unexpectedly salient because of the way Blue played the early portion of the 

game, not because it was inherent in the set-up (GWG 1981, Etzold memorandum)."

Criticism of the game design included the "loeical events gap." in the scenario, 

the absence of domestic political play, the lack of references for the participants (in the 

international political group) on treaties and country data, and that the Washington experts 

remained only for a quick walk around the game and lunch: "They really need to see the 

lessons of GWG manifest in action and they would probably be very surprised at exactly 

what lessons the game produced and under what circumstances (GWG 1981, Dinegar 

memorandum)." The air-ground controllers also made a few comments on needed 

improvements in the models and the need for more expertise to use them (GWG 1981, 

Post memorandum).

The game had some direct impact on security policies. A study of force 

movements conducted by the Center for Advanced Research became a base case for 

planning in support of the Supreme Allied Commander, Europe (SACEUR’s) Rapid 

Reinforcement Plan (GWG 1981, Briggs memorandum). Also, the Marines wanted to
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make sure that they were properly represented in future games (GWG 1981, Rooney letter 

and Hagaman letter).

GLOBAL WAR GAME 1982

1982 marked a major milestone for the Global War Games. This year Global was 

the final phase of a gaming evolution involving major segments of the U.S. defense 

community.1 Table 6-1 lists the participating organizations. Discussions on the principal 

strategic issues of the day formed the first phase of the exercise. Held in May, these 

discussions involved people from the OSD, NDU, and the Naval War College. This 

phase identified issues to be addressed in the games to follow. The second phase was 

Globex-82 held at NDU 14-25 June 1985. This game played a crisis and transition to war 

in a 1985 scenario. Global War Game 1982 was to start the war where Globex ended. 

Global occurred during the period 26 July - 13 August 1982.

Game Purpose

The primary objective of the games was "the examination of risks and benefits 

implicit in horizontal escalation under varying conditions of crisis, transition to war, and 

war (GWG 1982, User’s Manual, Vol. I, p. i)." The intent was to investigate strategies 

that in crisis would inhibit attack; in transition would interrupt or disrupt enemy actions 

and calculations, as well as improve our own posture for what was to come; and in war 

would "apply leverage" to offset enemy gains. The series of exercises hoped to "permit

1 One of the major founders of the Global War Games having moved to be an Assistant Secretary for 
Defense may have influenced this development
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Department of State

Central Intelligence Agency 
Agency

Joint Chiefs of Staff

Studies Analysis and Gaming 
University

Naval War College

Checkmate (USAF)

Marine Corps Headquarters

Army Reserves

National Guard

Academe

Department of Defense 

Defense Intelligence

Joint Staff

National Defense Agency

U.S. Army Red Team 

Navy Staff 

Fleet Commands 

Air National Guard 

Unified Commands 

Consultants

Table 6-1. Organizations involved in Globex/Global 1982

senior U.S. officials, officers, and experts to explore these possibilities in detail and to 

evaluate the results of efforts to employ such strategies (GWG 1982, User’s Manual, Vol.

I, pp. i-ii)."

The Global War Game books, prepared by the Center for Naval Warfare Studies 

and the Center for War Gaming, retained the same statement of objectives used in the 

1981 books, with one exception. The objective of investigating, "Allied survivability in 

a secondary theater," that had been the focus of the 1981 game scenario, became, "Allied 

survivability in secondary theaters." This seemingly minor change reflected a strategic 

concern for the flip side of horizontal escalation -- defending all allies under simultaneous
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attack from the Soviets/Warsaw Pact. Debates over strategy were confused over which 

belligerent was initiating horizontal escalation.

Globex 1982

Globex 1982 was NDU’s first, and last, attempt to conduct a strategic operational 

game on the scale of a Global War Game.

A 20 page scenario of rising tensions started the game, supplemented by a crisis 

scenario of similar length. The scenarios were now classified SECRET, with extensive 

caveats typically used by the Central Intelligence Agency.

The players had Blue and Red "Command Guides." These guides had no text. 

They listed only the positions of U.S. and Soviet forces. Noticeably lacking was 

information on other allied and non-aligned forces. The guides were the same except 

their titles and the color of their covers.

The game involved a theater structure similar to the previous Global War Games. 

They used four command levels called NCA, Joint Staff, Supporting Commanders, and 

Theater Commanders (GWG 1982, Globex-82 Controller’s Handout). The game was 

essentially two-sided, with control providing international political moves. The design 

of the Blue NCA, JCS, and Unified Command organizations involved considerable 

structure. Participants played particular roles within the Blue organizations. Red had less 

structure and role playing. The Blue roster lists 69 names, the Red 23, many of which 

were senior executives.

Control of the game involved about 113 people. The game used the McClintic 

Theater Model from the Army War College to play the air-ground situation in Europe and
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Southwest Asia.1 Other theaters used a combination of manual and smaller computer 

models for their air-ground play. The micro-computer models from the Naval War 

College supported the naval play. Controller’s from each service college came with their 

models.

The game did not go well. Participants cited documentation, timing, organization, 

and assessment of events as among the game’s major procedural shortcomings (GWG 

1982, Nott). Inadequate pre-game planning was the principal source of the game’s 

disappointing results. Problems in coordination between the service colleges for the 

organization and preparation of game materials was part of the problem. Diverse 

agencies came together into a new organizationally complex setting without working out 

the details of the world state. No rehearsal of planned intelligence flow and engagement 

assessments occurred. This resulted in much of the time spent on developing game 

procedures, rather than playing the game. A lack of discipline in requiring groups to 

adhere to game schedules also disrupted the game. The expertise assembled for the game 

did not think this the best use of their time (GWG 1982, Nott).

Beyond the structural problems of the game, some participants took great 

exception to the course that the Globex followed. When the game moved up to the Naval 

War College both the participants and the scenario changed. In the Global War Game 

the members of the CNO’s first Strategic Studies Group (SSG - five Navy Captains, a 

Commander, and two Marine Colonels) played the Unified CINCs and the lead positions 

in the JCS. Having spent a year at the Naval War College developing a strategy for war

1 The McClintic Theater Model was a follow-on to the Integrated Battle War Game using similar 
procedures.
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with the Soviets, the group refused to accept the situation that the Globex placed them 

in at D+4. They viewed it as an unrecoverable disaster.1 Therefore, Global used a 

scenario different from where Globex ended. This scenario began at D+8 — ostensibly 

to move the game beyond the opening war moves and examine a period of war fighting 

rarely visited by war games (GWG 1982, "Transition Scenario").

Global War Game Design

The basic design of the Global War Game in 1982 was the same as that used in 

1981. The table of organization used was the same one that appeared in the 1981 game 

book (figure 6-4).

Like the Globex, many senior executives and former executives (typically at the 

Assistant Secretary of Defense level) participated. Seven to nine played on the Blue NCA 

each week. A similar number with careers in Soviet analysis played on the Red NCA 

side. The rate of turnover on the NCA tables was fairly high. About 10 "expert 

witnesses" from military commands of all services aided the Chairman of the JCS, played 

by the senior member of the SSG. A logistics group and several junior staff members 

also worked for him. Role playing beyond the appointed leader for each group was ad 

hoc. Naval War College students formed the staffs for the other SSG members playing 

CINCs. Roughly 12 people played per week on the international political group. 

Included in the hoard of game participants was a group of 12 analysts, principally from

' My personal participation in the game began as an occasional observer in 1982, when working with 
the first CNO Strategic Studies Group. Thereafter, except in 1990,1 have been a full participant as game 
analyst or player-controller.
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agencies outside of the Naval War College. The list of game participants and observers 

includes 312 names, though that is likely a lower bound.

The NCA and CINC players were in the same room, as were the Red political and 

senior military players. Controllers playing subordinate commands were on the game 

floor. Each of the CINCs gave the NCA a complete briefing on the military situation 

each day.

The description of the play in the game book was essentially the same as in the 

original 1979 book. The major difference in 1982 was a greater emphasis on conducting 

rigid engagement assessments. For naval play the umpire’s professional judgement 

determined whether the chance of an interaction of opposing forces existed. On deciding 

that this was the case, the damage assessment table adjudicated the possible engagement. 

If the damage assessors were backlogged, the game director permitted the assessment of 

one-on-one engagements by the umpire using the manual tables that had been in the book 

since 1979. The damage assessors were to perform all interactions involving multiple 

platforms. The procedures also emphasized that players could not see engagement results 

before the game director approved them (GWG 1982, Game Book, p. A-4). The rules 

cautioned umpires to provide only those engagement results that the player would have 

some way of observing.1 The Game Sponsor was the final authority for resolution of 

disputes.

The analytic models used in the game were essentially the same ones as before. 

The game books included new guidance for computing strategic mobility and procedures

1 This is an issue particularly relevant to the play of independently operating forces such as submarines. 
Frequent reporting of German submarines during WWII contributed to their defeat Learning the lesson too 
well, U.S. policy was for submarines on patrol practically never to transmit. The war games illustrated the 
limitations of this as a war time policy to submarine force commanders.
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for using the McClintic Theater Model. To assess strategic mobility detailed runs were 

made on developmental models (RAPIDSIM and MACE). These provided unit arrival 

rates in Europe under a variety of contingencies. The players used planning factors to 

interpolate between the prepared contingency analysis and the situation represented in the 

game. The game book noted the absence of any available system for the rapid 

preparation of force deployment plans, whether for game or for real purposes (GWG 

1982, Game Book, Annex F).

The Army War College gaming faculty developed and produced the McClintic 

Theater Model. They adapted it for play of the central European air-land war in the 

Global War Game. The Chief of Staff of the Army was the first to use the model at a 

planning seminar in November 1980. In 1981 Army Corps commanders began using the 

system to evaluate their plans. The model operated at the division and brigade level to 

play all operations in a single theater simultaneously. Its computerized hex system looked 

similar to commercial game boards. The WEI/WUV system, modified by many 

considerations for terrain, defense position, etc., provided the numbers for Lanchester 

calculations to determine attrition and FEBA movement rates.

In a Freudian typing error, the game book entitled the section describing the 

sources of data for the naval models "Deprivation of Data" (GWG 1982, Game Book, p. 

3). The sources were essentially the same as those used in 1979.

The game rate employed was nominally 4:1, though control tried to play two game 

days each actual day. Administrative requirements involved in initiating new players each 

week and requirements to slow the game down to accommodate the air-ground model 

resulted in the game proceeding out to only D+20.
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The player reference materials were extensive. The game book now expanded to 

over 1000 pages. In addition to new sections on U.S. strategic mobility and the 

McClintic Theater Model, the book included an extensive Blue employment plan, air 

order of battle data, and a study of Soviet strategic mobility with planning factors for use 

in the war game. Recognizing that participants could not ingest 1000 pages for the play 

of the game, an introductory note explained that the book was intended for use in the 

design and play of other games and as a resource for planning and analysis "in a real- 

world context, as well as a reference for the play of Global War Game 1982."

Game Products and Critique

The 1982 game had a written game report in addition to the traditional briefing 

(Insights from Global War Game 1982). The report presented (1) views from control, 

Blue, and Red, (2) a chronology of major events, and (3) a reproduction of the game 

briefing (with no text). The views from Blue and Red derived from reports provided by 

the President and General Secretary players.

In addition to the formal report, the head Blue player, a Principal Deputy Assistant 

Secretary for Defense, wrote a letter report for distribution within OSD. In his view the 

game raised some important questions. It caused him to distinguish several courses of 

action by their incompatible effects. The administration policy on horizontal escalation 

had treated these courses as congruent. Though there was no immediate change in stated 

administration policy, he remained in his position for another several years. His report, 

and the briefings on the game given to the NSC staff, State Department and OSD
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audiences shaped the issues that the 1983 Global War Game was to address in (GWG 

1983, Brisbois).

Some analysts commented on the game methodology. Concerned with how to 

measure whether the game was accomplishing its objectives, one analyst noted some 

difficulty in determining the actual objectives of the game (GWG 1982, Greenstein). He 

remarked that within the shell of the overall game there were really several nested games 

running simultaneously. The objectives of the players in each game were not the same. 

The different levels in the game also presented a problem in the game rate. The rate was 

slow for the NCA, but too fast for the control tables. Some players were rushed while 

others had little to do. He, along with others (GWG 1982, Uhlig; Browning), was 

concerned that the SSG play in the senior positions gave the game a Navy bias. He 

believed there should be a systematic evaluation of what players were getting out of the 

game and prepared a suggested questionnaire. He cited a CINC player saying that the 

students were benefiting, and a student saying that the CINCs were learning more. The 

major questions he posed from the position of an analyst were:

- What lessons is this game designed to "test"?

- What were the expectations for this game?

- How do we judge success?

The absence of a detailed design for the game was apparent.1 In all, he felt that the 

strengths of the game outweighed its weaknesses.

1 See also GWG 1982, Westwood for a similar analysis. He questioned the degree to which the game 
could be considered research or learning as opposed to demonstrations of decision making.
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The logistics analysts noted that the overall treatment of logistics in the game was 

uneven (GWG 1982, Wilson and Athay). Logistics for the ground play was particularly 

deficient, including intra-theater movement and resupply as well as consumption. They 

noted the need to get planning forms from several agencies to assess logistics. Moreover, 

a war game that went to D+20 could barely begin to address the issue of industrial 

mobilization.1

The technology analyst from a Navy laboratory found it difficult to identify 

instances in the game where technology made a particularly salient impact. He cited the 

level of aggregation of the game as being the principal difficulty (GWG 1982, Bottoms).2

Players and controllers also contributed to the informal critique. A participant who 

had played in all of the Global War Games (first on the Red NCA, then this year on the 

Blue), found the game to be the best organized and run to date (GWG 1982, Bird). 

Commenting on the strategy employed by Blue, he found the play better than in previous 

years. However, he believed that the models and game data did not account properly for 

NATO European reserves (such as territorial armies), and gave insufficient weight to the 

defense in general. However, he felt that the game properly showed the lack of 

coordination between naval and land-based tactical air assets. The issue of coordination 

is replete throughout the game critiques.

Though discussing some substance, the game controllers focused on the game 

mechanics (GWG 1982, Browning). They noted a problem of incomplete political context

1 The original aim for the series of games that year had been to play out to D+90, what was beginning 
to be considered a long war.

2 Though not stated in the objectives, this year marked the first attempt to bring the laboratory 
community into the game to identify technologies of particular promise.
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in the scenario. This caused confusion at the start of the game over the degree of alliance 

cohesion on both Red and Blue. Other comments included:

- the proximity of the NCA/JCS/CINCs enhanced communications, perhaps 
causing the NCA to devote too much time to the immediate military situation and 
stifling the discussion of sensitive issues at each level.

- Blue being staffed at two to three times the numbers of Red left some Blue 
players idle. But neither Blue nor Red had enough Army/Air Force experts to 
play the air-ground faithfully.

- The number of verbal orders resulted in misinterpretations by the controllers.1 

Also noted was difficulty in the player-controller interface. The emphasis on rigorous 

assessment brought out the differences in state variables between the models and players. 

For example, a CINC would want a particular waterway mined. The controller would 

respond by asking, "with what aircraft, what mines, from what bases?" Where the 

staffing was to occur for such decisions was not clear. Eventually, control did most of 

the staffing, informing the higher level commander when they believed that they did not 

have the forces to do the task intended at an acceptable cost.

Assessment problems encountered were in the areas of unconventional warfare, 

attacks on particularly sensitive targets (such as nuclear storage sites), logistics, reserves, 

and shortfalls in air-ground model integration. The models required air strikes play one 

day in advance to degrade the ground forces for the subsequent combat period.

1 The lack of verisimilitude in issuing orders is a major difference between these games and those 
conducted by the Germans. Whereas the Germans stressed writing orders as in the field, in these games 
almost no effort was made to follow formats and procedures used in practice. The ad hoc procedures 
typically resulted in much shorter communications and greater opportunities for misinterpretation. The 
games missed a valuable opportunity to evaluate the need for the more cumbersome procedures.
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GLOBAL WAR GAME 1983

Game Purpose

The primary purpose of the Global War Game in 1983 was, "to identify issues that 

demand attention in planning global strategy {Global War Game: July-August 1983, p. 

A-l)," with particular attention to the contribution of naval forces. The game book cited 

the three previous games as having provided insights to strategic concepts during the 

periods leading up to and the beginning days of war fighting. The major goals of this 

game were to define better the character of an extended major war and to explore in more 

detail the boundary between conventional and nuclear war. Having said this the book 

listed the same objectives as before, with the caveat that addressing them all was an 

iterative process.

The game analysts were told to focus on the questions:

Long War Transition:
- What is long?
- Who benefits from protracted conflict?
- What critical factors determine advantage?

Nuclear Threshold
- What actions lower the threshold?
- Can tactical nuclear weapons be used without escalation to strategic 
exchange?
- Is the threshold a function of desperation or calculated risk?

in addition to topics of escalation control, logistics, alliance cohesion, and war termination 

(GWG 1983, Naughton).
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Game Design

The major design change to achieve these objectives was a scenario starting the 

game with the war ongoing for ten days. To prevent a quick Warsaw Pact victory in 

central Europe the scenario adjusted NATO mobilization rates.

The design biased the political and military levels and geographic arrangement of 

theater commanders toward naval concerns. This year SACEUR’s northern region 

commander (CINCNORTH) worked for S ACL ANT (Supreme Allied Commander, 

Atlantic) to coordinate defense of the Atlantic. NATO’s southern region commander 

(CINCSOUTH) also played with a large degree of autonomy from SACEUR. This 

arrangement reflected the Navy’s belief that these are essentially maritime theaters.

Offsetting this bias was a more accurate and greater representation of other Blue 

CINCs. Recognizing the role of NATO in Blue decisions, the European Command played 

as SACEUR as opposed to the U.S. national command USCINCEUR. The game played 

the new U.S. Central Command (USCINCCENT) in Southwest Asia, though that theater 

did not become very active. The Strategic Air Command (SAC) also played in the game 

for the first time. The game organization also approximated the Red Supreme High 

Command and General Staff structure with greater verisimilitude to separate political and 

military concerns.

The play of warfare in space represented a geographic expansion. More 

significant was the disciplinary expansion of the game through the addition of an 

economic panel to address world petroleum and food supplies, finance, industrial 

mobilization, and international trade. The game began to address issues of war beyond 

combat. This game also included an off-line nuclear cell that periodically evaluated the
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implications of the use of nuclear weapons based on the game situation, but without 

otherwise affecting the progress of the game. Had the NCA made the decision to use 

nuclear weapons this group would have conducted the assessments.

The participants in 1983 included 130 "working level" people from outside the 

Naval War College. This group did not include those who came from other agencies to 

run the air-ground assessments. The list of Admiral or General rank and senior executive 

visitors had 31 names, including the Secretary of the Navy. Most visited only for a day. 

The Game Director made no distinction between visitors and players. He encouraged all 

visitors to participate in the decision making on one or the other NCA groups.

Again the SSG played the principal CINCs, though not dominating the game as 

completely as in 1982.* Again the Blue staffing heavily outnumbered Red. The Army 

War College helped run the McClintic model. A large group of analysts principally from 

the Naval War College monitored all aspects of the game, submitting daily and weekly 

reports.

The layout in the war gaming center largely determined the information conditions 

in the game. Again the NCA, JCS, and CINC players were in the same room. 

Subordinate Blue naval commanders in the Atlantic and Pacific manned individual 

command centers. There they could monitor and control their forces using the NWGS. 

The non-naval players used charts rather than electronic displays and were on the game 

floor as before. Effectively, this added another level in the chain of command for the U.S 

Commander-in-Chief, Atlantic (USCINCLANT) and U.S. Commander-in-Chief, Pacific

1 In fact the Blue NCA relieved the CINCLANT player from his duties for his insistence on pursuing 
his strategy rather than follow direction.
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(USCINCPAC). The subordinate players were to provide the data needed for models that 

the game controllers provided the year before. As in the previous three years a single 

intelligence cell provided the tactical and strategic intelligence function for all levels of 

command on both Blue and Red.

The game began at D+10, trying to play two game days per actual day. 

Indoctrinating new players each Monday took a half-day, and Friday afternoon de

briefings took another half day. The loss of time caused control to insert a seven day 

time step over the second weekend to drive the game to D+31 by the end of three weeks 

of play.

The game design called for several changes in models supporting the game. 

Initially, the models in the NWGS were to be used to assess the war at sea, except in the 

Mediterranean. However pre-game trials showed that the new installation was not up to 

the task. So the traditional micro-models were employed to assess engagements. The 

NWGS displayed naval force positions.

The McClintic Theater Model had expanded to include logistics consumption 

routines, and was now called TACOPS. In addition, the Army reviewed the data bases 

to distinguish between readiness conditions of each division. They also revised the air- 

ground portion of the model to distinguish the air defense and vulnerability of each 

division to air attack according to the damage potential of each type of aircraft. To use 

the full details of the model now required specification of the number and type of aircraft 

assigned to attack each target. They used a Delphi technique with senior military officers 

to develop the data to support the model (GWG 83, The Air Land Battle).
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The game books included guidance for assessing war in space, electronic combat, 

national technical means for reconnaissance, the effects of sabotage by special forces, and 

nuclear weapons. The game employed NDU’s Strategic Unconventional Warfare 

Assessment Model (SUWAM). Book IV of the game book dealt with assessing the 

effects of nuclear weapons. The materials prepared for the game were again over 1000 

pages.

Game Products and Critique

A report and a briefing summarizing the first five years of the Global War Games

documented the 1983 game. No separate report was prepared. This briefing stated: "The

purpose of the Global games is to assist military leaders in thinking about strategy and

maneuver (GWG 1983, "Brief of Five Global War Games," p. 3)." It then went on to

describe the fact that hundreds had participated in the games and to summarize the results.

The conclusions began with the statement:

The games cannot predict the outcome of a war; nor can they substitute for cost- 
effectiveness studies in choosing weapons systems. They can, however, indicate 
how we — the collective set of informed civilians and military officials which 
comprise the national security community — think a major war would progress and 
which options we favor and which we reject. If actually faced with a catastrophic 
crisis which degenerated into a global war, there is a good chance that initially the 
NCA would make decisions and exhibit patterns of beliefs and behavior similar 
to those made in the set of five Global War Games, (p. 21)

The briefing ended making the case that national security strategy needed to account for 

the possibility of prolonged, conventional, global war.

The Navy hierarchy first received the five-year briefing. Then, on recommenda

tion of the CNO, the Chairman of the JCS received the brief.
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Critiques made by the participants concentrated on the newer aspects of the game 

and the selection of players.

The economic panel had minimal time to prepare. They generated economic 

situation reports with little actual data. These reports outlined world financial and 

economic developments, focusing principally on industrial base issues. Towards the end 

of the game the panel investigated economic control measures for use by the Blue NCA. 

They injected reports into the game in the form of press releases, the means of bringing 

the information into the game not having been planned. They had problems getting the 

attention of the Blue NCA until the last week of the game. They attributed this partly to 

the NCA dealing with the more pressing military matters first, and partly to the 

personalities on the NCA group. The NCA criticized the panel for raising more questions 

than they could answer. However, the panel did influence outlooks on the long-term 

ability to sustain the war effort. The panel noted problems simulating the Red economic 

status. For the next year the panel recommended greater preparation and a person on the 

Blue NCA assigned to address these issues (GWG 1983, Athay).

The air-ground model was also the subject of several comments. The game rate 

presented problems for the air-ground players. This resulted in aggregating forces within 

the models to speed play (GWG 1983, Hollabaugh). The major difficulties involved were 

too few and inexperienced of air-ground controllers. The logistics model required detailed 

inputs in a manner similar to the air planning. The level of detail of the play demanded 

staffing procedures similar to those actually used by planners. The manpower was 

inadequate to conduct this level of planning. The leader of the air-ground effort noted 

that reducing computer time was not the issue. The time to generate the staff inputs was
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the limiting factor (GWG 1983, Heath). Based on the previous year’s observation about 

western European reserve replacement policies, the air-ground model replaced attrition for 

Blue units faster than for Red. This became a controversial point among the air-ground 

players.

The controllers noted the relationships between the Blue CINCs and NCA as being 

a crucial part of the play. The CINCs pursued their theater strategies without a coherent 

national strategy formulated by the NCA. This again raised the question whether the SSG 

should play the CINCs, just having spent a year developing the strategy that they wanted 

to play. Distinguishing superior strategy from superior gamesmanship was a concern. 

The controllers also expressed the need to have better representation of the non-maritime 

CINCs, for SACEUR in particular. Both a desire to improve the ground play and a 

concern that others would perceive the game as a Navy effort to steam roll over the other 

services for budgetary purposes motivated their comments (GWG 1983, "Game As 

Game").

This year a visiting Marine played Chairman of the JCS. He remarked that this 

game was much less dependent on personalities than the games he played in Washington, 

even though the CINCs were professionally stereotyped and strong willed (GWG 1983, 

Price). He ascribed this to the complexity of the issues and the organizations in the game 

and the number of players. He also noted that the cabinet was not of the Blue President’s 

choosing. It included successful businessmen, aggressive bureaucrats, inquiring staffers 

from the hill, generals, professors, and intellectuals, all with their own perspectives. He 

saw this as contributing to the difficulty in formulating a coherent strategy for the game.
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Other game design issues addressed by controllers included the definition of who 

is Blue (confusion over the independence of allies and allied commands); whether the 

international political group was to be part of control or an independent player, problems 

with the data bases, briefings and reference materials at the game start that gave the 

players insufficient context for planning their moves; and the maritime CINCs dominating 

the end of game briefings (GWG 1983, "Game As Game").

The game sponsors also felt that the game raised more questions than it answered. 

Arms production, world-wide lines of communication, societal cohesion, and political 

goals of the belligerents and key neutrals as separate nations all required more exploration 

(GWG 1983, End of game briefing).

CRITIQUE OF THE FIRST FIVE YEARS

The first five years established the pattern for the Global War Games. From its 

modest beginnings, the Global War Games progressed substantially in scope, participation 

and intent.

Though naval issues were the central concern, the games’ founders recognized the 

need to address national security broadly to determine the Navy’s role in strategy. Their 

initial objectives explicitly recognized economic factors, nuclear thresholds, and command 

organizational issues as needed for an adequate understanding of national security 

strategy. Given the resources devoted to the game, their objectives were ambitious.

The first game performed well as an exploratory effort to suggest the breadth of 

subjects required to address global war properly. The game did not divert effort into 

inessential areas as a result of the original concentration on naval matters. Rather, the
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free-form format illustrated the need to provide a complete context to determine how all 

elements of such a war would interact in a dynamic environment. The game brought out 

the limited intellectual effort put into thinking about large scale warfare by any segment 

of the national security community. The game also showed the tensions between 

preferences of the military commanders and the political authorities, the limits of civilian 

understanding of the capabilities of military forces, and the limited understanding of the 

range of issues encountered in global war. Putting war on a global scale introduced a 

host of complex issues that had not emerged from single theater war gaming. These 

issues emerged even though the game made no claims for the adequacy of the analytic 

models or the judgement of military players and umpires dealing with issues well beyond 

their experience or expertise. Even with its faults, the first game provided an accurate 

portrayal of institutional thinking about strategy. It began to reveal the tensions at the 

political-military interface. It showed the military’s penchant for preparing plans without 

the benefit of discourse with the political leadership, then finding the plans inadequate.

The scope of the game grew, first to include air-ground and international political 

play, then logistical, economic/financial and technological considerations. Specific cells 

to address nuclear, space and special warfare issues further expanded the scope of the 

game. Shortfalls in the representation of players and in information needed to describe 

the world state motivated the initial growth. As the game became more popular, more 

agencies became interested in participating to evaluate their programs and to influence 

others. Most non-Navy agencies provided their own analytic models. With the expansion 

scope came the development of models to assess the outcome of player decisions. All
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participating modelers took lessons from Global to improve their models from year to 

year.

The numbers and seniority of the participants and visitors increased each year, 

from about 60 in 1979 to about 312 in 1983. From only students and faculty, 

participation escalated to involving as high a level official as could take a week to 

participate in gaming. All of the services and representatives from most agencies with 

national security responsibilities attended the games. As the participation expanded, the 

Blue, then Red, organizational structures more closely simulated their real world 

counterparts.

Pursuit of knowledge motivated the first game. By 1981 the intent of the games 

had evolved from education and exploring the possibilities of gaming to shaping national 

security strategy. The absence of a self-critique from the 1981 post-game briefing reflects 

a significant change in attitude about the exploratory nature of the enterprise from 1979. 

As the purpose of the games evolved other motivations crept in. Personal ambitions, 

organizational pressures, misconceptions, and technical defects shaped the game design 

and presentation of results.

Bureaucratic Tensions

As the game grew larger, its shift in emphasis brought bureaucratic tensions. The 

tensions began within the Naval War College. Divided responsibilities for game 

preparation between the Center for Advanced Research and the Center for War Gaming 

created a tension in the game over who was in charge and who took credit. This
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produced some misunderstandings that affected game play, such as the issue of whether 

players or controllers staffed the details needed to run assessment models.

In 1981 the Center for Advanced Research made an unsuccessful bid to get official 

CNO sponsorship for the game. Though not gaining the prestige attendant to the CNO, 

this failure had the likely effect of maintaining the focus of the game on a broader set of 

strategy issues than was typically of immediate interest in Washington. Otherwise, the 

game may have become embroiled in programmatic systems evaluation.1

The games multiple purposes also created tensions. The level of participants in 

the NCA groups reflected the intent of the games to affect actual U.S. security policy. 

However, this aim ran counter to that of having the military play their strategies free from 

political constraint. As the game moved from naval, to military, to national strategy, 

senior naval officers began to question why the games were in the Navy’s interest, and 

why they should support them.

Navy pressures on the game shaped the game scenarios in 1981-1983. In 1981 

the war started in Turkey to keep the focus away from the Central Front. In 1982 the 

SSG intended to use the game to demonstrate the validity of their year’s work. They 

rewrote the scenario to be consistent with their beliefs rather than accept the play from 

Globex. In 1983 the scenario adjusted mobilization time lines to ensure that the Central

1 The emphasis on weapons systems vice strategy is evident in a letter from a Navy "planner" in the 
Pentagon who’s responsibilities nominally lay in the development of strategy vice forces: "The secret of 
whether our current war games can be as valuable to the Navy’s leadership today as the prewar games were 
to WWH leadership rests on whether war games are based on realistic assumptions as to available forces 
and potential enemy and allied actions. The objective should not be to assume away real problems in order 
to always win or to justify specific weapons systems but rather to validate (or invalidate) present plans and 
strategies and establish operational requirements which lead to development of required weapons 
systems to win if war breaks out (GWG 1981, Pendley memorandum - bold emphasis added).”
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Front did not collapse too quickly. Also in 1983 the game used an artificial command 

structure to place more emphasis on maritime theaters.

Only the first year did the game report provide a systematic critique of the game. 

Beginning in 1980 the post-game reports and briefings suggested only broad improve

ments to make in the games. The comments from analysts, controllers, and players 

critiquing the game were filed away in a vault

In 1982 the end of game report characterized the game as a "test bed of current 

strategic wisdom," casting "some of our best civilian and military minds, those familiar 

with current policy, doctrine and strategy, into decision making roles (Insights, p. 1). 

Some controllers questioned the expertise of the military players, citing that many did not 

recognize even the title of the plan for the defense of Europe. The report carried no 

suggestion that the CNO’s SSG had dominated military play in the game. The report 

misstated the true motivation for revising the scenario. It did not mention that 

administration policy on horizontal escalation confused demands for forward defense in 

theaters other than central Europe with bargaining concepts of horizontal escalation. Nor 

did the report mention that the game raised many questions about who would benefit from 

prolonged war. The game exposed several important lessons. The sponsors chose to 

report those that were institutionally friendly.

The briefing of five years of Global games prepared in 1983 and the report of the 

first five years of Global games prepared in 1990 (Hay and Gile, undated) have similar 

omissions. These documents treat all five years as if the play in each were equally valid. 

Neither mentions the role of Young in introducing nuclear weapons into the early games.
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The conclusions, in fact, reflect principally the 1982 and 1983 games dominated by the 

play of the SSG. The conclusions are essentially those that the SSG took into the games.

The presentation of the game demonstrated a basic conflict of interests. The 

Global War Games began to affect personal reputations and the reputation of the Naval 

War College as a center for gaming. The principal function of the games was becoming 

a venue to attract a broad range of agencies to jointly examine strategy. The main 

purpose of the post-game reports and briefs was to foster continued support for the effort. 

Rather than risk qualifying the results, the reports omitted any definition of the structure 

of the game and analysis of the effects of the structure on the results. The game briefings 

contained interesting and useful results, though tailoring the conclusions to avoid 

controversial implications of the games.

Misconceptions

Two related misconceptions affected the design and conduct of the games. First 

was the role of NCA and international political players. Second was the distinction 

between strategy and tactics. Both of these misconceptions were founded on the idea that 

the area of discretion of the players is neatly partitioned.

The game designs concentrated on preparing materials to assess the movement and 

engagement of forces, rather than a description of the world relevant to political decisions. 

Nonetheless, every year the military players complained of interference from their 

political masters. The game design tried to turn Clausewitz on his head, allowing 

commanders to conduct their strategy and maneuver independently from political control.
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Similarly, in 1981 the responsibilities of players and controllers were based upon 

the notion of a sharp distinction between tactics and strategy. Using this theory, the 

higher level players would draw broad arrows, the controllers would fill in all details. 

This game, and following games, vividly showed the overlap in areas of discretion. 

Rather than draw conclusions regarding the need for better civilian-military discourse in 

the planning and conduct of military operations, and the legitimate connection between 

strategy, operations and tactics, the game designs continued the artificial separation of 

these functions.

Technical Defects

Critiquing Global War Games against their objectives is difficult because the 

objectives for the games are unclear. The game documents did not clearly state what 

lessons the game was designed to test, nor what the expectations were for the game. 

Several analysts commented on the many unstated game objectives introduced by the 

multiple levels in the game and the disparate participants. The relationships between the 

stated objectives, the game design, and the game briefings are weak. Though the stated 

objectives changed substantially in 1981, the game design changed only marginally from 

that in 1980. In other years the game grew substantially in participation and scope with 

no change in the statement of objectives. The issues addressed in game briefings only 

partially intersected those mentioned in the game books. The objectives in the game book 

reflected more of an expression of areas for fruitful research than serious goals to be 

achieved in the game. The game books represented the minimum effort needed to start
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the game rather than a rigorous attempt to explain objectives and procedures to the 

participants.

The game preparations involved relatively little effort to match aspects of the 

world relevant to specific player decisions with the models and procedures used to 

adjudicate the game. This resulted in frequent misunderstanding of player versus umpire 

responsibilities for providing information for adjudication models. Also, the models were 

not well suited to the level and pace of the play. The rate of adjudication began to dictate 

the intensity of battle, particularly in the naval engagements. Problems with the models 

dictated umpire intervention. Over the years, no systematic documentation of these 

problems and interventions occurred. As umpires changed, so did the rules used to 

adjudicate outcomes.

In general, the games were devoid of critical analysis and documentation. No 

attempts were made to address the sensitivity of conclusions to the scenario, participant’s 

expertise and behavior, models, data, control’s actions or other elements of the game.

Value of the Games

Initially justified on the basis of a student summer project, by 1983 the games had 

developed into the most sophisticated endeavor to understand the nature of modem global 

warfare in existence. On balance, as reflected in the participants critiques, the games 

highlighted many areas of insufficient research. They demonstrated that no serious 

planning existed for many situations emerging from the play. The games exposed the 

inadequacy of thought needed for seat-of-the-pants planning efforts and the shallowness 

of strategic planning. No plans existed for many dimensions of global conflict. The
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games had in fact become the major motivation for about half of the research conducted 

at the Center for Naval Warfare Studies. They also motivated research projects at a broad 

range of participating agencies.

The size of the game brought together a wide range of organizations that would 

have to work together in a global conflict. The games provided a forum for participants 

to leam many bits of information from each other. They also provided joint problem 

solving environment for understanding (though not necessarily agreeing) how their 

teammates approached the situation. The games demonstrated how certain forces might 

work together, and how organizational constraints made apparently viable actions 

infeasible (at least in the short run). The size of the games also generated incomplete 

information that accompanies large organizations. Different decision makers had different 

sources of information. Thus the games incoiporated behavior resulting from differing 

perceptions of the world state and differences in beliefs and tastes among members of the 

same side.

The games effectively became a clearing house for the latest models of warfare 

on a theater scale. They were not solely responsible for the development of models to 

track the deployment and employment of forces and integrate logistics constraints. 

However, a strong correlation exists between the deficiencies noted in the game critiques 

each year and the alterations made to models in subsequent years.

The initial Global War Games exposed a set of important themes. One was a 

tendency by the NCA to allow the CINCs to pursue their theater strategies with direction 

only by exception. Another was the tendency of CINCs to use theater strategies to build 

and retain force structure. This motivation conflicted with strategy that made sense in the
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war portrayed in the game. The result was a set of theater strategies that did not sum to 

a coherent national military strategy. The games illustrated the need for central control 

over CINC’s strategies and allocatioon of resources. The games also exposed problems 

with treating allies as subordinates rather than partners. They became a basis for 

investigating bureaucratically sensitive areas regarding command relationships, and joint 

and combined planning and operating arrangements.1 Though none of these lessons were 

fully assimilated, or reflected in briefings, the concern with the issues involved in 

prolonged war promoted the continuance of the games and further opportunities to 

demonstrate the potential consequences of organizational problems.

1 Joint refers to coordination with other services. Combined refers to coordination with allies.
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CHAPTER 7 

GLOBAL WAR GAMES - 1984-1990

UNDERSTANDING THE LONG WAR

By 1983 evidence from the Global War Games showed how difficult a decision 

to use nuclear weapons was for political leaders given any possible alternative. The 

games clearly demonstrated that few had thought through the implications of a war with 

the Soviets lasting for more than a few days or weeks. The national security organization 

was not prepared for such a conflict. During WWII the National Security Resources 

Board, the Munitions Board, and the Research and Development Board were all 

established or reorganized to coordinate war production and research efforts. The 

National Security Act of 1947 made the chairmen of these boards members of the 

National Security Council. The 1953 defense reorganization disestablished these boards 

(National Security Act of 1947). By the 1980s, the organizations that assumed these 

functions within the Departments of Defense, Energy, etc., had not been concerned with 

prolonged conventional war fighting for a long time. The basis for the kind of national 

mobilization of industry that occurred during WWII was suspect. The national security 

community needed to study what it would take to reform existing organizations, and to 

determine if they would be viable. They also needed to investigate military strategy 

beyond initial deployment plans.

330
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The Naval War College planned the Global War Games beginning in 1984 as a 

five year study. The main purposes were to explore the nature of global war in 1990 and 

to increase the understanding of long war strategy (GWG 1984, Player Guide)} The 

College intended that the game be a learning experience for the participants. Rather than 

students, most of the participants would be members of the broad national security 

community. Some would be serving in positions where they directly influenced the 

policy and plans of their agency.

The first game of the series was to provide an overview of crisis, mobilization, 

and fighting through 60 days of war. The remaining games in the series were to go back 

and work through the problem in more detail, each game picking up about where the 

previous year’s game ended. An ambition was to incorporate as many disciplines and 

agencies into the game as would devote their resources to the effort (GWG 1984, "Pre

game briefing"). Not all would play actively in the main game. Many cells would use 

the scenario as the games developed to evaluate the congruence of their policy and plans.

GLOBAL WAR GAME 1984

Game Design

The scenario for the 1984 game again involved an unplanned war resulting from 

a period of generally increasing world tensions and triggered by a crisis in Eastern 

Europe.

1 In addition to the game’s main purpose, the pre-game briefing included as a purpose furthering the 
understanding of the nine objectives earned since 1981.
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Recognizing the difficulty of driving a game to D+60 in three weeks, the game 

used extensive pre-play to provide a basis for rapidly advancing the course of the war. 

Army students at the Naval War College pre-played the air-ground battle through D+25 

on the TACOPS model. This pre-play produced daily situation updates for the battle in 

the central region. Blue and Red controllers each had a book showing the disposition of 

their forces and summarizing their readiness for each day. The Center for War Gaming 

similarly prepared NWGS data bases to update the state of the naval forces at various 

time steps.1 The plan called for moving through the first 30 days of war fighting during 

the first week. Against this predetermined course of the war the game participants were 

to play interactively for the period D-14 through D+60.

Moving the game out to 1990 provided another challenge in projecting force 

structures, particularly at a time of expanding defense budgets. In March that year the 

Navy had played its first game in recent history specifically designed to assess programs. 

The data base for future weapon’s characteristics provided for that game had proved 

unsatisfactory. This triggered an effort to develop a readily available source of data on 

future naval weapons characteristics. The result of this effort provided the weapons 

system performance data for the Global War Game. The Defense Intelligence Agency 

provided estimates of Soviet force structure in 1990.

Most players received their first briefs upon arriving at the game. Senior political 

players and those participating in the economics and logistics cells participated in pre

game workshops to ensure that they would not react negatively to the pre-play. The 

player reference materials again consisted of many volumes, particularly covering the

1 These data bases appeared in the form of computer printouts rather than reference books.
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scenario, the air-land battle pre-play, orders of battle, weapons system and platform 

information, and Rules of Engagement.

The political-military structure of the game remained similar to previous years. 

The military organization on the Blue side expanded significantly over 1983, and more 

closely simulated actual NATO command structure. This year the game represented 

European theater commanders (CINCNORTH, CINCCENT AND CINCSOUTH) as 

working for SACEUR. The Central and Southern regions had subordinate air command

ers in the game. Each major naval theater had separate command cells for Striking 

Forces (Carrier Battle Forces) and Maritime Patrol Air/Submarines. The Red side 

continued to have only theater commanders with umpires representing the subordinate 

commanders. Figure 7-1 diagrams the command cell arrangements.

Coast Guard, mine warfare, chemical warfare, electronic warfare, space warfare, 

unconventional warfare, weather, and an extensive logistics cell provided sources of 

expertise to improve the fidelity of play. The logistics cell incorporated groups to 

evaluate industrial mobilization, strategic mobility, control of shipping, carrier battle 

group and forward naval base sustainability, naval medical support for casualties, naval 

aircraft attrition and replacement, logistics demands for the Central Front air war, POL 

(petroleum, oil, and lubricants) supply and demand, and consumption of war materials in 

each of the major theaters (GWG 1984, Logistics Control Guide). Figure 7-2 illustrates 

the logistics organization.

This year the design assigned specific roles to participants on the international 

political group. Players included a U.N.-like international political body, NATO’s 

Defense Planning Committee (DPC), the non-Soviet Warsaw Pact nations, the non-U.S.
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Source: Global W a r Game July-August l j ) 8 4 .  Annex A
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Source: Logistics Control tiuide. Global War Game 1984
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NATO nations, and representatives to cover nations from other regions of the world. 

Most participants in the international political group wore more than one hat. The group 

also included a negotiation cell to perform any major negotiations that occurred in the 

course of the game. The economics group played as in 1983.

Other cells used the context of the main game as a basis for understanding the 

criteria against which their efforts should be measured. An "Advanced Ship Design" 

group formed a cell reviewing naval technology. A "Northern Campaign" cell examined 

issues related to forward submarine operations. A "Phibstrat Cell," run by the Strategic 

Studies Group, examined options for the employment of Marine forces.

The command and organizations participating in 1984 (Table 7-1) illustrate the 

extent of the interest in the game. The list of participants and visitors from outside of the 

Naval War College now included 388 names. Most participated for more than one week. 

The Blue NCA included 8-10 players each week, several of whom had played in previous 

games. The Red NCA had a similar number of players. Most had experience in Moscow 

or careers in intelligence and came from positions of greater seniority than in previous 

years. In all, about 85 people played Red. All of the Red military players were involved 

in the study of Soviet doctrine and operations. The international political group had 25 

participants with about 18 playing each week. Like the Red team, the level of seniority 

in the international group increased to include a core of career foreign service officers, 

particularly with experience in NATO. The key SACEUR players were now Army 

Officers, though from the faculty and fellows at Ft. Leavenworth rather than U.S 

European Commands. Navy Captains from theater commands played their respective 

Navy CINCs. Only 36 Navy students from the College participated in the game. The
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All Four Military Services

U.S. Army 10th Special 
Warfare Group

Central Intelligence Agency

Headquarters, Tactical Air 
Command

National Defense University

Sperry Corporation 
University

Defense Intelligence Agency 

Maritime Defense Force 

UK Royal Marines 

Reserve Activities

Naval Postgraduate School

Fleet Marine Forces Atlantic 
and Pacific

Table 7-1. Organizations Participating in 1984.

visitors lists included over 20 Flag and General officers (including the Chairman of the 

JCS), 13 from the congressional staff, and a host of senior civilians such as the Under 

Secretary of the Navy. Most stayed for a day or two.

Face-to-face briefings up and down the chain of command provided most of the 

game information updates. Players submitted moves each morning and afternoon. 

Controllers adjudicated the moves and passed outcomes to the respective force 

commanders. CINCs then used this data to update plans and to brief the NCAs at least

All USN Fleets 

Strategic Air Command

Army War College 

Military Sealift Command

IBM

Johns Hopkins

Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

Office of the Secretary of Defense 

UK Royal Navy

U.S. Army Command and General Staff 
College

U.S. Air Force Checkmate 

Hudson Institute
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once per day. The naval play employed the electronic displays of the NWGS while all 

of the other command centers used charts and status boards.

The movement of the clock in the game was a particularly complex evolution. 

The pre-played portion of the war fighting determined the course of the game until D+14. 

Then the players worked interactively with the adjudication through D+48. Players then 

speculated what would happen through D+60 (GWG 1984, Riley). The first week went 

through D+30 with players doing more to identify than resolve issues in the pre-played 

scenario. Players had no impact on the pre-played battle in the Central Front until D+30 

(GWG 1984, "CINCs Presentation"). Once the player decisions began to affect the course 

of the war, control was not able to update the world situation at a rate faster than two 

game days per actual day. To get to D+60 required time steps at the end of the second 

and third weeks. The data requirements for all of the models determined the level of 

detail used in the game (GWG 1984, Perla).

A small team using micro-computer models again assessed the naval war. Though 

the NWGS displayed tracks it could not even display all of the tracks in the game data 

base. Its design had been optimized for single theater naval games played at the carrier 

task force level and below. With a controller’s track display limit of 500 per theater 

(including aircraft and cruise missiles), 200 tracks were omitted from the Atlantic and 100 

from the Pacific (GWG 1984, Pacer Systems, Inc.).

The TACOPS model again supported the air-ground play. During the game the 

air-ground controllers tried to coordinate their play with the intentions of force 

commanders, eventually reaching D+57. This year procedures for using the TACOPS 

model were adjusted to simulate maneuver warfare better. The original model added units
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to a battle by placing them in adjacent hexagons on the map. As a result, a single batde 

could expand to an entire theater. The total combat power scores of the forces engaged 

on the two sides determined the outcome. To separate the battles into a series of local 

engagements the controllers stacked units on a single or a few hexagons. This provided 

a more accurate representation of maneuver warfare as opposed to a linear battlefield.

Logistics models and the Naval War College Air Model were additions for the 

1984 game. The Naval War College, working closely with the U.S. Air Forces Project 

Checkmate, developed an air model. The design concept for the model was as a planning 

aid for Tactical Air Force Commanders. The process produced an air tasking order for 

all aircraft, for each side, then ran engagement analysis where forces encountered each 

other.

Game Products and Critique

In keeping with the Global War Game tradition, the War Gaming Department 

saved the game working papers, but the Naval War College published no documents on 

the game.1 The Center for Naval Analyses did prepare a Research Memorandum on the 

game (GWG 1984, Perla), and Analysis & Technology Inc. contracted for a report on 

naval logistics (GWG 1984). These reports, in conjunction with the informal post-game 

commentary, provide some useful insights into the game’s methodology.

Perla noted that the individuals and organizations participating in the game had 

sets of objectives beyond those related to the examination of national security and naval

' To resolve some of the apparent confusion in the organizational relationships, the Center for Naval 
Warfare Studies reorganized. The Center for War Gaming became the War Gaming Department and the 
Center for Advanced Research became the Advanced Research Program in 1984. Both remained within 
the Center for Naval Warfare Studies.
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strategy spelled out in the game book. On the one hand this illustrated the "unique 

ability" of game to provide a forum for examining many different interests. On the other 

it demanded very loose control. Satisfying the needs of the various interests, particularly 

models to track engagements and logistics, restricted the game rate to a maximum of two 

days of game play per actual day. Though the political and economic factors incorporated 

in the game received greater prominence in the past, the focus of the game remained 

primarily on military operational issues.

Perla also noted that asymmetry in the Blue and Red command structures led to 

Blue task force commanders playing against Red umpires. This tainted the players view 

of the umpires objectivity. However, he did not think it impacted the game results. A 

greater problem was in the form of the transmission of orders down the chain of 

command. Players did not simulate actual procedures (contrary to the German practice). 

The players described what they wanted to accomplish and the overall approach that they 

desired to take, leaving the details up to their controllers. When the expected outcome 

did not occur, neither players nor analysts were able to judge whether it was the result 

of inappropriate player expectations, innovative opposition play, or unresponsive 

controller implementation.

The lack of formal procedures raised again the age old issue of proper area of 

discretion. The difficulty employing doctrinal procedures in the game illustrated a lack 

of training in those procedures and suggested that the procedures used were too 

cumbersome in fast paced situations. Those playing commanders were generally senior 

to the controllers working their theaters. They were loath to admit that the controllers had 

a more accurate expectation of the outcome of the engagements or that general statements
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of intent may lead to unintended actions by subordinates in actual combat.1 The small 

staffs and few decision aids to assist in the generation of orders contributed to the 

problem/

Of less serious nature was Perla’s observation that the game reference materials, 

though voluminous, were of inconsistent quality. They contained substantial data on 

force characteristics that participants could not readily translate into combat performance 

unless completely familiar with the weapon systems.

Perla considered the Naval War College Air Model an example of what gaming 

models should be: geared to the information and decisions of the commander rather than 

the mathematics needed to assess the engagement (GWG 1984, Perla). Others also 

considered this effort a success, compared to earlier failures, principally because of the 

fortuitous presence at the Naval War College of an interdisciplinary team knowledgeable 

in the areas required to both understand the process and implement it in the form of a 

model (Watts, p. 47). This model did not restrict the play of Soviet doctrine, as TACOPS 

did. However, neither did it assist the Red team in playing Soviet air doctrine (Watts, 

pp. 32-48). The development and play of the air model was a microcosm of the central 

problem of trying to integrate all of the various kinds of human expertise required to run 

sound war games. Air controllers worked problems with the model’s data base 

throughout the game. Ground controllers had to transform the model’s results into 

firepower scores for input to the TACOPS model. This again raised issues of timing.

1 The history of the battle of Leyte Gulf was not foremost in their minds.

1 Decision aids that suggest expected performance in a given scenario that would have been useful in 
the game would also be useful in the field. They existed neither place.
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The most serious problems i»< GWG 1984 were in the areas of data display, event 

sequencing, and the load placed on the damage assessors. All of these were related. The 

attempt to move the game at a rate faster than one day in each of the morning and 

afternoon sessions resulted in players being directed to plan periods beyond the updates 

provided by the controllers. This produced multi-track times. Control assessed air, 

ground and naval wars simultaneously, but on different game days. Where the models 

intersected, control had to intervene and adjust force status used in the next run. 

Difficulties in the timing of information flow resulted in changing data displays (moie so 

on the charts than the electronic displays) to correct world states not corresponding to the 

game time. When the engagement assessments caught up with the players, they found 

that they had proceeded upon inaccurate information. This is a circumstance familiar in 

war, but occurred in the game other than by design.

The pace of the game was such that preparation of battle damage assessment 

sheets by the controllers became the constraining item in the naval play. Since the 

controllers determined the interactions per move to assess, the number became constant 

whether the move was to represent five days or one. This mostly affected attrition battles 

such as ASW and daily air strikes.1 This phenomenon significantly affected the ability 

of the game to track logistics (GWG 1984, Analysis & Technology, p. 7-4).

The logistics coordinator prepared a well structured critique of the logistics play, 

divided into comments on the game-as war, game-as-game, and issues that fell into both 

categories (GWG 1984, Funke). Within the gaming methodology issues, he was

1 Major naval engagements such as those occurring between carriers and Soviet Naval Air received 
particular attention.
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concerned that the emphasis on Blue logistics play was not matched by similar constraints 

on Red. Also, methods of engagement assessment did not account for false contacts that 

resulted in weapons expenditures nor for multiple units engaging the same target in a 

large encounter.1 He noted a continuing problem with staffing the logistics play in the 

air-ground war. Also, though a large team of controllers assembled to evaluate logistics 

expenditures, practically no participants on the player staffs were concerned with logistics. 

This resulted in little logistics play during the first week. He felt the game designers 

needed to be more concerned with the way the players organized their staffs if the game 

objectives were to be met The logistics self-critique included reviews of models and 

comments on all aspects of the logistics play. It evaluated the medical play overall as 

having no affect on the game, the strategic lift and aircraft attrition-replacement effort as 

successful, the POL tracking effort unsuccessful, and the ordinance tracking as mixed, 

being better for the naval than the air-ground forces.

The leader of the Advanced Ship cell also noted problems with the models and 

umpires. From his perspective new technologies played off-line were assessed using old 

tactics and doctrine. This, and guessing at systems performance, limited the value of the 

effort. However, he felt the opportunity for the other participants to discuss needs with 

the Navy technical community offset the gaming shortfalls (GWG 1984, Bottoms).

Army participants from the 1983 and 1984 Global games noted the absence of a 

theater strategy for all of Europe (GWG 1984, Staudenmaier). SACEUR’s strategy 

covered only the central region. His principal subordinate commander’s in the Northern

1 In the Falklands War the British expended their entire stock of ASW weapons, Bring at most once 
at an Argentinean submarine.
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and Southern Regions canied out their strategies independently from the center.1 Again, 

U.S. CINCs carried out their own preferred courses of action with little direction from the 

NCA.

While noting that the models were not sufficient to make judgements about force 

programming, a participant from the JCS staff expressed the opinion that all services 

benefitted from the examination of strategy provided by the game. He recommended that 

the JCS convene a game of similar scope with full participation of all services and 

CINCs, and commensurate State Department, Central Intelligence Agency, and Federal 

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) participation. He believed that a free-form 

game involving the CINCs and Service Chiefs would yield more worthwhile results than 

the ongoing set of JCS exercises (GWG 1984, Lowe). This initiated an annual game by 

the JCS with the Unified CINCs. The Chairman of the JCS held the first in Newport in 

the Spring of 1985.2

GLOBAL WAR GAME 1985

Game Objectives

The 1985 game was to serve as the first of a multi-year sequence of Global games, 

each picking up where the last left off. The 1985 game book received its first major 

rewrite in five years. It elaborated the purpose of the game with the statement: "The 

implicit goal of the forthcoming series of games is to examine all considerations inherent

‘ In the game CINCSOUTH bypassed SACEUR, dealing directly with the NCA.

2 See the CNO, ADM J. Watkins, testimony to the U.S. Congress, The 600-Ship Navv and the 
Maritime Strategy (pp. 38 and 64). These games continued through 1988.
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within a long war scenario greater than 180 days (GWG 1985, Global War Game 15 Jul - 

02 Aug 1985)." The book restated the subsidiary goals as:

- Examination of strategic concepts for joint and combined land/air and maritime 
campaigns,

- Examination of theater priorities for combined operations in the event of global 
conflict between NATO and the Warsaw Pact,

- Examining the effects of Blue strategies on Red political/military decision making,

- Assessment of diplomatic initiatives supporting national strategies during crisis,

- Investigation of logistics systems required to support prolonged and diverse 
joint operations,

- Exploration of the nuclear threshold including concepts for de-escalation,

- Seminar application of advanced technology to tactical events within the global 
simulation.

The investigation of industrial mobilization, economics and finance were included under 

the rubric of logistics and diplomatic initiatives.

Game Design

The scenario for the 1985 game derived from the scenario used in the JCS CINCs 

game that Spring (U.S. Congress, Senate 1987, National Security Strategy, p. 279). 

Unlike most scenarios, this one imposed winter conditions on the fighting by starting the 

war in November. Initial force dispositions were altered from the CENC’s game to 

accommodate Royal Navy and theater commanders participating in Global ("Global War 

Game 1985," briefing). As with Global scenarios in previous years, the mobilization time 

lines were optimistic for Blue. The crisis in Europe coincided with the largest 

REFORGER (return of forces to Germany) exercise ever held. This allowed the U.S.
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Third Corps to be in position before hostilities. This early reinforcement was key to 

stopping the initial Soviet breakthrough.

The scope of the game continued to expand. The game added media and 

congressional play, a new cruise missile cell to assist in target planning, and a War 

Production Board. The environmental cell expanded its concerns from briefing the 

weather to providing acoustic and electromagnetic predictions. The Space cell interacted 

with the rest of the game rather than simply using the game as a back drop for their 

deliberations as they had done the year before. The Advanced Ship Design cell similarly 

expanded its scope to become an Advanced Technology cell with broader participation 

from national laboratories and industry. The "Northern Campaign" cell, which had 

focused on ASW in 1984, became the ASW cell.

The group studying amphibious issues was independent enough to generate their 

own game book. Their book included a separate list of objectives, organization, and 

schedule of events (GWG 1985, Global War Game - 85 Amphibious Game Play 

Information Book). They divided themselves into cells to participate in the "on-line" and 

"off-line" play in the Atlantic and Pacific, and had their own control group to coordinate 

the on-line and off-line play.

The logistics group remained organized around the same issues as the year before. 

The game had two analysis groups. Representatives from the services and civilian 

agencies performed "strategic analysis." The War Gaming Department staff recorded the 

game happenings to establish "ground truth." The game became so large and complex 

that even control needed help in separating the on-line from the off-line play.
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Federal Emergency Management Agency 

Selective Service System

Department of Defense (Manpower/Logistics/Acquisition)

Department of Labor

Department of State

Department of Commerce

National Security Council

Council of Economic Advisors

National Aeronautics and Space Agency

Department of Transportation

Department of Justice

Federal Reserve System

Legislative Branches

Source: Game Report: Global 1985

Table 7-2. War Production Board Simulation.

The War Production Board addressed issues related to mobilization and 

management of the industrial base. The cell consisted of 8-10 individuals per week 

simulating the functions of the government agencies shown in table 7-2. The board 

focused their attention on macroeconomic analysis, industrial and production build-up, 

manpower, critical materials, statutory and regulatory obstacles to swift mobilization, 

reconditioning stored aircraft, designs for interim equipment, and long-term mobilization 

play. The functions overlapped some played on the Blue NCA, but the two groups had
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jjource: Olobal War Oame 15 Jul - 01 Aug 1985
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little interaction.

Game preparations amassed extensive materials. Student research developed 

campaign concepts for amphibious operations (GWG 1985, McGuire, T. et. al.) and 

organized data on Soviet forces (GWG 1985, Newall T. and Smith H.). The game books 

included references for each cell and major function in the game. Table 7-3 shows the 

table of contents.

A comparison of the player command center assignments in 1985 (figure 7-3) to 

that the year before (figure 7-1) demonstrates the incremental trend toward greater 

verisimilitude in the representation of commands as opposed to command functions in the 

game. The game also included more participants representing non-Navy Unified CINCs. 

British participation encouraged greater verisimilitude in the NATO commands. This year 

the game included Commander-in-Chief of the Channel (CINCCHAN) for the first time 

to give the British their due place as a Major NATO Commander.

Participation in the game expanded to include about 625 people from outside the 

Naval War College. Roughly 100 faculty and staff, mostly from the War Gaming 

Department, and only a dozen students from the Naval War College participated in the 

game. Again the British participated, sending 30 people including officers from all 

branches of their armed services and a few civilians from their Ministry of Defence. This 

year flag officers represented the Navy CINC’s for most of the game. Colonels from the 

respective services played SACEUR, JCS, and non-Navy CINC’s. Most members of the 

Blue NCA team changed at least weekly. All but one of the Blue President players were 

serving or recently retired Admirals or Generals.
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The Blue NCA team operated as a committee of the whole with the Chairman of 

the JCS as a member of the committee. The group had no staff to interact with the rest 

of the game. The Red NCA divided into a Politburo and High Command of Forces 

(VGK). The VGK translated policy into directives to each theater commander.

The game began moving through the crisis to war at the rate of several game days 

per day. The first several days served to familiarize the players with the game mechanics 

as events moved through the preordained scenario to D-Day. The game then settled into 

the pace of two game days each actual day. It ended with player plans for D+19 after 

three weeks of play.

The models and procedures remained essentially the same as the year before. The 

major difference was that the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory had 

developed the Naval War College Air Model to improve its capacity and data base 

manipulation. The experience from the prior year mitigated, but did not solve, problems 

of timing the interaction between the models.

Game Products and Critique

Breaking tradition, the War Gaming Department wrote a report on the 1985 Global 

War Game. They produced only three copies with no distribution. The report both 

recorded the ending state of the war and provided commentary on the play of the game. 

They derived the commentary from reports made by the main participants in each of the 

player cells.

The game again brought out many misconceptions on areas of discretion and 

command relationships (Game Report: Global 85, Annex D). The CINCs again showed
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BOOK 1: INTRODUCTION: GAME BOOK 
ANNEX A: MARITIME BATTLE DAMAGE ASSESSMENT 

B: SCENARIO
C: POLITICAL-ECONOMIC PLAY
D: BLUE/ALLIED NAVAL ORDER OF BATTLE
E: BLUE NAVAL WEAPONS CHARACTERISTICS
F: BLUE LOGISTICS
G: BLUE RULES OF ENGAGEMENT
H: MAPS/CHARTS
I: RED CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
J: RED NAVAL ORDER OF BATTLE
K: RED PLAY BOOK
L: RED RULES OF ENGAGEMENT
M: CRUISE MISSILES
N: MINING/MINE COUNTERMEASURES PLAY 
O: SPACE WARFARE PLAY 
P: UNCONVENTIONAL WARFARE PLAY
Q: COMMAND, CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS COUNTER

MEASURES PLAY 
R: SEA/AIR/LAND COORDINATION 
S: ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY 
T: ANALYSIS PLAN

BOOK 2: AIR/LAND BATTLE-BLUE 
ANNEX A: CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS 

B: BLUE/GREEN AIR DATA 
C: BLUE/GREEN LAND DATA

BOOK 3: AIR/LAND BATTLE-RED 
ANNEX A: CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS 

B: RED AIR DATA 
C: RED LAND DATA

BOOK 4: NUCLEAR DATA 
BOOK 5: BLUE NCA HANDBOOK 
BOOK 6: RED STRATEGIC MOBILITY 
BOOK 7: TACLOGS CONTROLLER MANUAL 
BOOK 8: TACLOGS BLUE MANUAL 
BOOK 9: TACLOGS RED MANUAL

Table 7-3. Contents of 1985 Game Books.

their proclivity to implement war plans by rote without consulting the NCA. The first
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week the NCA took umbrage at USCINCPAC moving two carriers out of the Indian 

Ocean without their knowledge. The third week the SACLANT player ignored a verbal 

directive from the President to move carriers to support an amphibious landing in 

Denmark, viewing the move as inconsistent with The Maritime Strategy.1 The game 

procedure of having SACLANT report to the Blue NCA vice the NATO Military 

Committee highlighted differences in NATO and U.S. strategic concepts. The 

Congressional players also had great difficulty with the scenario presumption that they 

had permitted the early movement of reinforcements to Europe. In fact, this movement 

exacerbated the crisis and provided the pretext for Red’s decision to fight The game 

report also commented on the fact that logistics did not constrain carrier operations and 

the tendency of players to commit forces right at the end of the game.

The design and composition of the Blue NCA also affected the play (GWG 1985, 

Anderberg, M.; Conlon J.). In sitting as committee in continuous session without a staff, 

the Blue NCA had difficulty interacting with all but the CINC players who presented 

briefings. Because the Presidents and many other cell participants were retired military 

officers, they were more active in the military play than civilians might have been. 

Because the JCS Chairman sat with them, he played more an administrative than active 

role. The NCA never called on him to settle a dispute between the CINCs. In contrast, 

the Red politburo spent its time formulating policy and strategic decisions, leaving force 

movements and campaign details to the VGK.

The NCA responded poorly to the play of the international political group, having 

difficulty forming and communicating timely responses without a State Department other

1 The ensuing disaster was cause for much analysis and replay over the next year (GWG 1985, Perla).
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than a Secretary of State player at the table. This exacerbated the tension between NATO 

and U.S. control over the military forces. The NCA would deliberate non-military issues, 

but the game design had no established mechanism for transmitting their decisions into 

the game.

Logistics players also found fault with the game’s design and mechanics (GWG 

1985, Skolnik and Hunt). They cited the absence of specific objectives limiting the value 

of the logistics play as a lesson relearned from the prior year. Game design and 

preparation was not coordinated with the analysis plan. The inventory of numbers and 

types of weapons had not been established at game start. The adjudication coordination 

continued to be a challenge at the interface. Information of naval air strikes played in air- 

ground cell were not fed to naval logistics controllers. Technical information was uneven 

-  too much in some cases, too little in others. Data bases for 1990 were not consistent 

with the latest programming changes. The logistic cell did not function well.

They noted the discrepancy between tools and techniques used in the game and 

those used operationally for planning. This generated a concern that inadequate 

techniques might contribute to participants taking wrong lessons from games. The 

pressure to take numerical results from the game exacerbated their concern. The Navy 

was trying to use the game results to establish fair logistics shares between the Navy 

CINCs.

They commented that, in general, special cells had difficulty interacting with game 

play. NCA and military players did not recognize the opportunity to interact with these 

cells. They also noted the need to balance participation between unified CINC and
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NATO cells, and questioned whether the right experts to address the advertised issues 

were at game.

The logistics cell coordinator commented that the game continued to suffer from 

division of responsibilities within the Center for Naval Warfare Studies (GWG 1985, 

Funke).1 The game had no overall design. Each cell coordinator worked within his area 

with little ability to control interface with other cells. Divided responsibilities for player 

invitations resulted in military positions going unfilled while analysts, advanced tech cells, 

and others were over staffed. The CINCs cells had few officers assigned to monitor 

logistics, resulting in Blue naval forces playing with no logistics constraints. Coordina

tion problems between naval and air-ground control produced frequent double counting 

of naval air assets. He concluded that Navy and Air Force logistics play was not 

adequate "to support continued play in 1986 without a major effort."

He also noted that the rapid turnover of Blue NCA participants made their play 

incoherent and gave an advantage to Red. The time that principal war fighters spent 

briefing the NCA provide a further advantage to Red. The lack of a daily schedule for 

the Blue NCA cell complicated coordination, taking up more of the CINCs time. He also 

felt that inadequate research led to questionable play around Japan and Denmark. 

Participants displeasure with the Blue amphibious landing in Denmark and the air play 

on the Central Front resulted in the replay of these operations between the 1985 and 1986 

games (GWG 1985, Corley, et. al.).

1 The Brisbois memorandum (GWG 1985) provides further evidence of the friction generated by 
unclear responsibilities for game preparations.
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The air engagement models used in the game heavily weighted the range of air-to- 

air missiles. The supply of such missiles therefore became a driving factor in the 

analysis. Even with mostly superior weapons, control assessed Blue attrition rates at 15% 

per day, resulting in handfuls of aircraft after several days of fighting.

Details of the air model were hardly transparent to the game controller, much less 

the game player. In a critique of air-to-air models Watts pointed out that historically 

most pilots have never seen the shot that hit them (Watts 1985, pp. 25-26). A study of 

the air war in Vietnam concluded that over 80% of the air crews shot down were either 

unaware of the attacker before being hit, or did not have time to take evasive action. A 

set of recent tests conducted in flight simulators, representing about 35,000 sorties, 

concluded on the basis of statistical results, "that in multi-ship engagements, human 

interactions (principally situation awareness) are statistically more important than aircraft 

performance, avionics, weaponry — or any other test variable (Watts, p. 26)." The Global 

air model had no inputs for situation awareness. Few believed the aggregate results 

produced by the model.

A participant of the Defense Industrial Mobilization Board (the game version of 

the National Security Resources Board) questioned the match between game and 

mobilization time lines (GWG 1985, Davis). The full duration of the game would be 

months. The effects of industrial mobilization would take years. She also questioned the 

lack of interaction between cells, and the relation of the Industrial Mobilization cell to the 

Advanced Technology and NCA cells. The game design provided no interaction, only 

proximity. She also felt the need for a Red mobilization cell to place similar constraints 

on Red as those imposed on Blue.
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The leader of the ASW cell questioned the qualification of the participants in his 

cell to address the game issues (GWG 1985, Patton). He also criticized the play of 

"unbridled advocacy" of cell participants for developmental systems under their 

responsibility.

The game had clear defects in design and preparation. Nonetheless, it produced 

some direct policy recommendations (GWG 1985, Athay and Alitzer). The leaders of the 

economic cell recommended that Assistant Secretaries of Defense undertake specific 

studies to examine war reserve stocks, industrial base preparedness, tradeoffs between 

stocking and industrial base expansion, recovery of foreign military sales, aircraft 

restoration, medical programs, and manpower. They proposed that Global 1986 be part 

of part of these studies.

Based on his experience in the CINCs game and reports on the Global War 

Games, the CNO requested that the President of the Naval War College consider the pros 

and cons of inviting serving members of Congress to participate in the next year’s game 

(GWG 1985, Watkins). He, like Admiral Fiske before him, believed the experience 

would improve Congressional appreciation for national security needs.

GLOBAL WAR GAME 1986

Game Purpose

The specific games objectives now explicitly included "examination of the 

industrial mobilization base and its support of the long war scenario (Global War Game 

14 July -1 August 1986). No real change in the games purpose occurred.
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Game Design

The 1986 game started at D+20, essentially where 1985 ended. The game books 

revised the status of forces at the end of 1985 to reflect replay of the Central Front air 

battle, the amphibious landing debacle on Jutland, and end of game air strikes in the 

Pacific.

Several of the previous year’s comments shaped the game design. Efforts were 

made to find participants who would remain for the whole three weeks. Mostly civilians 

rather than retired military officers were recruited for the Blue NCA. The Blue NCA also 

had a National Security Council Staff and several people to play Defense and State 

Department personnel. The number of Joint Staff personnel increased, each assigned to 

particular functions. The Naval War College also made an effort to involve personnel 

from SACEUR and USEUCOM directly in the game. The game command structure 

mimicked its real world counterpart for Blue, NATO, and Red (figure 7-4).

The other cells in the game remained essentially the same as the year before. The 

media cell increased its staff to create a "Global News Network" complete with "Good 

Morning Global" news casts each morning. Seen on television, these news casts covered 

the general world situation, presented interviews with and statements by national leaders 

in the game, and had commercials. The Advanced Technology cell constituted itself as 

the National Defense Research Council under a game Executive Order. In general, 

participants made greater efforts throughout the game to simulate actual bureaucratic 

functions with greater verisimilitude.

Getting serving Congressmen to attend the game proved too hard, particularly in 

an election year. SACEUR objected so fundamentally to the game scenario that he
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Source: "Global War Game 1987 Report"
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refused to send participants (GWG 1986, Van Alstyne). However, the number and level 

of participants again increased. The President was a serving Ambassador. The National 

Security Advisor was a retired Minister who had served on the National Security Council. 

Admirals and Generals from the service and JCS staffs played on the JCS. Admirals 

from the various theaters again played the theater CINCs. SACEUR’s refusal to 

participate resulted in an Army Lieutenant Colonel representing that theater. A retired 

Army Colonel relieved this original SACEUR when events turned against Blue in central 

Europe.

To prevent the NCA from dominating the CINC’s and JCS staff time, the game

tried to ascribe different planning horizons to each command level:

In designing the game, consideration was given to the fact that CINCs and 
national level leaders (civilian and military) do not maneuver ships, fly aircraft or 
drive tanks. In short they are not operators. They are commanders. They 
develop and adjust strategies; they react to the march of events and they project 
on the basis of "real-time" current operations the estimates and orders for 
tomorrow’s combat and other war efforts. (Global War Game 14 July -1 August 
1986, p. 2)

To focus the players on long term planning the game design specified:

While all players must have a sense of what is happening in today’s combat, it is 
crucial that the players are not pulled to the level of being daily tacticians. The 
following planning focus is provided as a guide:

NCA/JCS: beyond 30 days
Theater CINCs: 7-30 days (strategic decision)
Campaign/Fleet: 3-7 days (campaign decisions)
Tactical level: 24-48 hours.
(iGlobal War Game 14 July -1  August 1986, p. 5)

The lowest echelon commanders were required to submit written 48 hour "contingency

planning move sheets" to their controllers at 1100 and 1530 each day (once per game

day). On receipt of the planning sheets control provided the adjudication for the current
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combat day. Keeping time strait again was a complex evolution. It became routine once 

the participants got into the game flow.

The attempt to isolate the Blue NCA from the military players did not work as 

planned. To let the military players gain the initiative, two and a half days of briefings 

at game start were to occupy the Blue NCA. After the first day they demanded to receive 

situation reports from their CINCs. The verisimilitude of demand for information at the 

top, and NCA control over CINCs actions, was greater than the game design tried to 

achieve.

The NWGS, Naval War College Air Model, TACOPS (for the NATO central 

region), and RAPIDSIM again formed the basis for assessing engagements and force 

movements between theaters.

Game Products and Critique

The War Gaming Department again produced three copies of a game report. This 

year the report described the course of the play and provided ending force status, but 

included no commentary from the participants. The report attributed all game play 

beyond the military operations as there to provide context for the CINCs.

Separate commentary on the logistics play was similar to the year before (GWG 

1986, Ebbert; Hurlburt). This year a significant analytical effort went into relating naval 

threat ordnance usage to campaign events. The analysts tried to contrast expenditures in 

the game to logistics planning factors used for procurement. However, late definition of 

details of the game structure restricted preparations. Again, the data bases in the game 

were inconsistent. The game suggested issues such as production shortfalls, but the data
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was very soft. The participation of logisticians in the CINCs cells was uneven. The 

single JCS logistician was overloaded with demands for information from above with no 

supporting data from below. Little planning by the CINCs in the 7-30 day time frame 

further restricted logistics planning. Tracking weapons usage also required more umpires 

at the naval consoles than were available. The logistics control guide had not been 

updated since the early 1980s. The engagement assessment still did not consider false 

attacks. Other reasons why game expenditures were lower than planning factors were not 

readily explainable. The analysts had difficulty using the engagement outcomes 

(particularly in the air war) to estimate weapons usage. Again, the Blue naval players 

were unconstrained by logistics. The analysts concluded that numbers generated by 

Global could not be used for other purposes (Ebbert, p. 2-105).

The game did prove RAPIDSIM inadequate to respond to a changing scenario 

(such as diversion of cargos to other than planned ports). It also demonstrated the need 

for a theater context to understand what drove weapons expenditures.

Ln contrast to the logistics analysts, other participants found the game a useful 

mechanism to advance their purposes. Twenty-five people from Sandia and Lawrence 

Livermore national laboratories staffed the nuclear cell. Their intentions were to meet 

operational commanders and understand more clearly the concerns those responsible had 

with nuclear weapons use (GWG 1986, Erickson). They also hoped to strengthen nuclear 

thinking and planning, and to bring to the laboratory operational concerns that impinge 

on weapons design. They advised the on-line players and ran nuclear employment 

excursions off-line from the main game. They found the nuclear battle damage
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assessment routines to be wholly inadequate. They also found litde prior consideration 

of the nuclear weapons by the participants, and many gaps in knowledge.

Similarly, the retired Army Colonel who ended up playing SACEUR found the 

game useful for the Army’s purposes (GWG 1986, Staudenmaier). He found "The GWG 

series provides an outstanding opportunity for the army to ... emphasize the decisiveness 

of land power in the context of a global war with the Soviet Union (p. 2)." He noted that 

controversy had sometimes accompanied the reporting of the results of the game. 

SACEUR did not like the results because the war had given ground in Germany without 

using nuclear weapons. He believed the Navy’s dissatisfaction with the results of Global 

’86 stemmed from exaggerated notions of naval force contributions to Central Front, 

noting Red’s movement of forces from the Far East to Europe.

He regretted the 1986 shift from theater war fighting to modeling national security 

bureaucracy.1 The expanded JCS (Chairman plus four services) required more detailed 

information from CINCS, particularly logistics. The CINCS were not staffed to respond. 

He believed that this constituted interference with campaign planning at an inappropriate 

level of detail.

He also cautioned: "While insights into policy and strategy concepts may be 

derived and issues for further study may be identified from such war gaming, which is 

no small accomplishment, it is difficult (and dangerous) to draw definitive conclusions 

from GWG 86." He found the REFORGER scenario extremely unlikely and was 

concerned over participants taking inaccurate impressions from game. He noted the 

participants overstating results: citing the SACLANT player as stating that Global ’86

1 He had participated in Global games the previous two years.
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proved the success of The Maritime Strategy, while Air Force staff concluded static 

carrier operations in fjords proved that carriers could be replaced with land-based air. He 

questioned the firepower scores for a U.S. Marine division being more than an armored 

division in the TACOPS model. This affected a key flank operation in the game. He 

recommended a Global War Game newsletter to correct misperceptions and promulgate 

lessons learned for distribution to all participants.

The 1986 game results also became the subject of a briefing to the Senate Armed 

Services Committee hearings on National Security (U.S. Congress 1987, pp. 275-300).

GLOBAL WAR GAME 1987

Game Design

Global 1987 picked up at D+42 where the 1986 game left off. This year’s design 

involved no replays from the prior year and few structural changes. The big changes 

came in the form of expanding the JCS staff to 12 billets (24 participants), having 

separate service staffs with 27 billets (filled by 44 participants), and incorporating an 

advanced technology cell of 154 participants arranged into warfare area seminars. Minor 

changes came in down sizing the chemical and nuclear cells and separating the command, 

control and communications (C3) cell from the space and intelligence cells. To highlight 

mobilization issues, the Blue NCA included a Director for Mobilization. The Defense 

Industrial Mobilization Board became the War Resources Board reporting to the Director.

The structure and content of the game books for the participants was essentially 

the same as the previous two years. An "Executive Briefing Package" covered the road 

to war, the military situation at D+42, the status of war termination negotiations, the
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international political situation, the world and U.S. economies, the U.S. domestic scene, 

the science and technology oudook, and provided a national intelligence estimate on the 

Warsaw Pact at D+42. This science and technology portion described the establishment 

of a National Defense Research Council and six technologies that they were pursuing.

Minor changes occurred in the models used to support the game. The NWGS 

became the enhanced NWGS (ENWGS) with new software and separate terminals for 

data and chart displays. The track and damage assessment routines remained inadequate 

to handle a game the size of global. The Air Force took over development of the Naval 

War College Air Model. It became the Air University Air Model. This reflected a 

greater participation in the game by the Air Force staff and University. The Army still 

ran the TACOPS model in the game. The Defense Systems Management College 

provided an additional model for the War Resources Board, called Technique for 

Assessing the Capability to Mobilize American Industry (TASCMAIN).

Game Products and Critique

The War Gaming Department again prepared three copies of a report documenting 

the course of the game and the state of the world at game end, D+65. The only 

commentary on the game in the report were three pages of game issues listed in 

abbreviated statements (bullets). The Center for Naval Warfare Studies prepared a 

separate game report with a distribution of 100 copies. The body of the report consisted 

of the "Executive Briefing Package" updated through D+64. Appendices include a 

briefing presented to the JCS CINC’s conference on 25 August 1987, an essay written by 

the Blue President that year, a chronology of events, the press releases generated in the
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game, and the list of issues from the War Gaming Department Report Reports of the C3 

cell, logistics, mobilization, and advanced technology were produced independently. The 

report highlighted (1) the mismatch between weapons consumption and production 

capacity, (2) the ineffectiveness of the Pacific strategy’s attempt to keep Soviet Forces 

in the Far East, and (3) that the game had moved past Soviet doctrine as U.S. and U.K. 

analysts (or even the Soviets) understood it.

The Blue President was a former Congressman. His essay provided a very 

personal view of the game. He felt strongly that other Congressmen would benefit from 

participation in such exercises. The game provided context his colleagues needed in the 

course of debate over procurement of chemical weapons, space capabilities and munitions 

stocks. The game decision whether or not to use nuclear weapons tested his conscience, 

ruining a weekend. He felt the country unprepared for the costs and means of protracted 

war.

The C3 cell’s report listed their objectives as sensitizing war fighters to C3 and 

illuminating deficiencies in C3 infrastructure. They cited the participation from all four 

services. The cell provided a daily C3 status report to focus players on communications 

issues. They felt the time compression made the actual communications in the game 

fairly realistic. The high level of the game resulted in few, critical communications that 

they felt would get through. They believed work should be done on lower level games 

that were more dependent on rapid flow of tactical intelligence and more sensitive to 

communications constraints (p. 13). Argued for more C3 play in the games. Communi

cations constraints had no apparent impact on the game assessments.
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The Advanced Technology cell was pleased with their participation in Global. 

Many performed as Science Advisors to the game CINCs. Others assisted umpires in 

adjudicating use of future systems. They felt that they:

- provided a flow of technical information into the military play,
- developed a better understanding of gaming for broadening, identifying issues
for focused analysis, and planning,
- refocused some efforts of Navy R&D centers, and

provided technologists with a broader perspective, making them more
productive (p. 2).

The report expressed the intent to use gaming to influence Force Top Level Warfare 

Requirements. These requirements specified performance standards for the development 

of naval weapons systems. By way of critique, the report expressed some concern that 

the Advanced Technology Cell was not kept abreast of game developments, and had little 

impact on play. The report also questioned the role of the Advanced Technology Cell in 

the war termination game contemplated in 1988.

The contractor developing the TASCMAIN model prepared the report on industrial 

mobilization play. Global 1987 provided the first test of the model. The report identified 

both problems in the mobilization play and problems in the model.

The organization of the War Resources Board caused confusion. Participants did 

not understand how they related to existing federal agencies. In fact, the Director for 

Mobilization played a minor role on the Blue NCA. The Director and most members of 

the Board also changed at least weekly. These factors led to ineffective procedures for 

making and executing expected mobilization policy decisions on expansion of production 

capacity, imports, etc..

The War Resources Board also found that logistics did not constrain the CINCs 

campaign plans. Neither did the game affect long-range force planning. The Board
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queried the service staffs for forces to rebuild after the war. The response was taken from 

actual 1987 Congressional testimony and posture statements. The destruction of Soviet 

forces in the game had no affect on the projections.

The state variables available in the game were inadequate to run the model. The 

model required data on factors such as idle capacity and production rates. The game did 

identify several factors (such as force attrition) that were not currently in the model. The 

report concluded, though the model produced optimistic results, it showed great promise. 

Overall, the Board saw its participation as fruitful in increasing the visibility of logistics 

and identifying planning shortfalls for real world planners to address.

A different contractor prepared the report on naval logistics. This report provided 

no commentary on the adequacy of the game organization or data. Other cells prepared 

independent reports. An "Amphibious Warfare Summary: Global War Game 87" covered 

all Marine Corps play in the games through the end of 1987. It cited that a similar 

document prepared at the end of 1986 served as the scenario for a study called High Port 

87 conducted by the Headquarters Marine Corps to frame operational and logistic issues.

This year marked a transition from personal to official critiques. Personal 

accounts and commentary are largely missing from this year’s and subsequent game 

records.
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GLOBAL WAR GAME 1988

Game Purpose

By the end of Global 1987 it was clear that the five-year series would not reach

the target date of 180 days of war fighting using the extant design. Therefore, the focus

of the game shifted. The main objective for 1988 became:

To identify and analyze the dynamics and leverage that military operations in all 
theaters can bring to a war termination negotiation process, and what constraints 
or other effects negotiations have on theater military operations. (GWG 1988, 
Markley, pp. 1-2.)

Areas of specific interest were:

a. The combination of political, economic and military instruments that can be 
used to terminate a global conflict with the Soviet Union while preserving the 
global strategic interests of the United States.

b. The combination of regional/theater strategies that best serves the war 
termination interests of the U.S..

c. Third party (Green) diplomatic initiatives that could be used by the U.S. to 
enhance the probability of a war termination effort advantageous to the West.

d. The impact of logistics, sustainability, and industrial mobilization issues on war 
termination for Red and Blue.

e. The impact of war termination on approaching or receding from the nuclear 
threshold.

f. The impact of emergent advanced technology on efforts of war termination. 

Game Design

No serious war termination negotiations were in progress at the end of Global 

1987. Therefore the design called for extending the scenario from D+64 to D+75. To 

allow for different possible directions in the war, each of the three game weeks was to 

play with a different scenario at D+75. The descriptions Red advantage, Blue advantage,
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and stalemate accompanied these scenarios. Red advantage involved a successful Red 

operation that threatened to cut off a sizable Blue force. Blue advantage was the reverse 

situation. The Naval War College developed the period between D+64 and D+75 in 

meetings with each theater CINC (GWG 88, Game Book).

Naval War College students prepared a new set of game books under the aegis of 

the Naval War College’s Advanced Research Program.1 A JCSIService Staff Air-land 

Briefing Book contained proposed JCS recommendations for national policy and strategy, 

scenarios for each theater, capabilities assessments for the ground war in each theater, and 

discussion of nuclear and chemical issues. A separate JCS Briefing Book tasked the JCS 

to create integrated national military strategy and provided a condensed version of the 

information in the JCS/Service Staff Book. An Air-Land Briefing Book for other than 

JCS/Service Staff players contained the same information as the other air-land book, less 

the proposed JCS recommendations. Each week had a different set of books and Red had 

its own version of the Air-Land Briefing Book.1 The students also prepared a SACEURI- 

CINCEUR Briefing Book emphasizing the status of the central region and recommended 

courses of action. The students prepared no similar documents for the Navy CINCs or 

for the NCAs. Game books from the previous years and an "Environmental/Weapons 

Matrix" served as additional references. The matrix showed the ability for systems to 

operate in different weather conditions.

Most of the principal players attended one hour briefings providing an overview 

of the game months before coming to Newport. A key part of these briefings was a study

1 This program let some students take one trimester for research outside the normal classroom setting.

1 The bibliography lists only the Blue books for the first week.
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on Central Front sustainability (GWG 1988, Ramick). The fact that the war game had 

gone to 64 days of combat caused heated debate. SACEUR’s 1986 Combat Effectiveness 

Report (CER) and the Army’s Concept Analysis Agency Omnibus Capability Study -1986 

both found sustaining conventional war this long implausible. Ramick’s study compared 

the assumptions on forces in combat in the two studies with the play of Global. He 

resolved the inconsistency by showing that the game had fewer forces engaged over time 

than the other studies. However, his bottom line was that the remaining Blue forces 

could fight only a few more days. His data served as the basis for the ground force 

sustainability in the game.

For the military players, the command structure remained the same, except all 

command levels below the CINCs were part of control’s "military assessment groups." 

The Mobilization and Advanced Technology cells involved major changes. Because the 

technology group did not see how they could contribute to the game, they set up a 

Technology Initiatives Game of their own. The game ran concurrently with Global and 

involved about 130 people over the three weeks. Rather then playing off-line with the 

Global scenario, the game had its own separate situation set in the year 2010 for each 

week’s play. The only connection between the games was that some of the principals 

from Global participated in a two-hour seminar with the Technology Initiatives Game 

participants each week.

The actual National Mobilization Interagency Group (NMIG) of the National 

Security Council affected mobilization play in Global 1988. The Deputy Assistant 

Secretary of Energy for Energy Emergencies was a member of the NMIG and a former 

member of the CNO’s Strategic Studies Group. He intended to use Global to test NMIG
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organization and procedures (GWG 1985, War Mobilization Board Familiarization and 

Background). He also hoped to "influence the thinking of RED/BLUE strategic thinkers 

as to the world/national energy implications of their actions (Geo-strategic Energy Issues 

for Global War Game ’88).1

The mobilization organization had an Interagency Group for Mobilization (IG- 

MOB) supported by a War Resources Board. Participation in the group came from 

Departments of Commerce, Defense, Energy, Labor, Transportation, Treasury, and the 

Federal Emergency Management Agency and Council of Economic Advisors. The 

mobilization organization (shown in figure 7-6) was located in a building separate from 

the rest of the game and had its own game book and agenda.

Reflecting the intent for negotiations to be central to the play, each side also had 

a dedicated team of negotiators. Figure 7-6 shows the game organization.2

The number of participants in Global 1988 dropped for the first time ever to about 

735. The drop results from counting the Technology Initiatives Game separately. All 

together the game was the same size as the year before. The level of participants 

increased slightly. A serving Congressman used his summer recess to play President in 

Global. General Rogers having retired, SACEUR was induced to send his own 

representatives to participate in global for the first time. Officers from the JCS staff 

manned JCS positions in the game. Participants from other service colleges and staffs 

and operational commands joined Naval War College umpires in constituting the military

1 This group hoped to make one of the belligerents make a grab for world energy supplies, but was 
not able to influence scenarios to that degree.

2 The game referred to the National Security Council as the National Security Planning Group.
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Source: Global War Game 1988 Design Document
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assessment group.

The most unique feature of this game is that the clock was never to move. In 

theory, the CINCs were to take national war termination objectives as a basis for 

developing campaign plans. The military assessment group would then evaluate plans for 

feasibility and vulnerabilities. The NCA/JCS were then to debate the revised theater 

strategies with the CINCs. All the while Red, Blue, and Green were to negotiate a 

settlement to the war.

As reflected in the game books, the intent was for the game to revolve around the 

JCS/Service Staff players and the situation in the Central Front battle. To reduce the role 

of the Blue NCA, the NCA/National Security Planning Group was placed in a small room 

for the first week of the game. Player demand to observe the NCA resulted in this group 

going to a large room for the remainder of the game. The NCA again became the hub 

of activity.

The military assessment groups, divided into theater teams, were to use the 

assessment models from previous years. The War Resources board used a revised 

TASCMAIN model and the Joint Industrial Mobilization Planning Process (JIMPP) Model 

developed by the Institute for Defense Analysis.

Game Products and Critique

A volunteer unit of naval reserve officers wrote a report on Global 1988. The 

Center for Naval Warfare Studies produced two hundred copies of the report for
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distribution.1 The report stated: "The most important aspect of the game is the exchange 

of ideas (p. 1)." It noted that all scenarios involved only a tactical advantage for the side 

characterized as dominant (p. 33). Thus, all weeks followed a similar course. In each 

scenario the Blue commanders had a few days of supplies for intense combat. A typical 

SACEUR briefing to the NCA was that he would have at most a few days "to negotiate 

an acceptable settlement." The Blue NCA would then instruct SACEUR to devise ways 

to buy time to get resupplies into the theater. Neither Red nor Blue found the occasion 

for serious war termination negotiations given the game situation.

Army War College participants also commented on the game in the course of 

reviewing the post-game briefing for those who did not attend (GWG 1988, Mahlum). 

They found that the briefing lacked a clear statement of purpose, had a service (rather 

than joint) orientation, and provided "little or no evidence of lessons learned or 

identification of subjects for further research." They commented: "war termination should 

have been a stronger focus in the game from its inception." They also found that the 

stopped clock and negotiations created inverted time horizons. The CINCs looked out a 

month or more, the JCS weeks and the NCA days. They also found that War 

Mobilization Board’s work "tended to be too little, too late, and was not lashed up for the 

most meaningful deliberations of the NCA/JCS."

The NMIG Special Working Group’s report echoed problems within the War 

Mobilization Board. The report characterized the 1987 effort as "a loosely organized 

group united primarily by enthusiasm for mobilization procedures (p. 4)." The effort had

1 The report does not indicate its distribution. Copies went to neither the Naval War College Library, 
nor to the Defense Technical Information Center.
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received a mixed response from the agencies involved and had been largely ignored by 

the JCS in the game. They found that in 1988, they still had insufficient skills to meet 

their goals with 30-40 participants each week. Poor control over invitations produced 

participants with skills uncorrelated to the cell’s needs. They did not have enough senior 

players to test the NMIG concept. Neither did the internal organization of the War 

Resources Board work well. The subgroups did not match up well against the issues. 

The planned interaction with the National Defense Research Council did not work. The 

technologists were involved in their own game. They also were disappointed at their lack 

of representation in the game wrap-up briefings. They also found the game had 

inadequate data to support decisions, and the models were useful only to those 

organizations that ran them. Only financial reports affected NCA discussions. Each Blue 

President had a different tax policy. Overall, they found that the games allowed 

interaction with the militaiy that was otherwise difficult to obtain. They recommended 

continuing the effort with more senior players to get more attention.

A letter summarized U.K. views on the Global games 1984-1988 (Richardson). 

Over the four years, they found that the greater organizational verisimilitude produced 

more realistic decision making. This was offset somewhat by the sparse intelligence 

assessments and the dominance of U.S. participants on the International Political cell. 

They believed that casualty and refugee issues deserved more play. They found the 

political restraints on the military, and the logistics constraints on the ground war, 

realistic. The game highlighted, but did not resolve, competition for resources between 

CINCs. They also found that the 1988 game conditions all three weeks implied more 

fighting rather than war termination. Also, the stopped game clock placed too much
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emphasis on subjective judgments. Since the clock was stopped, there was no way to 

move on once players chose to disagree. Again, the judgement was that continued 

participation was well worth the effort due to the interaction with key allies.

THE SEARCH FOR GLOBAL WAR - GLOBAL 1989

By 1989 the canonical scenario of NATO/Warsaw Pact war in central Europe 

began to lose its credibility as the basis for planning. Gorbachev’s withdrawal from 

Afghanistan, signing the treaty on the elimination of intermediate-range and shorter-range 

missiles, and promised unilateral troop reductions augured the end to the Cold War. The 

Global War Game needed a different approach.

Game Purpose

The purpose of Global 1989 was to:

define the characteristics of a future general war and to allow participants the 
opportunity to examine the value of strategic and operational concepts in that 
environment. (GWG 1989, "Game Design Document" p. 1)

The game design document listed the objectives as:

- Examination of strategic concepts for joint and combined land/air and maritime 
campaigns.

- Examination of competing theater priorities during crisis and combined 
operations in the event of global conflict.

- Examination of the translation of strategic guidance into operational objectives.

- Examining the likely effects of Blue and Red strategies on one another’s 
political/military decision making.

- Assessment of diplomatic initiatives supporting national strategies during crisis.
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- Investigation of logistics systems requited to sustain prolonged and diverse joint 
operations.

- Exploration of the nuclear threshold including concepts for de-escalation.

- Application of advanced technology to tactical events within the global 
simulation, (p. 2)

Specific areas of interest centered on the impact of force reductions on (1) war fighting 

capabilities, (2) mobilization, deployment, and employment of forces, (3) logistics and 

sustainment, (4) the nuclear threshold. This game was to be the first in a third series of 

games. Therefore, this year was to explore the crisis and mobilization period.

Game Design

The scenario was set in 1995. Including war in Korea, and crises in Yugoslavia 

and Panama in the scenario kept all of the theater CINCs interested in the game. Several 

years of negative growth in defense budgets shaped the forces available for the crises. 

The intent was to have the crisis in Yugoslavia spill over into NATO members countries 

after the U.S. had committed forces to Korea.

Again Naval War College students prepared reference books for the participants. 

The Blue team had three volumes describing (from the students perspective) U.S. national 

security strategy, national military strategy (including theater strategy and plans), and 

national and theater strategic alternatives and assessments. Annexes included the 

scenario, conventional force capabilities and plans, intelligence assessments of opposing 

forces for war in central Europe, third world forces, nuclear/chemical capabilities, space 

capabilities, mobilization and industrial base data, public affairs, and C3. The Red team 

had three similar volumes. The intent was to provide the players with strategies to test
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in the game. Regional fact books, assembled from a variety of unclassified sources, 

provided background data on the crisis areas. The addition to this year’s game was a 

naval reserve cell to address mobilization issues.

The command levels in the game were the same as 1988. The military assessment 

group represented all command levels below the CINCs. Reflecting President Bush’s 

change in National Security Council procedures, the interagency groups from 1988 were 

now called principal coordinating committees (PCCs) as shown in figure 7-7. Most of 

the participants representing military commands in the game came from those commands. 

The make up of the mobilization group was also similar to 1988.

The game design called for players to submit plans covering ten days to control 

at 1130 each day but Mondays. Mondays were reserved to brief new participants into the 

game. Control would then adjudicate the moves and provide situation reports to each cell 

the following morning. Normally the updates occurred at five day intervals. Control 

intended to cover 60 days in the three week period of play. As in strategic games 

between the world wars, control determined the time interval based upon its assessment 

of key events. The game did not call for tactical moves (see figure 7-8). Instead, 

members of the military assessment group participated in the planning discussions and 

tried to carry out the intent of the CINC. During the crisis phase of the game players 

were encouraged to test possible operations using the engagement models.

The military assessment group used "a top-down manual approach based upon 

professional judgement ("Game Design Document," p. 2)" supported by RSAS. This 

game merged the ffee-form and computer based approaches to strategy assessment. The 

Korean war used RSAS heavily. However, RAND had not yet prepared theater models
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Source: "Global War Game 89" Section II

figure 7-7. Global War Game 1989 Organization.
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for conflicts in Yugoslavia or Panama. RSAS was ready for the anticipated Central Front 

war. The Defense Nuclear Agency also arranged an encrypted telephone line to access 

the set of models that they used to assess all conflict from general nuclear war to low 

intensity conflict (GWG 1989, "Support to the Navy War College for GWG 1989"). 

These were the same models used to conduct Joint Military Net Assessments (see Chapter 

3). These models received little use in the main line game.

Whereas Global 1988 failed to terminate a war, Global 1989 failed to start one.

Game Products and Critique

The game reports consisted of a 16 page Executive Summary Analysis and a 

briefing with text. A third section was to be written by a volunteer naval reserve unit, 

with inputs fron. FEMA, the Army War College, and others (GWG 1989, Executive 

Summary Analysis). The reports provided little commentary on the game other than the 

players incorrectly believed that ammunition supplies were inadequate for even the 

Korean conflict. Control worked hard to generate the crises into a general war. 

However, neither the Red nor Blue teams thought Yugoslavia or Korea worth the risks.

BEYOND CONTAINMENT AND THE COLD WAR - GLOBAL 1990

Following the events of the Fall of 1989, the overarching theme of the third series

of Global games became change. The game design document began with the precept:

Given the dramatic pace and extent of change taking place in the world today, any 
attempt to prescript a single detailed late-1990s world scenario for GWG-90 would 
severely restrict exploration of many potential crisis points; many aspects of such 
a scenario would likely be overtaken by events by the time the game was 
conducted. GWG-90 will attempt to keep pace with these dynamic world changes 
by bringing the game participants into the process of shaping three world
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environments which they will be required to face. This offers the twin advantages 
of (a) using "real-time" events as a basis for enriching the future world situations, 
and (b) employing some of our sharpest civilian and military minds -- experts in 
such areas as current policy doctrine and strategy ~ in the challenging task of 
projecting the world environment of the late 1990s. (p. 1)

Anticipating the Iraqi invasion as Saddam’s forces lined up on the border of Kuwait

became one of the real-time events.

Game Purpose

The statement of purpose and objectives was the same as in 1989. To the areas 

of specific interest from the year before were added:

- Examine major emerging world trends to stimulate thinking about the nature of 
the uncertain future and to frame an approach for dealing with it.

- Gain insights into national policy, strategy, and force postures that would best 
deter, contain, fight or win conflict situations in a future world. ("Game Design 
Document," p. 2)

Game Design

Global War Game 1990 was neither about global war, nor was it really a game. 

It involved one side and no moves.1 In essence, it was a three-week scenario planning 

exercise. Unlike Royal Dutch Shell, where a strategic planning group creates scenarios 

as a basis for others planning (Wack 1985), Global involved the creation and evaluation 

of scenarios over the three weeks of the game.

The game consisted of three phases, and three separate teams evaluating in parallel 

U.S. concerns in separate world contexts. The worlds were characterized as Rising

‘ An appropriate term would be a game in degenerate form.
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Interdependence (Economic Pragmatism), Rising Nationalism (Balance of Power), and 

Competing Ideologies (Coalition Formation) — or the good, the bad, and the ugly. Naval 

War College Students prepared game books describing the state of the three worlds in the 

late 1990s. The description was incomplete, in that how one arrived in the situations 

described was not provided.

During the first phase (lasting one week) groups simulating National Security 

Councils and military staffs determined how they arrived where they were, selected crisis 

areas consistent with their view of the world, and developed national security guidance 

for these crises. The usual set of nuclear, space, international political, and other cells 

participated in the game to Ell in holes in the world state. During the next week and a 

half "combined assessment groups" organized along military theater and functional 

responsibilities prepared estimates of the situation and assessment of seven selected crises. 

They assessed the military and resource implications of the crisis.1 In phase three the 

National Security Councils reconvened, augmented by luminaries on the level of Assistant 

Secretary. The assessment groups briefed the world teams, who then reevaluated their 

policies and the adequacy of the U.S. force structure.2 The game culminated in a plenary 

session giving the most senior present an opportunity to express their opinions.

1 All three worlds had the same force structures.

2 To no ones surprise, all found the forces available inadequate for their strategies. The forces were 
greater then those planned under current defense budgets.
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Game Products and Critique

The feedback from the exercise was very positive. Never before had so many 

senior executives participated. The Center for Naval Warfare Studies produced an 

Executive Summary. The naval reserves are working on a more extensive report
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CHAPTER 8

THE GLOBAL WAR GAMES: A SUMMARY CRITIQUE

The basis for the critique of operational games should be how efficiently and 

successfully the games met the needs of their environment. Some of these needs include 

better decisions and the creation of theories and principles. Therefore, the criteria for 

vigilant decision making and science are relevant. The foremost need is for complex 

organizations to behave in coherent and constructive ways. Games have effects beyond 

their aims and claims. Therefore this critique centers upon analysis of the Global War 

Games’ claimed and actual functions, their effects and costs.

CLAIMS, AIMS AND FUNCTIONS OF THE GLOBAL WAR GAMES

Over the years the Global War Games made many claims about what the games 

were, and what their aims were. The claims included (in chronological order by first 

appearance):

- ... identifying issues that require attention in planning global strategy, (game 
books 1981-1988, with some variation)

- It is a composite of many forms of gaming that explores the thought patterns 
and routines that will go into tomorrow’s software routines and algorithms, 
(variations in game books 1981-1987)

386
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- ... a test bed of current strategic wisdom. A forum to assess the state of what 
we have, and to design the shape of what we want for the future, (game books 
1983-1989, with minor variation)

- We are not designed to try to come up with the final answer on any particular 
subject. We are really trying to work at peeling back the subject to get down to 
a more definitive set of issues that can be dealt with in more classic analysis and 
planning. (U.S. Congress, 1987, p. 275)

- The game’s purpose is to gain insights into the nature of global war between 
the West and the Soviet Union, insights related to strategy, to objectives and 
bargaining, to campaigns, to tactics, and to weapons systems. (U.S. Congress, 
1987, p. 153)

- ... identify warfighting issues that are pivotal to U.S. national interests, to focus 
on these issues in the context of a global war simulation, and in a post game 
effort, analyze and research these issues with a view towards identifying alterna
tive strategies or improving upon existing operational concepts, (game books 
1988-1990)

The 1983 brief of the Global War Games also claimed that the games were an accurate

representation of national decision making in the event of global war (GWG 1983, "Brief

of Five Global War Games").

The variation in statements of what the games were about reflect the richness of

operational gaming. They also reflect some ambiguity in intent, and ambitions rather than

programs. What was to be done with the insight derived from the games? Were the

games to generate hypotheses for further research, or conclusions about policy options?

Who was going to do what ever it was that was to be done with the games? The claim

that the decision logic used in the games would be captured and incorporated into

computer-based systems was a gross overstatement. During the years this claim was

made the games never involved people analyzing the game for this purpose, nor close 
«

interaction with people developing systems such as RSAS. The synopsis of specific 

objectives in table 8-1 contains similar ambiguities and unrealized ambitions. Matching
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1979-1988 Gain insights into:

the capabilities of U.S. and its allies to conduct naval operations on a global scale in the 
event of a world-wide conflict with the USSR and the Warsaw Pact (1979) 
strategic concepts of mutually supporting land-air and maritime campaigns. (1980-1990) 
maneuver concepts that enhance crisis strategies without foreclosing war fighting imperatives. 
(1979-1984)
theater priorities for sequential operations by the U.S. Navy in the event of global conflict 
between NATO and the Warsaw Pact (1979-1984; addressed operations by joint forces 
beginning 1985)
adequacy and form of logistics systems to support extended/prolongcd, and diverse naval
operations. (1979-1984; addressed joint logistics beginning 1985)
impact of political/economic factors in developing strategy and vulnerabilities of strategies
to international or regional constraints. (1979; dropped 1981-1984)
diplomatic initiatives supporting national strategies during crisis. (1985-1990)
loci of various nuclear thresholds in various theaters, including concepts for de-escalation.
(1979-1990)
patterns and processes for control of military forces at national headquarters and tactical
levels when combat activity is intensive and widespread. (1979; not mentioned afterward)
concepts for deployment of a Rapid Deployment Force. (1980-1984)
allied survivability in "secondary" theaters. (1981-1984; with some variation)
revised Rules of Engagement on force effectiveness during a deepening crisis. (1981-1984)
patterns and processes for war termination. (1981-1983)
the effects of Blue strategies on Red political/military decision making. (1985-1989) 
application of advanced technology to tactical events. (1985-1989) 
the industrial mobilization base and its support of the long war scenario. (1986-1988; 
reference to the long war dropped 1989-1990)
the dynamics and leverage that the combination of political, economic and military 
instruments can bring to a war termination negotiation process. (1988)

1989 - Define the characteristics of a future general war and to allow participants the opportunity 
to examine the value of strategic and operational concepts in that environment.

1990 - Examine major emerging world trends to stimulate thinking about the nature of the
uncertain future and to frame an approach for dealing with i t

- Gain insights into national policy, strategy, and force postures that would best deter, 
contain, fight or win conflict situations in a future world.

Table 8-1. Specific Global War Game Objectives

the set of claims and aims against the functions the games performed provides the basis 

for critiquing the Global War Games. The intended and realized functions of the games 

include discovering structure (how the pieces fit), identifying gaps in knowledge and 

generating research issues, creating and educating a strategic community, serving as a
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clearing house for models of theater-level warfare, affecting planning, and affecting 

policy.

Discovering How the Pieces Fit

The games began with the purpose of understanding "the capabilities of the U.S. 

and its allies to conduct naval operations on a global scale in the event of a world-wide 

conflict with the USSR and the Warsaw Pact (GWG 79, Game Book).'' The 1979 game 

clearly showed that it was not possible to address naval operations without addressing war 

as a whole. This meant first understanding the political aims of the war and the concepts 

for operations of all allied forces in all theaters of operation. That different senior 

government leaders, military and civilian, had no common vision of how all forces would 

be used in a global war was an indictment of the military analysis system in itself. All 

the pieces had been evaluated separately for so long that no common understanding 

existed of all operations incident to a general war.

By looking at the operations of all forces in the geography of each theater, the 

games exposed the need for a combined arms approach to warfare. The games helped 

to show how combining the strengths of air, surface, and submarine forces in a theater 

ASW campaign offered more potential than operating these forces individually. On 

another level the games showed how combining land and sea-based power projection 

forces protected key areas that allowed ASW aircraft to operate further forward to 

enhance the effectiveness of the ASW campaign. The games suggested how bringing sea- 

based air into a theater permitted assigning land-based aircraft to different roles, 

multiplying the effects of the combined force. The games suggested the fragility of the
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NATO laver-cake defense scheme in Germany to Soviet operational maneuver groups. 

On a global level the games exposed the fit, and misfit, of the timing and aims of theater 

campaigns. They demonstrated the need for a global perspective on how theater 

campaigns affected the calculus of the Soviet high command, and affected the allocation 

of resources by both sides.1

The games brought out the dynamics and timing of warfare. The games showed 

how war brought on by crisis generated gaps in the arrival of Warsaw Pact strategic 

echelons (multi-Army forces). This in turn created opportunities for deep penetration 

attacks around the flanks from ground and sea to isolate and defeat Warsaw Pact forces 

in detail. The games also showed how systems designed and justified for one purpose 

were used for another when the operating scenario changed. Operating aircraft carriers 

in the vicinity of land resulted in Navy F-14 fighters expending their inventory of 

PHOENIX missiles largely against other fighters in gaining air superiority over the 

adjacent land battle, rather than against bombers attacking the fleet This, in turn, created 

problems in the carriers departing the forward area if the Soviet bombers were not 

otherwise destroyed or distracted.

The games also demonstrated the how the political, logistical, technological and 

social aspects of war shaped the military operations, though the stated intent of the games 

suggested the reverse. Routinely military participants chafed as they discovered where 

military concepts conflicted with political demands. Even politicians bickered over how 

to conduct coalition warfare. As several game critiques stated, logistics constrained some

1 The Global War Games were not unique in exposing many of these phenomena. Theater games 
and global games conducted on a smaller scale developed many of the ideas used in the Global War 
Games.
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aspects of the play, but was less successful in affecting others (particularly naval warfare). 

The games did show how the hollowness of concepts for mobilizing U.S. industry as in 

WWD. Using current warfighting and mobilization plans, production would match 

consumption only when the war was over. The introduction of media in the game 

suggested ways the psychology of the world public would constrain military and political 

options. Considering the effects of financing the war raised questions who the real 

winners of such conflict would be. Bringing all of these aspects of war into a single 

simulation facilitated discovering the structure of global conflict, how each of the pieces 

interacted with the whole. The games suggested policy issues, options, factors going into 

the selection of courses of action, and how these were weighed.

Generating Hypotheses and Discovering Knowledge Gaps for Further Research

In Congressional testimony, one characterization of the function of the Global 

Games was "to get down to a more definitive set of issues that can be dealt with in more 

classic analysis and planning (U.S. Congress, 1987, p. 275)." This characterization 

underrates the value of the games for addressing issues involving the dynamic interaction 

of multiple actors that other analytical methods are not well suited to address. It also 

misrepresents most of the research related to the Global War Games. Game reports 

concentrated on insights, not research issues. Rarely did game briefings or reports 

recommend areas for further study. When they did, they recommended general areas for 

study rather than specific issues or hypotheses. Never was there a program of research 

to address the set of issues discovered in the games. Where specific problems arose in 

sequential games, such as the Central Front air battle or the Jutland landing in 1985,
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research projects resulted to clean up the data bases for the next year. Other research 

following the games was incidental to the interests of the various participants.

Preparation for the games motivated most of the research directly related to 

Global. As the games progressed from year-to-year, they demonstrated gaps in the body 

of knowledge of those participating in the games. Bringing in people with greater 

knowledge in the areas with shortfalls accounted for much of the growth in participation 

over the years. Additionally, the Naval War College and other participating organizations 

conducted research to improve the games. In the early years, most of the research related 

to the games was aimed at improving the means of adjudicating the progress of the war. 

This occurred first in models of ground warfare and strategic lift, then extended to models 

for the air campaigns. Naval engagement models were least affected, largely because the 

service War Colleges took the lead in developing the models and the Naval War College 

has had little operations research expertise in residence. As the scope of the issues and 

organizations involved in the games expanded, so did the research devoted to preparation. 

Each year the game books expanded as necessary to cover scope of the games. The 

content of these books reflects most of the research directly motivated by the games (for 

example, see table 7-3).

In several instances participating organizations did base research projects on issues 

arising from the Global Games. Participation in the games stimulated Naval War College 

students to conduct studies on issues such as Army sustainment in the Central Front battle 

and ballistic missile defenses. The games focused the interest of the Central Intelligence 

Agency on issues of Soviet war fighting sustainability that they had not previously 

studied. The games also served as a catalyst for research into mobilization of the
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industrial base by OSD and FEMA. In demonstrating shortfalls in intelligence data, the 

games did influence some collection requirements.

The Global Games have been a fertile source of interesting research issues and 

hypotheses. Had the game reports and briefings devoted more effort to stating explicit 

research issues and hypotheses, and been distributed to the analytical community, the 

games would have been more useful on this score.

Educating and Creating a Strategic Community

The game books consistently understated the function of educating participants. 

The Global War Games illustrated a wealth of facts, ideas, possibilities, capabilities and 

arguments. The clarity of the illustration facilitated communication among the 

participants. There is no evidence that participants ever emerged from the games not 

enriched by their experience. The games provided a joint problem solving exercise 

among professionals from many disciplines and fostered greater coordination among 

agencies that affected each others performance.

The games also served as a catalyst to create a strategic community within the 

government.1 Before WWII, gaming provided the military the intellectual lead in the 

debate and formulation of strategy. Following WWH, the prospect of nuclear war 

allowed academia to dominate strategy. Operational considerations in nuclear war 

assumed theological dimensions. The Global War Games helped to resurrect the 

intellectual contribution of the military and government professional. As the games

1 Dr. Robert S. Wood suggested the term strategic community in a conversation on the functions of 
the Global games.
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expanded to include hundreds of people, they fostered a community with a common 

context and set of organizing principles for examining the relevance of their individual 

efforts. Reports of scientists and engineers from the weapon’s laboratories and civilians 

from various branches of government working the mobilization issues constantly cited the 

value of direct interface with military commanders in an operational simulation. The 

games had the effect of redistributing tastes and beliefs as participants began to appreciate 

previously unrecognized constraints and outcomes. The size of the games and the 

bureaucracies that they represent suggest that the games indeed were an accurate 

reflection of organizational behavior in the event of the war envisioned. Military and 

civilian government professionals have again assumed the dominant role in the 

formulation of national security strategy.1

A Clearing-house for Theater Level Models of Warfare

From 1981 to 1987 the Global War Games brought into one setting the models 

of theater-level warfare most used by the services. The preparation and conduct of the 

games provided the opportunity for analysts from the various services to review and 

critique the data, logic and approaches of each others models. These people worked 

together to meld the models into a single description of the game state. This interface 

fostered the development of alternative models to improve the game from year-to-year.

1 I am not asserting that this community may not have arisen without the Global War Games. The 
deficiencies in ongoing analysis apparent to many top leaders in the 1980s led to other efforts to focus 
on strategy. One of these was the establishment in 1981 of the Chief of Naval Operations’ (CNO’s) 
Strategic Studies Group (SSG) at the Naval War College with access to the full range of military and 
civilian leaders. However, the scope of participation in the Global games is evidence of their catalytic 
effect
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Though the games did not explicitly aim to serve as a clearing-house for professional 

review of the dominant analytical models, they served that function.

Beginning in 1988 analytic models fell into disuse as part of the game adjudication 

process. Free-form rather than rigid adjudication has been part of the game design since 

then. Had the games continued to employ analytical models as part of the adjudication 

process and taken some steps to formally critique these models, they could have mitigated 

a significant defect in the military analysis system.

Motivating Contingency Planning

The games exposed defects in the assumptions underlying war plans. They 

showed that the value of using nuclear weapons diminished as the war progressed, yet all 

possible alternatives would be pursued prior to cabinets authorizing the release of 

weapons early. They exposed the absence of serious planning for many important contin

gencies and dimension- of war. No plans for prolonged warfighting existed, nor did 

serious plans for national mobilization. The games exposed defects in participants’ 

anticipation of how enemies and allies could behave. Japan’s role in the war was a 

continuing enigma for Pacific command planners, who used assumptions favorable to their 

desires. The games helped anticipate the potential consequences of existing plans. They 

illustrated wrong principals, particularly when they were held in absolute form. The 

games suggested high costs anu limited returns for air strikes into the integrated air 

defenses of the Soviet Murman and Belkin coasts. They exposed the pitfalls of making 

a concept of operations (such as the operation of aircraft carriers in a particular fjord) too
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doctrinaire. Thereby, they provided the basis for participating organizations to review 

their plans, whether or not they accepted the particular course of a game.

Unfortunately, the games had less influence on contingency planning than they 

should have. Rather than expose planning defects for serious debate, game wrap-ups, 

reports and briefings muffled potential controversy. Participants were to take as self- 

evident the results of the game to take action as they saw fit. Since lieutenants rather 

than chiefs participated in the game, messages of holes in the emperor’s clothes appear 

to have been rare. I saw little evidence of changed plans as a result of the Global War 

Games.

Partly this was due to the western style of planning: a single set of assumptions 

and a single plan. Rather than take the game as a serious possibility requiring a plan 

should that contingency arise, the tendency was to deny the plausibility of the contingency 

since it would require changing the base case. Changing the base case would affect 

institutional vision, declaratory policy, exercises, and the consequent political complica

tions with allies and with rationalizing force structure. In this flawed planning system, 

it is easier to keep flawed plans.

Affecting Policy

Policy and plans are closely related. The most controversial aim of operational 

games is that directed at affecting policy. This is usually softened by stating that the 

games provide insights rather than conclusions. But, what is the purpose of insight?

The controversy comes down to what one can validly learn from free-form 

operational gaming. The Global War Games illustrated the absence of thinking and plans
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for the contingency of prolonged conventional global war. They suggested that the U.S. 

could cripple itself financially in trying to achieve western aims in such a war. The 

games clearly demonstrated the fragility of existing plans. They exposed the strong 

assumptions, urdikely to obtain, that went into strategic lift calculations and the 

inflexibility of the planning system to adjust to political circumstances. They showed that 

SACEUR’s concept of war so focused on the central region that his northern and southern 

regions were conceptually disconnected. The games highlighted problems in national 

command of forces in coalition warfare, continually raising issues of U.S. versus NATO 

lines of command. Related were issues in commanders’ areas of discretion. The less 

political authorities knew of a commander’s concepts and intentions, and the worse the 

war was going, the more political authorities were involved in the details of operations. 

Across services, the games demonstrated the value of, and problems with, coordinating 

land and sea-based air. Different staffing procedures and service philosophies became 

apparent. The games highlighted information needed for analysis that was not available, 

including intelligence requirements.

With the possible exception of the issue of the effects of financing the war 

envisioned, all of the above are indisputably valid results. They all have policy 

implications. They are not unique to the Global War Games, but the games give them 

a depth and relevance that other policy analysis techniques cannot approach. Like plans, 

and for similar reasons, the Global War Games did little to affect policies.1

1 Even when discussing war gaming and activities at the Naval War College affecting the Maritime 
Strategy, the Chief of Naval Operations and Secretary of the Navy did not refer to the Global War 
Games (for example, U.S. Congress, 1985, pp. 27, 38, 64, 88, 296).
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Keeping the Games Going

A final, unstated objective of Global is to keep the games going. This has 

affected the design, conduct and use of the games. The game involves more non-military 

participants from outside the War College than all other games conducted over a year. 

On these games ride much of the reputation of the Naval War College as a leader in 

gaming. The games have also developed a bureaucracy of their own. This game, 

conducted once per year, provides the major rationale for a staff grown to about half a 

dozen people.

Weighing the effect of this aim depends on one’s purpose and calculus. If one 

places more weight on fostering a strategic community, trusting the free-form style of the 

games to demonstrate how the pieces fit and make the lessons to be learned self-evident, 

then minimizing controversy to engender support for the games takes precedence. If one 

is more concerned with the policy relevance of the games and the validity of what is 

learned, risking some support rather than spreading incorrect organizing principles takes 

precedence. To date, the risk of controversy has taken precedence over the risk of 

incorrect learning or abuse of the games’ results.

EFFECTS: REALIZED AND MISSED

During the first five years of Global Games (1979-1983) the U.S. Navy 

experienced a paradigm shift similar to that of the 1930s. The Global War Games 

functioned as one of the major apostles of the new gospel. In the 1930s, without war, the 

U.S. Navy changed its institutional view from that of a middle power to being the top 

navy in the world. In the 1980s the U.S. Navy overcame a crisis of confidence in its
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ability to control the seas and affect events ashore. Involved in this new paradigm were 

changed beliefs about paths to war, the use of nuclear weapons, and uses of the Navy.

Absent any serious strategic gaming, paths to war and the uses of nuclear weapons 

had received little attention in military analysis. Analysis studied engagements in the 

abstract. Strategic gaming put engagements in the context of their use for the objects of 

the war. In doing so it illustrated the problems in generating a war between the 

superpowers. It illustrated inconsistencies in assumptions about the motivations and 

timing of events at the start of war. All Soviet forces could not be in position to start war 

simultaneously without unambiguous indications of hostile intent and Western response. 

It also illustrated there were almost no problems where initiating the use of nuclear 

weapons led to a viable solution.

Gaming reintroduced geography to analysis. It vividly demonstrated the 

difficulties all parties had in meeting their assigned missions with available forces. The 

games portrayed Soviets with a unified military strategy, assigning their naval forces 

mainly to defense of the Soviet Union and support of theater offensive operations.1 The 

outcome was a complete shift in thinking about the use of naval forces. Protecting sea 

lanes against a nonexistent attack while losing control of north Norway, Denmark and the 

Baltic Approaches, the eastern Mediterranean, and northern Japan appeared a losing 

strategy. Largely through gaming, the U.S. Navy came to believe that general war with

1 The portrayal of the Soviets in the games used both open Soviet writings and classified intelli
gence. Both sources painted a consistent picture. Recent discussions with the Soviet military has 
produced few surprises. The Soviets continued the existence of operational maneuver groups in ground 
operations. The first navy-to-navy discussions occurred between Soviet, UJC. and U.S. officers at 
Brown University in November 1990. These were notable for the absence of surprises on Soviet 
doctrine. The Soviets emphasized their unified military strategy, continuance of defensive naval 
doctrine, and lack of intent to interdict sea lanes.
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the Soviets would be prolonged.1 In such a war, U.S. naval forces operating with land- 

based forces in those maritime theaters listed above could defend successfully against 

Soviet attack. This would restrict any Soviet success to central Europe. Limiting Soviet 

success opened western options beyond losing the war or nuclear escalation. The strategy 

included changing the nuclear balance during conventional war fighting. The intent was 

to add to Soviet concerns about the outcome of pushing NATO to use nuclear weapons.

The Global Games of 1982 and 1983 used rather than originated these strategic 

concepts.2 However, the games advanced participation in the new concepts. They added 

to the depth of analysis and breadth of vision of an expanding set of participants. After 

five years the Global Games had become an institution in themselves.

By 1984, fleet commander’s had incorporated the SSG’s formulation of maritime 

strategy into their war plans. Fleet planners reduced concepts and illustrations to specific 

operations and tactics. They gamed these individually, then brought them to the Global 

War Games.3 In reducing generalities to specifics they ossified the strategy. They came 

to the games prepared to fight the war they planned, not the one they faced.

The Global Games of 1982 and 1983 had shown the speed with which games 

could influence ideas throughout the government. The Army and Air Force began to

1 This observation paralleled the writings of Marshall Ogharkov, who became Chief of the Soviet 
General Staff during this period (e.g., see Trulock, eL al. 1988).

2 The CNO’s Strategic Studies Group (SSG) had a major role in originating the strategic and 
operational concepts and developing them in separate gaming. The SSG Fellows played the roles of 
Theater Commanders-in-Chief in the Global games. This group also worked in very closed circles with 
the top leadership of the Navy and Marine Corps.

3 In 1984 the Fleet CINCs sent their own representatives to play their positions. General Rogers, 
Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR) and Commander U.S. European Command 
(USEUCOM), feared implicit endorsement if he sent representatives. SACEUR did not send representa
tives until 1988. Indeed, the course of the game ran counter to NATO declaratory policy.
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invest more in the games. The second five years demonstrated the limits of natural 

convergence of competing ideas. On this score, the games tried to do no more than 

provide a forum for competing arguments. Predictably each year, each theater 

commander’s representative would arrive with the latest refinement of his argument why 

he needed more resources immediately. The effect was a clear illustration that, without 

tight central control, the theater commanders could exhaust available resources to no 

decisive end. Tight central control was absent from most games. Within the games 

controversies centered around attention to the front in central Europe as opposed to the 

Pacific, and on where political direction of the military was legitimate. Issues such as 

these and the allocation of resources between theaters, stated as an objective in all Global 

Games, were always too controversial to comment upon directly in the games’ reports and 

briefings.

Beginning in 1983, economic considerations entered the games. The games began 

to address seriously logistical constraints from care for the injured to industrial 

mobilization. Financing the war effort became a major question.

Involving agencies concerned with defense mobilization produced some useful 

research. Estimates of the times and costs of mobilizing America (including Canada) 

sobered commanders looking for the next production run of weapons. More so, estimated 

costs sobered politicians thinking through the implications of financing the war effort. 

Arguments in the 1988 game over getting free-world nations to pay their fair share were 

precursors of the Iraqi crisis of 1990. The likely result of prolonged conventional 

NATO/Warsaw Pact war was an acceleration of what some already were projecting as the 

century of the Pacific. Global war would wreck Europe and the Soviet Union. It would
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leave America in financial ruin. Asia, led by Japan, could assume the position of 

economic dominance that the U.S. had occupied after WWII. The world changed before 

the Global Games explored this image more fully.

By 1989 the Soviets were withdrawing from eastern Europe. The canonical 

scenario was no longer useful as a basis for planning. The 1989 Global game 

concentrated on crisis. Ostensibly, the puipose was to find a crisis that could provide 

another basis for global war with the Soviets. The major criteria for the scenario was to 

provide each theater commander with a crisis, to keep them interested in the game. For 

1990, this approach was not credible.

The 1990 effort dropped the form of a game. The major design criteria became 

keeping the same crowd of players involved. It became a three-week seminar in 

conceiving how the world might arrive at alternative futures, and speculating about crises 

involving armed conflict. In essence it was a scenario planning exercise. Again the 

search for the basis of a global war proved futile. However, the intellectual effort of 

thinking through the nature of future security requirements stimulated the participants. 

Most stated how pleased they were with the effort The 1990 exercise showed the main 

ingredients for success. The formula involves principally getting smart people together 

working on intellectually stimulating issues in an attractive setting.

The strengths of the Global War Games have been in bringing together a wide 

range of agencies with different agendas and perspectives to work in a context that they 

did not control. Thereby, the games improved communication and fostered a strategic 

community better able to behave in a coherent manner. The games also exposed 

unappreciated aspects of conflict and weak premises upon which so many plans stood.
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A weakness of the games has been in affecting plans and policy. Whether this is a 

missed opportunity depends on the limits and validity of what was learned from the 

games. The greatest weakness of the games has been the absence of clear statements of 

what one should leam from their experience.

GLOBAL WAR GAMES AS VIGILANT DECISION MAKING

Within the context of the scenario, the Global War Games have satisfied the 

criteria for vigilant decision making (p. 35).

(1) Over the first ten years the games canvassed a wide range of alternative courses 

of action in a NATO/Warsaw Pact war. The past two years they have moved on to 

examine other crises potentially involving armed conflict.

(2) The games have surveyed a broad range of objectives and courses of action. 

However, concepts as radical as not sending the U.S. Army to the Central Front have 

been beyond the scope of serious consideration. This was true even when troops 

appeared to be arriving piecemeal and too late.

(3) Players not only carefully weighed possible consequences, but the game format 

forced them to select a course of action and scrutinize possible outcomes.

(4) The game-study-game routine over the years has been an exercise in searching for 

new information relevant to the further evaluation of alternatives. The game preparation 

used these studies to refine judgments made in previous years.

(5) Where the games were sequential, they used more complete and more consistent 

information to adjust the world state from the end of one game to the beginning of the 

next.
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(6) The turnover of participants from week-to-week, and year-to-year, produced 

regular reexamination of alternatives and consequences.

(7) Proceeding with the game made the players prepare detailed provisions for 

implementing their chosen course of action. Planning for contingencies within each game 

move was no better than in practice. However, the interaction of disciplines and 

dynamics of the games produced more detailed plans than existed and developed a 

broader and deeper appreciation for contingencies beyond the initial stages of conflict.

Individual’s affiliative, egocentric, and cognitive constraints thrived within the 

Global War Games. However, the broad range of agencies participating in the games 

prevented these constraints from determining the course and outcome of the games. The 

expertise embodied within the participants relaxed the cognitive constraints. Participants 

learned from each others explanations within the context of the game. Egocentric 

constraints were always present. However, the equal stature of the senior participants and 

the power embodied in control limited the ability of any one person to dominate by their 

individual assertions rather than logic. The sheer number of agencies participating in the 

game ameliorated the effects of affiliative constraints. Each person represented his 

agency’s bias. However, plausible developments derived from the competition between 

views set the course of the game. Group think clearly was less of a problem than 

converging on sensible implications of the games.

Most critical were thoughtful people in the senior political positions. Here the 

games have been fortunate in having retired officials and members of the shadow 

government. They have been more interested in coming to grips with national strategy 

than supporting any particular program or theater of operations.
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The Global games do show evidence of diversion and suppression. The events of 

1989 showed how much DoD had over concentrated upon the canonical scenario of war 

in Europe. It is an important problem deserving attention. However, the attention it 

received was to the exclusion of many both immediate and structural security issues. To 

the extent that the Global War Games concentrated upon this scenario, they contributed 

to diverting attention from other important problems. However, no other game or analysis 

represented as complete a picture of the potential conflict as Global. Global did break 

the over concentration on the purely military operational aspects of the possible war.

The Global War Games have performed the function of shadow games. Shadow 

games are extracurricular, unofficial games that try to study problems "in their 

unsuppressed form (Bracken 1977)." The Global games have been unofficial in that their 

results do not directly make policy. Except shaping the scenario to please senior officials, 

extant declaratory policies have placed few constraints on the efforts. The games have 

allowed the investigation of some ideas too controversial to be addressed as policy, such 

as the whole idea of "flexible response" really being "last resort" all along.

GLOBAL WAR GAMES AS SCIENCE

The standards of science are more difficult to meet than the standards for vigilant 

decision making. The Global War Games do not stand up well against criteria of 

intersubjectivity, rigor, and value. These criteria have not dominated the game design or 

use. The absence of effort to clarify the lessons of each game among the participants has 

limited intersubjectivity. What learning occurs, and whether it is appropriate, has been 

a secondary consideration, as demonstrated by the game wrap-ups, briefings and report
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distribution. The overall game designs have shown little rigor. Over the years, the more 

precise the game objectives (such as those involved in logistics and the mobilization 

studies) the less likely they were to be achieved. Each cell could not ensure the quality 

of data throughout the game, the interface with other cells, or the qualification of 

participants affecting their study. The absence of effort to address the limits and validity 

of lessons produced by the games has diminished their value. The results of these 

simulation experiments are subject to abuse. In short, those most responsible for the 

games have not approached the effort from the perspective of creating valid knowledge.

Objectives

As major changes occurred in the structure and substance of the games over the 

years, the stated objectives changed little. The sponsor and gaming organization both 

resided with in the Naval War College. After the first couple of years, the statement of 

objectives in the game books were more formalities than precise statements about the 

Naval War College’s purposes. No efforts were made to elicit and document the purposes 

of other participating agencies.

State of the World

The game design has never tried rigorously to anticipate the choices arising in the 

games and identify the state variables needed for decision.

The political scenario for the first Global War Game was sparse. The few senior 

participants in this game commented on the deficiency. The following games used 

scenarios describing the political state of the world and motivations for armed conflict.
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The Defense Guidance scenario largely determined the context for the Global games. In 

1982 the Central Intelligence Agency prepared the scenario. The Global games of 1982 

through 1984 used relatively minor alterations of this scenario. Beginning in 1985 the 

Joint Chiefs of Staff began conducting a game with all Specified and Unified Command

ers. The scenario for this game became the war opening scenario for the Global series 

that ran through 1988. This scenario was rigorous in its details. However, political 

pulling between the CINCs determined its context. In 1989, providing some action for 

each CINC became a dominant factor in writing the scenario. In 1990 the participants 

generated their own scenarios as part of the exercise.

In sum, the need to interest various commands in the game greatly influenced the 

context of the games. Within that context, intelligence analysts drafted a prediction of 

expected developments. Typically, these scenarios provided much irrelevant data. The 

writing of the scenarios was distinct from anticipating specific issues that might arise in 

the game and determining the information relevant to choosing courses of action. The 

game design included no formal provisions for documenting and correcting defects in the 

scenario.

The rigor involved in the models and data used in the games over the years is 

mixed. The data available to use in models throughout the DoD is of uneven quality. 

Rarely can the user relate circumstances surrounding the collection of the data to his 

application. Efforts to ensure the quality of the data have waxed and waned over the 

years. The Global games have used what was available. No game analyses address the 

sensitivity of the insights to the quality of the data used.
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In the years that the games focused on the process of global war fighting, they 

drove the requirements for models to integrate the effects of air-sea-land campaigns. The 

Global games motivated models such as the Naval War College Air Model and models 

for strategic lift. In these years the game brought together modelers from the Army War 

College and Concepts Analysis Agency, the Air University, the Joint Analysis Directorate, 

and the Naval War College.1 The review of the models used in the game was at its best. 

Even here, intersubjectivity rather than rigorous validation experiments formed the basis 

for judging the quality of the models. The selection of models to use in the game has 

been informal. Proponents of particular models do more to determine the selection than 

a rigorous review of the requirements, availability, and suitability of models.

Research for the games has produced mounds of reference materials. Where these 

have provided guides for the use of particular models, or state data for participants 

decisions, they have been useful. Where they have tried to suggest the decisions that the 

participants should make, they have injected more confusion than clarity into the games. 

Again, because the game design has been imprecise about specific decisions and issues 

that might arise in the game, quantity rather than quality has guided the preparation of 

reference materials. Between the games the Naval War College sponsored studies to 

improve models, and to update force structures and dispositions. However, the game 

design has included no formal effort to identify all elements of the world state needed by 

decision makers from year to year.

1 The Naval War College is not particularly strong in modeling. Occasionally a talented person on the 
staff has produced a useful product Most notable was the Naval War College Air Model. Since this dealt 
mainly with air control and air-ground operations the Air University took over the development of the 
model.
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Except members of the control group and some participants in roles of heads of 

government, game pre-briefings to participants have done little more than cover 

administrative matters and tell people how to find their game positions. Tne player cells 

were left to their own devices to discover detailed mechanics of the game. Control 

assigned a person to each cell for liaison, and reacted when problems arose.

Players

The description of players within the games has been imprecise. The games call 

the U.S. leadership Blue, Soviet leadership Red, and almost everyone else Green. 

However, NATO forces were also Blue, and Warsaw Pact Forces Red. As the fidelity 

of the play of alliances increased, this reference structure became dysfunctional. Within 

the game play the terms became useless. In discussing the game, the terms caused 

confusion. The shorthand reflected the lack of attention in game design to issues such 

as who the players were.

The games referred to all cells other than Blue and Red chains of command as 

lateral control. Lateral control remains an undefined term. It implies that the actions of 

these participants were dictated, or at least influenced, by the game directorate. In 

practice the game directorate was only vaguely aware of the activities of most of these 

cells. They functioned in the games as players rather than controlled elements of the 

world state.

As with the pre-game briefings, bureaucratic verisimilitude has been left to 

individual cells to arrange. The simulation of bureaucratic procedures has increased by
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including more agencies. The game designs and analyses have not addressed the need 

for this verisimilitude, nor the effects of it.

Participants

In selecting people to invite to the game, rigor would suggest that one ask what 

issues the game will address, and determine who the experts are on those issues. Over 

the years, participants increasingly came from the organizations that they represented in 

the game. By inviting those in positions of responsibility from a broad range of 

organizations, the game represents a broad range of expertise. However, the game 

designs have never addressed the question of how to qualify the expertise of the 

participants. Indeed this question can only be addressed in the context of particular issues 

that the game design did not specify. Whether one-half or twice the number of 

participants were necessary to understand an issue has been a secondary consideration. 

The objective appears to have been to involve as many people as budgets allow.

Repeated participation in games is one way to accumulate knowledge. The 

Germans frequently commented on the experience that war games provide to the directors 

and umpires, as well as the experience that they bring to the game. Because Global 

games have produced so little documentation, repeated participation has been the main 

means for accumulating knowledge across the games. A small group at the Naval War 

College has participated in the majority of the games. The game designs have involved 

a trade-off between inviting the same people to build upon previous work, and new 

people to bring additional perspectives. In practice, few people have played the same role 

in sequential games.
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Information Conditions

Of necessity, the game designs have addressed the flow of information between 

players and adjudication. The selection of models has determined the possible game rate. 

Participants have constantly put pressure on the control group to provide relevant 

information in a timely manner. Few times have Global game designs rigorously 

addressed the information flow between players, beyond providing a telephone in each 

room. The designs left to individual cells to determine how, with whom, and when to 

communicate. The designs treated physical arrangements in a similar manner.

Room sizes dictated the proximity of particular cells. Should conflicting interests be co

located, the participants would appeal to control to establish proper information 

conditions. Issues such as Congressional participation in Presidential deliberations 

typified the arrangements determined by the participants rather than control. With more 

detailed organizational structures and role playing came greater verisimilitude in the 

information held by each player. A media cell both added another relevant player in the 

game and created information for general situation briefs in a natural format. Game 

reports do not address the extent of information verisimilitude, nor the effects upon the 

game.

The games involved a broad range of command levels. The rate at which state 

variables changed and the time required to prepare a course of action differed significant

ly between command levels. Where military operations were the focus of early games, 

this left the political authorities under employed. As the political play increased, the 

lower military echelons found extra time in the games. Control reacted to participants 

complaints to provide useful things for them to do as the game progressed.
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Decision Process

The global games have used computer models to adjudicate the outcomes of 

military engagements. The extent to which players, rather than umpires, have had to 

complete data forms for input to the computer has varied over the years. The Naval War 

College Air Model was designed to accept force allocation data in the form commanders 

would issue it in the field. Most other models demanded information more appropriate 

to subordinate commanders. As personnel at the Naval War College changed, so did 

attitudes about the role of payers and umpires. Most frequently umpires have required 

the players to specify all data needed for models, whether appropriate to their area of 

discretion or not.

As the Global games became more complex, the demand for feed back of relevant 

information within the decision process increased. Participants not satisfied with a 

general situation brief demanded more specific information. The game design came to 

include provisions for responding to these demands. First the games included a central 

intelligence center. As the sophistication of the games increased, so did the extent of the 

information provided by this center.

The game designs have not tried to induce stress through fatigue, poor working 

conditions, or even short decision times. Some participants, such as those playing U.S. 

Presidents (GWG 1987, Game Report), remarked that they had not anticipated on how 

personally disturbing the game could become. Even simulated momentous decisions cost 

them some sleep.
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Adjudication

Adjudication calls for umpires to sit in judgement of the rules used in the game, 

not merely to judge by the rules embedded in some particular computer model. Whether 

the Global umpires have been qualified to do this is an open question.

The models designers have been the major users of models such as the Army’s 

TACOPS model, the Naval War College Air Model, and recently the RSAS. Naval 

officers with much less understanding of internal algorithms used models such as the 

NWGS. The ability to adjudicate is directly related to understanding the workings of the 

models used. Criteria for qualifying umpires on NWGS does not require familiarity with 

the details of the analytic models.

Coordinating the inputs and outputs of adjudication to keep the game on the 

advertised time line and entertaining senior visitors has taken a large portion of the game 

directorate’s time over the years. With rare exception, the control group has been content 

to bring the participants together and let the game proceed with little attempt to steer it. 

Where control put heavy pressure on the tiller, it detracted from the value of the game. 

Such was the case in 1988 and 1989 when control tried to force negotiations when the 

conditions were inappropriate. Game reports provide no indications of where control 

intervened to steer the game in some way.

U se

The major purpose of Global War Game debriefings has been to provide the most 

senior role players with a platform and to have all depart with pleasant memories. 

Following the games, the group most interested in continuing the enterprise has prepared
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briefings for those not present at the games. Service Chiefs and Assistant Secretaries 

usually receive these briefings. In recent years the same group preparing the briefings 

has prepared reports on the games. The briefings and reports cover the progress of the 

game, a selection of the issues that arose in the game, and sometimes, suggestions for 

further research. The reports do not address the game design or mechanics. No 

published reports critiquing the game or suggesting improvements exist

In sum, no aspect of the game design or analysis addresses the limits and validity 

of the lessons of the game. What to learn from the games is left to each participant to 

interpret. The result is that the games are much better at distributing knowledge among 

the participants than producing it. To use the games seriously for planning and policy 

formulation, greater attention needs to be paid to capturing what people believe they 

learned and subjecting this to consideration of how the game affected the lessons.

The scientific defects in the Global War Games clearly illustrate the potential for 

a theory of gaming. The games seem to have produced much, but much of what they 

produced cannot be substantiated. The issues discussed in this section were not addressed 

largely because they were unappreciated. An appreciation for the structure, elements, and 

method of free-form gaming would promote greater attention to the effects of method on 

what can be taken legitimately from the games.

COSTS

The major variable costs of the Global War Games are for invited guests. 

Efficient use of the excess capacity of facilities and student’s time over the summer 

motivated the first Global games. Naval War College facilities, staff, and students are
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free to the game. With minor exceptions, the computers and models used in Global 

existed for other games. Global has used little contractor support Service college 

research institutes and students have created or adapted most of the models where needed 

for the Global games.

1200   --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Figure 8-1. Global War Game Participants

Figure 8-1 shows the numbers of participants and billets in the games over the 

years.1 The figure partitions the total number of participants into those assigned to the 

control team, Naval War College participants assigned to player teams, and guests 

assigned to player teams. Most of the control team came from the Naval War College, 

except in 1982. After 1982, almost half of the control team came from other agencies.

1 The absence of data reflects available records. The numbers of billets for the years 1980-1984 are 
estimates. The game records for these years did not identify specific billets. The growth in the number 
of participants in 1987 was largely due to an additional 140 people in the Advanced Technology Cell. The 
numbers dropped the next year when this group ran a concurrent, but separate, game.
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To estimate the marginal costs of the game, subtract the Naval War College 

participants on player teams and half of the control team from the number of billets. 

Then multiply by three. This gives the number of man-weeks of people from outside the 

College.1 Travel and lodging costs to participate in the game for one week cost about 

$1000 per person.2 Miscellaneous trips throughout the year to coordinate game 

preparations add on the order of $10,000 to this cost. Using these estimates, the cost to 

the government for running these games in 1986 and 1987 was about $1.1 million and 

$1.5 million respectively. Each of these years the Naval War College budgeted $425,000 

for the Global War Game. Agencies paying for their own participation made up the 

difference.

Obviously not included in these costs is the time of people spent in preparation 

for the game. In addition to the several staff members at the Naval War College devoted 

to the Global War Game, about 20 students each year spend one term (1/3 of their study) 

conducting research for the game and preparing game books. Participating organizations 

also devote time and resources to prepare for the game. However, should the game 

disappear, the saving to the government would amount to only a few people on the Naval 

War College Staff. The games are an instrument, rather than a purpose, for the other 

jobs.

Were an institution to start a similar enterprise from scratch and carry the burden 

of participants salaries the personnel costs alone for the game would run in the vicinity

1 Not all billets were filled all three weeks of the game. However, contracts of $1000 per week above 
travel expenses for non-government civilians offsets the difference in most years. The 1990 game had many 
billets filled only half the time. Therefore, multiplying billets by two is a better estimate of costs for 1990.

2 This amount has remained a planning factor over the past five years. Reduced quality of 
accommodations have largely offset increasing costs.
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Figure 8-2. Naval War Gaining System Costs (in $ millions).

of $6-7 million. The Naval War College benefits greatly from the noble instincts of 

retired senior officials who forego opportunities to receive their normal rates of 

compensation to engage their intellects and provide service to their country. The costs 

to the taxpayer of the average government participant is on the order of $2000 per week 

when all benefits are taken into account. Facilities, computers and models add to the 

game’s cost. Absent a discipline of gaming, tradition also enters into the calculus. NDU 

and the Air Force University have similar facilities and access to retired and active senior 

officials. However, the one time NDU attempted the enterprise it did not work well. Air 

Force University has not attempted an effort of such grand scope. A discipline of gaming 

would permit those with less tradition to conduct similar exercises more successfully. 

However, training in this discipline would also add to the start up costs.
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By way of comparison, the government has spent about $1.0 million per year since 

1980 developing the RSAS.1 Over the decade of the 1980s the Navy spent approximately 

$56 million on the Naval War Gaming System (NWGS).2 Figure 8-2 shows the cost 

breakdown for this computer system. During the period 1985-1989 the number of games 

at the Naval War College using the NWGS dropped from 27 to eight. The annual 

operations and maintenance costs alone for NWGS are more than the total costs for 

Global or RSAS.3 The system has proven more useful for tactical training than strategy 

formulation.

ALTERNATIVES TO GLOBAL

The Global War Games clearly have some shortfalls. Foremost among these is 

the absence of critical review to improve the games. The absence of published 

documentation prevents critical review by outside practitioners and academics. The 

absence of self-criticism and a program of development results in perpetuated shortfalls. 

The issues are whether the shortfalls of the Global War Games are endemic to ffee-form 

operational gaming, and whether the shortfalls mean that there are more efficient and 

effective ways to accomplish the functions of the games?

1 This number comes from conversations with Mr. Andrew Marshall, who sponsors the project, and
Dr. Paul Davis who oversees the project at RAND.

1 This figure came from Mr. Hal Miller in May 1989. Then he was Technical Director, of the War
Gaming Department at the Center for Naval Warfare Studies of the Naval War College.

5 The NWGS is only one of the computer gaming systems under continuous development by the Navy. 
The Naval Ocean Systems Center has a comparable system that it uses for command and control system 
development Several others have been developed for different organizations within the Navy.
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The answer to the first question clearly is no! There is no reason that ffee-form 

operational gaming should lack objectivity and rigor more than any other analytical 

technique. By concentrating effort on determining what participants believe that they 

learned, free-forrn gaming can achieve a degree of objectivity (intersubjectivity) 

surpassing analyses conducted by an individual. By addressing the sensitivity of the game 

results to scenario, data, models, participants, and other features in both the game design 

and analysis one can achieve the rigor appropriate to the subject matter. One alternative 

to past Global games would be simply to add more rigor and critique.

The Global Games performed some functions better than any analytical 

alternatives, even though they failed to state clearly what they were about and to design 

and analyze the games with respect to those objectives. Free-form games lend themselves 

to discovering important elements of the structure of subject matter. Historical research 

would not have shown how all the pieces fit together in the current circumstance. 

Quantitative analysis is overwhelmed by the combinatorics of combined arms. With each 

combination comes specified tactics, not reflecting the adaptations or doctrinal conflicts 

of actual organizations. Policy analysis essays such as Posen (1982), Epstein (1987a), 

Kaufmann (1987) are largely off the mark and lack the richness of the analysis inherent 

in a Global War Game. The issues these essays address are incomplete and frequently 

specious compared even to a ffee-form game with little self-criticism. Quantitative 

analysis, the study of history, and personal experience were applied to the formulation of 

strategy before the recent resurrection of strategic operational gaming. All proved 

inadequate to address the complexity of contemporary strategic problems. Also, no other
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analytic technique provides such a joint problem solving environment contributing the 

formation of a strategic culture.

The competition to Global War Games for the subject matter addressed comes 

from smaller scale free-form operational games and from computer-based systems, such 

as RSAS. Smaller scale free-form games produced many of the operational concepts used 

in Global. The advantage of Global has been incorporating the whole of war in one 

structure. To see how RSAS attempts to contribute to strategic analysis is the subject of 

the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 9 

RAND STRATEGY ASSESSMENT SYSTEM

The RAND Strategy Assessment System is of interest mainly because similar 

concerns over defects in policy analysis and strategy formulation motivated both the 

Global War Games and RSAS (see the end of Chapter 3). Where the Global games have 

been essentially free-form, with some rigid adjudication, RSAS is completely computer- 

based. A critique of RSAS using criteria similar to those applied to Global demonstrates 

the value and limits of the computer-based approach.

RSAS ORIGINS AND OBJECTIVES

Concerns over a limited appreciation of how naval forces could and should be 

used in general war motivated the Global Games. Similar concerns over our ability to 

analyze strategic nuclear policy and exchange motivated RSAS. The RSAS’s "origin 

stemmed from a conclusion by the Department of Defense that U.S. strategic-nuclear 

analysis has too often been shallow, in part because of the simplistic methods of analysis 

and related paradigms (Davis and Winnefeld 1983, p. v)." The analysis consisted of 

overly simplistic models on one hand, and "a world of competing but nonconvergent 

essays (Davis 1986)" on the other. Missing was an analytic framework for comparing

421
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views rigorously and moving towards some conclusions. In 1979 the DoD elicited ideas 

for a fundamentally new approach.

This approach was to combine the best features of war gaming and analytic 

modeling in a comprehensive, far-sighted framework able to evolve (from Defense 

Nuclear Agency letter of 7 November, 1979 [DNA001-80-R-0002]; Davis and Winnefeld 

1983, Appendix A). War gaming was to provide (1) the contextual richness of complete 

scenarios, (2) interaction of political and military factors, (3) operational constraints, (4) 

often ignored features of real war (e.g., unconventional warfare against command-control 

communications), (5) asymmetries in objectives and perceptions, (6) asymmetries in 

national forces, doctrines and style, (7) relatively realistic descriptions of military 

campaigns, and (8) action and reaction among the nations involved in the conflict. 

Analytic modeling was to produce (1) clarity of assumptions and causality, (2) 

reproducibility, (3) logical structure and rigor, (4) efficiency permitting many war games 

(multi-scenario sensitivity analysis), and (5) depersonalization by laying issues out on 

paper logically (Davis and Winnefeld 1983, p. 15).

The initial government objectives for the system were to:

- Examine a wide range of outcomes of situations from a Soviet perspective,

- Assess operational performance by our own standards in a wide variety of 
situations,

- Assess the adequacy of the strategic balance from Allied and third-party 
perspectives. (Davis and Winnefeld 1983, p. 81)

The focus on nuclear issues was to include "the shadow that nuclear forces cast over

events below the nuclear threshold (Davis and Winnefeld 1983, p. v)." Thereby the

system concept incorporated all levels of armed conflict potentially leading to nuclear
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exchange. The system was to support the analyses of force designers, operations 

planners, and balance assessors. The system specification envisioned development by a 

contractor over a period of years. The government was then to take over the system and 

continue its development

THE RSAS TECHNICAL APPROACH

Philosophy1

The Defense Science Board and RAND viewed strategic exchange models as 

parochial, each focusing on a piece of the problem, and biased towards mathematical 

tractability that tended to trivialize fundamental decisions. No means existed for 

integrating the models and data bases to explore a complete scenario. Also, only the 

analysts who used the models understood them in any detail. Overcoming this approach 

presented several technical problems. RSAS was to emphasize the continuity between 

strategic nuclear and lower levels of conflict. It was to incorporate both analysis and 

gaming. The emphasis on modeling meant that all models had to be connected into a 

single strategic construct. The specifications implied aggregating from individual 

engagements up to national political calculus. The intent was to provide a system of 

models for use by a broad range of government agencies. The different users meant that 

the system had to accommodate different interests through multiple modes of operation. 

The models were also to be transparent enough to the user that they could appreciate 

causes and effects. This called for users knowledgeable in the area of application, able

1 Most of this material comes from a course on RSAS that I attended 11-15 January 1988 at RAND 
in Santa Monica.
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to follow model runs in some detail, able to adjust inputs to correct operational anomalies 

or scenario defects, and able ultimately to explain valid implications.

The RSAS specifications called for overcoming the slow speed, single scenario, 

undisciplined and unreproducible features of free-form gaming. To make gaming more 

efficient and rigorous, the RSAS approach moved towards the use of artificial intelligence 

techniques to replace human teams. To make the process transparent, the design had to 

permit human interaction on all levels. This feature made it possible for humans to play 

all, or part, of the decision processes modeled by artificial intelligence. The intent was 

not to eliminate the role of expert judgement, but "to capture most of the human-expert 

contribution in background research reflected in the models (Davis and Winnefeld 1983, 

p. vi)." The computer capabilities of the 1980s made possible approaches that were too 

expensive a decade earlier.

The approach contained four major elements, all of which RAND considered 

fundamental departures from traditional analysis (Davis and Winnefeld 1983, p. vii). First 

was automated game-based simulation to permit multi-scenario analysis. Second was 

heuristic rule-based modeling to make explicit in decision models the key assumptions 

on which outcomes depend. Third was structured military campaign analysis. Fourth 

was interactive force-operations modeling (1) to treat interrelationships among strategic 

and nonstrategic forces, (2) to cut across theater boundaries, military services, and types 

of warfare, and (3) to reflect the effects of special phenomena such as unconventional 

warfare and failures in command and control.

The aim of RSAS is not prediction of a particular outcome. It is to understand 

what affects the outcomes most As playing chess where one develops an appreciation
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of how pieces work in combination, RSAS aims to provide a laboratory for studying the 

interaction of decisions, capabilities, and features of the particular situation. The models 

are deterministic to support the analysis of causality. The philosophy is to treat 

uncertainty through multi-scenario analysis, thereby developing an appreciation for the 

sensitivity of outcomes across the inherent range of uncertainty in scenarios and 

performance factors.

In aiming to understand the interaction of decisions and outcomes RAND had to 

select an approach for modeling the human decision process. They examined a wide 

range of approaches including decision-analytic, game-theoretic, bureaucratic-politics, 

organizational process (also called cybernetic), rule-based heuristic, and cognitive models 

(Davis, et. al. 1986, pp. 10-11). They selected a "human-like logic dependent more on 

heuristic decision processes than on the more formal techniques of quantitative decision 

analysis, but with many features of the so-called ideal decision maker of cognitive science 

(Davis, et. al. 1986, p. xi)." Recognizing that these approaches overlap in significant 

ways, they chose to characterize their approach as heuristic rule-based because of the 

fundamental reliance on "If ... Then ..." statements. Transparency of the models 

demanded computer code be written so that analysts knowledgeable in the subject matter 

(and jargon) need not have extensive computer experience to read and program decision 

rules: "our intention is that analysts and other substantive experts work directly with 

the software tools to build, test, use, and adjust the models (Davis, et. al. 1986, p. 

60)." They intended to have analysts and other senior decision makers be able to get 

definitive explanations and have the opportunity to change assumptions readily. This 

required that they develop a new computer language, now called RAND-ABLE, for use
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in decision models (Shapiro, et. al., 1985). They also adopted the C programming 

language for calculations and executive functions not to be modified by, or transparent 

to, the users.

The complexity of the subject matter posed major issues of how to decompose 

problems into components and hierarchies. In this regard the system faced the same 

problems as its predecessor TEMPER (Brewer and Shubik 1979 pp. 131-134).1 It raised 

some of the same issues of the level of theoretical knowledge on which the model would 

be based. RAND sought to answer the problems of TEMPER by aiming for transparency 

and using RAND-ABLE. RAND limited the scope of RSAS compared to TEMPER to 

focus more on miliary issues than trying to model the whole world.

RAND decided that the objects of the system architecture should be strategies and 

war plans, not weapons systems. Thus the architecture should be natural for viewing 

campaigns. Thereby, it would be more comfortable for the military planner than the 

comptroller. Also, the architecture should provide different problem domains for the wide 

range of intended users. This philosophy lent itself to decomposing the system 

conceptually along the lines of military organizations.

Lacking formal definitions for a hierarchy of strategy formulation, RAND created 

their own.2 The hierarchy of strategies conceptually began with long-term grand strategy 

encompassing foreign policy, international economic policy, and military posture. The 

system would not address economic policy directly. However, it would provide a means 

for assessing the implications of foreign policy, to some degree, and military posture in

1 TEMPER stands for Technological, Economic, Military and Political Evaluation Routine.

1 The RAND hierarchy is more normative than descriptive. It has no actual counterpart in practice.
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particular. The next level would be grand strategy for war. War aims and terms of 

settlement framed this level of strategy. This strategy encompassed the war concept, 

escalation policy and other political constraints, theater priorities in time and importance, 

mobilization plans, and plans for preparation of the homeland. The next level covered 

theater strategies by each theater. The war aims for each theater provide outlines of 

flexible war plans, with prioritized objectives and intra-theater force priorities. Partly 

because these plans had to be programmed, they formed a set of plans rather a single plan 

as in Western practice. As the campaign progressed, the theater plans adapt to events 

within the confines of the grand plan established at the higher level. Finally, the system 

would deal with operational strategies by theater and phase of the war. The concept of 

operations would provide the scheme of maneuver, issues of timing, operational 

constraints, and all items necessary for a detailed war plan.

The Structure of RSAS

RAND designed the RSAS to address a major conflict between the United States 

and the Soviet Union with the potential for a nuclear exchange. Within this problem 

domain the system uses the structure of gaming. The structure of RSAS largely coincides 

with figure 1-6 (p. 38). The actors are called Agents. A Red Agent (Ivan) represents the 

behavior of the Soviet Union. A Blue Agent (Sam) represents the U.S.. A Scenario 

(Green) Agent models the behavior of third countries. The Red and Blue Agents have 

a hierarchy of organizations and decision processes. Each level uses a decision process 

similar to that illustrated in figure 1-6. The actions of all affect the world state.
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State of the World. RSAS derives the world state from the problem domain 

(overarching scenario). Programmed war plans, the Control Agent, the Force Agent and 

a World Situation Data Set (WSDS) are all components of the world state.

The overarching scenario for RSAS initial development was the Defense Guidance 

scenario of the early 1980s. This involved a U.S.-Soviet conflict beginning with a Soviet 

invasion of Southwest Asia, escalating through war in Europe, and ending in inter

continental nuclear war (Davis and Winnefeld 1983, p. vii). As RSAS matured, the 

scenarios expanded to cover Korea, NATO’s Northern and Southern regions, and naval 

engagements.

Specifying a scenario in RSAS involves selecting the specific actors and 

programmed plans to be used in the run. Factors such as the geography of the region and 

the composition of the combatants affect parameters used to assess the outcome of 

combat The plans and combat models specify the variables possible and the logic by 

which they obtain. The WSDS maintains the state that obtains at any given time.

The Control Agent serves to record the play, set the conditions for the play (such 

as information conditions), and intervene as necessary. The Force Agent evaluates force 

operations (such as movement) and adjudicates combat. The Force Agent uses a main 

theater campaign model (CAMPAIGN-MT) for Central Europe and Korea, and a 

secondary theater model (CAMPAIGN-ALT, formerly called S-LAND) for other theaters.

The main theater model is designed around major axes of attack. Once the theater 

commander has assigned forces to particular axes, the axis commander within CAM- 

PAIGN-MT determines their use.
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RSAS represents Blue ground forces at the level of brigades, and Red ground 

forces at the level of divisions. The system includes data for the unit type, its location, 

the theater to which the unit is assigned, how the unit is normally transported between 

theaters, the role of the unit within the theater (e.g., theater reserve, or Corps or Army 

sector), nationality, equipment status, a calculation of equivalent divisions, unit readiness, 

training status, days of supply for the unit, and unit cohesiveness (Bennett, et. al. 1988, 

pp. 21-22). Equipment status covers 8 categories: 3 for armor weapons, 2 for infantry 

weapons, artillery, attack helicopters, and organic air defense. The equivalent division 

calculation is similar the WEI/WUV process for aggregating the quality and quantity of 

equipment of each unit. To calculate effective strength, RSAS then applies factors 

reflecting mobilization state, training status, cohesion, supply status, national fighting 

effectiveness, fighting on home territory, and language, cultural, and equipment of forces 

fighting on the same axis. Factors such as terrain are then applied to the total 

effectiveness number, though one would expect individual elements (such as the 

effectiveness of armor versus infantry) to be affected differently.

RSAS represents air forces at the level of squadron or regiment. Each unit is 

identified by the wing or division to which it belongs and described by such factors as: 

current location, nationality, theater to which the unit is assigned, aircraft type (e.g. F-15), 

aircraft class (e.g., fighter), original number of aircraft in the unit, the number of 

surviving aircraft in the unit, and the current status of the aircraft. Each aircraft type has 

specified: capabilities to perform various missions with either high-tech or low-tech 

weapons, munitions that can be carried, a nominal sortie rate, a lift requirement for its 

support equipment, and a range.
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The CAMFAIGN-MT model includes features for force preparation and movement 

to combat. The model interacts with the Green Agent to determine which forces to 

deploy and over what routes they may pass. It interacts with automated war plans to 

determine the organization of the forces, their intended locations and missions. It is in 

the differentiation of organization, missions, and decisions such as when forces are ready 

for combat that the model reflects asymmetries in Soviet and NATO doctrine. Troops 

begin in a peacetime readiness status and need time to train to achieve full readiness. 

Airlift and sealift models determine the time when units arrive at their assigned positions.

Adjudication of combat involves both decision rules and Lanchester-like 

calculations to determine exchange rates and force movement. To account for maneuver 

the model accounts for phases of the battle: preparation, assault, breakthrough, 

exploitation (pull-back for the loser), and termination. Each phase has different outcomes 

for the engagement of forces of the same effective strength.1 The terrain, intensity of 

combat, and state of defenses (hasty to fortified) affects the adjudication. The model also 

accounts for attacks by aircraft and nuclear weapons. The affects of these attacks are 

modified by factors such as intelligence to place the attacks accurately and whether the 

forces attacked are dug-in. In addition to destruction, the model permits repair of a 

fraction of the equipment. Phase of battle, force ratios, and air attacks determine the rates 

of movement within some minimum and maximum bounds. The adjudication of air 

combat involves similar levels of detail. One interesting feature of the air model is that

1 Bennett, et. al. 1988, p. 58, provides a table of parameters used in the attrition equations for each 
phase.
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it learns over time where losses during penetration occur so that it can adjust routes to 

reduce losses.1

RAND designed the CAMPAIGN-ALT model to reflect features of combat in 

areas where the lines of communication (transportation infrastructure) are sparse and there 

is little opportunity for forces to maneuver. In this environment a relatively small force 

can have a large effect. Considerations of when forces occupy key nodes (or deny their 

use to the enemy) are much more important to the outcome of combat than force ratios 

in the theater. Rather than axes, a network of key nodes characterizes the structure of the 

CAMPAIGN-ALT theaters.

The CAMPAIGN-ALT model is written in RAND-ABLE, using decision rules 

rather than attrition calculations to adjudicate combat. The "emphasis has been placed 

on defining the different types of battles and selecting the best algorithms to adjudicate 

results, as opposed to depending upon a single type of algorithm to assess all types of 

battle outcomes (Allen and Wilson 1987, p. 2)." The focus on discrete events, rather than 

attrition, has the virtue of causing the strategist to focus on factors that cause or prevent 

a key event form occurring.1

CAMPAIGN-ALT works at a greater level of resolution than CAMPAIGN-MT, 

consistent with the smaller forces involved. To account for the reduced scope of opera

tions the model uses an operational command level below the theater commander. The 

model also includes a referee that compares the Red and Blue plans and determines the

1 The learning is a relatively one-sided process of reducing sorties over routes where the greatest losses 
occurred. There is no game embedded in the logic, in that the opponent does not anticipate the learning 
occurring and adjust defenses at the beginning of the next move.

2 The study of critical nodes in the path of an operation is a Soviet doctrinal approach to the 
development of campaign plans.
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outcome. For example, air control over a key node is critical to the success of an 

airborne or amphibious landing. The model would review the sortie generation rates for 

aircraft within range, and other defenses, to establish the losses to the attacking force 

using the tabular format of RAND-ABLE.’ This modeling approach has proven much 

easier to tailor for the needs of a specific study.

RSAS requires a tremendous amount of data. Little historical data for the types 

of forces and situations envisaged is available. Data on the war fighting effectiveness of 

different nationalities is clearly subjective. In cases such as this RAND does not provide 

a factor, but defaults the value to 1.0. The design aim is to cause the analyst to consider 

the factor and the sensitivity of the analysis to a variation in that parameter. To make the 

sources of data as transparent as possible, RSAS provides a field for recording the source 

of each data element. Many parameters down to the effectiveness of a particular aircraft 

against a particular target are derived from the use of RSAS in seminars at the National 

Defense University. Military judgement rather than statistical test data accounts for the 

bulk of RSAS parameter values.

Players. The Red, Blue, and Green Agents make RSAS more than a two-sided 

game. As the principal military actors, the Red and Blue Agents have a command 

hierarchy consisting of a National Command Level (NCL), and a series of Military 

Command Levels (MCLs). The Green Agent decides the degree of involvement of other 

counties in the conflict and interacts with the highest Military Command Level of the 

appropriate superpower.

1 Allen and Wilson (1987) shows a table of air drop lift losses on p. 22.
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The NCL represents the National Command Authority of the U.S. and the Defense 

Council of the Soviet Union.1 Either automated models, humans, or a combination can 

perform this function within RSAS. The NCL decides the conditions that warrant vertical 

or horizontal escalation and selects among top-level military strategies.

RAND developed several automated versions of Ivan and Sam. Each embodies 

a world view, grand strategy, value system, and temperament. Each has well-defined 

attributes that deal with such matters as willingness to use nuclear weapons, perception 

of the opponent, and conditions under they would terminate conflict. These take the form 

of decision rules:

If <condition> Then <decision, judgement, or action>. For example, a simple rule 
might be "If NATO-is-mobilizing Then Let Strategic-warning be Eur-gen-conv", 
meaning that the particular Ivan considers NATO mobilization to be strategic 
warning a conventional war in Europe. (Davis, et. al. 1986, p. vii)

The "data" in these models are the detailed rules for making the decisions indicated in 

terms of concepts such as prospects, risks and warning.

The conditions considered by the NCL models include quantitative factors, 

functional capabilities, and symbolic issues such as those listed in table 9-1. The state 

of these aspects of the world determines the choices of each Ivan and Sam. Given a 

particular state of the world (outcome) alternative Red and Blue Agents value the 

consequences differently. What constitutes a good rate of advance for one Ivan may be 

considered poor by another, or may lead to different appraisals of the situation for the 

same Ivan when considered with other factors. By this means RSAS incoiporates value

laden judgements into decision behavior.

1 For a detailed description of the method for modeling the NCL see Davis, e t  al., 1986.
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QUANTITATIVE MEASURES

Rate of Advance 
Ground Position 
Deliverable Nuclear Warheads 
Deliverable Hard Target Weapons 
Attrition Rate of Nuclear Weapons 
Status of Support Forces 
Status of Sustainability 
Status of Control Structure 
Status of Civil Defense

- Status of Naval Operations
- Casualties 

Ground Force Attrition Level 
Ground Force Attrition Rate 
Air Force Attrition Level

- Air Force Attrition Rate 
Naval Force Attrition Level 
Naval Force Attrition Rate 
Alliance Cohesiveness

MEASURES OF FUNCTIONAL CAPABILITY

- Prospects for completing an ongoing offensive
- Prospects for defeating the enemy’s campaign
- Capability in a nuclear strike to reduce enemy nuclear offensive capabilities to low levels
- Capability to intercept a large fraction of an attacker’s force and to limit damage 
significandy
- Capability to ride out a nuclear attack and still retaliate effectively
- Capability to control events in the homeland and to conduct effective civil defense and 
continued military operations
- Capability of naval forces to deny enemy use of particular regions

- Origins of the conflict
- The apparent nature of the opponent
- Strategic or tactical warning of opponent escalation
- Success or projected success in meeting objectives
- Costs and projected costs of alternative actions
- The sanctity of the homelands
- The sanctity of strategic forces and space
- Survivability of command-control and critical forces
- The opponent’s use, even if for nonstrategic purposes, of systems considered strategic (in 
the nuclear sense)

Source: Davis, eL al. 1986, pp. 22-24.

Table 9-1. Conditions Used to Evaluate the Political-Military Situation.

In developing the RSAS approach to modeling the decision process RAND relied 

heavily upon Janis and Mann (1977) and Simon (1981), among others (Davis, et. al., 

1986, p. 14). The approach involves the decision maker monitoring the environment for 

changes in the state of the world. When a particular state obtains the decision maker

SYMBOLIC ISSUES
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receives a wake-up call to assess the situation. The decision maker then has the 

opportunity to adjust assumptions about the opponent, third-countries, and projections of 

combat The decision maker then selects candidate plans and can test them through a 

look-ahead feature, which may be wrong. For the NCL the process produces escalation 

guidance, operational objectives, a war plan, any special constraints set within the plan, 

and conditions for the next wake-up. A wake-up is a change in the world state that 

occasions a decision. The NCL can choose plans differing substantially from the 

canonical plans used in traditional analytic models under some circumstances.

The levels of Military command in RSAS (figure 9-1) are similar to those used 

in the Global Games. The Global Command Level in RSAS performs functions of the 

Soviet Stavka of the Supreme High Command (VGK) and General Staff functions on the 

Red side, and the JCS on the Blue side. Beneath the Global Command levels are 

Supertheater Command Levels. These function as regional commands, such as Soviet 

High Commands in Theaters of War or NATO’s SACEUR. Beneath these are Area 

Command Levels representing the subordinate theater commands, such as NATO’s 

Northern and Southern Theater Commanders. Area Command levels provide orders 

direcdy to forces. USCINCPAC is considered an Area Command Level because there 

is no command between the commander and the forces other than in Korea.

Analytic War Plans (AWPs) model the decisions of the Military Command Levels 

in RSAS. The main conceptual difference between actual and analytic war plans is that 

the AWPs contain considerable conditional branching (representing a more complete 

strategy as defined game-theoretically in Chapter 2 and Appendix C). This demands that 

they be complete enough to deal with the full range of enemy options. Also, the plans
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BLUE AGENT COMMAND ORGANIZATION
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Figure 9-1. RSAS Command Organizations.

are integrated better between CINCs in RSAS than in reality.
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RSAS distinguishes between AWPs that have subordinate plans running under 

them and those that do not. Coordinating plans respond to redirection from above, 

communications received from other countries, and reports received from subordinates. 

They select courses of action within the constraints set by higher authority. The types of 

constraints contained in plans include a long list of rules-of-engagement, such as 

authorization to conduct special operations, attack nuclear systems, and so forth.

Plans that have no coordinating function are called campaign plans. These plans 

consist of a hierarchy of phases, moves, and order packages. Phases may be preparation- 

deployment-movement, or phases of battle. Within these are sets of order packages called 

moves. The order package contains force order tables that issue orders to the CAM

PAIGN models in RSAS. Order packages tend to be used in several move packages for 

a given theater. These packages are usually built through a process called sand-tabling. 

Here analysts play through an operational level game to establish force organizations, 

deployment locations, timing and tasks. These basic elements then provide starting points 

for variations on the scenario.

In all, this set of rule-based models replicates the decision process from the 

National Command Level to the Division Commander for Red, and the Brigade (or naval 

Battle Force Commander) for Blue.

The Scenario (Green) Agent is the rule-based model of third-country political- 

military behavior in conflicts involving one or both superpowers (written in RAND- 

ABLE). The Green Agent surveys the world state and assesses (1) the extent it feels 

threatened, (2) how effectively it can cope with the threat, and (3) what the superpowers 

have asked it to do (Shlapak, et. al. 1985). Based upon its programmed response pattern
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it decides which side to support, the extent of its cooperation, and the extent it is willing 

to involve its own armed forces. The threat assessment considers such factors as where 

potential hostile forces are and perceptions of their intent to attack the third-country. This 

and the capability of the country to handle an attack determines the severity of the threat. 

When a threat is judged to be severe the country takes into account the ability of its allies 

to cope with the threat based on the current military situation. This influences the third 

country’s response to superpower requests. The original design had no mechanisms to 

allow third-countries to engage in combat outside of superpower confrontation. Only the 

nuclear forces of third-country nuclear powers could engage in combat independently 

from the Red-Blue Agent structure. Therefore the model could not be used to study wars 

such as the Iran-Iraq war.

Information Conditions. The information conditions in RSAS are essentially open. 

All Agents operate from one world state data set unless the analyst uses the Control 

Agent to change a particular state variable for player. Using the Control Agent this way 

is not a normal procedure. However, the Agents know neither the plans of the opposition 

nor exactly what type of opponent they face on the National Command Level. For look

aheads used to select war plans, misestimating the type of Ivan or Sam is the only feature 

normally programmed that will produce an outcome different than the running the 

simulation (Davis, et. al. 1986, pp. 80-81).

Except for the nuclear exchange model, communications in RSAS are perfect. The 

nuclear model does involve transmission delays and probabilities of receiving the correct 

message. Intelligence models are still "in their infancy (Bennett, et. al. 1988, p. 12)." 

Intelligence enters into air and nuclear strike models through a probability that the target
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is within the strike footprint, not through specification of which forces the opponent has 

detected. The system was not designed to examine the effects of intelligence coups where 

one side holds the others war plan. However, the system is flexible enough to examine 

such an issue.

The Control Agent and wake-up rules determine when players see a state change 

that may trigger an action. In practice moves are usually made simultaneously. During 

conventional war the standard is to have all players review the situation daily or when 

particular events occur and adjust plans accordingly, beginning with the highest command 

levels. Dining nuclear war the wake-up period reduces to minutes.

That RAND did not design RSAS to partition information into what each side 

would see is one of its major limitations for use in war gaming. Because the displays 

reveal too much accurate information an analyst must intervene between the system and 

human participants. The analyst should consider the design bias towards complete 

information even when conducting fully automated analysis using the system. All agents 

having the same world state data is a significant departure from the usual fog of war.

THE EVOLUTION AND USE OF RSAS

RAND has been developing RSAS since 1980. As the system developed its aims 

have expanded. Following the completion of concept formulation and exploratory 

development in 1983, RAND felt that the system provided suitable methods to address 

a broad range of national-level strategy issues beyond the project’s principal focus on 

nuclear forces. At that point RAND considered the systems objectives "to be quite 

general:
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- To create an integrating framework for analyzing and discussing worldwide 
military strategy for conflicts up to and including general and prolonged war 
involving nuclear weapons.

- To create the capability for multiscenario analysis that would test sensitivities 
to key variables: Soviet and U.S. strategy and operational art; behavior patterns 
of the Soviet Union, United States, and relevant third countries; battle outcomes; 
and other factors.

To increase analysis realism by treating many factors usually ignored: 
operational constraints; phenomena of war that are difficult to model quantitative
ly; asymmetries in U.S. and Soviet objectives, attitudes and military styles; and 
the impact of third country decisions on military operations.

- To provide tools to improve our understanding of strategic dynamics involving 
decision points, interrelationships, and possible cascade effects. (Davis and 
Winnefeld 1983, p. vi).

Davis and Winnefeld (1983) characterized debates over strategy to that time as

lacking "quality because current analytic approaches lend themselves well to shallow

debate and because each participant sees only a part of the whole (p. 11)." Further, our

cultural tendency is:

to assume that we will use our American ingenuity and initiative to cope with 
exigencies as they arise. Although development of war plans consumes thousands 
of man-hours, the prevailing view seems to be that these plans will become 
irrelevant as soon as the real war starts. (Davis and Winnefeld 1983, p. 13)

In 1983, RAND envisioned that RSAS could be adopted by the Government for use in

an operational strategy assessment center within 40 months of a decision to do so (Davis

and Winnefeld, 1983, p. 77). RSAS, supported by continuing analysis and development,

was to provide the means for continuity in strategy and investigating the full spectrum of

strategic issues.

In 1986 government agencies received the first installations of RSAS (as shown 

in table 9-2). There was no master plan for which agency received an installation and 

when. Advocacy by a few individuals at each agency drove the timing of requests for
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Date Location

1986 Joint Staff (J-8)
National Defense University 
Army Concepts Analysis Agency

1987 OSD Net Assessment 
Central Intelligence Agency 
Naval Postgraduate School

1988 OSD Program Analysis & Evaluation 
Defense Intelligence Agency 
Army War College 
Air University

1989 Naval War College
Army Intelligence Threat Assessment
Air Staff (Pentagon)
USCINCPAC 
US European Command

Table 9-2. RSAS Installations

installations. An RSAS Steering Group consisting of sponsors, developers, and users 

approved the requests. One purpose of the Group was to discourage misuse of the 

system. Installation involved the purchase of only commercially available Sun work 

stations. RAND provided the software. The cost to the user was initially about $33,000 

per work station, significantly less than the cost of an analyst to use the system. RAND 

also provided the initial training on the system. Beginning in 1988 RAND subcontracted 

the task of training users. The subcontractor charged a minimum of $25,000 per year for 

support and offered additional training and analysts to come with the system.

The organization of the RAND Strategy Assessment Center and changes in the 

dominant strategic issues drove the development of RSAS. RAND organized their team 

working on RSAS along functional lines. Distinct groups, each consisting of a few 

individuals, worked separately on the NCL models, Analytic War Plans and main theater
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model, the secondary theater models, the Green Agent, and on software issues such as the 

development of RAND-ABLE and graphics. All worked on the interfaces. This 

organization determined which issues in RSAS received more attention than others. For 

instance, those working on the NCL models saw them as device for study of deterrence, 

escalation control and war termination (Davis 1986; Davis and Stan 1984). Also, since 

the naval analyst had a background principally in nuclear weapons and plans, the 

development of naval operational models initially received little effort. All features of 

RSAS have developed in parallel over the years as a result of this organization. In some 

cases this has meant that versions of one feature have incompatibilities with another, or, 

in the case of Ivans and Sams, fewer types of a particular Agent being available with the 

release of a new version of the software.

The central strategic issue of the late 1970s was the nuclear balance and the 

window of vulnerability. By the mid-1980s conventional force issues dominated concerns 

over a nuclear imbalance. Rather than strategic nuclear analyses, the first users of RSAS 

focussed principally upon conventional war fighting (table 9-3). Early studies 

concentrated on NATO’s central region and exploring the potential of RSAS.1 War 

college interests (such as war games and NDU’s AFSOUTH Student Exercise) encouraged 

RAND to develop the secondary theater models. As table 9-3 shows, formal studies have 

taken years to complete on RSAS. In the late 1980s the pace of change in strategic 

interests began to exceed the rate of development of RSAS. In 1987 the Warsaw Pact 

began a shift to defensive doctrine. This and unilateral Soviet force reductions, the Treaty

1 RSAS played a supporting role in the study of NATO command arrangements. Table 9-3 takes credit 
for any study involving the use of RSAS.
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Study Topic Date(s) Sponsor

COMPLETED WORK (as of June 1989)

Conventional Operations for B-52s 1986 SAC

Central Region Balance Study 1986-87 OSD (Policy)

Conventional Arms Control Options 1987 USAF

NATO Command Arrangements 1987 OSD (Policy)

Using RSAS as part of the TFCA Process 1987 Joint Staff (J-8)

Using RSAS for Naval Warfare Studies and Decision 
Support (Several papers and Theses)

1987-88 Naval PG School

Sea Launched Cruise Missiles Post-INF (Thesis) 1988 Naval PG School

ON-GOING WORK (as of June 1989)

Using RSAS to Assess the Strategic Balance 1987-88 OSD (NA)

Assessing the Soviet View of the Nuclear Balance 1987-88 USAF

Measuring the Value of AFCENT Modernization 1987-88 OSD (PA&E)

Capability Assessment of B-52s with Standoff Weapons 1987-88 USAF

Air Interdiction Concepts 1987-88 USAF

AFSOUTH Student Exercise 1987-88 NDU

NATO Readiness Study 1988 OSD (Policy)

Study of RSAS Applications: TFCA Process, Joint Strate
gic Planning Document, Nuclear Analysis

1988-89 Joint Staff (J-8)

Conventional Arms Reduction Options 1988 Army

Conventional Arms Control 1988 OSD (Policy)

Support Southwest Asia Studies 1988 OSD (Policy)

Operational vs. Tactical Improvements in AFCENT 1988 NDU

Examination of Alternative National Military Strategy 1988-89 OSD (NA)

Theses (Nuclear C2, Net Assessment Process) 1989 Naval PG School

War Gaming Support: JLASS, JSO, Global War Game 1989 Air&Naval War Col
Source: KSAS Newsletter, May lyay

Table 9-3. RSAS Studies.

on Conventional Annsd Forces in Europe, and the dissolution of the Warsaw Pact have
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reduced the relevance of most of the work that went into the central region main theater 

model and analytic war plans.

Another dynamic in the evolution of RSAS has been the interests of the war 

colleges in using the system to teach critical thinking and to support war gaming. The 

system design has been concerned with the issue of speed, but principally from the 

perspective of an analysts time rather than providing feed-back to a class or a decision 

maker in a war game. Therefore, using the system for these purposes has demanded 

experts from RAND to anticipate decisions and make the system respond in a timely 

fashion. RAND is taking steps to improve the ability of the system to support free-form 

gaming. Using RSAS this way has also complemented its development. War college 

students have provided most of the data used in the adjudication routines and a basis for 

examining the logic of the analytic war plans.

RAND adopted a pragmatic philosophy for the development of RSAS. They 

believe that user’s interests should drive the system development and that use will 

produce the greatest improvements in the various features of the system. Most of studies 

using RSAS have focussed on operational issues. Therefore, most of the development 

effort in RSAS has been directed towards correcting bugs, adding detail to existing 

models, adding functions (such as the resupply of ships), improving and extending data 

bases, enhancing the usability of RSAS, and adapting the system to new computer 

environments. Expanding the problem domain of the system beyond superpower conflict 

currently requires the user to work around the system features. As the user demand to 

examine other contingencies in the post-Cold War era increases, RAND will adapt RSAS 

to the expanded problem domain.
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CRITIQUE OF RSAS

How Well Has RSAS Achieved Its Aims?

RAND stated its objectives for RSAS much more clearly than the Global Games, 

making it much easier to assess accomplishment. Though RAND established no timetable 

for meeting its aims, after a decade of development it appears that the system will not in 

the near future become the central system for strategic analyses that its designers had 

hoped.

RSAS has clearly accomplished some of its aims. It has examined a broader range 

of scenarios than was traditional in strategic analyses during the 1970s. It has provided 

a framework for studying the interaction political-military factors, operational constraints 

and features of war usually omitted from analytical studies. It provides for asymmetries 

in objectives and perceptions, reflects understanding of military doctrines and campaigns, 

and provides for the dynamic interaction of nations involved in the conflict. However, 

traditional war gaming performed all of these functions, and to a greater extent. The 

range of scenarios addressed by RSAS is small compared to free-form gaming conducted 

at the Naval War College over the same period.

The main distinction between RSAS and traditional gaming is that RSAS has 

documented the understanding of causality and the structure of war generally held by the 

national security elite. Making all of the functions work in one system has involved rigor 

not found in the adjudication or analysis of the free-form gaming of the 1980s. To the 

extent Military Science and theory of conflict exists in the West, it is embodied in RSAS. 

The pity is that few users have made any effort to take advantage of that rigor to conduct
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multi-scenario analyses and discover relations between states, plans, and outcomes. The 

extent to which the analyses have addressed the Soviet perspective is mixed.

RSAS has not become the widely adopted means for developing continuity in 

strategy and investigating the full spectrum of strategic issues that its creators envisioned. 

The simple explanation for this failure is that the system is yet too complex for other than 

dedicated analysts and developers. RAND went to great lengths to make the system 

transparent to all users. The system is transparent: like an Engineering Library. The user 

can look into any feature (book) to find out exactly what is involved, how the system 

works, and why it works the way it does. Unfortunately, only dedicated analysts have 

the time to study enough of the system to become proficient users, much less to develop 

the system. The casual user can easily generate inconsistent directives. The time needed 

to become proficient enough on the system to conduct comprehensive studies is about the 

length of a tour of a military officer. To date, only a few dozen people have learned the 

system well enough to use it for studies. In effect, the system has been no more useful 

to data than its predecessor TEMPER. Though designed to be more transparent, its 

complexity has produced the same effect of a small group of analysts learning from the 

system development, without evident operational advances. The intent to turn the system 

over to the Government will probably never be realized. Only RAND and its subcontrac

tor have the expertise to be able to develop the system as the problem domain expands.

The use of the system has also been different than RAND originally envisioned. 

Not only have the scope of the studies been more circumscribed, but they have also 

typically involved more human interaction. The pressure on system development has 

been to improve interaction with human players.
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To the extent that the system is being used by the different miliary services, it is 

performing a function not explicitly stated by its creators. The system serves as a means 

for communication between the services in the development of models and data. It 

provides a mechanism for each service to understand the thinking of the others in how 

they intend to allocate their resources and what they think is required to conduct their 

missions. The Navy would never commit the resources or develop the expertise to do as 

good a job developing analytic war plans for the Central Front as the Army. By sharing 

plans and data, the services can better appreciate how their decisions affect sister services. 

Through a network and newsletters RAND has encouraged sharing the data developed for 

narrow studies to expand the scope of analyses using RSAS.

RSAS As Vigilant Decision Making

RAND modeled the decision process in RSAS on Jams’ criteria for vigilant 

decision making. They clearly intended for actual decision makers to use the system for 

policy analysis. However, the system has proven too complex to be of use in evaluating 

immediate operational situations, and high-level policy makers leave the analysis of 

logistic and administrative issues to their analysts. It is the analysts, not the decision 

makers, who canvass a wide range of alternatives, survey objectives, consider negative 

consequences, and so on. Therefore, the system has made little contribution to vigilant 

decision making in practice.

With respect to Bracken’s criteria, the system’s focus on superpower conflict has 

diverted attention from other more probable scenarios, such as the Iraqi invasion of 

Kuwait Had Iraqi forces continued immediately into Saudi Arabia, rather than given the
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U.S. and our allies five months to prepare a counter-attack, we may have wished that we 

had studied the scenario in more detail before hand. The concentration on purely military 

issues has also obscured the global economic impact of large scale armed conflict. I 

know of no cases where substantive RSAS results have been suppressed, nor where 

unintended learning has occurred. Since the use of RSAS to date has been so disjoint, 

and its scenarios have remained untested in reality, it is not possible to identify where the 

system has had any impact on learning, much less unintended learning.

RSAS As Science

The main argument for the RSAS computer-based approach was to make the study 

and formulation of strategy more scientific. The system involves precise logic, repeatable 

experimentation, and sensitivity analysis. Using the system undeniably involves more 

rigor than the current practice of free-form gaming. However, the system is weak on 

intersubjectivity. Except for its most used functions, the data and judgements used in 

system’s models reflect the perspectives of a few individuals. The emphasis on rigor has 

also restricted the range of application of the system. The logic embedded in the system 

is that of the Cold War. New circumstances vividly demonstrate the depth to which 

changing the paradigm for U.S.-Soviet relations alters all calculus involving the use of 

armed forces. The strength of the system was to be multi-scenario analysis to examine 

the sensitivity of outcomes to variation in our expectations of how events might unfold. 

Here again, the value of the analysis rests on the quality of a few individuals. The 

combinations of possible variations are astronomical. Therefore, the analyst must have 

some appreciation for interrelationships to select those parameters that have some effect.
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In practice, the rapid change in the dominant strategic issues have pushed RSAS 

to become more flexible. This has been accomplished through more use of human 

interaction with the system, and through greater emphasis on the secondary theater 

modeling technique. The system does record the human interactions and programmed 

decisions. However, the press to complete an analysis quickly results in RSAS falling 

back on the features of free-form gaming it was designed to overcome. Sensitivity 

analysis becomes more cursory and the judgements embedded in the model are not 

subjected to wide review. Though human interactions and decision models are on discs, 

no one has the time to study them before moving on to the next problem. The 

transparency of the system in such cases may as well not exist.

RAND, and the RSAS steering committee, are concerned that the system not be 

abused. Their courses and publications stress the limitations of system and caution 

against its use as an answer machine for prediction or for quantitative comparisons, as 

opposed to understanding the structure of a problem. Whether the steering committee 

senses a high potential for misuse (based upon the intended applications of the system) 

affects the approval of installations at various Government agencies. In the end, the 

system is subject to the quality of the analysts and the integrity of the policy makers who 

use the RSAS products.

In short, it is not clear that the use of RSAS for the purpose of strategy 

formulation in practice satisfies the criteria of science appreciably better than free-form 

gaming. RSAS has the potential to improve the scientific nature of gaming, but has not 

yet done so.
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Comparing RSAS to the Global War Games

Where the strength of the free-form Global Games is in discovering structure, the 

strength of RSAS is in specification. The need to specify has restricted the scope of 

RSAS compared to Global. Industrial mobilization, international finance, media effects 

on decision, and social disruption all affect decisions in the Global Games, but not 

specifically in RSAS. The treatment of alliances is also relatively crude in RSAS when 

compared to the play of the U.K. representatives in Global. Because all responses must 

be conceived and programmed in RSAS, though the logic chain may not be evident at the 

outset, the outcomes tend to be free of surprises. On the other hand, the logic of RSAS 

is explicit and non-perishable. The system is stronger on explaining the chain of events 

than free-form gaming.

Similarly, where free-form gaming allows more discovery and the generation of 

hypotheses, the computer-based approach tends to be better for testing hypotheses. 

Finance became a key consideration in Global. It is difficult to imagine how the idea 

would generate from within RSAS. This again demonstrates the need for policy makers 

to interact with RSAS to ensure that the state variables used in the programmed logic are 

completely defined.

Compared to the Global Games, the strategic community reached and formed by 

RSAS has been small. The greatest audience for RSAS appears to have been the 

seminars of senior military officers at National Defense University. I believe that RAND 

would argue that the system is still maturing and that they expect more users in the 

coming decade. This claim should be considered against the number of people likely to 

be involved in free-form gaming over a similar period.
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To improve the formation of a community of RSAS users and support critical 

review and improvement, RAND has stressed documentation of RSAS. The availability 

of documentation on RSAS stands in stark contrast to the Global games. Critical analysis 

of the design philosophy and all features of the version of the system in use are available 

from RAND in unclassified publications. To support RSAS users and encourage the 

exchange of data and work (such as Analytic War Plans) RAND also established both an 

electronic network and a newsletter. The newsletter keeps all users appraised of 

developments and work in progress. Users must contact the sponsor of any particular 

piece of work to get the results. RAND usually does not publish papers on system 

developments in progress beyond the community of approved RSAS users.

RSAS has overtaken the Global Games as a clearing house for combat models. 

As Global moved away from rigid adjudication the commingling of analysts form all the 

services trying to make their models work in unison disappeared. The officers trying to 

make the various models work together learned as much about procedures for the 

coordination of forces as they did about other’s models. The past several years the 

principal system supporting rigid adjudication as been RSAS. Since a few RAND 

analysts rather than teams of fifty or so officers operate the models, it is they who receive 

the principal learning.

RSAS promotes contingency planning. Its design requires plans for more than one 

contingency in the same conflict. Again, the major shortfall is that RAND analysts rather 

than military planners do most of the detailed work formulating plans. The use of RSAS 

at war colleges for seminars and games is a major source of contingency plans for RSAS. 

The Joint Staff is also using RSAS more in their Total Force Capabilities Assessment
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Process. In general, the need to think through contingencies to program RSAS 

encourages more contingency planning within the scenario of a free-form game. 

However, using free-form gaming it is easier to address a wider range of scenarios.

Whether the Global Games have directly affected broad national security policy 

and strategy is unclear. Given policy makers’ limited exposure to RSAS any claims that 

RSAS has yet affected policy beyond a few operational considerations would seem 

exaggerated. In general, after more than a decade of development, analytical techniques 

continue to have less of an affect on policy and strategy formulation than public debate 

and non-convergent essays.

Overall, RSAS is complementary to free-form gaming. The play of humans in 

free-form games provides much of the decision data needed by RSAS. Conversely, RSAS 

offers the potential to build upon free-form gaming by exploring the paths not chosen.

RSAS SUMMARY

RSAS represents the most advanced system for the study of strategy in existence. 

The system is well conceived. In its structure and the design of its software it makes 

important distinctions between the effects of decisions and processes over which there is 

no human control. It uses the most sophisticated computer technology and programming 

that users can afford. However, the analyses conducted on the system to date addressed 

principally narrow technical and operational issues in comparison to the broad strategic 

concerns that motivated the system.

The system embodies the current Western theory of armed conflict It reflects the 

state of Western military science, containing current understanding of Western and Soviet
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doctrines, procedures and decision rules. The structure of its main and secondary theater 

models reflects the same thinking that went into the formulation of the U.S. Maritime 

Strategy of the 1980s. That Maritime Strategy focussed on theaters where the lines of 

communication are principally by sea, and where relatively small Navy and Marine forces 

(working with mostly indigenous national forces) could greatly affect the course and 

outcome of a superpower conflict.

However, restricted to the hands of a few analysts, the system will have little 

impact upon the traditional paradigms used in the formulation of strategy. The paradigms 

in the current system are those of the Cold War. The system is flexible enough to adapt 

its rules of behavior to a different set of circumstances, given some effort.1 However, 

for the system to achieve its aims, it needs a body of policy makers as comfortable 

working interactively with computer models as with their staff advisors.2 Today this may 

seem unlikely. However, as computers continue to become a part of the way we live, this 

vision may not be totally far fetched. The potential of RSAS warrants its further 

development. The worst of all worlds would be for a computer generation to come to 

power using untested systems developed over a short period in response to an unanticipat

ed demands.

1 How RAND intends to use RSAS to address future "nonstandard" contingencies is unclear. In a 
paper discussing these contingencies Winnefeld and Shlapak (1990) do not mention RSAS. Both were 
instrumental in the development of RSAS. Paul Davis did mention using RSAS to develop alternative 
operational plans at a Military Operations Research Society symposium, 6-9 March 1990.

2 Davis (1986, p. 1) put this in terms of students of political science and other social science disciplines 
learning to work increasingly with interactive computer models. The students of one generation are the 
policy makers of the next
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CHAPTER 10

FUTURE DIRECTIONS IN STRATEGIC OPERATIONAL GAMING

THE NEED FOR STRATEGIC OPERATIONAL GAMING

By their nature, the most pressing problems of security and the welfare of society 

are not amenable to solution, only to management. Separately, present experience, 

historical analogy, and social science theory foim an inadequate basis for analyzing and 

making policy. A world population of 2.5 billion in 1950 more than doubled to 5.4 

billion over the past forty years. It is projected to almost double again (9-10 billion) in 

the next forty years. The geographic distance between those that enjoy advanced 

technology and education and those that do not is decreasing for practical purposes as 

access to transportation increases. At the same time the gap in wealth per capita between 

countries who have accelerating technology and those who have accelerating populations 

grows exponentially. With the speed of modem communications and the state of 

international controls, time zones and work styles are the greatest impediment to the 

movement of finances around the world. Buyers seeking the greatest return have greater 

effects on money supply than governments. The pattern of international investment and 

transnational ownership makes national import/export accounting seem arbitrary. Such 

factors limit the value of our experience and the value of past policies as prescriptions for 

security and welfare in the future.

454
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Historical animosities and traditional competitions for power are replacing 

ideology as the major sources of conflict The era when great powers saw military 

conquest of each other as a viable instrument for extending their security and welfare, or 

as a necessity of the competition between ideas, has passed. History is essential for 

understanding the intractability of peace in the Middle East or in Croatia. However, it 

is not a sufficient basis for policy analysis in our rapidly changing world.

The problems of national and global security and welfare are interlinked. These 

problems are strategic both in the sense that they are high-level and by virtue of the fact 

that the intersection of strategies of policy makers will determine the course of the world. 

A strong correlation exists between the importance of these problems and the complex 

interaction of technological, socioeconomic, cultural, and physical environmental 

circumstances. No single discipline holds the answer of how to address these problems. 

In particular, our limited understanding of their structure severely constrains the 

application of traditional Operations Research techniques. Policy makers need some 

means for transferring this complex reality into a conceptual map as a basis for action. 

They need a means to explore plans and investigate courses of action. Theoreticians and 

analysts need some means to resolve the disorder inherent in this complex reality, where 

little occurs in isolation from the environment that will affect its future.

Operational gaming can be an effective means for organizing disparate facts into 

a coherent picture of relationships. Free-form gaming admits the commingling of 

disparate disciplines in a common context. It provides a means for policy makers to 

become directly involved both in analysis and in developing a unified concept of 

operations with their colleagues and subordinates. It can demonstrate logical relationships
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beyond quantification, contributing to better decisions and providing compelling examples 

to aid explanation. Gaming does not produce unique optimal solutions, but it does tend 

to limit the domain of viable solutions by demonstrating why some courses of action are 

infeasible or unwise. It also is a fertile field for observing behavior and evaluating 

theories of human decision. However, the current practice of free-form gaming lacks 

discipline.

Comments like those of Davis and Winnefeld reflect the schizophrenia that the 

absence of discipline produces. On one hand, they claim that even with the shortfalls of 

operational gaming:

there is, in a sense, no choice: There is simply no way to conceive, implement, 
and maintain sound national strategies without confronting ~ and explaining to a 
broad audience — the complications that war games illuminate (1983, p. 5)."

On the other hand:

The traditional war game has been an experiential opportunity rather than one for 
systematic analysis. Participants are sensitized to the complexity of real war and 
learn particular lessons, but they seldom emerge from the game with a new 
intellectual structure or a new set of principles. (1983, p. 15)1

The later comment is much more likely to be true if the person’s only connection with 

the game is as a participant. Where gaming is an adjunct to an ongoing program of 

analysis, the vividness of the experience has a greater opportunity to change predisposi

tions. Nonetheless, gaming lacks legitimacy in the eyes of many, on occasion for good 

reason.

1 Their main disappointment must be that high-level policy shapers do not personally use RSAS for 
systematic analysis. The source of the conclusions from RSAS studies is opaque to the ultimate decision 
maker. At least with free-form gaming high-level policy shapers and makers are directly involved in the 
analytical process.
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Over the past decade, concerned with our inability to analyze strategy, the national 

security community turned more toward gaming than it had since the 1950s. The Navy 

chose a free-form approach, OSD funded the computer-based RSAS. The approaches are 

complementary. Neither approach has achieved its potential. What Olaf Helmer said of 

futures research is true of the recent turn to free-form operational gaming:

Many people forget that a decade or so is a very short time period in the 
development of any intellectual movement. First there has been insufficient time 
to place the discipline of [operational gaming] on a solid conceptual foundation. 
Second, the pursuit of this desideratum — though well recognized as such by some 
— has been encumbered simply because demands for pragmatic results have had 
priority over solidifying the foundation and because, of necessity, along with 
serious researchers, some charlatans and incompetents have joined the increasing 
numbers of practitioners.

The time has come, therefore, to reflect on the content of [operational 
gaming], the genuine promise it offers, measures to improve its intellectual basis, 
and the priorities that should be assigned to its applications. (1978, p. 764)

Of course operational gaming has been around for centuries. Over that time few have

engaged in critical reflection on the practice and only a handful have undertaken serious

research. Given the fit between the interdisciplinary nature of more important problems

and the strengths of gaming, we can expect operational gaming to play an increasing role

in policy analysis. Based on the turn to operational gaming over the last decade, we are

past the time to improve the intellectual basis for its practice.

What then should be done to develop the discipline of free-form operational

gaming?
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DEVELOPING THE DISCIPLINE OF GAMING

Documentation and professional review contribute to the growth of any discipline. 

Except at RAND, military gaming and modeling are notorious for their lack of 

documentation. Gaming practitioners frequently devise jargons so different that they do 

not communicate clearly even with each other. The jargon associated with the Global 

War Game is unique and obscure. The classification schemes used by the national 

security community are hardly rich enough to distinguish essential differences between 

games.1 The Naval War College War Gaming Department classifies games by NWGS 

or seminar. This is a useful trigger to determine whether they need to prepare a 

computerized data base for the game, but otherwise conveys little information. Similarly, 

open versus closed may mean that all relevant parties are represented in the game, that 

each side has the same information (to include the others intentions or not; Bowen 1978), 

or that all participants are involved in the adjudication of moves.

Many disciplines use jargon. Because of its interdisciplinary function, and the 

cacophony of jargons in use, operational gaming might be better off using long-hand 

explanation of what is meant. Whether or not jargon is used, gaming practitioners need 

to write more of their theories and their experiences, and to study what is written.

The Naval War College boasts of over 100 years of continuous gaming. One 

would expect such an institution to have a rich literature on the details of rules, on 

considerations in adjudication, and on a host of other gaming topics. Instead, the College 

has a verbal and experiential tradition for transferring knowledge on gaming — old war

1 Table 5-1 suggests the elements that should be considered in classifying free-form operational games. 
Klabbers, Switalski (both in Crookall, eL al. (eds.), 1987), and Krukov and Krukova (1986) suggest different 
taxonomies with more of a view towards computer-based simulation. The divergence in these taxonomies 
illustrate the breadth of intellectual constructs on what practitioners believe to be important in gaming.
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stories and on-the-job training. That so little documentation on methods exists at a 

gaming institution as prestigious as the Naval War College is symptomatic of the lack of 

discipline in operational gaming.

As suggested in this paper, the game theory paradigm provides many elements of 

the structure needed to develop the discipline of gaming. The least developed parts of 

that theory from a practical perspective are Von Neumann and Morgemstem’s (1953) 

subjective expected utility, presumptions of complete knowledge, and presumptions of 

unconstrained human capacity for calculation. Other models, including organizational 

process (Janis and Maim 1977; Janis 1989; Simon 1976 and 1981; Allison 1971), 

cognitive (Kahneman, Slovic and Tversky 1982) and bureaucratic politics (Allison 1971) 

suggest considerations that need to be examined to understand better the limits and 

validity of knowledge derived from gaming.

Fundamental questions about operational gaming that need better answers include 

the following. These questions are suggestive rather than exhaustive, yet demonstrate that 

a vast amount of potential work exists.

A. What are participants, controllers, builders taking from their gaming 

experience? What do they learn? Under what circumstances do games 

change predispositions and expectations? Is what participants take from 

games valid or not?

The typical admonition in a game is not to take too much from a single confluence of 

events. Rarely is there a clear statement of what participants should take from the 

experience. The extent of participation in the game preparation should also affect 

learning. Preparation involves mental exercises to anticipate the state data needed for the
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game and the main courses of action that players will take. The expectations formed in 

the preparation provide one basis for learning. Judging the validity of lessons taken from 

games will always be a subjective enterprise. The expertise for making this judgement 

will largely reside in those who designed and controlled the game. Procedures that 

discourage misinterpretation or misuse of the gaming experience should be part of the 

discipline.

B. Everyone works with oversimplified representations of complex contextual 

settings (Brewer and Shubik 1979, p. 73; Duke 1978, p. 361). How do 

you systematically expose and compare the simplifications being used?

A major criticism of free-form gaming is the inexplicit logic used in making decisions. 

Frequently team discussions expose much of the participant’s calculus in arriving at a 

decision. Rarely do analysts attempt rigorously to capture the value judgements exposed 

by these discussions. RSAS provides one means for exploring the implications of the 

simplified logic used in free-form games once that logic has been captured. For RSAS 

to be effective, it should become a routine adjunct to free-form gaming.

C. What are the effects on decision of data and models used to adjudicate of 

battle? When are they important?

Data is rarely derived from the context in which it is used. Likewise, analytic models 

used in games frequently were developed with other circumstances in mind. We know 

that these data and models have limited predictive value. Understanding the importance 

of variations in data was one of the motivations for RSAS. Judgements and analysis of 

the effects of the adjudication mechanisms should be part of the analysis effort of any 

serious game.
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D. How does the number of participants/players affect a game? What are the 

effects of the player to participant ratio? How do teams arriving at single 

decisions or individuals representing multiple players affect the validity of 

play? How do bystanders affect the game?

Game theory suggests that one should expect different insights depending on whether the 

game involves two, few, or many players. Solution concepts differ in each case. 

Similarly, we would expect the decision of how many sides and levels to model to be 

relevant to the issue under study and to affect the insights derived from a game.

The Global War Games have involved a huge number of participants. Most 

participants are part of teams. Some participants represent the actions of groups of 

countries or several institutions. In years where Global was a war game with a fixed 

clock, many levels of players kept busy planning and coordinating their next move. 

Where Global has been a several hundred person seminar, lots of participants sit around 

watching the activities of the national command authorities unless they are kept busy 

responding to explicit directives. The effects of too many, too few, or not the right 

participants are open to question.

E. How to rate the expertise of the participants? To what extent can and do 

experts project behaviors different from their natural inclination?

The intuitive judgement of experts is a necessary ingredient of gaming. Helmer and 

Rescher (1959, pp. 43-47) raised the issue of how to rate the accuracy and reliability of 

experts and suggested some approaches. Rarely do game builders or analysts explicitly 

evaluate the qualifications of the participants. Unlike Germany, in America there is no 

tradition of using gaming for evaluating individuals. Particularly in operational gaming
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involving high-level policy shapers, the need to evaluate the participants works at cross 

purposes with soliciting high-level participation. Nonetheless, the validity of free-form 

gaming lies in the expertise of the participants. The issue cannot be avoided in the 

interest of good manners.

Another difficult issue is to determine how participants trying either to game the 

game or to avoid displaying their true beliefs and preferences on a sensitive issue affect 

the game. Participants in player roles, controllers and analysts need a common 

understanding of when those in player roles are playing their positions and when they are 

projecting how they think a typical office holder would behave.

F. How to combine the estimates of individual experts, particularly when 

judgements conflict? How to account for dominant personalities and 

seniority among participants? How judgement is affected by context, 

including the mix of expertise present?

When expert judgement conflicts, one can consider the implications of each opinion 

obtaining. However, to select a strategy (even a mixed strategy) we ultimately need a 

means for weighing judgements. Considerations of preventing dominant personalities or 

seniority from adversely affecting group judgement and behavior motivated the Delphi 

technique. Free-form gaming relies upon the close interaction of experts. Isolating an 

overbearing participant becomes difficult. How to account for this situation requires 

attention.

Other elements of context also affect judgement. The extent to which a judgment 

applies to a different context is fundamental to generalizing gaming results. The presence 

or absence of a particular expertise may also influence the course and outcome of a game.
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G. How much reality is needed to achieve objectives?

The reality needed in different aspects of a game would seem to be a function of the 

game’s objectives. Training participants to make decisions may call for using more 

realistic settings and imposing stress and fatigue. Explaining and predicting decision 

malting behavior may call for bureaucratic verisimilitude. Developing strategy and 

making better decisions may be best served by unobstructed reflection. The extent to 

which these features of reality affect objectives is a topic worthy of study.

H. How to handle both trends and events? How does the timing of major

events affect the course of games.

Events trigger actions that have a major effect on trends (e.g. opening the Berlin Wall). 

Understanding the sensitivity of the timing of major events is a critical issue in game 

theory and in gaming. Developing techniques for capturing the game play in extensive 

form (i.e., a game tree) would support sensitivity analysis of the sequence of moves and 

information conditions.

I. How do we evaluate and enhance the validity of a gaming experience? 

How can gaming improve the judgement of experts and policy makers?

A key problem of gaming is getting participants out of their present situation and into the 

world projected in the game. Engaging their intellects over a period of days seems to 

work reasonably well. Technological improvements of visual stimulation may have 

greater impact than the usual written scenario. Beyond providing a better context, these 

issues are fundamental to operational gaming to produce better decisions.

J. How to use gaming more effectively as a stimulant to the invention of new

strategies?
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Participation in a single game may not be sufficient to produce new strategy. The 

experience of the Chief of Naval Operations Strategic Studies Group has been that 

repeated gaming is useful for generating strategy which then can be evaluated by others, 

usually in a larger context than the developmental games. The new strategy is not 

developed within the game, per se, but is brought to the game for evaluation. Operational 

gaming appears a necessary, but not sufficient part of a program of strategy development.

A discipline implies structures and norms. The above list is daunting. Almost all 

of the elements call for judgement, which may be a large part of why practitioners have 

relied upon intuition rather than try rigorously to form a set of norms for free-form 

operational gaming. However, only by seriously addressing questions such as these, and 

by suggesting and debating norms and techniques, can we generate the confidence in free

form gaming needed to legitimize its potential.

SUBSTANTIVE APPLICATIONS OF STRATEGIC OPERATIONAL GAMING

The potential substantive applications of strategic operational gaming are too 

numerous to list. However, the following are some of the most pressing issues.

A. Is a regeneration of superpower conflict a viable basis for national security 

planning?

No one likes change, particularly when it is fundamental. This leads some to question 

whether the Cold War is over. A return to the Cold War would again require a Soviet 

leadership viewing the competition between social systems as leading inevitably to armed 

conflict. Few suggest this is the case. Testing the Soviet rationale for this behavior is
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a high priority. Rather than Cold War, others suggest that chaos, paranoia, or simply the 

geopolitics of the heartland mean that we should cast a large element of our security in 

the context of residual Soviet military capabilities. This formulation is too vague a 

prescription on which to take action. Should the Soviets, or Russians, decide to engage 

in conflict, what are the aims, the stakes, and the geography. Unless we can postulate a 

clearer image of the form of conflict we cannot use as a basis for planning. Recognizing 

the pitfalls of the availability heuristic (Kahneman, Slovic, and Tversky 1982), if Soviet 

experts cannot imagine a plausible set of circumstances leading to armed conflict between 

the superpowers, we should weigh the contingency accordingly in designing our national 

security structures, plans and capabilities.

B. Is it possible to generate a manageable set of scenarios sufficient as a basis 

for planning?

We have already underscored the importance of context. Focusing on too few scenarios 

may lead to over concentration, leaving us unprepared for important contingencies. The 

DoD recently tried to use illustrative planning scenarios as a basis for justifying force 

structure. These scenarios were so generic as to not specify a particular opponent, only 

parameters such as the scale of conflict and distance from the United States. Lacking 

political context and geography, these scenarios have been of limited use. Geographic 

factors, the contributions of allies, and a host of other factors affect courses of action and 

the required forces. An alternative approach has been to attempt to consider specific 

potential opponents and inimical actions that they might take, then develop a range of 

counters. Whether this approach can span the range of contingencies and lead to better 

decisions on required force structure, alliances and training is a conjecture worth pursuing.
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C. How should the United States try to shape multi-national and international 

security organizations to handle the emerging security environment?

With the passing of total war as an instrument of policy of the great powers comes a 

blurring of the distinction between welfare and security. The global distribution of arms 

and wealth and the global environment have implications for both welfare and security. 

The security structures of the Cold War designed to contain the military and economic 

power of the Soviet Union no longer exist principally for that reason. Though the rational 

for their formation has eroded, they remain of great value for preserving regional military 

balances in a time of transition and provide mechanisms for cooperation on issues beyond 

their charter. The roles of existing alliances, new regional structures and international 

institutions such as the United Nations, International Monetary Fund, and World Bank 

need to be examined in light of emerging security issues. Operational gaming can help 

distinguish between utopian and pragmatic blueprints for the evolution of these security 

structures.

D. Can we better understand the crisis behavior of major powers?

Though major war between great powers has passed as an instrument of policy, it remains 

an instrument. The drastic reduction in the time required to strike an enemy that has 

come with the use of air and space stressed national security decision making to its limit. 

The reduction in superpower tensions has mitigated some concerns over nuclear crises. 

However, the crisis behavior of great powers, when times are short and the options 

perceived are few, will determine the viability of armed conflict with each other and the 

need for forces. Gaming to anticipate the paths to crises may contribute to designing
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mechanisms for averting them, further reducing any prospects of major armed conflict 

between great powers.

THE COMPOSITION OF A RESEARCH TEAM

To engage in the research suggested above requires a multi-disciplinary team. 

Such a team should include those with training and experience in Operations Research, 

History, Statistics, Social Psychology, Computer Science, and Political Science. The 

order on this list does not represent any priority. The combination of this expertise is the 

minimum needed to develop the discipline of free-form operational gaming. This list 

does not include all areas of expertise that should be involved in gaming. The subject 

matter of the game will determine the mix of expertise required of the participants.

The Operations Analyst should bring a knowledge of game theory, stochastic 

processes, and mathematical programming. The Operations Analyst has several roles. 

One is to assist umpires in becoming expert in the use of their models, understanding the 

context of their design and the domain of their useful application. Developing models is 

another role. The Operations Analyst should also be able to design and analyze the 

sensitivity of games from the perspective of game theory. The theory should be used "to 

propose questions and provide examples to isolate phenomena (Shubik 1985)."1

Whereas mathematical analysts treat behavior symmetrically as a basis for 

generalization, the Social Psychologist is interested in individual difference. The 

cognitive and behavioral theories of decision also reside within the discipline of Social 

Psychology. This makes the Social Psychologist essential to discovering how participants

1 Appendix C is an essay on some perspectives that game theory gives to thinking about strategy.
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were affected by group behavior and actually performed calculations. Social Psychology 

is also sensitive to the issue of how framing issues produces different responses. Most 

of the issues needed to develop the discipline of gaming addressed above fall within the 

realm of Social Psychology.

Historians are sensitive to the fact that "the information base from which relevant 

and key events [and sequences] are selected ... is substantially larger than what any one 

observer may capture (Brewer 1978).” This appreciation for multiple perspectives and 

interpretations assists trained historians both in writing scenarios and analyzing games.

A Statistician brings a perspective of experimental design and analysis of data. 

Statisticians are trained more so than other to think in terms of firm hypotheses, the data 

needed to confirm or refute a hypothesis, and the confidence with which statements about 

the data and hypotheses can be made. When conducting sensitivity analyses on variations 

in the basic data used in gaming, a Statistician can make the variations selected less 

arbitrary.

Since most of the players represented in strategic games are nation states, a 

Political Scientist is an essential skill to have on the development team as well as 

participating in games. The Political Scientist should also be able to design the effects 

of bureaucratic politics on state behavior into games and assess its affects on game play.

Finally, computers are so ubiquitous that their contribution to even completely 

free-form games should not be ignored. Systems such as RSAS offer powerful tools for 

analysis using the data generated in free form games. A Computer Scientist is essential 

to developing the potential of such computer-based systems.
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The operating costs of a research team such as this (including salaries) working 

at a facility that was otherwise conducting operational gaming routinely should run on the 

order of $1,000,000 per year. Promoting interface with the top academics to address 

some basic theoretical questions may add half again to that cost in consulting fees and 

sponsoring conferences and papers. Given uie importance of the potential contribution 

of well founded strategic operational gaming, the cost seems a bargain.
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APPENDIX A 

ENUMERATING STATES OF THE WORLD

In a strictly military context, the world may be thought of as the men and weapons 

involved, together with the environment in which they are employed. In a general context 

the world consists of people who make decisions and who act, their instruments of action, 

and the environment in which the instruments are employed. At any one time the world 

can be in just one state. Our interest is in the evolution of the state of the world over 

time.

Which world to use in a given context, and how to define a state properly are 

genuine problems in application of the theory. Even simple descriptions lead to large 

numbers of states. For instance, consider the case of m explorers looking for n treasures. 

To determine the number of possible states, indicate the explorers by a line of dots on the 

left and the treasures by a line of dots on the right (figure A-l). Indicate the event that 

an explorer finds a treasure by drawing a line from the explorer to the treasure. The 

resulting graph determines the state of the system. There are mn possible lines that could 

be drawn in figure A-l, and each line may be drawn or not. Therefore, there are 2nm 

possible graphs equating to states of the system. If the transitions between these states 

are statistically determined there are 22m° elements in the transition matrix describing the

470
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T R E A S U R E SE X P L O R E R S

Figure A-l. A State of the Explorer’s World.

probability of transition from one state to another, which may change over time. This 

level of complexity suggests why limiting the objective of the study to answer a precise 

question is recommended for success when complete enumeration of the states and 

transition probabilities is required by the analytical technique.

Issues of complexity motivate one to keep the scope of the world as small as 

possible. A smaller world is derived from a larger by neglecting some distinctions 

between states, such as types of weapons or the experience of the users, not by ignoring 

states outright. The most common pitfall in the analysis of complex problems is the 

necessity to include only a few aspects of states to make the analysis tractable.
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APPENDIX B 

MORE ON ELEMENTS OF DECISION

This Appendix addresses elements of decision and game theory omitted from 

Chapter 1. The challenge in discussing decision theory is to preserve generality without 

being so vague as to be unusable as a basis for intellectual discipline in the practical 

formulation of a strategy designed to meet a particular situation in reality.1 As Dryden 

said, "If too may foreign words are poured in upon us, it looks as if they were designed, 

not to assist the natives, but to conquer them." The words person, world, state, act, 

consequence, choice, preference, taste, belief, expectation, and utility are terms used in 

decision theory to convey concepts more precise than in general usage. Those uninitiated 

in decision theory may find that this section requires careful reading.

Decision is complicated either (1) when a choice does not determine a particular 

outcome or (2) when more than one person is involved in making a choice and 

implementing an action affecting the same object. Confining the scope of discussion first 

to a single person or actor is convenient for introducing preliminary considerations.

1 The following is an admixture of Marschak and Radner, 1976; Savage, 1972; Koopman, 1967; Von 
Neumann and Morgenstem, 1953; and Hanley.
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Consequences. Acts and Decisions

In choosing an act, a rational person should consider the possible states of the 

world resulting from the act (outcomes) and the consequences. They imply an evaluation 

of an otherwise objective description of the world.

In this formal description, a plan (of what might ordinarily be considered a series 

of decisions) is treated as a single decision. In the example of Appendix A, a decision 

to have the m explorers look in one set of places today, another set tomorrow, and so on, 

would be considered one decision.

Uncertainty in States and Processes

The same act can result in different outcomes and consequences either because we 

are uncertain about the true state of the world when we make a decision (statistical 

indeterminacy), or we are uncertain what effect the act will have on the world 

(stochastic indeterminacy), or both. For example, we may attach some probability that 

the treasure is in a particular location based upon an old treasure map. This would 

involve statistical indeterminacy. In excavating for the treasure we may cause a cave-in, 

displacing the location of the treasure. This process would involve stochastic 

indeterminacy in the outcome.

For the case of statistical indeterminacy consider our explorer looking for a 

treasure. Here, the relevant states are whether the treasure is at a particular location (s,) 

or not (Sj), and the acts (i= 1,2,3) concern digging at three different sites involving 

different costs. The set F has six elements; that is, we have only six consequences to 

consider, as shown in the following table.
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State

Act
Treasure (sx) No Treasure (s^

f, fi(Si) fiCsj)

f j  ^ (S j)  ^2(^2)

fs f 3(S i)  UsJ

If our digging involves a stochastic process the consequences are no longer determined 

by knowledge of the state and the act, but involve a further probability distribution over 

a state obtaining from a particular act. When we go to the case of m explorers and n 

treasures we have 2™ possible states that may obtain, and 3 x 2 “  consequences to 

consider. The difficulty in providing data becomes apparent even before we take 

stochastic considerations into account.1

Maximizing Expected Utility

The preference ranks that a person assigns to alternative outcomes can be replaced 

by numbers called utilities. The probability ranks that he assigns to alternative events can 

be replaced by numbers called subjective probabilities. In addition to preserving order, 

these numbers can be meaningfully added and multiplied. Just as with preferences, 

subjective probabilities are revealed through choice. Subjective probabilities are needed 

where there is insufficient data to determine objective probabilities with confidence.

1 Statistical decision theory involves an observation that determines which probability distribution 
applies prior to taking any action. For example, we may attach different probabilities to the treasure being 
at a particular site depending upon how well the features of the site matched our treasure map. In statistical 
decision theory the consequences are specified in the form of a loss function and the procedures for 
evaluating a decision are similar to game theory. For details see Bickel and Doksum (1977, Chapter 10).
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Where objective probabilities are available, we require a rational person’s choice to reveal 

subjective probabilities identical to those derived from logic.1 Moreover, subjective 

probabilities obey the rules of probability calculus. The expected utility of an action 

under uncertainty is defined to be the average of the utilities of its several possible 

consequences ffl, each weighted by the probability of the event obtaining.2 Let Z/f,) 

denote the event that act f, has the consequence fy. Suppose that the set F of alternative 

consequences is finite (f̂ , j = 1,...,N). The expected utility at time t for a given act f, is 

then,

EjiW livVM z/fpto-;■«

In this formulation the (subjective) probabilities of different events obtaining are allowed 

to change over time depending upon the kinematics of the system, but preferences must 

remain stationary for events that do obtain. In short, we do not allow learning about 

preferences. That, after days of eating steak, one may prefer to eat chicken is not 

unreasonable. If this is the case the description of the event must contain the information 

that we have been eating steak for days. Thus, it is the true state of the world that 

changes, not the person’s preference.

Maximizing expected utility is a concept that permits us to explain how a rational 

person should solve a problem of choice under uncertainty where their acts alone affect 

the outcome. Conceptually this is a straightforward process of lining up the alternatives

1 Kahneman and Tversky, in their own book (1982) and in Arkes and Hammond, eds. (1986) review 
many reasons why this requirement is not satisfied, particularly by those not familiar with the axioms and 
calculus of probabilities.

2 Here there is a j for each of the possible states s, in set S.
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and choosing the best, with suitable consideration for the statistical and stochastic 

indeterminacy between choice and consequence. However, to this point the data 

characterizing the uncertainty in outcome given a choice has been essentially dead, 

governed by fixed statistical laws and fixed personal beliefs. In matters of strategy we 

need to consider decisions in an environment where outcomes are determined or 

influenced by the joint actions of several men.

Game-theoretic Extensions1

Simply treating other’s acts as additional variables, assigning subjective 

probabilities to them, then maximizing our expected utility does not adequately account 

for others acting in a rational manner. In general, one person’s expected utility function 

will have no maximum where the others have one. Here we need to look for viable 

prescriptions for rational behavior as a generalization of the expected utility maximization 

optimality requirement, extended from decision making by a single person to the case of 

several people. This is the subject of game theory.

My intent is not to survey game theory, but simply to describe a formal game and 

indicate properties deemed desirable to prescribe rational behavior. This treatment 

suggests the types of things that must be known to employ game theory in the 

formulation of strategy.

A two person game in normal (or strategic) form looks very similar to the

previous table.

' This section relies heavily upon Shubik (1982) and Von Neumann and Morgenstem (1953).
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Player 2 Strategies
Player 1 Strategies

& & 

fi -u,(f1,&),u1(&,gl) U,(ft,g j,u a(fl,gl)

f2 U ,( ( ,g l) tU2(fa,g l) U ^ f j .g ^ .U ^ fj .g ,)

f3 u 1(f3,g ,) ,u 2(f3,g 1) U1(f3,g 2),U2(f j,g j)

Here the possible states of the world are replaced by the possible strategies (acts) g, of 

another player (person or organization modeled as a unitary decision maker and actor). 

The strategic indeterminacy of the acts of men is superimposed over the statistical and 

stochastic indeterminacy of acts of nature. Also, the consequences are replaced by an 

expected payoff uk(f„gj for each player. The expected payoff is our expected utility, that 

is, for player 1 who has strategies f„

j - i

As this expression illustrates, utilities and subjective probabilities are personal to each 

player. The event that obtains is a function of the strategies (acts) of both players. For 

each strategy pair the expected utility needs to be computed for each player. Where n>2 

players are involved the event that obtains will be a function of the n-tuple of acts taken 

by the players, therefore the expected utility needs to be computed for each strategy n- 

tuple.

This appears to be a complex set of calculations to provide the payoff data, even 

before beginning to analyze the game. Indeed, the size of every aspect of the calculation
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increases beyond the single person case. Even the relevant state space would normally 

be bigger.

Consider our previous example of m explorers looking for n treasures. Where two 

sides are involved in armed conflict, the n treasures become explorers themselves, 

searching for the other side. Thinking of the explorers as military platforms in combat, 

such as ships, we are now interested the chances of each platform being operational, 

which will depend upon the set A of hostile platforms that it is detecting and the set B 

of hostile units that is detecting it. Drawing the graphs of figure A-l in the previous way, 

but using a blue line to indicate a unit on the right detecting a unit on the left, and a red 

line to indicate a unit on the left detecting a unit on the right, we now have 22™ possible 

states of the world. If m=5 and n=4 a realistic account might have to consider more than 

240, or over 1012 possible states, with over 102* different elements (more elements than 

molecules in a liter of gas) in the transition matrix determining the probability of the next 

event obtaining (Koopman 1967, pp. 30-31).

The number of strategies available to each player involves similar combinatorial 

complexity. In the table above only a few possible choices were indicated for each 

player. This is rarely the case. A strategy, in game theory, is a plan of action for every 

situation that could conceivably arise in playing the game from beginning to end. The 

test for completeness of a strategy is whether it could be handed to an agent or 

programmed into a computer who would play the game for the decision maker without 

ever having to return for further instructions (Shubik 1982, p. 34).

In the game of tic-tac-toe, disregarding symmetry so as to distinguish all positions, 

the first player has 9 choices for his first move. For each of these, the second player has
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8 places from which to select for each of the 9 possible choices of the first player, or 9s 

strategies if the game ended there. On the third move the first player has 7 places from 

which to select for each of the 8 choices of the second player. Following this logic the 

first player has 9*78*548 = 1.843 X 1041 strategies for three moves (the minimum required 

to win) and 9*78*548*3192 = 7.461 X 10132 strategies to consider to fill all of the spaces. 

This suggests the practical problem, mentioned earlier, of treating a sequence of acts as 

one decision.

The game rules that dictate who knows what, when, affect the characterization of 

the strategies and what we would expect for the game results. A game in extensive form,

Figure B-l. Game with Imperfect Information.

a game tree, provides these details of move structure and information conditions. Figure 

B-l illustrates a case where each player has one move. The "bubble" drawn around the 

nodes representing player 2’s choices indicates that player 2 must choose a course of 

action without the benefit of knowing what course of action player 1 was taking. This
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is known as a game with imperfect information. Here the nodes form one information 

set. In normal (matrix) form this game looks like the previous table.

Figure B-2 illustrates the situation with perfect information where player 2 has

Figure B-2. Game with Perfect Information.

the benefit of knowing player l ’s choice before selecting his act. Rather than two

choices, gi and g2, player 2 has eight (23) possibilities in his strategy:

(1,1;2,1;3,1) (1,1;2,1;3,2) (1,1;2,2;3,1) (1,1;2,2;3,2)
(1,2;2,1;3,1) (1,2;2,1;3,2) (1,2;2,2;3,1) (1,2;2,2;3,2)

where the first set of numbers in parentheses are read as:

(if f„ do g,; if f2, do g,; if f3, do g,).

Whereas reversing the order of play would not affect the player’s strategies in figure B-l,

in figure B-2 reversing the order of play completely changes the strategic possibilities of

the players. Were the play reversed, player 2 would have two choices and player 1 would

now have nine. Therefore, we would expect the outcome of the game to be very sensitive

to the rules regarding the order of moves and who knows what when they make a choice.
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In the usual game theoretic formulation of expected payoffs the probabilities of 

events obtaining do not change over time. Here the actual sequence of player moves is 

not necessarily reflected in the game. The only feature that is important is what the 

players know about the other players’ choices when they make their own. Therefore, 

though the representation of the game in extensive form changes with different 

information conditions, the values of the payoffs for the particular combination of acts 

chosen do not. Were we to use the formulation suggested in the equation above, where 

probabilities are not necessarily stationary, the issue of when an act was chosen and the 

transition rates of the probabilities would affect the game in addition to the information 

conditions of who knows what when. These games of timing involve severe conceptual, 

as well as computational, difficulties.

Game-theoretic Solutions

So far we have discussed only the description of a game, not any concepts of how 

to solve one.

The maxmin strategies and saddlepoint solution are the most commonly know 

solution concepts for game-theoretic analysis of multi-person decision making. A 

misconception is that these solutions are central to game-theoretic analysis. Strictly, these 

are the normative solution only to the class of two-person constant-sum (the sum of the 

payoffs for each strategy pair is constant) games. Here, since interests are diametrically 

opposed (one can gain only what the other loses) the maxmin solution (maximizing the 

minimum that you can get out of the game assuming that your opponent is doing the 

same) can be regarded as a reasonable extension of the concept of individual rational
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behavior. If more than two players are involved in the game, or if the sum of the payoffs 

is not constant, communication and cooperation among the players must be considered. 

The Prisoner’s Dilemma game illustrates this point for the two-person game.

The Prisoner’s Dilemma game has the structure shown in the table below. The 

payoffs to player 1 are listed first

Player 2 Strategies 
Player 1 Strategies (Row min.)

8. 82

f, 5,5 -5,10 (-5)

f2 10,-5 0,0 (0)

followed by the payoffs to player 2. In analyzing the possibilities, the payoff to player 

1 is greater for each of the player 2 strategies if player 1 selects his second strategy. 

Since the game is symmetric, this is also true for player 2, resulting in the payoffs (0,0). 

Thus the concept of dominance, that says you should choose a strategy that is best against 

each of the opponent’s strategies if you have it, leads to an outcome worse than if you 

had agreed upon your first strategies. Similarly, if player 1 looked at the minimum that 

he could get for selecting each strategy (the minimum in each row), then maximized the 

minimum, and if player 2 followed the same procedure, the same outcome would occur. 

Thus, individual rationality leads to pathological outcomes. Since there is no selection 

of strategies that can enforce cooperation and a better outcome, this game is a favorite 

for illustrating how rational behavior can lead to outcomes that do not benefit the society.
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Moving beyond two-person constant-sum games takes one into a host of solution 

concepts.1 Where enforceability is a concern the idea of an equilibrium point, where no 

change that a player may make would be expected to better them, is an attractive concept. 

The multiple solutions that this idea can produce can be further reduced if one considers 

only those equilibria that represent credible threats. With each refinement of a solution 

concept comes a demand for exploiting more detailed knowledge of the structure of the 

game and the players’ tastes and beliefs. Even solutions to games with incomplete 

information are postulated. Here the solution requires that all players have a common 

prior distribution of the probabilities that the other players are of a particular type, 

holding particular tastes and beliefs (Harsanyi 1967, 1968a, 1968b). Where these 

probabilities come from, how individuals form subjective probabilities, and how they 

update these probabilities are left to psychology and single-person decision theory, and 

not addressed explicitly in game theory.

Beyond Game Theory

This review of normative theory rightfully leaves one with the impression that 

decision and game theory go begging for data. This is true of all quantitative approaches, 

but particularly true of problems where competing and value laden objectives are 

involved. In general, there are no ready sources of data on people’s tastes and beliefs, 

or what choices they perceive. The lack of data interacts with modeling problems. 

Beyond the laws of physics, there are no prescriptions for who can act when, with whom

' Shubik (1982) devotes six chapters to investigating the motivations and properties of solution 
concepts.
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they can act, what they know when they act, or what events will obtain from the set of 

acts chosen. As we have seen, these data and structural elements greatly affect the 

normative behavior suggested by a game.

Dynamic situations, organizational issues, and the selection of objectives are all 

on the fringe, but essentially beyond the scope of the theory. Usual formulations of the 

theory do not accommodate time dependent elements in the calculation of payoffs and 

require all changes in data to be specified at the outset. The theory can accommodate 

learning only by adding significantly to already complex formulations.

Organization is covered by the modeling of players. A player has an array of 

resources at his disposal, a set of possible choices, and a system of preferences over 

possible outcomes. The player is the fundamental decision making entity. The player has 

no personality, social conditioning or difficulty in making calculations other than what 

is stipulated in the payoffs and the structure of the game. Frequently, a group of 

individuals is aggregated into a single player. Group preference represents a significant 

difficulty in the theory (Shubik 1982, Chapter 5). Log rolling and other strategic behavior 

on the part of group members results in their actions masking their true preferences. In 

a hierarchical organization differences in tastes, beliefs, and perceived choices account for 

unintended actions and otherwise irrational behavior. In such cases it may be necessary 

to investigate a subgame of group interactions to understand the behavior of the group 

representing a single player.

Finally, and importantly from the perspective of strategy formulation, decision and 

game theory is strictly concerned only with choosing among different courses of action, 

not with choosing among different objectives. As with any analysis technique, analysis
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of the problem may suggest that different objectives should be considered. But, in 

decision and game theory the objectives of the player will enter only through the structure 

of his preferences.

In summarizing this brief review of normative decision theories the following 

features stand out Rigorous treatment of even simple problems becomes complex and 

intractable when statistical or stochastic indeterminacy is introduced. This drives analysts 

to reduce the number of states considered and treat transition probabilities as stationary 

in modeling the subject under study, as they search for an acceptable mean between 

plausibility and tractability. As in all modeling decisions, whether the analyst needs to 

account for indeterminacy depends upon the nature of the subject matter and the nature 

of the questions being asked about it. Given a competent analyst, models are never 

wrong, they may simply be useful for computation only over a very narrow domain of 

application.

In introducing even a single decision maker we must accommodate indeterminacy 

in the form of subjective probabilities. From basic axioms, single person decision theory 

provides a rational basis for the selection of a choice, subject to the structure of the 

problem and the data being well specified. Unfortunately, people’s subjective 

probabilities do not conform well to the norms of the theory. The treatment of groups 

as unitary decision makers creates further problems in asserting consistency of tastes and 

beliefs. Optimization resolves the decision at hand in the sense of providing a unique 

value. However, treating several actions as the same because they produce the same 

value is sometimes awkward.
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When more than one person is involved in the decision we are in the province of 

game theory. Here we must take strategic indeterminacy into account. Unlike 

optimization, we cannot expect any unique resolution of rational acts when more than one 

person is involved. In addition to the theory requiring more complex calculations, it 

requires more careful specification of what constitutes a rational act than single person 

theory. Also, the strategic possibilities available to the players are shown to be extremely 

sensitive to the specification of information conditions, with greater information increasing 

the possibilities for the player who has it. The demands for data and structure are great 

if the theory is to be applied rigorously to the resolution of a particular decision.
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APPENDIX C 

THE VALUE OF GAME THEORY TO STRATEGY

Given the problems of data, modeling, and issues not addressed by game theory, 

the skeptic may now be convinced that game theory has no practical value. Indeed, in 

tic-tac-toe even young children can quickly produce a strategy to ensure a draw, though 

none of us can really comprehend choice among 1041 alternatives.1,2 However, if one 

views game theory strictly from the perspective of building and analyzing formal 

mathematical models the most valuable part of the theory is missed. The practical uses 

of game theory occur at many different levels. Where imponderables increase, the use 

of formal methods (such as game theory) in studying a problem come more in the 

conceptualization and understanding than in the explicit calculation (Shubik 1983). The 

value of the theory here is in how it prompts the consideration of essential questions and 

assists in understanding what the relevant questions are. Where procedures for tackling

1 In fact, there are far fewer than 1041 strategies if we account for symmetry. For the first two moves 
there are 50 vice 4.3 X 107 strategies if symmetry is considered. Tic-tac-toe is a good illustration of power 
of observing patterns as opposed to explicit calculation in arriving at a decision.

2 In this example the use of game theory to formulate a strategy seems ludicrous. Here, the 
mathematical rigor of game theory is not necessary to produce a viable outcome after a little experience. 
However, even here, rigor is required to explain to a person how to produce that outcome in such a way 
that any person, even one with no experience, could verify that the solution was indeed viable in the sense 
of the solution criteria introduced above. In more complicated problems arriving at a solution may not be 
possible with out resorting to calculation given any amount of experience. Simple examples are used to 
illustrate and corroborate the theory. This leads to the theory extending the obvious, mutually extending 
the theory and the application.
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imponderables directly are called for, the theory illustrates where typical cognitive short

cuts are inadequate. Distinguishing traditional approaches to strategy and improving the 

Commander’s Estimate procedure are two applications that illustrate the value of the 

theory.

Approaches to Strateev

War is an act of force to compel our enemy to do our will. (Clausewitz)

The traditional approaches to strategy have their roots in conflict, particularly 

armed conflict. They are identified by epithets such as disarm your enemy and impose 

your will, deny enemy objectives, deter, countervail, and bargain.

The first approach to strategy — disarm your enemy and impose your will -  is 

unilateral. This strategy, incorrectly attributed to Clausewitz, is elegant in its simplicity.1 

If it is feasible its simplicity does much to recommend it. The statement of the solution 

suggests that the problem is one of one-person decision and control, simply selecting the 

course of action that maximizes one’s expected utility. It implies that the opponents’ 

ability to resist is inconsequential. Because the ability to disarm opponents other than tin

horn Panamanian dictators is rare, due either to the opponent’s resources or restrictions 

upon the application of one’s own, one should review the problem carefully before 

pursuing this approach. Actions that legitimize reciprocity (such as putting multiple 

warheads on intercontinental ballistic missiles, putting weapons into space, assassinating

1 Clausewitz indeed made the statement. However, he employed a Hegelian style of argument, first 
setting up an absolute, then its contradiction to arrive at a synthesis. The statement is not indicative of his 
belief.
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opposition leaders or spreading insects to destroy cocoa crops) demand careful review for 

the implications of retaliation prior to implementation. Game theory suggests that a 

unilateral approach to strategy is viable only if the opponent has no choice of action that 

can affect our payoffs.

The remaining approaches to strategy mentioned above fall into two categories; 

either deny your opponent’s objectives, or the others. Denying opponent’s objectives put 

one immediately into a zero-sum situation where the other approaches allow non-zero-sum 

possibilities.

The theory suggests that denying the opponent’s objectives establishes a 

requirement to consider the opponent’s courses of action and his tastes and beliefs. To 

determine our strategy we must understand the courses of action open to our opponent, 

his beliefs about what could happen if he follows a particular course, and his tastes for 

selecting among the possible outcomes. In a sense, we put ourselves in the hands of the 

opponent by blindly following this approach. Our understanding of the opponent 

completely determines our strategy. We presume there are no rational opportunities for 

coalition with or compensation of the opponent. This is essentially equivalent to 

stipulating that the opponent is a unitary actor or that there are no other players capable 

of affecting the outcome. Denying the objectives of more than one opponent is not 

possible unless their objectives are strictly aligned. In this case there is no distinction 

between them. If their objectives are not strictly aligned possibilities for coalition, or 

realigning coalitions, exist and should be considered by a rational actor.

Zero-sum situations should be recognized for the abstraction that they represent. 

Combatants collude to fight in valleys rather than on mountain tops, mainly during the
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day rather than the night, with only conventional weapons, etc.. They find many features 

of the conflict common to the self-interests of both. Even in a duel, to suggest that 

interests are directly opposed is an absolute reduction. Consider a duel where the relevant 

outcomes consist of four possible events: (a) both combatants live, (b) combatant 1 lives 

and combatant 2 dies, (c) combatant 1 dies and combatant 2 lives, and (d) both 

combatants die. To suggest that the combatants would assign the same probabilities to 

each outcome (for a particular action taken by each combatant) is questionable. Even 

granting that they may assign opposite values to events (b) and (c), they are more likely 

to evaluate events (a) and (d) similarly, which for proximate probability distributions 

would produce subjective expected utilities much closer to equal than opposite.

In practice, developing the capability to deny the opponent’s objectives is one 

component of a deterrent strategy. Deterring, countervailing and bargaining through 

processes that are bloody and extortionate introduce an even more complex set of 

requirements for rational action than the previous approaches. Here interests will be such 

that there is always some room for collusion with, or compensation of, the opponent (as 

long as the objective is not reduced to maximizing the difference in outcomes which 

again drives the formulation to zero-sum). Possibilities for communications with the 

opponent(s) become a central feature of the process. The essence of strategy becomes 

causing the opponent(s) to behave in ways that are conducive to one’s own interests, 

considering the interests and abilities of the opponent(s). Though a more positive 

formulation, this is not inconsistent with Clausewitz’s insight that, "If the enemy is to be 

coerced you must put him in a situation that is even more unpleasant than the sacrifice 

you call on him to make (p. 77)." In contrast to the former approach to strategy you must
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consider your own interests and objectives more carefully rather than letting your 

opponent dictate those for you.

In all but the unilateral case, rational behavior on the part of the opponent within 

the context of his tastes and beliefs provides the norm for making one’s own decision 

rational. This creates a demand for understanding, or at least bounding, the tastes and 

beliefs of the opponent and the courses of action available to him. If the opponent is a 

complex organization, driven by changing and inconsistent tastes and beliefs among the 

members that are constrained by culture, law and doctrine, the ability to generate this 

understanding is complicated greatly.1

The theory can be used to illustrate further distinctions between deterrence, 

compellence, bargaining, etc. (Schelling 1960,1966; Wagner 1982). However, even this 

brief examination illustrates how game theory can be used to distinguish essential 

differences in approaches to strategy that are not clearly established in the absence of the 

theory. Theory suggests that consideration of the opponent’s calculus is essential to the 

formulation of strategy. While reducing the set of viable strategies, it suggests that there 

is no single answer to most strategic problems. The theory also suggests that contingen

cies, information, timing and the time horizon (when the game ends) are all matters that 

will affect strategic choice. In this sense the theory provides a means to audit whether 

we have included all relevant considerations in our process of strategy formulation. My 

experience has been that an appreciation of game theory increases one’s sophistication in

1 A complex organization is defined here as one where the information conditions (who knows what 
when) are different throughout the organization, or where the actions different individuals within the 
organization would take given the same information would change as a result of different tastes or beliefs. 
A team, no matter how large, who all have the same tastes and beliefs is simple if they know the same 
things.
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understanding the implications of simple rules used in the formulation of strategy. 

Logically, this should reduce the chance of gross strategic mistakes. The apparently self- 

evident considerations of the opponent’s calculus, information, timing and time horizon’s 

highlighted by game theory rarely appear in discussions of strategy in the literature on 

national security policy analysis.1

The Commander’s Estimate

Our second illustration is a process the U.S. military calls the commander’s 

estimate of the situation and the British call an appreciation. There are several views of 

the principal purpose of this procedure. One view holds that this is the logical process 

for tackling the imponderables that any commander has to face and arriving at a decision 

(Naval Operational Planning, p. 2-1). In this sense the procedure should be fully 

consistent with single-person decision analysis and game theory. A second view holds 

that the form of the commander’s estimate procedure provides a means for specialized 

staffs to document their work in such a manner that the basis for their calculations and 

judgments is clear to the person ultimately responsible for directing some action (Reitzel 

1957,1958). A third view emphasizes that the procedure simply encourages one to think 

before intellectually jumping to a course of action. The thorough analysis makes both 

one’s own and the opponent’s actions more evident2 These later views weigh more 

heavily the possibility that the unnatural aspects of normative decision making procedures

1 Luttwak’s (1987) "profound" statements on the logic of war are self-evident in the context of game 
theory.

2 I am indebted to CAPT Tim Somes at the Naval War College for arguing the distinction of this third 
view.
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may shed more heat than light upon good decisions. The second explicitly recognizes 

that good procedures should be based on substantiated theory. In either case the specified 

procedure falls short of the normative theory on several accounts. The implications of 

the shortfalls are more serious if the procedure is to serve the first purpose.

The procedure presupposes an essentially linear hierarchical organizational 

structure with different levels of command, spatially separated, and communicating in 

writing. Implicit in the procedure also is deliberate planning well ahead of the execution 

of actions. The elements of the procedure are:

a. analyze the tasking to understand the superior’s purpose,

b. identify considerations affecting courses of action,

c. identify courses of action of which the enemy is capable,

d. identify own courses of action,

e. analyze opposing courses of action,

f. consider the advantages and disadvantages in the courses of action retained
following the analysis and select one,

g. write a directive to a subordinate. (Naval Operational Planning)

Though the procedure was in use before the existence of game theory, it bears a strong 

resemblance in the explicit inclusion of opponent’s courses of action. Beyond this 

resemblance the procedure is vague in key parts of the technique and incorrect in others.

First, it takes the planner through excruciating details in describing the problem 

(formulating the game) and listing pro’s and con’s of alternative courses of action, then 

does not even hint at how to arrive at a solution: "The commander weighs the relative 

merits of the various courses of action and selects the course of action that, in good
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judgement, best satisfies the requirements of the mission (Naval Operational Planning,

p. 2-23)." Rietzel’s comment on this situation remains true today:

This is as tantalizing  to the student of decision making as the fade-out of a strip 
tease to a sailor. You are carefully lead up to the point of decision and, then, 
suddenly, the lights go out. When they come on again, the lady is dressed and the 
choice has been made. You’ve been hurried past the most interesting point: and 
it is gone forever. (Reitzel 1957, p. 37)

The procedure weighs too lighdy the possibility that good theory may correlate to good

judgement.

Another place in the procedure where short-cuts are likely to lead to flawed 

decision is in the prediction of outcomes should the envisioned interactions obtain. Here 

the planner is directed to predict the expected outcome, then evaluate this against other 

expected outcomes. Too be sure, the wording is imprecise. However, it suggests that 

decisions should be made upon the utility of the expected outcome rather than the 

expected utility. These are quite different things. Two different courses of action 

conceivably may have a common event be the most probable to both, but may differ 

significantly in the sets of events that may obtain or in the probability distributions over 

those events. The type of thinking suggested obviates weighing the opportunities and 

risks involved in lower probability events. The implications of things going wrong are 

missed if this procedure is used as the basis for arriving at a solution.

Other elements of the strategic audit suggested by game theory are missing or, as 

in the case of considering the opponent’s calculus, cautioned against in the Commander’s 

Estimate procedure. Here is one application where nothing may be so practical as good 

theory. However, before changing the procedure simply to be consistent with game 

theory, the possibilities and implications of descriptive theories of decision making should
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be considered in making the procedure more natural, and thereby more useful to the 

planner and decision maker. Descriptive decision theory also provides a basis for 

evaluating the contribution of gaming to decision making, and has interesting parallels 

with the structure of gaming.
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